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Preface

This, the 14th Annual Battery Workshop, was attended by
manufacturers, users, and government representatives interested
in the latest results of testing, analysis, and development of
lithium, nickel-cadmium, and nickel-hydrogen batteries. The
purpose of the Workshop was to share flight and test experience,
to stimulate discussion on problem areas, and to review latest
technology improvements.

The papers presented were derived from transcripts taken
at the Workshop held at the Goddard Space Flight Center on
November 17 to 19, 1981. The transcripts were lightly edited
by the speakers with their vugraphs assembled at the end of
each presentation for uniformity.
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INTRODUCTION

G. Halpert
Goddard Space Flight Center

Welcome to Goddard Space Flight Center and the 1981 NASA/GSFC
Battery Workshop. We are pleased that Goddard management has
continued to support this activity through the last thirteen
years. We appreciate the NASA Headquarters support we have had.

Each year as we review the accomplishments that have been
made, it is clear that we continue to improve the technology and
continue to gain further experience and have taken steps to better
understand and improve the reliability of secondary systems used
in space, However, the more we advance, the more we realize that
there is still much to be learned. Furthermore, the interest in
these systems Continues to be high.

We anticipate that this will be another informative workshop.
We hope that you will participate by asking questions and by
offering stimulating comments.

For your information, we have included a list of the acquisi-
tion numbers for all workshop proceedings dating back to 1970.

BATTERY WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS

Year

1980 Workshop
1979 Workshop
1978 Workshop
1977 Workshop
1976 Workshop
1975 Workshop
1974 Workshop
1973 Workshop

Workshop
1972 Workshop

Workshop
1971 Workshop

Workshop
1970 Workshop

Workshop

non_ No_

81N21493
80N20820
79N28669
79N21565
77N21550
76N24704
75N16976

(1st Day) 75N15152
(2nd Day) 75N17808
(1st Day) 73N21956
(2nd Day) 73N21957
(Vol. 1) 72N27061
(Vol. 2) 72N27062
(1st Day) 71N28659
(2nd Day) 71N28672
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NASA or NASA.contractors, contact:

NASA Scientific and Technical
Information Facility (STIF)

P.O. Box 8757
BWI Airport
Baltimore, MD 21240
(301) 796-5300

All others, contact:

National Technical Information
Service (NTIS)

U.S. Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA ,22161
(703) 557 -4600
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OVERVIEW OF NASA PROGRAMS

The NASA/OAST Energy Stora g e Proaram

J. Ambrus

NASA headquarters

AMbRUS : Good morning. I am very pleased to
be here again as part of this eagerly awaited annual event,
the battery workshop, where I meet old friends and make new
ones every year.

This event has become more and more important as
the years went by, not just to me but, judging from the
the size of the audience, to just about everybody else in
the community.I'm really very pleasea to be part of it
and now part of the NASA team that organizes it.

I am often asked by my colleagues what it is that
we do here every year, how can we go on year after year
having a battery workshop and talkino about batteries, of
all things, for three whole days, anca anyway, batteries
still con-*t work. And to top it off. we have been hoping
that by now some new energy source would come along that
works much better than batteries.

Well, to this I usually reply that what we do here
is talk to each other without having to figure out cute
answers to the other questions, and anywa y , batteries work a
great deal better than the y used to. And no other practical
energy storage device has come along that is as good as
batteries to this day. So there are going to be man y veers
when we are still aoinn to be talkinc, to each other.

This particular pro gram, the three —day program,
has oot many interesting aspects. fine very interesting
one, and to me a particularl y gratifyina one, is that I
perceive a subtle chance in the apprcach to the technoloov
improvement. when you look at the list of sneakers and the
topics, I am finding that the researcher and the
applications technologist who, when 1 first started out in
this field, sort of suspiciously eyed each other when thev
passed in the hall, are actually sitting down in the same
auditorium together. They are also talking to each other.
and, God forbid, maybe one day they're going to learn from
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each other. So with that I would like to add my little part
to this.

this conference is always about the latest
happenings in applications technology, and I am here to
learn, and I'm also trying to tell you about what we do at
NASA Headquarters in the Research and technology Department
to underpin this kind of activity in research and technology
improvement.

(Fi gure 1-1)

First of all, what is the mission of the NASA
Research and Technology Pro gram? Well, to provide the
technology base that will adequately support, enhance and
enable current and future activities in the exploitation of
space. This of course is the mission of the Space
Research and Technolo gy Program, part of which is the Space
Power Research and Technology Program which I am part of
here.

(Slide.)

Now what are these missions thnt they su pporti
This is an artist's conception of some future mission,
and, whatever it is. we know that it's going'to be rig, it's
going to require a lot of power, and it's also going to be
shuttle-launcheo. So these are the kind of restraints that
are upon us and with which we are working to het the
technology to.

(Figure 1-2)

In summary, we know that the major technology
drivers are going to be advanced planetary spacecraft,
advanced spacecraft in geostationary orbit, and large space
systems in low earth orbit. We are addressing all three of
these in our basic research program.

Of course at the heart of each one 'of these is the
power system.

So what is it that we'r.e working for? Well, high
capacity, of courses were going to need more and more
power. Hi gh energy densitys we're going to have to package
it into less and less. Anc of course we-I re going to be
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looking for long life, both cycle life and storage life.

(Figure 1-3)

Now I'm sure that you are interested in what it is
we are looking at on the whole in space power. fle are
looking at the power sub-system.

Photovoltaics is still the primary power source in
s p ace today, and we still primarily store the energy in
batteries, in secondary batteries, and sometimes we carry
energy in chemical form to be converted as a one-time
application to electrical energy in primary batteries.

Thermal-to-electric energy conversion is
particularly important in planetary exploration. the heat
source is usually a radioisotope or possibly a reactor, and
thereby you can have missions where you are independent of
the sun.

And of course power system management and
distribution. 'This is a new one for us. VVe have found that
as the lar ge power systems come about, it is not random any
more, how we put tooether eight cell. I mean it's not
go,ina to be eight cells or 20 cells any more; its aoina to
be many, many, many cells, and large cells.

So now it really matters ahead of time to know how
you're aoina to manage and distributE thE , power.
Twenty-eiaht volts are just not coinc to hack it an y more.
Vie are going to have to go to high vcltage systems. VJe are
going to have switches, transistors. Ne are goin g, to see
how we have got to manage the heat distribution of the
batteries. So this is an important Fart of the entire power
system.

And then there is what we call "advanced
energetics" which seeks to explore the evolution ► of new
concepts. In the back of our minds He are still looking for
the perfect energy storage system that is not a battery.

(Figure 1-4)

Now I'm sure that you're interested in how the
money is distributed. Here is our Space Power Research and
Technology Program fund distribution by what we call Specific
Objectives in 1 81 and 182.
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You can see photovoltaics is a large part. So is
chemical energy conversion and stora g e, power system
management and distribution. Thermal-to-electric conversion
is still a little bit, because, after all, it only applies
right now to one kind of mission, which is the planetary
mission.

In advanced energetics we're looking for new ideas
of power conversion. It's a reasonable part.

When you look from 'di to 1 82 there's a small
increase in chemical .energy conversion and storage, and a
decrease in ,photovoltaics and an increase in power systems
management and distribution, which means that this is
becoming more and more important as time goes by.

(Figure 1-5)

When we now look,at just chemical energv
conversion and storaae, how are we distributing the funds by
task area?

Fuel cell/water electrolysis is nearly half of it,
and there is a little bit that can be identified as just
primary fuel cell work, but really this whole chunk is
primarily fuel cell work. Maybe it should be more.

Nickel-hydrogen, which is the new energy storage
device, is taking up 13 percent. New, aavanced high energy
density is ,11 percent, and this is the new high energy
density secondary batteries. Then fundamental"
investigations, which are really very basic investigations.
And, of course, we have new high energy density primary
battery work, too.

by Center, Lewis Research Center is the largest
center that does electrochemical research and technology:
JPL and, of course, the Johnson Space Center, which has the
responsibilit y for fuel cell/electrolysis.

(Figure 1-6)

We manage by setting certain goals, and those of
you who work at NASA Centers know these as paso tar gets. Ne
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set certain targets up for the different centers to work
toward.

For instance, you can see that the Lewis Hesearch
Center now is responsible for the nickel-hydrogen component
selection by the end of	 And a fuel cell/electrolysis
breadboard will be delivered to Johnson Space Center at the
eno of '62, and so on and so forth.

Now let me start describinc to you the program in
detail. I'm not going to talk very much, primarily because
I don't know all that much about the details, and there are
many experts in the audience here who work in these
programs, and I'm going to try to introduce them to you as I
go through the program.

(Slide.)

Primary fuel cells. Well, I figured I would show
you what a shuttle fuel cell looks like. This is one of the
three. This isn't the one that failed. And what we are
doing is primarily cone in the Lewis Research Center, and
this is component technology.

(dice. )

Ne are working on advancea components. For
instance this particular fuel cell has got an advanced
calcium-leached asbestos matrix, and a new polysulfone
frame which will reauce its weight consioerably in future
fuel cells. So this,is the kind of thin g that we are doing
in our Primary Fuel Cell Program.

Now the fuel cell is considered to be a reasonably
mature technology, and we've been using them successfully in
Just about all the manned space flights by now, and will
continua to use them. the idea.has come up that why don't
we use fuel cells in conjunction with water electrolysis as
an energy storage device for large, suture space systems in
low-earth orbit.

(Figure 1-7)

Thus, this program was born.

Now I'd like to point out the following things=
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we are only thinking at this point in time about
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells. There are two kinds that we are
working on. One is the alkaline fuel cell that is right now
flying in the Shuttle. The other one is the acid or solid
polymer electrolyte fuel cell which is being hroulht along
at the same time on a development basis.

both systems have aareed that the fuel ce.11 and
the electrolysis cell should be dedicated systems; that is,
it is not cost-effective or system-effective to make one
cell that-switches back and forth from fuel cell to'
electrolysis. It-'s better to have dedicated systems.

It is an awfully good concept in the way that you
can integrate it into the spacecraft. You can integrate it
into a large space platform. There-s hydro g en and oxygen=
you ca.n use it in the . fuel system, you can integrate it into
the life support system; so it is overall a very good iaea.

It is also very competitive with nickel-hydrogen
as far as energy density is concernec. As a matter of fact,
we had several studies done and, oepenaing on who does the
stucy, the fuel cell electrolysis and the nickel-hydrogen in
large, 25 to 100 kilowatt applications, come out neck and
neck. Sometimes one is.a little bit ahead and sometimes the
other one is.

So we decided to oevelop tcth and then, let's see,
what happens.

The development work has been going on mainly on
the electrolysis side and on the systems side. Ne are using
the mature technologies, the shuttle technology, on the fuel
cell side. Most of the work, the improvement work has been
done on the electrolysis sicie (both alkaline and SPE).

I took these two charts out from two entirely
different reports. And they show nefrly the same
performance. So right now, a gain depending on who you talk
to, one or the other comes out ahead by about In percent.

Let me tell you that the plans are to have the
acid, the SPE fuel cell that's being developed by GE up in
Viilmington, the breadboard delivered to JSC by the end of
this fiscal year, and testing is going to start. The
alkaline breadboard is supposed to be delivered at the end
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of 1 63. And of course the testina is going to show which
one is preferable. Chances are that both are going to be
very good, and that they are both going to have given
aoplications.

(F= i gure 1-6•)

Now the next large area that we're working on is,
of course, nickel-hydrogen. Now you have all seen this
before. This is state of the art, a 25 ampere-hour
nickel-hydrogen cell that has been developed by COMSAT, by
the Air Force, by Hughes.we are looking for high capacity
in low-earth orbit, which means that we have got to have many,
many cycles at deep depths of discharge.

i4e are working a gainst a plan. Vie have put
to gether a five-year plan with Lewis i4esearch Center
leadership, and we have involved all of the Centers end the
Air rorce. The Lewis Fcesearch Center, has the leadership but
it's G collaborative program with ell the Centers and the
Air Force.

pie have so little :Honey we have cot to use every
cent.

O+e are tryina coordination with the user Centers
ano if you are from a user Center and you aro not being
coordinated with, please squawk.

The technology program is f imacd at improved
components and im proved cells.

This is what we are after. We are trying to
uouble the energy density of the nickel-cadmium. The
prototype hich capacity cells are supposed to be ready by
1 32. and let me tell you, they are not necessaril y going to
look like this.

(Slide.)

The Lewis Research Center is working on some
advanced designs, bipolar designs, that may look something
like this. Some of you may be familiar with this idea
already.

In geostationary orbit we are going to need
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very high ener gy densities. This is what is ri ght now
in geostationary orbit, and this is what we are looking
for. This is not necessarily going to be lithium but it's
going to be some advanced system that has got very high
ener gy density.

(f= igure 1-9)

Our high energy density program consists of two
parts, the ambient temperature lithium systems which is
being performed at JPL, ana the sodium anode/molten
salt/beta alumina systems which is performed by the Lewis
keseardh Center at EIC.

the ambient temperature lithiuhi system. The
emphasis right now is on the material performance ana
degradation mechanisms. vg e're lookina for a 200-watt per
ki loorain protot ype for a five-year geosyhchronous orbit by
the end of 'b7, and in the meantime ve're looking at the
basic understandin g of p erformance characteristics and
failure mechanisms ov the enu of 185.

I'm not doin g; to tell you more about this. It's a
very successful program ana Dr. SomoEno, who is going to be
a session chairmanhere, can tell you more about it because
he's the 1 p arier of that particular tesk.

The sodium anode/molten salt/beta aluminum
s ystems, where the emphasis is on lov temperature molten
salts (about 165 dearPes) and high capacity cathode
materials. I understand that the best one found to gate is
nickel sulfide. It's sort of fortuitous, because they were
looking at niobium sulfides and such things, and they found
out it was the nickel screen that actually gave the best
performance. 5o it's nickel sulfide now. And they are
poinq to start makin g prototype cells during this year, 1
understand.

(figure I- W)

NASA always had a certain Emount of use for
primary batteries ana of course the rrimary battery usea by
NAbA until now has been the silver-zinc battery. Ne are
looking for nigh rates.

Now we have a program in place at JPL which looks
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at primary lithium batteries. the emphasis is on safet y and
life. - The goal is to demonstrate a safe, high energy
density, long-life prototype cell by the ena of X85.

6e are approaching this a little bit differently
now. there's enough practical experience in the community
so that we can go back and develop a prototype cell, but
first understand what 0 s going on in it.

Again I sm not going to give you any details of
this program because Harvey Frank from JPL is the leader of
that task and he is also sitting in the audience, and Ism
certainly not qualified to take his place. If there are any
cuestions you have, please direct them to him.

Now all this sounds pretty research and
technology-ish, and it is. There is also something that is
'ust unabashedly basic research, and we call that
fundamentals, and it helps along in most of the programs.

(Figure 1-11)

We want to understand basic mechanisms, and we
want to understand the basic mechanism even in the
nickel-cadmium system in which nobody understands the basic
mechanisms yet, even though the battery works very well.

Irwin Schulman, who is the leader of the task of
the nickel-cadmium failure model, is also in the audience;
so I'm not going to elaborate on the failure model which is
a very good one and which is now in the process of being
validated successfully.

There is also some basic, supportive work going on
at the Lewis research Center such as electrolyte volume
management in metal-gas batteries anc in fuel cells, and a
very interesting interactive graphics program in synthetic
batteries which really graphically tells you when you do not
balance cells in a battery what can happen just after a very
few cycles. Larry Thaller gave a paper on that in Atlanta.
I'm sure that you can get a reprint of that.

Well, this is the extent of the NASA Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology, Battery Research and
Technology Program. Now I am going to learn in the next
three days how to change it.

9



Thank you very much.

DISCUSSION

BIERMAN (Honeywell): You showed your pie charts
there with the various percentages of where you're spending
your funds. Would you care to comment on the overall budget
dollars themselves?

AMBRUS-: Yes. The overall budget for fiscal '82
is about $15 million, 15.5. Of that, chemical energy
conversion and storage is 3.7-some. I don u t remember the
0 81 figure ekactly but it comes out ebout the same. Up
until a couple of months ago it . was much larger.

SENSE (Rockwell) : The overall system analysis for
the fuel cell system shows that its efficiency is ouite a
bit less than that of, say, a nickel-hydrogen system, and
I'm must wondering: I'd like to have your comments as to
the justification for the use of a feel cell system in view
of such a great difference in the overall efficiency.

The implications here are that when you have such
low efficiency, you need much larger solar arrays, and for
low earth orbit this also implies thEt you have an extra
load because you have to keep the bird in orbit.

AMBRUS : des, I agree with you, ano there are some
stucaies that agree with you. And there are some stuoies
that say that no, it's nickel-hydrogen that is going to be
heavier.

This is why I commented thet we are having several
studies done on the use of fuel cell electrolysis versus
nickel-hydrogen, and, depending on who does the study,
depending upon the essumptions that people make, they come
out neck and neck. Now since we are committed to improve
fuel cell technology, we figure we had better go on with
both, and then let the practical experience decide.
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MISSION OF THE NASA SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

TO PROVIDE A TECHNOLOGY BASE THAT WILL ADEQUATELY

SUPPORT

ENHANCE, AND

ENABLE

CURRENT AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES IN THE EXPLOITATION OF SPACE

Figure 1-1

0 ADVANCED PLANETARY SPACECRAFT

0 ADVANCED SPACECRAFT IN GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT

0 LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS IN LOW-EARTH ORBIT

POWER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

0 HIGH CAPACITY

0 . HIGH ENERGY DENSITY

0 LONG LIFE

CYCLE LIFE

STORAGE LIFE

Figure 1-2

MAJOR THRUSTS OF THE SPACE POWER RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

0 PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY CONVERSION

CHEMICAL ENERGY CONVERSION AND STORAGE

THERMAL TO ELECTRIC ENERGY CONVERSION

POWER SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

0 ADVANCED ENERGETICS

SEEKS TO EXPLORE REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEPTS

Figure 1-3
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0 ADVANCED ENERGY STORAGE

0 COUPLING OF TWO MATURE TECHNOLOGIES

0 TWO COMPETING SYSTEMS

ALKALINE H2-02

SPE	 H2-02

0 SPE BREADBOARD DY END FY 82

0 ALKALINE BREADBOARD BY END FY 83

0 HIGH CAPACITY

0 INTEGRATION WITH CkEW LIFE SUPPORT

PROPULSION

0 HIGH ENERGY DENSITY

Figure 1-7
NIH2 BATTERY SYSTEM

0 EMPHASIS

LONG RANGE PLAN DEVELOPED (FY 81-86)

CONTINUOUS COORDINATION WITH NASA CENTERS AND AIR FORCE

IMPROVED COMPONENTS

IMPROVED SYSTEMS

0 COAL

DEVELOP A NICKEL-HYDROGEN ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM WITH TWICE THE

USABLE ENERGY DENSITY AS THE EQUIVALENT NICD SYSTEA AT EQUIVALENT

SYSTEM LIFE (LOW-EARTH ORBIT)

Figure 1-8
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HIGH ENERGY DENSITY SECONDARY BATTERIES

0 AMBIENT 7EI-.PERATURE LITHIUM SYSTEMS

EMPHASIS

MATERIALS PERFORMANCE

DEGRADING MECHANISMS

GOAL

'200 WHR/KG PROTOTYPE (5YR GEO) BY END OF FY 87

BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND FAILURE

MECHANISM BY END OF FY 85

0 SODIUM ANODE, MOLTEN SALT/BETA ALUMINA SYSTEMS

EMPHASIS

LOW TEMPERATURE MOLTEN SALTS

HIGH CAPACITY CATHODE MATERIALS

GOAL

200 WHR/KG COUPLE DEMONSTRATION BY END OF FY 83

Figure 1-9
PRIMARY LITHIUM BATTERIES

0 EMPHASIS
SAFETY
LIFE

0 APPROACH
IN SITU ANALYSES
INVESTIGATION OF CL02
THERMAL ANALYSIS

MICROCALORIMETRY
DSC

VOLTAGE DELAY
HIGH RATE CATHODES
SOA MONITORING

0 GOAL
DEMONSTRATE SAFE# HIGH ENERGY
DENSITY (300 WHR/KD). LONG LIFE
PROTOTYPE CELLS BY END OF FY 85

Figure 1-10

SUPPORTS ONGOING EFFORTS BY UNDERSTANDING BASIC MECHANISMS

0 NICD FAILURE MODEL

MODEL VALIDATION

CYCLING PROGRAM - DESTRUCT ANALYSIS

NONDESTRUCT ANALYSIS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

0 ELECTROLYTE VOLUME MANAGEMENT

SEPARATOR PORE SIZE ENGINEERING

0 SYNTHETIC BATTERY CYCLING

Figure 1-11
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HIGH RATE, HIGH RELIABILITN Li/SO2 CELLS

R. Chireau, PCI

Were going to discuss today the use of the
lithium/sulfur dioxide system specifically for some high
rates, high reliability aerospace applications.

The lithium/sulfur dioxide electrochemical system
is well known t extensively used. It's probably the most
advancea of the primary lithium systems that are in use
today but we think primarily of it as a low rate system. In
fact most of the applications to which it has been devoted
have been restricted to low rate applications.

Our work here will endeavor to show Some of the
applications, some of the changes which can be made to the
system to make it work in the realm cf high rate
applications.

(Fiaure 2-1)

Our first slide simply indicates the comparison of
the high rate densit y in the system, the sulfur dioxide
system, in comparison to some common primar y systemss
mercury zinc, silver zinc, magnesium oxide. We have applied
some conservative estimates here on the storage life, shelf
life of the s ystem so far as the lithium/sulfur dioxide is
concerned.

We have documented values for more than five years
although it is here indicated as five vears. All the rest
of the characteristics which are enumerated here are pretty
viell known to the audience I'm sure end what else we found I
think speaks for itself.

(Figure 2-2)

-In the next slide in this maze of-numbers we have
tried to come out-with a standard -- well, not pretty much
standard but a line of lithium/sulfur aioxide cells, and I
think the last two columns are pretty well indicative of the
values of energy density which have been achieved. These
actual numbers have actually been achieved. Ana you can see
we are pretty well in the ballpark of what we had put in the
previous slide.-
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We ,O re talkin g of numbers which range from roughly
100 watt-hours per pound to about 150 watt-hours per pound,
and these are actual finished cells. The various model,
numbers change only insofar as the capacity is concerned,
ana the diameter, height. etc.

(Figure 2-3)

Here we have indicated the cross section of a
typical cell. All of the cell models which;we previously
put on the board followed this same design construction.
vie're talking of the commonly known 2ellyroll construction,
a cathode wouna as.a laminate separated from the,anode
Which is lithium, of course, by means of a separator.

The cathode is a carbon compound laminated onto a
cric, separating microporous propylene material. an anode
lithium sheet of course. The can. steel. Hermetically
sealed construction. And you can see immediately the
contribution of the can and the weight of the various
materials which of course ao not directly contribute to the
enercay density.

However, I show this picture to indicate that in
our work on the high rate system we use this as a basic.
model, ano no changes have been made basicall y to the
structural construction of the cell.

(F.inure 2-4)

Now then, in a high rate system what are we
looking for? What are the characteristics of the typical
high rate system for an aerospace application? what would
we consider. as being desirable goals?

Here we have two types of batteries which we will
look into in a little more detail. And we have what many of
You will recognize as beinq some rather stringent
missile/aerospace requirements. We have a high rate, high
voltage. 35,volts overall, tie have two conditions under low
profile. One is a pulsing type regime which rates to la
amps. The other, no pulses but a steady state requirement.

The environmental requirements are almost standard
so far as qualifications acceptance fnd storage, ranging
froff, minus; 65 to as high as 125 to 140 degrees.
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Our energy density requirements are not that
strict in terms of what we require, 47 watt-hours per pound
in one case and 50 watt-hours per pound in another case, and
neither are the watt-hours per cubic inch.

We bring your attention to the power density
requirements, however, of 14.1 watt-hours per cubic inch in
this Type A battery under maximum load which is considered
unusually high for a lithium application.

(Figure 2-5)

Now in the desian of the cell, what are some
considerations that we have to examine in order to make the
system work as a hiah rate system? N.e've listed here some
of the most important requirements which had to be examined
and actuall y solved to make this system a reality.

"A ll is fairly obvious. You have to have the maximum
surface area that you can possibl y put into the system.
Remember again we're talking abort general construction so
you're kind of limited there.

Then we go on to a series of other requirements
such as balanced electrode confi guration. Here we're
talking about stoichiometrically balancing reactants in the
cell for safety reasons. this system we consider must be
lithium-limitea.

High cathode efficiency, again an obvious design
requirement. To minimize the voltage drop within the cell
very heavy current collectors are required, multiple
tabbing, etc.

The hermetic seal design which we put under the
desian considerations is a must; obviously, for the long
shelf life requirements we must have a hermetic seal.

the "C" we consider again ce must, venting, because
of the safety aspects. We mustn't fcraet that we're talking
of high rates and therefore we-re going to see large thermal
gradients, and so the ventin g of the cell. becomes a
requirement.

In subsequent slides we hope to show you some data
on what happens at the high current densities that we're
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talking about. Low resistance separator, again to keep down
the 1R losses and of course the temperature which ensues from
the high rate discharges. I think most of these things that
we listed here'are fairly obvious.

(Figure 2-6)

From battery design consideration, the power
and energy densities must be maximized; that is to sav, we'
work with the lightest materials in the operation of the
cell. There-'s not too much we can de within the cell itself
to maximize the material except to try to thin out our
materials Such as grids and can to the limit, but there is
not too much we can do there.

A battery consists of not .ust the cells plus all
of the auxiliary equipment which are the interGell
connectors or pads and the can and potting , and of course
those are the reasons you have to lock in order to maximize
energy 'and power densitY within the system.

Item 3, the suspectibility to mechanical,
chemical, electrochemical degradation, we-ve lumped under
the term 01 ^eliabilitY." Actually we-1 ve had a reliability
goal that we set for ourselves in doing this work, and the
reliability of each one of the components of the battery has
to be examined in the liq+ht of achieNinq this reliabilitv
goal.

Battery design. In the cesign of the primary
battery, Item 4, the volta ge regulation, the voltaqe on load
is extremely important in view of the fact that the
well-known initial voltage drop or vcltege transient which
is commonly observea in the lithium/,sulfur dioxide system
must be taken into account,

Here there are several design approaches which are
available to us to minimize these transients. But the
chemistry of the cell mitigates against the complete
solution, the complete elimination of what we call transients.
At least we can minimize them to get them into the millisecond
range { under a millisecond, but so far it has not been possible
to completely eliminate that which we call a transient and
therefore its effect on voltage degradation.
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Continuino down the
aesian criteria stora ge life.
system I think is pretty well
five years. We have shelf Ii
percent of capacity retention
ambience.

list, %e have, again obvious.
'The storage life of the
documented over a period of
fe data which indicate 95
at normal temperature

As we ao up the temperature, temperatures of 130
to 160 degrees, that capacity retention figure drops off a
bit but it is still fairly acceptable. What has proven to
be a bit of a roadblock is the effect of the temperature and
storage time on again the voltage transient. That is
something which remains to be worked on end for which right
now the solution is not readily seen.

"e have enumerates
primary battery design which
will 'ust pass over.

(Figure 2°7)

various other criteria in the
for the sake of , continuing we

Now, havina enumerated all the good things that we
would like to do, that we see should be done, how did we
farE in a typical design of a high energy oensity and high
power or let's say high rate battery?

Edell, goin g back again to our two T ype A and Type
F batteries, we have two systems which we consider come
pretty close to meeting our ori g inal goals and under
envelope dimensions we give you some figures as to the
lencth, width, weight dimensions.

As to the confi guration of the cells, we have two
different confi gurations since there are two different
requirements. One uses a'cell which is a little smaller
than the other. Most of the work on these data that we'll
present will center around the "Type 6 battery where we're
using our model 550 which reduces dov^n to the size of a D
cell. This would be a D-sized cell, so therefore we're
talkino of a modified D-t ype cell capable of high rate.

And the cell of course is packaged within a
canister of stainless steel with all the rest of the fruit
salad that goes alone with an y aerospace application.

A heater blanket is required because of the
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operational requirement down to minus 65.

(Fi gure 2--b)

before we go into the actual data I-d like to show
a terrible picture. This would be our Type A batteryl.

(Figure 2-9)

This is our Type d battery.

(Figure 2-10)

In the cell cesign, to shoe the range of current
density and the voltage response obtainea you see we-*re a
little beyonc the normally accepted ran ge of current
densities for lithium/sulfur dioxide systems.

(Figure 2-11)

Here we show what happens at a fairly high rate.
The current density is equivalent to about 20 milliamps per
square centimeter and the system is carried all the way to
zero discharge, into reversal. the cell vents after the
reversal condition.

(Figure 2-12)

This slide shows again a typical cell and its
temperature profile limitea.to discharge. Notice thet we do
not carr y the cell into reversal, therefore there was no
%enting. The temperature is only 116 dearees Fahrenheit.

(Figure 2-13)

Finally, we have a battery voltaae. This would be
the Type A battery. The temperature is plus 40 and'
therefore doesn't use heater power. But notice that this is
a complete battery, 12 cells. Notice the temperature
profile.

(Figure 2-14)

And, finall y , the Type B battery. This is
constant current at 9.2 amperes, and again the temperature
noes to almost 200-F.
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(Fi gure 2-15)

The last slide shows an actual testing of
batteries with heater, minus 65, under pulsing loads which
one can calculate. You have the actual ohms. You^re
talking very high current. The voltage response is on the
right.

The uattery on the right-he-nd side -- the Type A
Battery -- was tested at 115 degrees Fahrenheit and again
we get good voltage. Notice that none of these batteries
have vented during the course of the discharge.

In conclusion I'd like to say that our work,
although limited so far, indicates that the system, the
lithium/sulfur dioxide system, appears to have come of age,
is coming of age, and that a low rate system looks like its
about to enter into the high rate application category.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

MARCOUX (Hughes) : Have yon attempted any
environmental testin g in mechanically severe environments
with either cells or batteries?

CHl.RE_AU= Yes, we have.

MARCOUX= Could you tell us about that, please.
vibretion environments in particular:

CHIREAU s Eve have tested both cells and batteries
under conditions of very severe random vibration and have
found that there is no effect, provided certain precautions
are taken in the design of the cell.

the main area that one has to watch out for is the
breakage of the tabs durin g, random vibration should one
reach a harmonic, but that problem hes been solved.

MARCOUX= Thank you.

HAMAN (Juracell) s Noula you explain to me the
short circuit current of the cell used in Type A and Type S
batteries?
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CHIREAU : In the Type A battery which uses our
Model 660, the short circuit current would be estimated at
approximately 22 or 25 amps. In the 550 that current would
probably be somewhere in the range of about 30 amps.

RAMAN: And you were able to get with a 9 amp
discharge about 2.2 volts with that 22 amp?

CHIREAU : Yes.

RAMAN : Thank you.

OTZINGER (Rockwell) : What are the capacities of
these two units?

CHIREAU : In the-first unit the capacity is
approximately 4.5 ampere-hours, ano in the second about .B
ampere-hours. I will modify that to state that those are
the capacities at a rated nominal, sEy four-hour rate. As
the current or the current density goes up you will get a
correspondingl y lower capacit y which we have established
empirically, but I-*d have to get it.

OTZINGER: These are basically B cell types?

CHIREAU: Yes.

bIS (NSNC): I have one quEstion. You mentioned
you balanced the cell stoichiometricell y and in the same
vugraph, if I recall correctly, you also mentioned that
you basically are limited, lithium-limited, which means if
you're going to pick the ratio you'rf going to be -- lithium
to 502, you're going to be excess 50t. Is that correct:

CHIREAU: No. No, that's not what was meant by
projecting that vugraph. What we are trying to say is that
these are desirable characteristics that we would'like to see
in the s ystem. Obviously it is not possible; we can't be all
things to all men. roe would like to be balanced for safety,
obviously, but we also know that for the sake of maximizing
energy density in certain cases we wculd also like to be
lithium-limited.

So the two statements do not compete against each
other, and the designer of this system, the designer of the
high rate cell, must take these things into account. rihat
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I'm really saying is that every application must be examined
on its own. We're not going to be able to pick a common

garden variety cell for all applications.

WATSON (SAFT) : 1ou mentioned in your presentation
reliability ooals. ^Nhat were Your hi gh reliability goals
and did you achieve them?

CHIREAUs Ne have achieved the reliablity goals. I
believe that we had on the two battery t ypes a requirement
or goal of a mean time before failure in a nonoperational
mode of 420,000 hours, and under mission -- operational
conditions -- a mean time between failures of 330,000 hours
under some specified environmental conditions.

rye achieved an enuivalent cf 4 40 9 337 hours, which
is about, oh, 20 percent hi gher than what we expected. Phis
is under the.reliability assessment vor`< th p_t we did on this
program.

SCHUILLA (CIA): I have a three —part auestion. I
would like to know if you deliberately venter, cells in a
battery configuration. that's one pert.

the second part is if you cid, what's the case

deflection in the vent area?

And the third question is if you cyst any
deflection with the close packacin g Grranoement in your
cells -- I believe you have two vents at SOU degree angles --
what prevents it from shorting out tc the cell? Ahat would
prevent one cell from shortinq into f^nother cell and
bypassing the protection you have prcvidedi

CHIREAU : 1Vell, 1'11 answer your questions in
turn. The answer to the first question, which was do we
provide for venting in the cell. and the answer-is yes.

the second question, the case deflection. YOU
will have noted in the vuaraph that the battery is provid?d
with a pressure relief valve. The pressure relief valve
faces directly into the center of the battery pack.

SCHUIUAs I'm not talkinc, about the battery case
deflection; I-'m talking about the cell vent area deflection.
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CHIREAU: Okay. The vents are oriented in the
assembly of the battery. They are oriented towards the
central longitudinal space where they can deflect or move
and it is not restrained. Actually when ',the cells vent end
there is movement of the vent, of the side vent, the metal
lust merely moves in the center space which we allow for stich
deflection. of the metal.

There is no problem insofar as preventinc the
motion of the cells, or the motion of the wall in some case,
the well from movina. Ae have not hFd that problem.

And what was the third part?

SCHUILLA:	 I'rn lookin g at the two cells. they're
situated butted tip arainst each other. If you nave a vent
portion facing another cell--

CHIREAU : They do not face another cell. Toey
face a void which is located, as I sty, in the longitudinal
aspect. the cells are cylindrical and'when they're formed
into the configuration we have shown there's a center Void
space which is allowed, and the cells vent into that space.
And there's a conduit which allows the cases to escape from
that space into the vent.

SCHUILLA : Thank you.

HELLFR JTZSCH (Self —employee) : Vhen I hear 400.000
hours mean time between failure, that's like over 40 years
or 50 years. I think I need to :know what "failure" is
refined as, and how in the devil you ever were able to
determine something like 50 years.

CHI;^kAU : ^Ne did what I cuess the statistician
would call a failure mode effects and criticalit y analvsis,
and basically every component in the system is assessed a
certain mean time to failure. And the addition of the time
to failure of every one of these components amounts to this
nebulous number of 400,000. I'm not much of a statistician
myself but apparently the numbers come out.

HELLFRITZSCHI : I'd be interested in if a hundred
batteries or cells ere put to the test, or a thousand for
the old reliability figure on what percent will have failed
and what percent will not have failec.
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CHIREAU : In effect in the program the same
approach is taken. In fact, as part of this program. some
-- what? -- upward of 3500 cells were actually put through
their paces through various tests, of course.

HELLFRITZSCH: And how many failed?

CHIREAU: I don't have those fiaures.

HELLFRITZSCH : Did any fail?

CHIREAU : Yes. There are various criteria for
failing.

HELLFRIrZSCH : I recommend that they develop a way
of conveying reliability in numbers that make some technical
sense. This methoa doesn't make any sense at all.
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PRIMARY CELL COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE

CHARACTERISTIC CARBON Mn02 LITHIUM MERCURY SILVER
ZINC ALKALINE -S02 ZINC ZINC

OPERATING VOLTAGE 1.55 1.55 3 . 0 1.25 1.50

SHELF LIFE t

STORAGE TEMP.

70°F 1-2 yrs 1-2 yrs 5 yrs 2-3 yrs 1 yr

130°F 1-5 mos 2 mos 5 yrs 3 mos 3 mos

LOSY TEMPERATUREt

(PERCENT OF 70 F)
CAPACITY

+20°F 5% 15% 96% 0% 50%

-20°F, 0',6 3% 85% 0% 10%

-40 O F 0'% 0% 60% O'l 03%

DTATT-HR$ PER LB 19.5 26 125 40 45

D7ATT-HRS PER CU. IN 1.6 2.3 7.1 4.8 3.5

Figure 2-1

PROPERTIES OF PCI `LITHIUM SULFUR DIOXIDE PRIMARY CELLS

^O	 5^~^ ^y P ^OPO ^^0^	
Q,.`vim	 ^J^	 `ZQJ^O QS

Q̂O ^oJ ^QP a
Q̂ ^ n"'/c,+- ^^' 4^/"^,^^ ^^' ! ^G ^0 4̂ v ^^vQ;^

400-5S, AA .525 20 .28 8.0 .562 14.27 .98 24.89 .24 3.98 90 6.5

4405 1.0 40 .42 12 .637 16.18 1.31 33.27 .42 6.83 115 7.2

400S AA 1.2 50 .46 13 .562 14.27 2.0 50.80 .49 8.13 125 7.2

440-1S 1.3 60 .63 18 .637 16.18 1.687 42.85 .54 8.82 99 7.2

660-2S 3/4C 3.0 160 1.34 38 1.012 25.70 1.63 41.40 1.31 21.48 107 6.9

6GOS C 4.0 180 1.62 46 1.012 25.70 2.000 50:80 1.61 26.35 119 7.5

6GO-3S 11:C 5.0 200 1.97 56 1.012 25.70 2.4 60.96 1.93 31.64 122 7.8

5505 D 8.0 250 2.96 84 1.310 33.27 2.4 60.96 3.25 53.23 130 7.3

660-AS 10.0 400 3.56 101 1.637 41.58 2.000 50.00 4.21 68.97 135 7.1

660-50S 10.0 400 4.05 115 1.012 25.70 5.0 127.00 4.02 65.91 119 7.5

1500-20S' 10 400 3.17 90 1.512 38.40 2.00 50.80 3.59 58.84 151 8.4

660-SS 25.0 750 7.02 222 1.637 41.58 4.5 114.30 9.47 155.20 154 7.9

1500-50S 25 750 7.75 220 1.512 38.40 5.00 127.00 8.98 147.12 156 8.4

G60-5AS 30.0 1000 10.1 287 1.637 45.58 5.5 139.70 11.57 189.70 143 7.8

Figure 2-2
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CELL CROSS 59CTIOR

C.R • 1 ./.
L4a6Ta.6 /l

BATTERY FUNCTIONAL USE AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

TYPE TYPE A

1.OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE 35.4 35.4

2.LGAD PROPILE(KAX CVRRERT) 4A Steady State load 9.2 as load

IRA 10 ma pulse No pulses

10A 10 Res Pulse

9.6A 200 m. Pulse

5.4A	 50 me Pulse

3.10OMINAL OUTPVT VOLTAGE

a study State 4 amps 9.2 amp.

+ 70-F 31.0 volt. 31.2.

+125°F 32.4 volts 31.8

- 65°7 (With heater) 26.4 volts 30.0

4.CUT.OPP VOLTAGE 24.0 volts 24.0

S.SERVICE LIPS 11.5 minute	 min. 11.5 minutes min.

6.INSULATIOP RESISTANCE 100 magohms 100	 ma9onma
a 500 vdC 6 500 vdC

%TEMPERATURE RANGE

GUALIFICATIOW LEVEL -65 to ♦ 1294 +40 to + 12VF

ACCEPTANCE LEVEL -47 to 107'4 +58 to + 102-7

STORAGE -40 to 140'r -40 to + 140'r

S. ENERGY DENSITY

Whrs/lb 47 50

Whrs/ru, in. 2.4 2.6

9. POWER DENSITY. W/Cn. in. 14.1 4.8

Figure 2-3
	

Figure 2-4

PRI14ARy LA=ERY DESIGN CRITERIA

CELL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH RATE APPLICATIONS,

(a) ELECTRODE DESIGN
HIGH POWER CONFIGURATION
BALANCED ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION
LITHIUM LIMITED
HIGH CATHODE EFFICIENCY
ANODE CURRENT COLLECTOR
MULTIPLE TABS
PARALLEL ELECTRODES

(b) HERMETIC SEAL DESIGN

(C) EVALUATION OF VENTING FEATURES AND CONDITIONS OF VENTING.

(d) EFFECTS OF UNUSUAL CONDITIONS OF USE SUCH AS HIGH TEMPERATURE
DISCHARGE.

(a) LOW RESISTANCE SEPARATOR TO MINIMIZE OHMIC LOSSES.

•(L) PERFORMANCE/SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS.

Figure 2-5

1, ENERGY AND POWER DENSITIES (VrnAg, Wh/dm^ W/kq, W/dA

2, CHANGE OF THE ABOVE WITH STORAGE.

3. SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MECHANICAL, CHEMICAL OR ELECTROCHEMICAL
DEGRADATION (I.E. RELIABILITY).

4. VOLTAGE REGULATION (LOAD ON DISCHARGE),

S. STORAGE LIFE.

6. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON (1) (3) (4) (5),

7. SPECIAL CRITERIA (I.E. RESISTANCE TO SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTS).

8. DIODE PROTECTION

9. BATTERY ENCAPSULATION
NON-FLAMMABLE
SAFETY VENT ACTIVATION

10.TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND LIMITATION ON DISCHARGE.

Figure 2-6
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BATTERY DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS.

TYPE A TYPE B

ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS:

Length	 5.00 inch	 (max) 5,90 in.	 (max)
Width	 3.91 4.50
Height	 2.44 2.80
Weight	 2.5 lbs 3.35 lb.

CONFIGURATION :

1.	 BATTERY CONSISTS OF 12 BATTERY CONSISTS OF 12
SERIES CONNECTED, SEALED SERIES CONNECTED SEALED
Li/SO2 CELLS MODEL 660-3- Li/S02 CELLS MODEL 550-S
S- HRS PACKAGED +WITHIN A - HRS PACKAGED WITHIN A
SEALED S.S. CANISTER . SEALED S.S. CANISTER .

2.	 CONNECTOR : MATES WITH CONNECTOR : MATES WITH
MS 274-64E IOF 35P. MS 27484E 14F 18P.

3.	 DIODE PROTECTION : INDIVIDUAL CELLS ARE DIODE PROTECTED.

4.	 A SAFETY CENT MECHANISM ON THE COVER OF THE BATTERY CASE IS DESIGNED
TO RELIEVE INTERNAL CANISTER PRESSURE.

5,	 A HEATER BLANKET SURROUNDS THE INTERNAL CELL STACK STRUCTURE TO
PERMIT BATTERY OPERATION AT TEMPERATURE OF -65 F .

Figure 2-7

tv

Type 'A' Li/S02 Battery

12 x 660-3-SHR-S (53AHnom)

Figure 2-8

Type'B' Li/S02 Battery

12 x 550-SHR-S (8.0AH nom)

Figure 2-9
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BATTERY DEVELOPMENT TESTING RESULTS.

I- BATTERY TYPE A ( TESTED 9 7170 (2) TEMPERATURES)
(PULSING PROFILE)

DISCHARCHARGE PULSING LOAD BATTEFY VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
TIME'( SEC)	 AMPS OHMS SIN 001 SIN 002

-65°F (W/HEATER) +125°F
0 - - 35.07 35.04

36 4.0 - 30.89 31.09
37 - 0.5 23.43 22.20
37.5 4.0 30.89 31.09
38 - 1.0 24.66 22.20
38.5 4.0 - 30.89 31.09
39 - 0.5 23.43 23.69
39.5 4.0 - 30.89 27.22
40 - 1.0 24.66 29.08
40.3 2.9 26.71 23.69
41 5.4 29.45 29.70
44 1.0 24.66 25.20
290 5.4 29.45 30.13
300 1.0 24.66 25.20
314 5.4 - 30.14 30.13
527 - 1.0 26.99 25.20
690 4.0 - 31.91 31.63

EI. - BATTERY TYPE B ( TESTED (; TWO (2) TEMPERATURES)
( 9.2 WERE CONSTANT CURRENT)

DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE ++ 40 O F + 1200 F
BATTERY OCV 35.15 '35.0
BATTERY VOLTAGE -
020 MS 23.64 29.04
(9 11.5 minutes 30.44 31.20
0 END OF DISCHARGE 24.75 30.46
DISCHARGE TIME (MINUTES) 23 18
BATTERY TEMPERATURE°F - -
@ 11.5 minutes 118 181
@ END OF DISCHARGE 167 213

Figure 2-I5
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ACCELERATING RATE CALORIMETRY: A NEW TECHNIQUE

FOR SAFETY STUDIES IN LITHIUM SYSTEMS

W. Ebner, Honeywell

Thank you. Dr. Eris.

Solving the safety problems associated with
lithium electrochemical systems is currently a major
priority for the-battery industry. this morning I would
like to discuss a new technique we're using at Hone ywell to
study these safety problems, and present some of the initial
results we've attained with the lithium-sulphur dioxide
system in a contract with,the Naval Surfece VJeapons Center.

The techni que is accelerating rate calorimetry and
was developed by flow Chemical Company specificall y for the
purpose of Stud y ing thermal runaway reactions. Columbia
Scientific Industries, Incorporates, commerciall y markets

the instrument we are using.

Lithium cells are sometime: known to.underoo
thermal runaway reactions following certein abuse modes such
as forced discharge into reversal ane chsrcinc. Safety
studies therefore should quantitatively determine the
hazards associated with these thermal runaway reactions
independent of any heating effects. This is what we are
presently trying to do with the lithium-sulphur dioxide
system under conditions of forced discharge into reversal,
resistive overdischarge, and chardinge

Generally a thermal hazard is characterized by the
rate of temperature rise and the. overall magnitude of
temperature and pressure increase. lhereforeo in conducting
a thermal hazards investigation it-* s im portant to acquire
information dealing with the kinetics of the reaction; that
is, its time and tem perature behavior, the thermod ynamics of
the reaction; that is, its total energy release, along with
its pressure behavior.

In our studies with the lithium-sulphur dioxide
system, our objectives are first to oetermine whether or not
exothermic reactions play a sionificent role in a particular

test mode.
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Secondl y , we want to characterize any observed
exothermic reactions with respect to their time-temperature
and time-pressure behavior.

Finally, for any major e.xotherms, we want to
identify the reactions occurring so that we may find a way
to eliminate or inhibit them.

because the accelerating rite calorimeter was
aesioned specifically for the purpose of thermal hazard
investigations, it has certain advantages over conventional
techniques such as differential thermal analysis and
differential scanning calorimetey. These advantages are
summarized in the first sliae.

(Fi gure 3-1)

First, the effects of Self-heating are taken into
consideration, which allows an accurete assessment of the
hazard to be made both with respect to the ahgree to which
the reaction As accelerated by temperature, and also with
respect to obtainin g; the minimu,n initiation temperature.

Ahen the effects of self-heatinn are taken into
account, the initiation temperature would"be much lower than
that obtained in DTA studies.

Secondly, the instrument is designed to be runaed
enou gh to withstand explosions.

'Third, pressure data are obtained directl y thus
allowing the ma gnitude of the hazard to be directly
obtained.

Fourth, large sample sizes can'be amploved. "This
allows us to conduct analyses on actual cells rather than
being limited to microquantities of reagents such as is the
case in DTA and DSC studies. This feature also makes it
much easier to collect samples at the end of the experiment
in order to identify the products formed.

Finally, pas samples cars bE collected during the
course of an experiment which are very useful for
identifying the reactions takino place.

the accelerating rate calorimeter is essentially a
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microprocessor-controlled adiabatic calorimeter. During the
course of an exothermic reaction the instrument maintains a
sample under adiabatic conditions and monitors the
temperature and pressure as a function of time. This
particular instrument .has the-capability of studying
reactions up to temperatures as high as 500 degrees
Centigrade, and pressures up to 256o pounds per square inch.

(Figure 3-2)

This slide shows the time-temperature behavior of
a typical thermal runaway reaction, in this case the
decomposition of di-tertiary butyl peroxide. It is this
exponential behavior that characterizes a thermal runaway
reaction.

Data obtained from the experiment can be used to
kinetically model the behavior of a system over the
temperature range of interest. Without mechanistic
information, however, on the reactions taking place, the
kinetic parameters cannot be given fundamental sionificance,
but they are very useful in predicting the behavior of the
system.

The key feature here is that this t ype of
information can be obtained without having any knowledge of
the reactions taking place. This is extremel y important
when evaluating complex samples such as are involvea in
lithium cell evaluations.

The kinetic parameters of the reaction are
extracted through a mathematical anaJvsis of the data.
First the data are plotted'as the log of temperature rate
versus the reciprocal of the absolute temperature which is
shown in the next slide.

(Figure 3-3)

Again this is . the data for the di-tertiary butyl
peroxide which is used as a standard for the instrument.
This is essentially an Arrhenius plot of the data, and the
activation ener gy of the reaction is given by the slope of
the curve at the starting point of the reaction, while the
overall temperature rise (the adiabatic temperature rise)
gives the ener gy released by the reaction.
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In those systems where consecutive or multiple
reactions take place, each reaction hill qive a curve
similar to this which then can be individually analyzea.

In the studies we are conducting with the
lithium/sulphur dioxide system, our work has focused mainly
on forced discharge into reversal, at least to date. I
would now like to present some of those results.

(Fi gure 3-4)

This slide shows the genercl characteristics of
the cell we're using in our evaluation. We ,'re incorporating
a reverse wrap. The cell has a surface area of
approximately 70 square centimeters and a capacity of 1.4
amp-hours. Our electrolyte solution incorporates 68 weight
percent sulphur dioxide and 6.4 weight percent lithium
bromide. Also our anode incorporates a nickel-expanded
metal current collector.

(Figure 3-5)

This slide shows the test vehicle we are using.
the cell wrap is contained in a stainless steel housing
which has an internal 0-ring seal. 1he case acts as the
negative terminal and the positive terminal is brought
out through a teflon compression seal. The cell is then
connected to.the calorimeter through a Swagelok fitting.

Our investigations also consider the effects of
cell design on safety. Four different cell designs are
being employed, each incorporatin g different ratios of
active components.

(Figure 3-6)

This slide summarizes the lour desi gns that we're
usin g . The first design is lithium-limited. The second
design is co ulombically balanced. The third design
incorporates excess carbon, while the fourth design
incorporates excess lithium.

In reverse discharge testing , each of these
desi gns was tested and evaluatea at current densities of
1 and 5 milliamps per square centimeter for a , minimum of 200
percent overdischarae based on the initial sulphur dioxide
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capacity.

Our results showed that all cells were thermally
stable followin g dischar ge to the 2 Nolt cutoff. We found,
however, that those cells having excess lithium at end of
life, either by design or because of ratE-induced
inefficiencies, demonstrated an exothermic reaction shortly
after the cell went into volta ge reversal. iNe attribute
this exotherm to the lithiurii-acetronitrile reaction although
we have performed no confirmational cnalvses to date.

(Fi gure 3-7)

This slide shows some of the component ratios
present at the cells at the 2 volt cutoff level. Of the
eight cells that we tested, four demonstrated this

exothermic reaction during voltage reversal. At the 1
milliamp per square centimeter discharge rate, we found that
only the cell containing excess lithium by design gave the
reaction.

At 5 milliamps per s quare centimeter, however, all
cells except the one that was lithium-limited by design cave
the reaction.

ke wanted to look at some inaicators to see if vie
could predict whether or not this reaction would occur in
ruture cells. And using the wei ght of sulfur dioxide per

unit area of lithium as an indicator, we found that this
reaction can occur at values as hic;h as
25 milligrams of sulfur dioxide per square centimeter of
lithium.

Another indicator we looked at was the sulfur
cioxide/lithium ratio. From these results this a ppears to
be a more reliable indicator as to whether or not this
reaction will occur in a particular cell. A value between
1.7 and 2.0 is indicated tc be the threshold for stability.

(Figure 3-&,)

Now this slide snows the time/temperature profile
for this reaction. Here the ex perimEntal. data being
presented is for the cell containin g excess lithium by
design. It was tested at the 1 milliamp per square
centimeter rate.
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the bottom curve represents the actual
experimental data, and in contrast to a typical thermal
runaway reaction, this reaction doesn't show the exponential
time/temperature behavior at the end of the reaction.- The
t ype of behavior observed in this cell is indicative of a
low activation energy reaction and in fact, our results
indicate an activation energy of approximately 8
kilocalories per mole for this reaction.

One of the key features of the accelerating rate
calorimetry is the ability to use the experimental data to
make predictions about the chemical s ystem in different
types of hardware and equipment. Nov using this data, we
were able to easily make predictions about how this reaction
would behave in different cell conficurations. Here is the
predicted behavior of a lithium/502 b cell.

Although this reaction down-I t constitute a
thermal runaway hazard in itself, these results show that
insulated cells can reach temperatures in excess of 130
ce grees Centigrade.

(Fi gure 3-9)

This slide shows the pressure/time behavior for
this reaction. A gain, the shape is eery similar to that of
the time/temperature profile. This ;articular cell
obtained a maximum pressure value of approximately 115
pounds per s quare inch.

No additional exothermic reactions were detected
during continued reverse dischar ging of any of the cells.
However, at the completion of the reverse discharge, the
cells were heated and the stability evaluated at elevated
temperatures. Oe fount: that in most instances the cells
exhibit a series of exothermic reactions initiated in the
120 to 140 degrees C. ranee.

(Fi gure 3-10)

Now this slide shows the time/temperature profile
for one of the cells. Again, this iC the cell containina
excess lithium by the design, tested at 1 milliamp per
square centimeter.

Here we see that we obtain an exponential
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time/temperature behavior indicatin g that these reactions
constitute a thermal runaway hazard. The lower curve
represents the actual experimental dEta. Again, the upper
curve represents the predicted behavior for the
lithium/sulfur dioxide U cell.

He see here that these reactions can cause an
Insulated cell to exceed temperatures of 300 degrees
Centigrade.

(Figure 3-11)

Now this slice shows the Arrhenius type plot for
these data. These data demonstrate that this exotherm is
caused by multiple reactions, and,specificall y two major
reactions are indicated, one represented by this peak, and
one represented by this peak.

There is also indication that this secona exotherm
is actually composed of two separate reactions, one here and
one here.

We are still in the process of analyzing the data,
but T would like to present some of our preliminar y results.

(Figure 3-12)

We found that the first exotherm has an initiation
temperature of 138 degrees Centigrade and the second
exotherm starts at 163 degrees Centigrade. For this
preliminary analysis were treating the second exotherm as a
single reaction.

Now the adiabatic temperature rise shown in this
column is proportional to the energy released by these
reactions, and our preliminary analysis shows that both
exotherms are represented by first order reactions with
apparent activation energies of 54 and 36 kilocalories per
mole respectively.

(Figure 3-13)

This slide shows the pressure/time behavior for
this reaction. Again we see exponential behavior and the
high values obtained demonstrate that these exotherms indeed
represent a serious safety hazard.
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Also, the fact that the lithium-acetronitrile
reaction can cause cells to reach the initiation
temperatures of these exothermic reactions is important.
'This means that a significant thermal runaway hazard can
exist for reverse discharge cells containing excess lithium
even at temperatures near ambient.

We are now In the process of conducting similar
investigations involving resistive oterdischarge and
charging of lithium/sulfur dioxide cells. 'Following this we
plan to conduct analytical work to attempt to,identify the
reactions responsible for the exotherm,s we-l ve detected.

In conclusion, we believe that the accelerating
rate calorimeter is a powerful tool for studying the safety
problems associated with lithium electrochemical systems and
hopefully this techni que can lead tc a solution to some of
these problems.

We also wish to thank the Naval Surface Weapons
Center for support of this work.

Thank you.

8IS2 Any questions on this paper's

RAMAN (Duracell)= Can you explain to me about the
502 to cathode ratio? You showed that. How did you arrive
at the capacity of the cathode?

E8NERs For this purpose we used a nominal
value of 1.44 amp/hours per gram of carbon as a baseline
value. That's approximately the limiting value obtained at
low current densities.

RAMAN : Okay. I asked because it could vary
with the kind of process you use.

E8NER s Yes, it could. But this is based on our
technology at the present time, and essentially thst's the
limiting value for our present cathode.

RAMAN: thank you.

CHODOSH (Power Conversion)= On one table you
indicated the ratios of S02 to lithium and described them
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as safe limits. If my notes are correct it was 25 milligrams
of 502,to 1 milligram of lithium, and in another column there
was a ratio of 1.7 to 2 for stability. If you could expound
on those areas I'd appreciate it.

EBNER : the first value that I referred to was the
milli grams of sulfur aioxide per square centimeter of
lithium and the second was the S02/Li ratio, These are both
intended to represent the balance between sulfur dioxide
and the lithium metal present.

sulfur dioxide
or prevent the
we're trying to do
we could identify a
not this reaction
a threshold

There's a certain threshold of
concentration that's required to inhibit
lithium -acetronitril reaction. And what
here is take this information and see if
parameter that would Indicate whether or
woula occur, to see if we could identify
concentration level.

Intuitively, the weight of sulfur dioxide per unit
area woula be the more reliable indicator. And there's been
SOME references in the literature that a minimum value of 10
milligrams of sulfur dioxide per sque:re centimeter of
lithium is required to prevent the lithium-acetronitrile
reaction.

Our results indicate that this indicator is
somewhat rate-dependent, however, enc that values as high as
25 milligrams of S02 per sduare centimeter of lithium were
not sufficient to prevent the reaction.

Now the other indicator thet we used was the
sulfur dioxide/lithium ratio, and this is the enuivalent of
sulfur dioxide per e quivalent of lithium. This compares the
actual quantities or concentrations of the two components,
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ADVANTAGES OF THE ACCELERATING RATE CALORIMETER

m	 TESTS CONDUCTED UNDER ADIABATIC CONDITIONS SO THAT THE 	 ffiE

RATE OF SELF-HEATING CAN BE DETERMINED.

teEE

m	 INSTRUMENT RUGGED ENOUGH TO WITHSTAND EXPLOSIONS,	
t^E

t

m	 PRESSURE DATA CAN BE OBTAINED, 	
L tag

190

0	 LARGE SAMPLE SIZES CAN BE EMPLOYED.
taaE

m	 GAS SAMPLES CAN BE COLLECTED DURING EXPERIMENT

Figure 3-1

BEHAVIOR OF A TYPICAL THERMAL RUNAWAY REACTION

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF Dt (TERT-BUTYL) PEROXIDE

!1	 19	 M	 d	 !t	 M

Ties, ducts.

Figure 3-2

BEHAVIOR OF A TYPICAL THERMAL RUNAWAY REACTION

mm

i^

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF

m. mm	
Dt (TERT-BUTYL) PEROXIDE

—. ma
i
e

S

t

-2.00
S

-2.012

ARC Lt/SO2 CELL DESCRIPTION

0	 ELECTRODE CONFIGURATIONt

0	 ELECTRODE AREAL

s	 CAPACITY:

I	 ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS

o	 ANODE COLLECTOR:

REVERSE WRAP

APPROX. 70 cm2

APPROX. 1.4 An

6.40 WEIGHT PERCENT LIBR

25.6 WEIGHT PERCENT AN

68.0 WEIGHT PERCENT S02

NICKEL EXPANDED METAL GRID

a	 a	 a	 a	 a	 a	 a	 a

0eciptocAl Absolute Tesp-Atute a 10 1, 11eK

Figure 3-3
	 Figure 3-4
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CONNECTION TO

CALORIMETER AN

PRESSURE TRANS

iSITIVE

RMINAL

AINING BOLTS

STAINLESS STEEL

ING (NEGATIVE
MAI

ARC Li/SO2 CELL HARDWARE

Figure 3-5

ARC Lt/SO2 CELL DESIGNS

DESIGN Lt/S02 S021C LI/C

No. RATIO RATIO RATIO DESIGN DESCRIPTION

1 0,5 1.25 0,625 LITHIUM LIMITED

II 1,0 1.25 1,25 COULOMBICALLY BALANCED (BASELINE)

III 1.0 0.5 0.5 EXCESS CARBON

IV 1.5 1.25 1.875 EXCESS LITHIUM

Figure 3-6

CELL STATUS AT END OF DISCHARGE VS DETECTED

EXOTHERMS DURING VOLTAGE REVERSAL

CELL
CURRENT
DENSITY, SO2/Lt AREA, REVERSE INITIAL

rFLL DFSIAN MMctl S02ZU MA&M2	 FxoTHFRmS TEmp. O

I-1 LITHIUM LIMITED 110 11.3 31.3 No -

I1-1 COULOMBICALLY BALANCED 1.0 3.0 13.8 No -

III-1 EXCESS CARBON 1.0 2.0 17.4 No -

IV-1 EXCESS LITHIUM 1.0 0.19 6.44 YES 40.5

I-2 LITHIUM LIMITED 5.0 7.0 41.5 No -

II-2 COULOMBICALLY BALANCED 5.0 1.1 23.0 YES 45,7

III-2 EXCESS CARBON 5.0 1.7 25.5 YES 77,3

IV-2 EXCESS LITHIUM 5.0 0.44 25.2 YES 44.0

Figure 3-7
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PRESSURE BEHAVIOR OF REVERSE EXOTHERM
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THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE EXOTHERMS
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Figure 3-10
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR ELEVATED TEMPERATURE EXOTHERMS

	

ADIABATIC	 ACTIVATION

EXOTNERM	 INITIAL	 FINAL	 TEMPERATURE	 REACTION	 ENERGY

NO.	 TEMPERATURE,0C	 TEMPERATURE,OC	 RISE,6C	 ORDER	 XCAL/MOLI

1	 138	 163	 25	 1	 54

Z	 163	 200	 37	 1	 36

• THE DATA INDICATE THAT THIS MAY ACTUALLY BE TWO REACTIONS.

Figure 3-12

PRESSURE BEHAVIOR OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE EXOTHERME

CELL NO IV-1

W., k-k..

Figure 3-13
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ALTERNATE SEAL CONFIGURATION FOR LITHIUM PRIMARY CELLS

J. Kelley

Honeywell

At this time I would like to acknowled ge that the
work done to prepare for this peper was done under contract
to Sandia Laboratories and express our appreciation for
their continued support of the lithium sulfur dioxde system.

(Figure 4-1)

A problem was found in hermetically sealed
lithium/sulfur dioxide cells in relationship to the
glass-to-metal seals that are commonl y used. This problem
consisted of a degradation of the gle•ss when it was exposed
to 160 degrees Fahrenheit storage for any length of time.

the glass degradation mechanism was attributed to
lithium reacting with glass which was a result of deposition
of lithium at the glass/metal/electrolyte interface.

. 1he worst degradation was observed when cells were
storeo in the inverted position. This degradation had two
inherent failure modest one being the aeposition of lithium
on the g lass which made the glass conductive and appliea a
parasitic load between the positive terminal pin and the
negative case which eventually led to self-discharge.

The secono failure mode was weekened glass due to
chemical reaction which lea to embrittlement and Stress
cracking. `here this happened the seal integrity was lost
end you had leakage of electrolyte.

("Fi gure 4-2)

In defining the problem, alternate sealing methods
were looked into and one that seemed to have good
possibilities was a modified Ziegler seal. This consists of
a crimp type soft seal using a plastic annulus and a metal
tube. This seal could be effected with a variety of
materials which meant, through careful selection, that all
the seal materials could be picked in such a way as to be
chemically and electrochemically stable in the system.
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Other advantages of the Zieg ler seal were the
ability to use an entire aluminum positive connection and
eliminate tantalum from the desi gn. Tantalum was used due
to the diverse coefficients of thermal expansion between
aluminum and most glasses. Tantalum had experienced
corrosion problems in hi gh temperature storage, which were
usually linked with electrolyte degradation or
decomposition.

The literature had shown that Ziegler seals were
made that had comparable leak rates to standard class to
metal seals ano were potentially ab1E to survive harsher
environments such as shock and vibration and temperature
cycling. Ana combined with the mechrnical simplicit y of the
seal and the environmental survivability, these seals could
be made cost effective.

(Figure 4-3)

This is a simplified cross section of a Ziegler
seal. It illustrates the basic principle of the seal as a
long leakage patn with a very small cross sectional area
that is crimpea using multiple crimps.

In our particular design we had a 304 stainless
header and a standard 304 stainless tube which is laser
welued at this point to the header. And we had aluminum
wire with a plastic coating. Our plastic coating was a
continuous coating on the length.

In our design we had uses five individual crimps
with a quarter of an inch separation between crimps, and the
reduction in diameter cue to the crimpin g waslabout
ten-thousandths of an inch. These seals, when they were
tested using a,leak tester, showed leakage rates that met
the requirements commonly used for glass metal seals.

Having • established the feasibility of the seal
itself, incorporation into the lithium/sulfur dioxide system
was begun, the first task being to find plastic materials
that were compatible electrochemically and chemically to the
system. The two that were chosen were Halar, which is a
copolymer of ethylene, trifluoroethylene, and 'refzel, which
is ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene.

ro establish electrochemicEl compatibility the
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method of Jantz was used, and this method involves a .04
percent lithium amalgam and the sample is 50 percent
immersed for seven days at room temperature.

Prior to actually building cells with these seals,
dummy Ziegler Halar D cells were-built. These contained
electrolyte and some scavenger lithium. They were thermally
cycled at 15 degrees Fahrenheit to l."O degrees Fahrenheit
for four hours at each extreme.

These tests proved that there was hermeticity in
the design and to date there has been no weight loss or
visual evidence of leakage, and they've been on test for
five months. We felt at this time there is ,justification to
build 140 Ziegler Halar sealed cells, and they were
basically of a D configuration.

(Figure 4-4)

The basic desi gn for the cEll was a D diameter
iellyroll wrap with a shortened len gth. The "Zie g ler seal
was inserted down the center of the vrap and a positive
connection was made to the aluminum wire at the bottom of
the wrap, the negative connection to the case.

(Figure 4-5)

These cells were then filled and were put through
G text matrix.

(Figure 4-6)

This was the feasibility text matrix for the
Ziegler Halar seals. This was to determine the effect of
storage on cells.

The storag e plan consisted of takina baseline
cells and discharging them at 6.25 ohms at room temperature,
taking two other sets of cells, putting them on storage at
thermal cyclin g each for four hours - 15 degrees Fahrenheit
and 130 degrees Fahrenheit, and taking these cells off test
at one and three months to determine the effects on
capacity.

The second set of tests run were to determine the
effects of mechanical and electrical abuse. These tests
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consisted of a short circuit test, a forced discharge to 200
percent of initial capacity, a drop test which is a 1,000g
shock in the horizontal and vertical axis, and a vibration
test which was defined by DOT-E-7052, which is the standard
transportation shock and vibration requirement for
lithium/sulfur dioxide cells.

(r'inure 4-7)

This shows the results of the storage test. The
baseline cell delivered approximately 7.9 ampere-hours and
after three months cyclic storage the capacit y loss was
approximately .3 ampere-hours.

(riaure 4-,8)

This slide and the next one show typical discharge
curves, voltage versus time. This is for a fresh cell.

(Figure 4-9)

And this is for a cell that has been stored for
three months, or 93 days. As you car see, the curves are
quite similar, the onl y difference being a slight decrease
in capacity on the stored cells.

(Fi gure 4-10)

During abuse testing, there were actually no
unexpected problems from short-circuiting the cells. Cell
peak currents were approximately 50 r:mperes, and the safety
mechanism, which is a coined slot vent at the bottom of the
cell case, functioned as it normally does in,our
glass-to-metal seal cells.

In cell reversal, cells were driven into reversal
up to 200 percent of their initial capacit y , and there were
no problems, 'There was no venting of the cells, and no
evidence of leakage, either from, visual inspection or weight
loss.

The drop test anc, vibration test had no effect on
seal integrity. It'also has no effect on the performance of
the cells.

(Fiaure 4-11)
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In conclusion, we feel that the feasibility of a
Ziegler seal in the lithium/sulfur dioxide s ystem has been
demonstrated. The hermeticity was meintainea under both
thermal cycling conditions ana continuous exposure to 160
cegrees F. the cell is easily adapted to using only
chemically and electrochemically inert materials such as
Halar and "lefzel.

1he abuse testing showed tfat even in the
unoptimized configuration, these cells were able to
withstand standard abuse for lithium/sulfur dioxide cells
and the key advantage of the Ziegler seal is that it can be
optimized and it can be adapted to other lithium systems

'rhe areas where this can bF done are component
materials. These materials can be picked to be compatible
with other electrochemistries, and the mechanical properties
of the materials can be optimized to make cells that have
better seal integrity.

The structural intearit y can be optimized by doing
more analytical work on the natural crimping patterns and
the size of crimp.

Reproducibility of the Ziegler seal is quite
good. It's a very simple oesign. The integration into the
cell is easy. Such things as using the Zie gler seal as a
mandrel for the iellyroll wrap and other things will be
investigated.

And the cell, since it uses standard components,
will be very cost-effective while still being rugged and
reliable. Continued development of these seals should yield
an effective alternative to the Glass-metal seals.

DISCUSSION
	 w,

HENNIGAN (bedford Engineering)= When do you make
that laser weld in there? Is the plastic assembled in a
tube or do you--

KELLEY : No, it--s previous to that.

HENNIGAN Okay.

KELLEY= The sleeve and header are welded
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together, then the wire is inserted.

HENNIGAN, Okay. Thanks a lot.

WATSON (SAFT): Would you care to project on the
estimated cost of producing this seal as compared to the
glass seal in a ,large quantity purchesei

KELLEY; I really couldn't give you exact numbers.

WATSON; Do you think it would be more expensive
or less?

KELLEY , No, it would be less expensive.

WATSON; Thank You.

ALLVFY (5AFT) s On your temperature cyclin g, can
You give an indication of the period over which the
temperature changed? You went from, say, 15 to 130 in what
sort of time?

KELLEY : It ,,*s approximately 20 minutes.

THOMAS (RAY-O--VAC): You have used the term
"crimp" but I •*m not sure, Do you mean a crimp in the sense
that you nip the tube between two counterposed ,jaws, or did
you .-

KELLEY= Ices, we actually—

THOMAS, -- reduce the diameter of the tube?

KELLEY: lou reduce the diameter of the tube.

THOMAS, I see. In other v,ords it Is more of
a swaging inward of the material.

KELLEY:EY:	 'i es .

1HOMAS: Thank you.

OTZINGER (Rockwell), I notice you are usina an
aluminum lead then up thrauah that --

KELLEY; Nes, an aluminum vire.
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OTZINGER, That's kind of nastv to connect to
that. Are you goinu to continue doing it that way or are
there other metals that might be a little easier for us to
attach to? You know, we can't solder to aluminum.

KELLEY= Yes, I know.

OTZINGERs by e-re going to have to come up with
some kind of a special crimp.

VOICES It's not worse than tantalum.

KELLEY= That #'s not good, either.

FELDHAKE (RAY-0-VAC) , You showed a D sized cell
there.

KELLEY-s ^ es .

FELDHAKE, How long was the Ziegler seal? How far
did it go into the cell?

KELLEY : It's approximately two inches.

FELDHAKE , really.

JAGID (Power Conversion) , You mentioned
hermeticity but you said it was approaching some value.
Coulo you tell us what that value is?

KELLEY, the standard for class-metal seals is
2 x 10 -8 cc per second of helium and we test all our
glass--metal seals at this, and we tested these seals.
And unless it has a better leakage rEte than that, they are
not acceptable.

JAGID , I see. How does that compare with sulfur
dioxide instead of helium at elevates temperatures'?

KELLEY: Sulfur dioxide would be a larger molecule
and would be less permeable in the plastic material so it
would be a lower leaka g e rate.
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

•	 GLASS SEAL USED IN STD. LI /SO CELLS DEGRADED DURING
HIGH TEMPERATURE STORAGE (160aF)

• GLASS DEGRADATION MECHANISM ATTRIBUTED TO LI REACTION
WITH GLASS RESULTING FROM DEPOSITION OF LI AT GLASS/

METAL/ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE.

•	 WORST DEGRADATION WAS OBSERVED WHEN CELLS WERE IN

INVERTED POSITION.

•	 FAILURE MODEST

- RENDERED GLASS CONDUCTIVE, LEADING TO SELF-DISCHARGE OF

CELLS.

OR

- WEAKENED GLASS, LEADING TO STRESS CRACKING AND

SUBSEQUENT LEAKAGE OF SC2

DESIGN APPROACH

•	 PRIOR WORK IN SEAL DESIGN SUGGESTED A MODIFIED ZIEGLER

SEAL AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO GLASS-TO-METAL SEALS.

•	 SEAL COULD BE EFFECTED UTILIZING MATERIALS CHEMICALLY AND

ELECTROCHEMICALLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE LI /SO2 SYSTEM.

•	 ELIMINATION OF TANTALUM/ALUMINUM CONNECTION AND THUS THE

POTENTIAL TANTALUM CORROSION OCCASIONALLY IN EVIDENCE IN CELLS

STORED AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES.

•	 HERMETICITY COMPARABLE TO STD. GLASS-TO-METAL SEALS.

•	 OPTIMIZATION POTENTIAL IN THE AREAS OF EVIRONMENTAL SURVIVABILITY

AND PRODUCIBILITY WHICH WOULD YIELD A RELIABLE, COST EFFECTIVE

SEAL CAPABLE OF MEETING DEMANDING REQUIREMENTS.

e MCHENRY E. J. AND HVBBAUER, HERMETIC COMPRESSION SEALS FOR

ALKALINE BATTERIES, J. ELECTROCHEM. SOC.: ELECTROCHEMICAL SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 119, No. 5, 567-568, MAY 1972.

Figure 4-1
	

Figure 4-2

ZIEGLER SEAL CELLS
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•	 INVESTIGATED CHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY OF

TWO HALOCARBON PLASTICS, BOTH DEMONSTRATED COMPATIBILITY.

HALAR (ECTFE)
TEFZEL (ETFE)

METHOD OF JANTZe WAS USED TO TEST THE RESISTANCE OF BOTH

PLASTICS TO ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION,

PLASTICS WERE 50% IMMERSED IN 0.04% LI AMALGAM FOR

7 DAYS AT ROOM TEMP.

• PRIOR TO ACTUAL CELL BUILDS, "DUMMY" ZIEGLER/HALAR eDe CELLS

(CONTAINED ONLY ELECTROLYTE AND LITHIUM) WERE THERMALLY CYCLED -

+15oF (4 HOURS) AND +130OF (4 HOURS) - FOR HERMETICITY. TO DATE,

NO WEIGHT LOSS WAS OBSERVED AFTER 5 MONTHS OF THERMAL CYCLING.

• A TOTAL OF 140 ZIEGLER/HALAR CELLS WERE BUILT FOR PERFORMANCE

EVALUATIONS INCLUDING STORAGE AND ABUSE TESTS.

eJANTZ, J. ET AL., QUANTITATIVE EXPLANATION OF THE MECHANISM OF

CORROSION OF POLY (TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE) CAUSED BY ACTIVE ALKALI

METALS, JOURNAL OF APPLIED POLYMER SC IENCE, 19, 3201-3210, 1975.

Cr..o Sectional Vier of Crt^p Sael

Figure 4-3
	

Figure 4-4
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Figure 4-5

DISCHARGE RESULTS OF ZIEGLER/HALAR LT/S02 
"D" CELLS

FRESH AND AFTER VARIED STORAGE CONDITIONS

DISCHARGE TIME, CAPACITY,

CELL N STORAGE CONDITIONS	 TIME,	 DAYS	 AvG. E	 HOURS AMR

123 BASELINE	 0	 2.79	 17.7 7.9

131 2.79	 17,8 7.9

134 2,78	 17.5 7.8

138 2.79	 17.6 7,9

151 2,18	 11.7 7.9

AvG. 2.79 7,9

86 CYCLIC/OCV	 33	 2,79	 11,3 7.7

88 I	 2.78	 17,4 7.8

90 2.79	 11,5 7.8

91 2.79	 17.3

1
7.7

99 2,79	 18.0 8.0

AvG, 2.79 1,8

H-74 CYCLIC/OCV	 93	 2.76	 16.86 7.45

H-18 2,15	 16.85 7.41

H-80 2.78	 17,57 7.82

H-33 ttt 2,78	 1737 733

AvG. 2,11 7.60

TEST PLAN FOR ZIEGLER/HALAR CELLS

♦ 	 TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF STORAGE ON ZIEGLER/HALAR LI/S02

"D" CELLS

STORAGE TIME, MONTHS"

O	 ONE	 THREE

CELLS STORED ON

OPEN CIRCUIT	
S	 S""	 SO""

'ALL CELLS DISCHARGED AT ROOM TEMP WITH 5.25 OHM LOADS

** CYCLE 4 MRS AT 15 OF; 4 MRS AT t130OF

♦

	

	 TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ABUSE

ON ZIEGLER/HALAR LI/S02 "D' CELLS.

1. SHORT CIRCUIT (5 CELLS)

2. FORCE OVERDISCHARGE (5 CELLS) UP TO 200E OF INITIAL CAPACITY

3. DROP TEST (5 CELLS)

SHOCK AT 1000 G'S ON BOTH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL AXES,

4, VIBRATION TEST (5 CELLS)

DOT-E7052,8,E,111

Figure 4-6	 Figure 4-7
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Figure 4-9

ABUSE TEST RESULTS

9 SHORT CIRCUIT - CELL VENTING MECHANISM FUNCTIONED AS IN

CONVENTIONAL CELL WITH GLASS-TO-METAL SEAL.

9 CELL REVERSAL - RESULTS COMPARABLE TO CONVENTIONAL CELL

WITH GLASS-TO-METAL SEAL.

9 DROP TEST - NO DEGRADATION OF SEAL INTEGRITY

• VIBRATION - NO DEGRADATION OF SEAL INTEGRITY.

Figure 4-10

CONCLUSION

9 FEASIBILITY OF ZIEGLER SEALS IN THE LI/SO2 SYSTEM HAS

BEEN DEMONSTRATED - A VIABLE ALTERNATE SEAL FOR THE

LI/SO2 SYSTEM.

• CELL HERMETICITY 1S MAINTAINEDSUNDER BOTH THERMAL CYCLING

CONDITIONS AND CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO +1600F.

• CELL IS EASILY ADAPTED TO USING ONLY CHEMICALLY AND

ELECTROCHEMICALLY INERT MATERIALS,

9 ABUSE TEST RESULTS SHOW COMPARABLE RESULTS TO CELLS

UTILIZING GLASS-TO-METAL SEALS,

e THE MECHANICAL SIMPLICITY OF THE ZIEGLER SEAL LENDS ITSELF

TO OPTIMIZATION AND ADAPTATION TO OTHER LITHIUM SYSTEMS.

- COMPONENT MATERIALS

- STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

- PRODUCIBILITY

- INTEGRATION INTO CELL

- COST EFFECTIVITY

9 CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT SHOULD YIELD A RELIABLE/ COST

EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE FOR GLASS-TO-METAL SEALS.

Figure 4-11
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RECENT TEST RESULTS ON LITHIUM BCX CELLS

B. Bragg

JSC

At JSC we've been testing some Electrochem lithium
BCX cells lately. We tested both the AA and D cell
configurations. I nd like to describe the kind of tests we
ran, consisting of hazards, off— limits type tests. We did
some performance tests; we also did some assembly
qualification tests with the cells or batteries installed in
equipment.

(Figure 5-1)

The purpose we are pushing in the work were doing
now is to attempt to take essentially available cells from
various manufacturers and attempt to certify those cells to
an envelope of requirements--hopefully a .rather parametric
set of requirements--trying to stay ahead of some of the
users we have at JSC.

We-*ve been simply bombarded with applications of
various instrumentation, primarily fer small cell
applications= instrumentation, crew equipment, radios,
flashlights, you name it. And our intent here is to
generate a family of cell' sizes that we can certify to a set
of requirements that future users will be able to aaFpt to
with very minimal delta testing required.

The problem in staying ahead of these users
is that we-re trying to uphold the verious requirements that
come to light and make sure our parameters are selected such
that we meet the majority of those people 0 s needs.

What has been happening to us on these particular
cells is that the users are coming up with the hard
requirements before we can give them this very nice
generalized cell to meet all future requirements. So welre
training our users right now is what it rmounts to. And our
intent is to prove to ourself or disprove to ourself that we
can or cannot use existing cell technology.

(Figure 5-2)
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1he kinds of tests that we're doing include
hazards/off-limits tests. Each of these tests we run, we ao
an acceptance test that I've described here on each cell.
We do a visual : we'.re looking for anything you can see with
visual examination -- sort of a receipt-and-inspection type
test. We measure dimensions, we measure the wei ght on both
the AA-'s and the D cell. These X's indicate a repeat of a
reauirement that is on the left therE.

We perform a temperature screens that's simply
taking a cell to various temperature levels and looking for
leakage. We also look for bulging under these conditions.

On the AA's, you see, we have tested to 125"F for
two hours for the cells that we would intend to fly
eventually. We take the D cells to 200 deornes for two
hours, looking for leakage, looking for bulging.

The length measurements I made both before and
after the temperature screen.

We look for an OCV, as indicated here on the
cells. We look for a load voltage check. Both these tests
are six-minute maximum duration tests. the AA, we're
looking at a 30-ohm load and the D, a three-ohm load; both
cells should give us at least three volts at that six-minute
point.

On reversal, we're looking at voltage reversal.
This is the overdischarge condition. For our AA test, we
tested at 65 and 125 milliamps. Under the D, we tested at
those three rates: one, 1.5 and three amps under room
temperature, minus 20 degree F envircnments, 120 degree-F
environments in both Argon and in a Vacuum environment.

We exposed the AA's to a maximum of 300 degrees F
to sed if they would vent at that point. The D's, we went
ahead and heated un-il they did vent and recorded those
temperatures. We did that on both fresh and discharged
cells.

In load sharing, what we were lookinq for there
was to see if there's any chance at all of getting by
without diodes under parallel load configurations.

My feeling is that we would not fl y cells without
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that diode protection. But we were primarily looking for
the amount of charging or reverse current that we mi ght cet
throu gh the cell when you hooked up a discharged cell and a
fresh cell in parallel.

On the AA's, what we actually did was hook up
four-cell packs: one dischar ged four-cell pack and one
fresh four-cell pack in parallel on a 106-ohm load. The Des
were run with three cells in parallel.

And essentially all of these conditions were
pretty well prescribed b y several applications that were
in-hand at the time and that we were trying to spread our
data to meet the requirements.

(f= i gure 5-3)

Under performance, we did capacity tests. On the
FA, we looked at a couple of rates: 25 ma and 65 ma
at those three temperatures we indicEteo. On the D-'s, we
had three rates and four temperatures.

The room temperature indication should be 25
degrees F under the D. 25 degrees F, minus 40, 90 and 160.

Those rates pretty well correspond to a range of
rates we were looking for: that is, about a half an amp,
one amp, one and a half amps.

We subjected the cells at the cell level,
hard-mounted cells, to shock and vibration tests, 20 a peak
for 11 millisecond rise on both.

We also conducted a random vibration test. Only
the maximum level do I give you here, and that is the 0.1
g sauared per hertz : I guess the integrated energy is
9.625 G(RMS).

On assembly tests, a couple of the applications
have run through their qualification testing . and those
rates on D-*s, at least, consisted of approxfmatel y one amp
and.one and a half amps at a number of temperature extremes.

(Figure 5-4)

Some results on the D cells under short-circuit
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conditions. We tested a total of about 36 cells in various
configurations. I guess I should point out first that all
of our tests, in order to establish some sort of a worst-case
base position, attempted to insulate the cells and run them
under the short-circuit conditions.

Once we established .what our thinking was, once we
established the maximum temperature you could get to with no
heat rejection or no heat conduction-out of the cell, we
could back off from there in our designs to accommodate
whatever heat rejection was required.

It turns out that a ceramic holder -- its a
ceramic foam holder, it's a fairly lightwei ght ceramic---
does have heat capacity. And the heat capacity that
that holder did have was sufficient in all those tests to
keep the cells down below this 300-degree maximum in the
range that I indicate there : 163 to 290 degrees F. I
indicate that we did not get any venting under those
conditions.

I have a footnote that we did Get some venting;
however, what we found is that in oroer to try to oet as low
an impedance as we could on that particular test, we wound
up with a clamped sort of an arrangement and, in doino so,
as the temperature gent up in the cell and the cell
attempted to bulge or move, we were imposing some axial
stresses on the pin that's in the glEss seal. And-
subsequently, we repeated those tests without that feature
in our holder, by going to this Fiberfrax insulation
material--and subsequently got no vents at those lower'
temperatures.

Let me comment on the current very briefly. The
current at approximately the minimum .resistance we
could put on the circuit, which was about 15 milliohms,
turned out to g ive us upward.of 20 amps. At greater than 20
amps, we wound up ,just opening up the cell internally.

We would fail a tab-to-pin connection is what it
amounted to and the short went away end, thus, we didn't
maximize our potential hazard. We thus had to cut back on
the current, i.e., increase the .resistance, cut back on the
rate at which the cells were discharging so as to maintain
that current for as long as the cell would deliver it to
maximize the temperature effect that we were seeing.
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The Fibrefax insulation and the increased
resistance did that; almost too successfully, .l might add.

In Fibrefax, it turned out to be a very good
insulator. We essentially let no heat escape from the cell.
The cell definitely has sufficient energy, if you don't let
any heat out of it, to vent -- I call it vent, it vents, all
the way to explodes. Okay?

We did a test in vacuum on some eight cells= the
first five were mounted directly on a piece of angle iron
connected to the cover of the chamber. Just that two-line
conduction to that piece of angle iron was sufficient heat
removal, apparently, so that that cell didn't get above 300
degrees. 203 to 286 degrees was the maximum temperature we
saw in that condition.

We subsequently repeated those tests with a piece
of insulating material underneath the cell to isolate it
conductively from the anale iron and exceeded 300 degrees
and thus vented.

I might mention those last two lines : Those eight
cells were conducted in a temperature environment of 120 and
160 degrees F.

(Figure 5-5)

The reversal test, the overdischarge test. We
used 47 cells in the course of these tests. For the most
part, they were performed in various holders as indicated
here. They were performed on three cells in series. We
connected a power supply to the cells in series. We found
we had to start out with a purely resistive load and then
switch over to a power supply controlling current: else we
weren't seeing the effect of the voltage delivery. the
initial voltage delivery cEpability cf the cell if we just
connected it immediately to the power supply.

In the ceramic holder, a gain we had to take the
cells all the way up to a three amp reversal test before we
got over 300 degrees, again due to the.heat capacity of that
ceramic holder.

But in Fibrefax, we got venting in every case.
the bulk of that heat, however, we were generating
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apparently during the course of the discharge, which you
would expect. These are relatively high rates for a D cell.

And the last line indicates to you the point at
which the cell went to zero volts. 5o those temperatures we
were achieving were getting pretty close to the 300-degree
level, just on the basis of the discharge.

(Figure 5-6)

We exposed 12 ce.11s to heat-to-vent testing. All
of them achieved approximately 300 degree or areater before
they did vent. We did this test on both discharged cells
and fresh cells to observe the effect.

(Figure 5-7)

We took some 75 D cells through capacity tests=
four temperatures, three rates. We were testing about five
cells per rate, that comes out to about 60 cells. Ne threw
in an extra 15 cells on a constant current to ascertain what
kind of resistances to.use.

Again the rates are high enou gh such that we were
petting a fairl y wide s pread in our capacity, particularly
at the lower temperatures. It indicates that we could not
expect to use the cell at these rates in conjunction with
that very low temperature; we don-I t get e usable capacity
that's worthwhile.

I don't have specific data to indicate it but I
feel that at lower rates we'would get fairly Good
performance, even at these lower temperatures. The parallel
load sharing gave us the results we pretty much expected.

Only in the case of two fresh cells with one
discharged cell, all those in parallel on a two-ohm load,
did we get any reversal at all, and it wes like two milliamp
reversal current. When I'm saving reversal here, I mean
charging current.

the fresh cells, of course, supplied the load.
The discharaed cell had been dischar ged down to about a two-
volt end volta ge, so it wasn't a totElly'dead cell. It
would put out a very low level current in parallel on a
sharing basis with the fresh cells.
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And we saw no abnormal temperature rise nor
venting in the course of that test.

(Figure 5-8.)

Going to our AA's, we tested approximately 50
cells. We were aimina this particular test -- In fact, it
was a qual.test per se= we didn't heve time to do a nice
batch of enaineerina evaluation tests and to turn around and
set forth a oval. criteri a; I had to make those up ahead of
time. I thouaht I out in plenty of margin.

We had a much smaller cell; we had all the D cell
experience in the background. Much less ener gy. we had
some data from our vendor that indicated that he could
insulate cells, short-circuit them and not get venting. And
in that case, the energy content of the cell was not
sufficient to give you venting under total dissipation of
its energy inside an insulated package.

However, we didn't have any problem with the
short-circuit tests. Vie didn't insulate the cells for our
short-circuit tests, we put them in F non-convective
atmosphere. Basicall y . we peaked up to about five amps on
a 36-milliohm short, Now tnat's with four cells in series.
he reached a maximum tem perature of,ebout 205 nearees in
that condition.

On reversal, however, we ran into problems. Ae
testeo three four-cell packs. Two of those packs were
tested at 125 milliamps, Vie discharged the cell at some
lower rate and then, u pon reachinq zero, pushed the cells
into reversal at this 125 ma with power supply. AP also did
that same kind of test at 65 ma.

The 125-ma test gave us twc ventinas : one of
those occurred by a hole being burner in the cell can.

The problem we have with that, the concern it
causes us is that the cell was chucaing alon q at about 100
dearees F or so and it was in reversal; it was approximntely
minus-0.4 volts in reversal and had cnly been in reversal
for two or three hours or so. Itexperienced a thermal
event of some sort with resulting venting.

In other words, unlike the D cells where we think
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we have pretty well established a venting incident
temperature, namely 300 degrees F on the D cell in that
configuration, this cell was only at 100 degrees and
experienced a very high temperature event at which the cell
opened, a hole was burned in it.

We also experienced -- on removal of that one cell
out of that pack and continuing on with three cells left in
the pack, we experienced a vent through the class seal.
However, we had to push the power supply up to, like,
minus 20 volts per cell to get that particular venting,
which is not at all the realistic condition under a
four-cell series battery kind of situation.

Under hi gh temperature expcsure, we have taken
them to 300 degrees max. we got no ,%enting.

Under parallel load sharin g with;two four-cell
packs as I described earlier, we saw no abnormal temperature
rise nor any venting.

We got very minimal load sharina'as the fresh pack
ran down and the discharged pack was able to pick up some
amount of current.

(Figure 5-9)

The capacity results on the PA's -- a fairly
minimal number of cells were testea here.

Under room temperature, 160 decree F and minus 40°F,
three environments (we tested two rates at'room ternneratu re)
for cells in a series string to apprcxim,-te end voltage of two
volts per cell is what the test involved.

By pro iectinn
two ampere-hours, which
essentially at 20 ma at
range of capacities was
liked to have seen : th
to two and a auarter.

those out, we clot
is the manufactur
room temperature.
greater than what
ay ranged from one

an average of about
Pr ,I s spec
However, the
we would   have
and three-ouarters

At higher rates, where we expected to see
1.6 to 1.75 ampere-hours, again only 12 cells were tested in
that mode. We ranged from one ampere-hour to almost two
ampere-hours, with an average of . about 1.53 averaging the
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entire 12 cells. This is a little more variation than, as I
say, we would have liked to have seen.

Very few cells were tested on either the 160 or
minus 40 degree F modes, and also not very much differences
in these capacities. The results yeu see there.

(Fi gure 5-10)

To summarize, we have taken D cells through a
series of tests, both in terms of performance and off-limits
tests. We've described those tests with what becomes, I
guess, a specification and have an approved certification of
the D cells. That is for a given envelope of conditions.
Okay:

That envelope is described by the report I have
listed here. that certification is at a cell level and a
user at JSC who wants to use this particular cell can use
that data base then to put the cell into an application,
makin g sure that its application falls within the envelope
that we've established and take his packa ge, then, as en
assembly with the battery installea end perform a qual test
on it and receive approval for flight. This a pproval for
flight extends to manned applications, in-cabin use.

On the AA cells, we're a little bit further awav
yet. We are presentiv in the process, of signing off a
certification, a limited certification for AA cells for one
particular application= a SUMS application; that's Shuttle
Upper Atmosphere Spectrometer. It's located in the front
wheelwell and is not in the cabin. It's a pproximatel y a 20
ma rate.

In our dual testing,
criteria to the extent that we
wire. We hope to go ahead and
particular cell configuration,
achieve a general certificatio
the D.

we hao to back off of our
got this thing under the
continue to work on this
possibly modif ying it, and
i of it, much as we have with

The applications that I've ,jest listed there, to
give you a sampling of the kinas of thin gs we're .looking at:
The WCCU is a Wireless Crew CommunicEtion Unit. You may
have heard the crewmen complaining -- not the most recent
mission, but on STS-1 about all the extension cowls they had
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to drag around through the vehicle.

On this mission they used a wireless communication
unit strapped to the leg. Only it had alkaline cells in it,
the old penlight cell. Ne were not Gble to aet the lithium
FA in time to use that. It's a ten cell alkaline battery;
about a 15-volt battery.

What we do for the lithium configuration is to use
the same battery case: we use two four-cell strings. That's
the reason for all the four-cell testing you saw earlier.

We do hope by STS-4 to have the AA's in a
certification status with additional testina such that we
can fly that on STS-4.

Ne have various other equipment that would use the
AA, also the D's. On STS-3 there is a data recorder that is
coinr, to fly using two D cells. a twc 0-cell battery.

In all these packages, we pa y creat attention to
protective circuitry and diodes, fuses, heat sinking, such
that we feel we can fly these ratters es with confidence that
we can keep those temperatures down, well under the limits
that we found at which they will vent.

That concludes the presentation.

DISCUSSION

KORNEY (Fairchild) : You indicated the D cells, as
you call it, vented. Do I understand correctly these are
not desiqn-vented cells and, if not, where aid they vent?
And also, where aid you measure the temperature on these
cells; as you indicated the 300 degree, especiall y on the D
cell, temperature at which they seemEd to vent?

BRAGG: My word ''venting' , describes the minimal,
the minimal release of the insides of the 'cell possible, and
that will range from a simple vent wr-ich is a leakage up to
an explosion. Okay?

When we get cells above the lithium meltinc,
temperature -- and particularly the G cells; we haven't
taken a areat number of the AA's intc that,kind of a test.
But on the D's, we've taken a goodly number of them past
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the lithium melting temperatures, and we get explosions.

The temperatures are measured on the cell case, on
the metallic case of the cell; both on the end of the cell
and on the cylindrical surface.

KOR NEY : When the venting occurred, did it occur
at the glass-to-metal seal?

BR AGG : For instance, in'the ceramic foam holders
where it was meant to be an insulated holder, it turned out
that it had enough heat capacity, enough heat sinking, that
it was removing heat at some rate frcm the,cell.

None of those cells vented, or the ones that did,
we feel were because they were compressed and we pot that
axial force on that pin.

but if we take the cell up in temperature at a low
enough rate such that the header, with the glass seal in it,
starts to bulge, that glass will then break or crack and +pie
will leak the Gaseous products or licuid product out of the
cell. That is the minimum sort of vent that I talk about;
it will leak, in other words.

Now if you have a thermal situation such that your
heatin g rate ,just accelerates you on up into the lithium
melting temperature --- and I don-*t know how to tell you what
this heating rate would be to get there -- but you can get
the cell, it will hang in long enough that this thermal
event or exothermic event takes place and you get the
rupture, the detonation, you get high temperatures, you get
melting of the stainless steel, you get holes in that
through melting.

what it appears to do is gc first through the
seal, it'll blow the seal out. But the subse quent high
temperature goes ahead and either ruptures the can or burns
holes in the can. So if you can get it hot enough, you can
get into those modes, that's right.

HELLFRITZSCH: I don't know what a BCX cell is.
I gather it's a cell that will fit in your envelope; you
described your envelope.

You obviously tested some cells. What can you
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tell us about what type they were ano what sortsi The only
clue that I saw in all of these thincs was there was a 3.9
open circuit voltage. It would seem to be 'rather unduly
high. So what can you tell us, so WE know what these test
results referred to?

BRAGG : I'm sorry. I meant to do that at the
beginnin g of the presentation and I got carried away on my
certification lecture.

The cell is a bromine complex. It's built by
Electrochem Industries. It's a mixture of'bromine chloride
and thionyl chloride. That's what the bromine complex is.

All of the cells that we tested in this proar3m,
both the AA's and the U's, were this particular
configuration. The D cells were a cEll with lithium on the
outside and, as I understand, it has lithium excess. The
AA's were more of a balanced cell with lithium on the inside
of the wrap, with the carbon on the outside. Thus, the can
on the AA is positive, the can on the 0 is negative.

HELLrR1TZSCH: And who madE thEm?

BRAGG : Electrochem Inaustries.

HELLFRI'TZSCH: I see.

BRAGG: Clarence, New York.

HE LLrRITLSCH% Thank you.

KORNEY (Fairchild): On the D cells that you
tested, these all had the fusible link within the case of
the battery for the testing?

BRAGG : This fusible link wasn't a designed
fusible link, it lust turned out that the current carryina
capability of the spot weld of the tab to the pin -- there's
a tab coming up from both electrodes, one going to the
carbon on the lithium-- on the D ce.11, the tab cominc,. from
the carbon goes to the pin at the top; on the lithium, the
tab goes to the actual can, it's welded to,the can.

What we feel is that the spot weld to the pin
fails at about 25 amps, 20-25 amps those spot welds fail.
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They don't necessarily totally open up, but we think that
enough of them fail such that you can't carry a
short-circuit current any lon g er, all you can carry is
milliamps. So it becomes a hi gh-impedance connection is
what it amounts to.

On future cells built by Electrochem, the y are
looking, in their termination assembl y -- not inside the can
structure, but on the outside where they make their
connection; they are currentl y putting in a nicked-down
version of a tab that, in effect, is a fuse; it will open
up. Seven amps, I think, is what they're currently using.
Future procurements will probably be made with that fuse
incorporated in the cell.

OLBERT (Bell Aerospace): In the present STS/GAS
applications lithium cells are forbidden. Does this mean
that this certification now means thFt Lithium cells can be
used for GAS applications?

bRAGG: I think your word is maybe a little
strong, "forbidden." probably discoura g ed, I think, is
probably closer to the word --

OLBERT : No, it says they are forbidden.

BR AGG: Gerry, help me out on this : Am I correct
in GAS are Goddard -- Is that limited to Goddard, the GAS
packages?

HALPERT: I think it's correct that thev are being
managed by Goddard and at the present time they're all
silver zinc. But as far as I know, ve woula do the same
thin g for silver zinc; that we woulc have to sTibmit our
requests for changin g that oower source to Johnson for their
approval.

So if you had ideas on usira other kinds of power
sources other than silver zinc, you're certainl y welcome to
try that to see if our people there vill approve them.

BRAGG: They are not forbicden by Johnson. If
they are -- quote -- forbidden but, as I say, the story I
got	 the only interaction I've had with that issue is
somebody says that we're strongly recommending_ that they not
look at lithium.
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BIS (NSWC): Bob, on your STS-2 I notice you have
a survival radio. Is that the PRC-96?

BRAGG : Yes.	 c

8,IS: And what supply are you using in that?

BRAGG: That would be two cf the lithium BCX
cells, D cells.

BIS: You've never flown the S02 in it?

BRAGG: No, that radio has not flown yet. And I
think it's not going to fly until 5, I believe, STS-5.

METHLIE (Arlington, Va.): Bob, two questions:
One, with the cell that burned the hole through the case,
would you comment on the location of the hole and what you
think might have induced that hole? And secondly, what were
the ages of the cells at the start of the test?

BRAGG : Essentially any cell that went past
lithium melting temperatures exhibited some of this high
temperature on the case.

the one cell that vented on AA -- that may be what
you're specifically referring to, the one I mentioned on the
AA-	 I don't know what caused that. I think that what may
have caused it is enough sulfur was formed that, when
lithium got in contact with the sulfur, we aot the
exothermic event that normally eccompanies',that reaction.
We were not able to tell what happened.

What we are looking at on that particular cell is
a potential reconfiguration of the internal configuration
of the AA cell.

At least within the temperEture re g ime that we're
talking about we have not seen this on the D's below a
certain temperature. Okayi

And that's what really concerned'us, the level at
which we did see it. I woVldn't have been so surprised to
see it if we had been pushing the cell up into the lithium
melting temperatures. Nhen we saw it at a',cell temperature
or can temperature at least of, like, 100 oearees r that
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concerns me.

So the difference in confi guration between that
and the D we think may be a gross answer to that question.
We are going to look at putting the lithium on the outside
of the wrap for the AA's and redo some of our tests and see
what happens.

But we've also seen that h.ah temperature event
effect on the cans on the D O s when we get into these very high
temperature levels.

M ETHLIE= Where was the hole?

BRAGG : On this particular cell, on the AA cell;
it was near the bottom, around the end from the bottom. On
AA cells that we-'d gotten in, we had seen some leakages from
holes.

We feel like what we were seeino there is a
problem -- they try to make the cell ' in a-commercial
confi guration with the little button, positive button. And
since the can is positive, that buttcn hFd to be swa ged into
the can itself. :here-s thinnin g at the corners of that
little swaged button.

Out of 500 cells, we qot six in that leaked, and
we think that it resulted in very thin cracks that allowed
access of moisture and the reaction, and we oot little holes
riaht in those corners of that button on six cells.

However, this venting situEtion was a hole that
was not down at the button per se, it was around the end
from the button, in the side of the cell case.

MARSH (Air Force): Are you planning on certifying
chemistry?

bRAGG: No, we're locked in on AA. cells --
Whatever it is we have our test experience in, you know, a
confi guration --

MARSH: the lithium 502 cell from a particular
company?

BRAGG= Right now we're lust getting into this, we
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intend to look at other cell chemistries, yes. Our current
plans, though, for this coming year et least don't extend
much beyond the BCX configuration in, say, , a C cell and
possibly a DD.

As the need arises and as applications arise that
look like if they don't have this particular high energy
gensity system they can or cannot make a flight or make an
application, we will certainly consioer attacking those and
attempting to certify them.

MARSH: My other ouestion is if you're certifying
a particular chemistr y , are you given complete disclosure of
the chemistry, and 'then how do you track whether it's the
same cell a year from now?

BRAGG: We're going to have to depend primarily on
the goodwill of a vendor, for one thing.

(Laughter.)

The other aspect we ho pe.will work for us, and
maybe it's a naive approach, but'our acceptance tests, we
hope, will uncover any changes that have been made in cell
design that we're not aware of and will hopefullv highlight
those, in which case we will attack those specifically.

If we can't get the cell that we : certified, we'll
stop buying the cell. We'll uncertify that cell is what it
amounts to.

HARRISMAN (Eagle —Picher)= Are you limited to
certification of payload batteries? This is not a launch
vehicle or external tank, is it?

BRAGG: What you may be referring to is, on SRB
and ET you have batteries that you—all have certified.

The classification isn't peyload,bay, it's JSC
government furnished at this point in time, is what it
amounts to. These-are particular applications that JSC
specifically has that we're trying to meet and, hopefully,
we will be able to meet -- once certified „ we will be able
to meet other applications.outside JSC, if they so desire.
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DISCHARGE RATE I A 1.5 A 3 A

CAPACITY (A-H TO OV) 6.92-11.12 5.63-9.25 3.5-6.25
(INTERVAL)

MAX. CELL TEMP.

o CERAMIC HOLDER 1900 250OF 3500F~

o FIBERFRAX BLANKET 3960F* 3800F~ 4000F~

o NON-CONDUCTIVE 201OF - -

HOLDER IN VAC

MAX. CELL TEMP. AT 300OF 2750F 320OF

REVERSAL (OF)

(ALL IN FIBERFRAX

BLANKET)

" VENTED
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HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE TEST (12 CELLS) - D CELLS

VEN( a
F)E1^P,CELL NO. TO VENT.) ER MARKS

1 70 330 VENT SAMPLE TAKEN, FRESH CELL

2 45 305 DISCHARGED CELL, VENT SAMPLE TAKEN

3 20 300 DISCHARGED CELL, VENT SAhiPLE TAKEN

4 10 300 DISCHARGED CELL, VENT SAMPLE TAKEN

5 17 300 DISCHARGED CELL, VENT SAMPLE TAKEN

6 20 360 FRESH CELL

7 20 306 VENT SAMPLE TAKEN, FRESH CELL

8 22 325 DISCHARGED CELL

9 25 300 FRESH CELL

10 GO 452OF DISCHARGED

11 140 465OF FRESH CELL

12 81 441OF DISCHARGED

Figure 5-6
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PARALLEL LOAD SHARING RESULTS "D" CELLS (6 CELLS)

o EXPECTED LOAD SHARING WITH LITTLE OR NO CHARGING ("2 ma MAX,)

o 3 FRESH CELLS IN PARALLEL ON 2 a LOAD

o 2 FRESH CELLS PLUS "1 DISCHARGED CELL ON 2 n LOAD

0 1 FRESH CELL PLUS 2 DISCHARGED CELL ON 2 n LOAD

o NO ABNORMAL TEMPERATURE RISE NOR VENTING

Figure 5-7
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AA CELL TEST RESULTS (APPROX. 50 CELLS)

o SHORT CIRCUIT

0 4 CELLS IN SERIES IN NON-CONVECTIVE ATM
o 5 AMPS PEAK CURRENT ON 36 m n SHORT

.o 205OF MAX. CELL CASE TEMP.

o REVERSAL

o 8 CELLS a 125 ma (TWO 4-CELL PACKS)
o 4 CELLS a 65 ma (ONE 4-CELL PACK)
o 2 CELLS VENTED ON 125 ma WITH HIGH TEMP,

o 1 VENTED THROUGH HOLE BURNED IN CAN

o 1 VENTED THROUGH GLASS SEAL

o HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE (30u OF MAX)

o NO VENTING

o PARALLEL LOAD SHARING (FRESH AND DISCHARGED 4-CELL PACKS ON 108 n LOAD)

o APPROXIMATELY 6 ma CHARGING CURRENT MAX.

o NO TEMPERATURE RISE NOR VENTING

0 11INIMAL LOAD SHARING AS FRESH PACK DISCHARGED DOWN

Figure 5-8
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CERTIFICATION STATUS

o	 D-CELLS - VENDOR PART NUMBER 31321 FOR NASA JSC

o	 CELL CERTIFICATION ENVELOPE DESCRIBED BY LITHIUM-BCX "D" CELLS

CERTIFICATION REPORT - EP5-81-008

o	 AA-CELLS - VENDOR PART NUMBER 31339 FOR NASA JSC

o	 CERTIFICATION FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATION ONLY STILL IN WORK (SUMS)

o	 EFFORT CONTINUING TO ACHIEVE GENERAL CERTIFICATION

APPLICATIONS

o	 WCCU - WIRELESS CREW COMMUNICATION UNIT --STS-2 - AA

0	 AIR SAMPLER - SPACE LAB - AA

o	 LSLE DATA RECORDER - STS-3 - D

o	 SURVIVAL RADIO - STS-5 - D

0	 EMU TV/LIGHTS - STS-5 - D

o	 MINI-O-SCOPE - SPACE LAB - D

Figure 5-10
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CASE-POSITIVE VS. CASE-NEGATIVE DESIGNS FOR LOW-RATE

LITHIUM THIONYL CHLORIDE CELLS

T. Mahy

CIA

My topic is what I will mostly talk about, but
it's not all that .1'11 talk about. And 1'11 te.11 you in
advance, though, my slides will have too many numbers on
them for you to read. Concentrate on the numbers that .I
point at. The rest of the numbers are there for you to have
later. I-'m using this talk not only to discuss the topic,
but also to make public some very interesting data that I oo
not believe has shown up in any other medium.

(Figure 6-1)

I'm going to talk about three rather different
designs here. It's really apples, oranges and grapefruit,
but it's about all you can get hold of, if you think you
have a problem with the case polarity choice.

This is an outline of the desion data for the AA
cells that I'll talk about. The dimensions are
conventional. They are bobbin cathode; the electrolyte is
1.•b molar lithium tetrachloraluminatE; glass-to-metal seals
with 7052 glass; Kovar, or 52 alloy for the terminal pins.
The interelectrode area is, crudely, 14'souare centimeters.

One design is thionyl chloride limited. Now that
means that you run.out of thionyl chloride before you run
out of anything else. These cells were made in 1976, and
that's how I'll refer to them from here on: thionyl chloride
limited AA' s made in 1976.

The other set of AA's was made in 1977. They are
lithium-limited. And they are truly lithium-limited: at
the end of a complete discharge the lithium is completely
consumed.

(Figure 6-1 Cont.)

This is my case -positive example. There ,^s only
one, lt ' s a D-size cell, conventional dimensions. The
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electrodes are spiral wound, however, not bobbin. And the
electrolyte solution is .5 molar. In the 'first two cases,
the cells are made low rate because it-'s a bobbin type
cathode structure. In this desian we have essentially a
hi gh rate electrode grouping, but the cells are made low
rate by using a low concentration electrolyte.

Now there-'s a spin-off advFntage to the low
concentration electrolyte, in that it contains more thionyl
chloride per cubic centimeter than the more concentrated
ones do. For low rate applications this is not as crazy as
it might seem.

The glass-to-metal seals= I do not know what the
class is--- I got the usual deal that it's the standard class
that-'s put into these seals. The pins are moly.

The cathode-to-case attachment -- now remember,
these are case-positive cells, so this matters -- it's nickel
welded to 304 stainless steel.

The lithium electrode current collector is a full
interior nickel exmet arid. The interelectrode area, is
about 215 square centimeters. And they are thionyl chloride
limited. Made in 1978.

Those are the three designs I'm going to talk
about. Now I I m goin g to tell you what my results are. and
then 1 0.11 show you the data that lets me derive those
results.

First of all, case-positive/case-negative does not
seem to have much bearing on storage. They all store very
well. If the technology is advanced to modern state of the
art, if the cells are made cleanly, Yith control of the
things that you normally have to control, storage is not
affected by whether they're case-positive or case-negative.

Low rate dischar ge is auite.another matter,
however. During low rate discharge, the case-negative cells
show a steadily decreasing capacity as you go to lower and
lower rates.

Now I should say that the correlation coefficient
associated with this decrease is .997. Never in my career
as an engineer have I had a correlation coefficient like
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that from engineering data. So I'm inclined to believe that
the trend is real and it's unavoidable. If you know what it
is, you can use the cell. but bear that in mind. That's
the main conclusion about case-negative designs= at low
rates the capacity is much, much less then you think it's
going to be.

For case-positive cells, tra y s not the way it is
at all. The rate doesn't seem to halve a whole lot of
bearing on the capacity you get in the low-rate regime. I'm
sure if I had five-year rate data or ten-year rate data on
this design, I'd have to revise that conclusion. I only
have out through two-year rate data on the case-positive
design, but I do have five-year rate data on the
case-negative design.

Now the final conclusion, naturally, has to be,
there's something wrong with the case-positive designs, too.
You have to be very, very careful exactly what you do on
that positive case. This weld here (cathode collector to
case) can frequently be a major cause of problem.

Take a completely discharged cell, a cell in which
the thionyl chloride is all gone: basically it's a sulfur
dioxide cell now. And many people in the audience know very
well that you cannot make case-positive lithium/sulfur-
dioxide cells. Well, apparently you can't have case-positive
sulfur dioxide cells that are created during the discharging
of a thionyl chloride cell, either because many of these
cells will breach their cases after they have been through a
complete discharge.

I'll have to add that these cells have always
still been on the resistive load-to the time that they
breached their cases. But the case breach is always at the
cathode tab-to-case weld.

You've seen the designs, you've heard the
conclusions. Now 1-et me present the data.

(Figure 6-2)

I have a lot of problems in my mind with dealing
with small sample statistics. And Pve wr.estled with these
problems for the better part of my 20-year professional
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career. I've never been able to come up with an answer that
really works. but for this kind of talk, what I'm going to
do is the following=

I will talk about median values, not average
values. When you're talking about experim.ental cells,
there's always the inevitable turkey, and the inevitable
turkey is very, very often in the test that you don't want
It to be in. So I tend not to talk about mean values or
averages= I talk about median values.

And I have a hard time believing in normal
distribution statistics when you're talking about cells
because you never have a cell that's 3-sigma above the mean,
but you damn sure have cells that are 20-sigma below the
mean. So I will not use normal distribution statistics in
this talk.

Now that really nails me to the wall. Now how do
I talk about my numbers? I don't have a reliability model,
I don't have any kind of a probability model. We've spent
gooa money trying to get one, and the statisticians always
come back and say "There ain't one." So I will resort to
distribution-free statistics, which means I'm making the
most pessimistic conclusions that it's possible to make --
unless I-'m willing to assume that there was no control over
the cell manufacturing process at all. If there's any
control at all, then distribution-free statistics will give
me valid pessimistic statements.

I have never been burned by sticking to that kind
of a presentation. My final hardware always does better
than I said it would, and therefore people are happy,
including me.

but this .(the slide) is here for reference. If
you're talking about a 5-cell sample, and you've aot a
median value, and you want to know what confidence you can
have that that median value is where you think it is,
unfortunately all you can have is 93.7 percent confidence
that the real median lies between your poorest and your
best. So you don't want to test with five samples very
often, unless your results can be extremely qualitative.

This (15 cells) is the number that I like. That
says that you can have 96 percent confidence that the true
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median lies between your fourth cell and your twelfth cell,
if the data are rank-ordered on the capacity.

(Figure 6-3)

By the way, there was a footnote at the bottom of
the previous slide that tells you one source where you can
read about distribution-free statistics.

This is my test plan for the case-negative 1976
design. 'This is the storage data. If I had this to do over
again, I nd never do what I did here. But I was vouna and
foolish when I set this up.

what we have here is the age of the cell in
months; and this is age after closing. the cell (sealing the
cell) it's not age after receipt or enythin g else, it's age
after closing. The nominal current End the nominal run
times are here. Now the nominal currents assume a 3.5 volt
operating voltage. The tests are really constant in
resistance. And the nominal run time assumed 1.8 ampere-hours
from the cell.

Ana then over here you have the replication level
that I used.

the room temperature tests are split into two groups.
There's the'10 mA and the .6 mA. Anc the .6 mA at -10 and at
120. The storage, however, is all room temperature. .It's the
discharges that are at the various temperatures.

(Figure 6-4)

Now I switched gears. I told you what I expected
to get for currents on the first page and what I expected to
get for run times. Now I toll you what I reall y got for
Currents and what I really got for run times for the median
cell, and where there's more than one temperature, it's the
median cell in the room temperature test. So these are kind
of ballpark currents for all of the cells except the median
at room temperature.

If you want to know what kind of resistor value
I used, you have the current that really applies to the
median cell. On the next page I'.11 rive you the time
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averaged voltage that really applies to the median cell, and
you can calculate the resistors. but most people at talks
like this don't respond to resistors. I don't.

Let's take a look at the data. This is brand new,
so to speak. This, six months old, this, twelve months old
and this, twenty-four months old.

If you look at the 93 percent confidence values on
these medians, you might be able to say that there has been
a change from there (1 month old, 10ffA, 75 6 F) to there
(24 months old, IOmA, 75°F). But I don't think you could
really statistically justify it. And if you looked at all
the data, you'd be certain that you couldn't statistically
justify it.

There has been very little capacity change in the
10 mA tests across two years of storage. Now, 10 mA is a
high rate for this particular cell : 180 hour rate on a
bobbin AA -- that's a comparatively high rate.

At the lower currents, we start out here (6 months
ola, 0.6 mA, 75 0 F). And that looks like. Gee, maybe there's
a difference. but you've cot to remember, those are four
significant numbers, and the fourth figure',is not justified.
I included it so you could tell the difference between the
median and the confidence limits quickly.

If you look at these numbers (6 months old) and
those numbers (24 months old), again your conclusion is: no
change. If you look at the 120 O F temperature, your
conclusion is! probably no change. And over here, your
conclusion is:, Oh, my God, those tests were non-reproducible,
but probably no chan ge with the storage, -- minus ten is gust
not an acceptable operating condition, even at the 3000-hour
rate, for this particular design.

Now that fast doesn't matter, that doesn't have
anything to do with this talk, its part of, the interesting
data that^s also here.

(Figure 6-5)

The voltage data I show you ,just so you can see
them. They're there for your reference.
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The only numbers I want you to form in your mind
are crudely 'what these (the 75°F results) are. Now, remember
that these are thionyl chloride limited cells.

(Figure 6-6)

Case-negative, 1977. Test plans formatted the
same way as the previous one. y ou'll note the 15-cell
replication level and the longer run times. That's one
year, three years and five years, nominal. These cells,
the assumption is 1.7 ampere-hours per cell.

(Fi gure 6-7)

Here's the results. 96 percent confidence on the
location of the median. I would ask you to immediately note
this (the room temp erature result for 10 mA), and this
(the room temperature result for the five-year rate), and
all the numbers in between. The trend is monotonic. In the
early stages you would have to say it isn't statistically
significant. but, of course, if you were me, you were
trying to snake predictions even thouch it wasn't statistically
significant. And in this case all the predictions were
high. Any estimate that you make based on what you think
you've got in the earlier tests leads you to predict higher
capacities than you ultimately get in the one, the three,
and the five- y ear tests. And that's even true if you use
all of this data (all the room temperature results except the
g ive-year test) and then try to predict the five- year test.
You still fall above what you get by more than you would
appreciate.

(Figure 6-b)

Here's the voltace data age.in. these are time
averaged volta ges to a 2-volt cutoff. Notice that these
cells performec better on a voltage basis than did the
thionyl chloride limited cells. This fact has been published
in the Journal of the Electrochemical Society for larger
cells. The whole, point is that these cells discharge
essentially flat, and then they fa)l off the end of the
world. And you soend very, very little time at voltages
much below the plateau voltage. Yvhereas with thionvl
chloride limited cells, the cells kind of taper into their
failure moae, and you end up spendinr perhaps 15 to 20
percent of the time below the plateau voltage.
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I want you to take particular note of this value
ri ght here (the five-year rate result.): That's a pretty
reproducible number. This is a 15-cell test element, and if
you took all of the time-averaged voltages and averaged them
and took the standard deviation of that 15-cell sample,
you-'a find that the standard deviation affects the fourth
significant figure only, and it doesn't affect it very much.

So that is a nice, realistic load voltage number
for quite a low current. Now remember, this is the 5-year
rate nominal, even though they only really ran three and a
half years.

The reason why I want to stomp on this point is,
at the recent Electrochemical Society meeting I heard two
papers in which the authors used lower numbers (3.55 and
3.60 volts) than my 3.650 volts for their assumed,
thermodynamic, open.circuit voltages. I can find no
justification for their values -- but using them did make
their cell designs look better than thev provably were.
I don't know what the thermodynamic open circuit voltage
should be (and I have tried to unambi guously determine it),
but it must be greater than or ecu al to m y 3.650 volts
-- time-averaged voltage for complete discharge at the 5-year
nominal rate -- at 750

Unfortunately I'm running out of time, so I'll have
to cover the remaining data even more briefly than I have
been doing up to now.

(Figure 6-9)

Here I present one interpretation of the room
temperature capacity results for the case-negative approach.
First I define my symbol usage. Then I rive in mathematical
symbols the equation that I shall fit, and l interpret
these mathematical symbols with their empirical equivalents.

Now the equation is this, in empirical symbols.
And it rearranges into this, which cculd be interpreted as
saying that the total current reducirg the cell's capacity
is equal to the load current plus the corrosion current.
1Nell, if that's the case, this is the corrosion current.
And then I can derive the corrosion current expression as
actually being this. I get that by taking the definition of
G from here, substituting it in there.
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Now, what this eouation says is, for large I the
corrosion current is a constant. But as the actual
discharge current approaches the corrosion current, this
value slowly increases until eventually they both become
equal to the value of 2b.

(Figure 6-9 Cont.)

I wi.11 not go beyond the VFlue 2b, as you-.11 see
in the next data.

This is the actual data: the average currents, the
apparent run times, the actual capacities, the calculated
capacities, and the differences. And these capacities are
all in milliampere-hours.

You'll note that the differences are small for
four significant figure numbers. Zhat"s the actual
equation: it says my corrosion current is about 12
microamps. The lowest current I tested at was 41 microamps.

Now if you use (the note on the slide) this more
straightforward model which says that the corrosion current
is constant, you get a correlation coefficient of -0.989.
I don't know that you can really choose between the two
models on the basis of this data, in spite of the "large"
difference in' the correlation coefficients.

(Figure 6-10)

Zhis is the case-positive storage results
spanning from 6 to 31 months, with a 42-month one planned.
the sample sizes varieo, mainly because I had to cancel some
of the tests, and I plowed the cells in here.

You-*11 note that until you aet here (31 months old),
there really hasn  t been a capacity change at all. And even
this one is not statistically significant.

So this desi gn also stores we.11.

(Fi gure 6-11)

This is the test plan for my capacit y testing. It
assumes 18 amp-hours. It also assumes 3.5 volts. These are
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the nominal run times. That's two years. 'And there's the
room temperature replication level.

(Figure 6-12)

This design, spiral wound or not, is rate limited
at the 180-hour rate. It's actually a lower rate cell than
the AA bobbin. The cell is not rate limited at the 600-hour
rate, however, and you can see that there is no capacity
change that's meaningful as you go to lower and lower
rates. If anything, they might be a little bigger, but
certainly the difference is not significant.'

(Figure 6-13)

That's the load voltage table. It's there for
reference.

I gave you the conclusions first, and I really
oon't think I need to repeat them. but I want to make one
further conclusion. This might have seemed like a
nit-picking topic: case-positive versus case-negative. I
want to stress that I do not believe that it was. In fact,
Pin sorry to say, I think almost everything is important;
and you'd better check almost everything out.

Thank you.
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Slide 10 Oscrviet" Co-it„rinon of 0o coll D—lo”, r, n^ ^n+d

C-,e V, terinli 104 ctnhrlens Steel

Cnihode 1•inti• txi	 ^hn,•'inl;nn A1nck

I. Cnse-Negntivei

"AA" St y e ..- L a 4, '375 cm	 (1,-),-0 In )

D - 1.3'5 cm	 (0.545 to )

V - 7,35 cm3	(0.'11.)0 ln3)

robbtn' Cathode

5loctrolyte Solution -- 1, nM Lt(A1C14) In.IOC17

01.83-to-Metal .^,gals -- 7057 miss

Y07A R or ' i2- A 1loy fins

Interelectrole Area	 14 cm2

A. Thtonyl Chloride T.imited

wetcht a 16.9 R

f{nde to 1976

R, Lithium Limited

'rJe11•ht + 17.7 g

Made in 1977

Figure 6-1

Slide 21	 Confidence Intervals for Med}an Value. Using s Distribution-Free

Sign Text (Fisher)

Rank order the data; assign the ranks, thent

Number in the Rank Interval for Confidence Poxaiblm
•	 Sample- a93% Confidence (S)

5 (1. 5) 93.7

6 fl, 6) 96.9

7 (1, 7) 98.4

a (2, T) 93.0

9 (2, 8) 96,1

10 (2, 9) 9T.9

11 (3. 9) 9).5

12 (3, 10) 96.1

13 (3. 111 97.7

14 (4s	 111 94.2

15 (4,	 12) 96,4

Slide 1 Continued

II, Case-Posltivel

	

"D" Size -- L - 6.045 em	 (2.390 in )

	

D a 3.325 em	 (1.310 in )•'

V r 52 .5	 om3	 (3.70 Ina)

Splrn1-'wound Electrodes

Electrolyte Solution -- 0.5M Li(A1C14) In SOC12

OlMss-to-Metal goals -- Glass Type Not Known

Molybdenum Ping

Cathode-to-Case Attachment -- Nlokel ' •'elded to 304 SS

Lithium Electrode Current Collector --

Pull, Interior Nickel E°met Grid

Interelectrode Area . 21$ Cm2

Thlonyl Chloride Limited

'weight m 124 g

Made In 1978

Figure 6-1 (cont)

Slide 3: Test Plant'	 Storms, Caee-veantive (1976).

Cell Nominal Nominal Number of Cells wed at the following
Age Curr1ent Run Ttme Temperatures ('F)
months)

/_.
h(	 ) -10	 — T5 120

1 10 180 10

6 le 180 8

6 0.6 3000 8 8 8

12 30 180 8

12 0.6 3000 8 8 8

24 10 180 7

24 0.6 3000 8 7 8

References NonparmetrlC BLatlsLteal Methods (asp. Chap. 3)
by N. Hol ;1 and D. Yolfei
Copyright 1973, by John Wiley and Sons, Ine,

Figure 6-2

Notesi Assumed capacity a 1.80, Assumed load voltage a 3.5v. Cutoff
voltage a 2.000,.

Figure 6-3
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Slide it	 Median Cell Capacity aM its 933 Confidence Interval;	 Storage.

Cesageptive (1976).

Cell Approx. Approx. Capacities (Ah) at the fallowingAds Run Ties ('P)
-nth. (M) (h) -10 75 ^120

2.05
1 9.32 209.9 1.956

1-ST

1.99
6 9.16 212.2 1.944

1.91

1.39296 0.617 3080
1 .21

1.9 1 1.566
1.89 1.48

2.00
12 9.19 208.5 1.916

1.83

1.71 1.90 1.58
12 0.617 3053 1.428 ♦ 1.883 1.507

1.32 1.86 1.4S

1.95
24 9.10 210.9 1.920

1.83

1.42 2.07 1.51
24 0.609 3120 1.356 1.899 1.503

1 .25 1.70 1.40

Slide 5s	 TI	 -averaged Dlanharge Voltage for the Median Cellat 	 Storme.

Save-Negattva (19T6).

Cell Approx. Approx. Load Voltages at the fo11ov1K
Age Current Run Ties Temperatures ('P)
months (.A) (h) -30	 75	 120

1 9.32 209.9 3,393

6 9.16 212.2 3.359

6 0.617 3080 3.325	 3.589	 3.64T

12 9.19 208.5 3.377

12 0.617

I

3053 3.312	 3.562	 3.620

24 9.10 210.9 3.327

24 0.609 3120 3.256	 3.360	 3.611

Rotes	 The ewnnt and run ties are torrent for the 75'P test; the resistor
value an whot were actually Controlled.

Figure 6-4

Slid* 6s	 Test Plan;	 Cue-Negative (1977)•

Nominal Nominal N.Mher of Call. Used at the following
Current Nun Tine Temperatures ('► )
(M) (h) 32 75	 120

10 1TO 9 15	 9

3 567 9 9	 9

1 1700 9 9	 9

0.1941 0760 15

0.0647 26280 15

0.0388 43800 15

Noteso A.eumsd capacity • I.T Ah. Assuesd lead voltage • 3.Sv.
Cutoff voltage • 2.0001.

Figure 6-6

Noteas	 Bee glide. 3 ar 4, as appropriate.

Figure 6-5

Slide TI	 Median Cell Cpa.Ity end Its 963 Confidenco Interval;

Case-Negative (1977)•

Approximate ApproxtrN Capacities (Ah) at the following
Current Run Ties Tomp-tutus ('r)

7S(MA) .ham 32 20... 20

1.T4 1.T8 1.73
9.40 185.7 I•T16 1.744 1.699

1.46 1.T2 1.66

1.78 1.73 1.65
3.034 566. 1.745 1.719 1.604

1•T2 1.70 1.53

1.76 1.73 1.42
1.026 1661 1.727 1.705 1.404

1.T0 1.68 1.34

1.68
0.2018 6236 1.662

1.64

1.49
0.0683 21090 1.440

1.11

1.21
0.0409 30174 1.239

1.17

Notes; The current and run ties are torrent for the T5 8 P testa; the
the ral•tor raluse ar what were actually controlled.

Figure 6-7
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Slide 10.	 Storage Results at 75'r: cone-roslttra (19T8),

Cell	 Approx. Approx.	 Number Average Neetan Cnpecity

Age	 Current min Timm	 of in6d and lta 93f
(„ntn.;	 L'M)_ fh)	 cru. vouegg Confid..nc.

ki -_I tA^ .

18.3
6	 '9•"3 6"3•T	 14 3•450 18."3

18.0

18.4
12	 ').d( 670.0	 5 3, h58 18.'1

18.1

18.4
18	 ").)0 621,a	 l2 3.45T 19.22

18.1

18.3
31	 ?).42 F:h.7	 12 3.44 18.08

18.0

42 5

..i..•si	 '.Muff va:L

7h. lrl rox. C u r••nt, 1.l pro.. Run Time. and

,ovar,,,o Lo,l Vo:t ";e ire all cc=r`t for the

„rnyrt .to tuifan cell.

Figure 6-10

8lido 81	 T1-AVar.Bnd Ol.ch.rge Veltoge for the Median Cell{

Case- 8optive (1977)•

Approx imate Approximate Load Voltego. at the following

Current Run Time Temperature. ('y)

9.40 185.7 3.267 3.452 3.5"8

3.034 566.4 3.412 3.526 3.596

1.026 1661 3.494 3.579 3.607

0.2018 8236 3.624

0.0683 21090 3.638

0.0409 301T4 3.650

glide 9

One Interpretation of the Capacity D.tm at 75 Of for the

Case-Negative (1977) Design

Y - Average Current NA)

Qo Apparent Theoretical Capacity - 1739.0 mAh

Y - Q - Delivered Cnpactty(rnAh)

1 - apparent Run Time (h) to Deliver 1739.0 MAh

. QQ/T

Using Linear Regression Analysis, Fit the LgUntion

Y - a - b1 -- which means

Q - Qp - b(Qo/f) iwhich rearranges to

(Q./Q) I - I + b(Q./Q) -- which could mean

Total "Current" - Load Current plus

Corrosion "Current".

If b(QoA) - Average Corrosion "Current" - Yo , then

1p - b1/(l - b) "- -hich says

To - b, for large Y, and

10 increa se s slowly with decreasing Y, until

Y-2b-Ye.

Figure 6-9

Notest Bee Notes on Slides 6 and 7, as appropriate.

Figure 6-8

91140 9. wntfnued

The Data.

T_	 _ %-_	 Y T(cale) Y(cal^

9.40	 185.0	 1744 1737 .	 7

3.034	 5T3.2	 1719 1732 -	 13

1.026	 1659	 1705 1719 -	 14

0.2016	 We	 1662 1638 ♦ 	 24

0.0683	 25460	 1440 1440 0

0.0409	 42520	 1235 1239 -	 h

Y(tale) - 1739.0 - (0.011751)1

Correlation Coefficient - . 0.997

Note.	 A physteally more .tr.AZhtf.-r4 model.

Q - Q. -lAt.

where t . run tim and the c -Son current,

it, Is assumed constant, yields A

correlation coefficient . - 0.989.

Figure 6-9	 (cont)
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Slide 11;	 Tent Plan;	 C.s-P aitiv. (1978).

Sa.1na1 Nominal Sumner of Celle used at the follovina
Current Nun Ti- Tempe ratur- ('► )
(M) (n) -40	 -30 X32 ,	 5 1 22

100 180 5	 5 5 14 5

30 600 5	 5 5 14 5

10 1800 5	 5 5 14 5

3 6000 5 5 14

1 18000 5

Slid. 121 Medias Call Capacity and It. 93% Confidence Interval;
C-	 Isaiti- (1;78).

Appralat. Appralate Capwltia (M) at the foliwinaC-at
(M)

Pun Tia
h)

Tap.ntur.a ('►)
-40	 - lo _32	 . 5 122

5.2 6.6 10.1 13.6 16.9
96.2 139.1 4.97 6.34 9.59 13.39 16.584.2 6.0 9.1 13.0 16.0

7.3 9.1 14.7 18.5 17.829.23 623. 6.95 8.57 14.26 18.23 17.7;6.7 8.2 13.2 18.0 17.1

8.9 15.2 18.9 18.4 17.7
9.91 3836 8.81 14.48

6.36 i7.19 15.34

12.1 19.1 18.23.032 6000 11.71 18.61 18.2111.0 18.0 17.9

'1.03E 18050 18.5
18.36
18.2

Sam, Se. Mot- 09 elide T.

Figure 6-12

Net-. Aau.ed capaCitY • 18.0Ah. Sea last two Notes on 6110. 6.

Figure 6-11

Blida 13;	 Ti	 -Anneed Dlacharaa Tolta8a for the Median Celli

C.ta-Poiti- (19T8).

Appra. Appra.	 posher of Call. 9.ed at the follovird
C-ot Pa Tir	 Tapawr.. ('► )

1,AL (h).	 -40 Ltp _	 32 7 5 122

96.2 119.1	 2.730	 2.919	 3.126 1.779 1.176

29.23 623.7	 2.898	 1.070	 3.371 3.450 1.453

9.91 1836	 3.012	 1.322	 1.462 3.467 3.501

3.012 6000	 1.212	 1.511 3.536

1.018 16050 1.570

Not -1 	Sea Sot- a. Blida. 11 and 6. 12 and 7. - appropriate.

Figure 6-13
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HEAT GENERATION RATES IN LITHIUM THIONYL CHLORIDE CELLS

Harvey f=rank

JPL

I would like to mention at the beginning that this
work is sponsored by the OAST Office of NASA. It's part of
the high energy primar y battery program that Dr. Ambrus
mentioned this morning.

the work that Pll be describing here deals with
thermal characteristics of thion yl-chloride batteries, and,
in particular, the heat generation rote in these batteries.

Heat generation rate data can be used for several
applications. We'.11 be describing some of the results that
we've obtained and how these have been applied.

(figure 7-1)

'The particular cells of interest that we've been
examining are experimental types. They are of the D size
with spiral wouna configuration and are instrumented with a
tnermocouple. Here is a photograph of one. We've listed
the components here. 'These comprise what one might call the
conventional thionyl-chloride system without anv additives.
Also listed are the specific heats of the various
components, from which, with the weights, we have computed
the thermal mass of the system, which is used in subsequent
calculations, and the electrode areas in case anyone desires
to compute the currant densities that we've been running at.

(F= i gure 7-2)

The calorimetric data has been obtained on the
assembly shown here. This is fast response calorimeter. A
cell is installed here, as we'll see in the next Vu-graph.
Its response time is within about a few seconds to a minute
depending on the load. Ae typically run at constant
current. The heat oeneration rate is measured directl y in
watts. It's an isothermal device ano can be operated over a
range from -CFO to 70 degrees Centigr&de. It's not a micro,
but we'll call it a macro calorimeter, up to 50 watts of
heat generation rate.
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(Figure 7-3)

This shows the particular cell installed in the
calorimeter. The cell is on a baseplate which communicates
with a copper rod and then to liquid nitrogen underneath.
It-'s shielded for negligible heat losses. 'So all of the heat
that's generated by this cell goes down a copper rod into
liquid nitrogen underneath here, and the heat generation
rate,is measured by probes along the copper rod to give a
direct reading, thermal reading, and convert it to a heat
generation rate In terms of watts.

(Figure 7-4)

Before we present the results we will first
mention this equation here. It has been discussed in the
ECS Journal and at the Electrochem Society meeting. This
equation gives the heat.deneration rote in an
electrochemical system in terms of the polarization heat anc
the entropy heat. This is for the general case in terms of
the open circuit voltage, the operating voltage. and the
"dE/dT" term, which is the measure of entropy which has been
determined experimentally. For the case of
thionyl-chloride, the values of the constants have been
computed, and we arrive at the equation at the bottom
here, giving the heat generation rate in watts as a function
cf operating current and voltage. I night mention that this
equation applies onl y to electrochemical heat, not other
types of heat that may be generated in an electrochemical
device. It-'s onl y electrochemical in naturPi not including.
for example, chemical heat effects which can arise, and
which are speculated to occur in these batteries.

(Figure 7-5)

We have two typical results that were obtained on
the calorimeter. We've plotted here the operating voltage
for a constant current discharge at 1 amp,' and two sets of
heat generation data: first of all, the experimentally
measured value by this line here from the calorimeter and,
underneath, the lower dashed line giving the theoretical
heat generation rate as per the equation which we've just
shown.

There are two points to be made here. First, as
per the electrochemical equation, the heat generation rate
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rises with a fall in voltage, as preeicted by the equation,
and at this particular current, up tc 3 watts. The second
point is that there is a delta, one notices, between the
experimental value and the theoreticell y predicted value.
Now this signifies another type of heating effect. It can
be, most likely, a chemical heat effect, whether it's
corrosion of the lithium as we ,just had reference to, or
other types of chemical reactions. 6\e don't know exactly
what they are.

Vie are investi g ating the reactions that occur in
the thionyl-chloride and the sulfury-chloride cells to
explain these reactions by in situ electrochemical
techniques. But for the sake of this presentation,
I'll gust say that it is a chemical heat effect.

(figure 7-6)

This gives another set of data: this particular
one at a higher current,- 3 amps, which is relatively high
for this type of cell considering the electrode area.

In this case we observe a similar trend: i.e., a
decline in voltage at the end of discharce, with a
rise in heat Generation rate as the 4oltane falls.

These are two sets of typical calorimetric data
we obtained with the thionyl-chloride system along with the
thecretically predicted values.

(Figure 7-7)

Now, we mentioned we-I re studying the mechanism of
the reactions. Well, this is not related to the mechanism
but is for someone who wants a first cut approximation for
predicting heat. By taking the experimental data, the
experimental heat generation data, one can make an empirical
fit; which has been done here; and arrive at the simplest
of all equations. This gives an empirical prediction of the
heat generation rate simply as a function of operating voltage
and current.

(figure 7-6)

Bob Bragg mentioned this morning about adiabatic
type tests. We have done similez work, with two purposes in
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mind; one was reach the melting point of lithium and observe
it; the cell exploded at this point. The other was to
test the empirical e quation which we have just described.
These, again, were constant current cischarge runs on cells
uncer near-adiabatic conditions with measurement of internal
temperature. We also measured external temperature, which
is not shown on this graph.

Here we have the operatin g voltage down to a zero
volt cutoff. the actual internal temperature is measured by
the thermocouple, and the predicted temperature as per the
simplified equation.

For someone who would like to make a first cut
approximation at the heat generation rate, , the equation
apparently gives a fairly reasonable prediction.

In this particular case the cell opened near the
end of discharge. (Loss of internal contact.) And the
current dropped, and, correspondingly, the-heat generaton
croppea. And we were not quite able to reach the melting
point of lithium.

(Figure 7-9)

This is another adiabatic run at a higher current.
Again, the intent was toreach the melting point of lithium,
also to check accuracy of the model.

Again we see in this particular case, at 4 amps,
we get a fairly good correspondence between the actual and
predicted temperature from the equation. In this particular
case the cell did not again quite reach the melting point of
lithium; it oic, however, go slightly into reversal. Vve
carried it shortly beyond this point. the temperature rose
to 250 decrees F., and then slowly declined. It did not
explore. f;ut apparentl y there was internal chemical reaction
after it reached the melting point of lithium.

(Figure 7-10)

Now, one additional run on this 'particular type of
cell was carried oue for the purpose of obtaining some
additional thermal data. -1his is for the condition of
forced overdischarged on a cell which had been previously
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oischarged to zero cutoff voltage, and had been on stand for
a few weeks to this point.

the purpose of the test was to examine the problem
of thermal behavior on reversal and, in particular, the
sub!ect of lithium plating during the condition of reversal.

Well, first of all, to explain the experimental
results: At the onset of discharge, the cell voltage
indicated a small residual capacity. Shortly thereafter the
cell went into reversal, and voltage stabilized at the indi-
cated value, at 1 amp discharge. The temperature was
moderate, near 30 degrees Centigrade at this time.

The idea, then, was to raise the temperature for
the condition of reversal. Jq e did this by increasing the
current, stepping the current up to '.- amps, and observed a
rise in internal temperature. At approximately 60 degrees
Centigrade, the cell was noted to explode.

(here has been a great deal of discussion about the
ganger of lithium being plated on the carbon electrode for the
condition of reversal. From DSC work and by the Naval
Surface ►Neapons Center, and also work done at JFL, it has
been shown that the combination of lithium, thionyl-chloriae
ana carbon can exhibit an exotherm at a moderately low
temperature; experimentally, on the CSC work, near 50,
aecrees Centigrade. The observed phEnomena gives support to
the belief that lithium is plated on the carbon during
reversal and this can cause an explosion.

One point I forgot to mention was that these were
cathode-limited cells. By that we mean carbon-limited, not
thionyl-chloride-limited. And so thEre was excess lithium
available to plate on the carbon. And when the temperature
reached a moderate level, much below those which we
heard this morning, in this particular case near 50 tO 60
de grees Centigrade, the cathode-limited cell did explode on
reversal.

(Figure 7-11)

Just a few concluoina remarks here. We have some
indication of chemical heat effects in the thionyl-chloride
system. iVe do have a measure, a nuantitative measure, of
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the magnitude of these heat effects. When the reactions
are understood, we can obtain a measure of their rates from
the thermal data. And this work is doing on both at JPL
and at other locations.

For engineering purposes
equation for thermal analyses, not
case but for any environment. By
transfer equations one can use the
establish fairly accurate internal
operating condition.

we have developed a simple
only for the adiabatic
applying suitable heat
heat generation rate and
temperature under anv

Finally, the cathode-limited call can explode on
reversal, and this gives support to the conviction of the
reactivity of lithium, carbon and thionyl chloride.

Thank you.
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EXPERIMENTAL Li-SOCI, "D" CELL
INSTALLED IN CALORIMETER

Figure 7-2

Figure 7-3
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WHERE:	 Q	 ° HEAT, WATTS

Eon = OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE, VOLTS

	

EDP	 OPERATING VOLTAGE, VOLTS

	

I	 = CURRENT, AMPS

	

T	 = ABSOLUTE TEMP, 'K

d Eon

—
d 
—T = CHANGE IN E6C WITH T, VOLTSI°K

• FOR Li-SOC12 CELLS AT 20°C

Q = 1(3.65 - EDP ) - I 10.3161

Figure 7-4
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70— 	HEAT GENERATION DURING CONSTANT CURRENT
UU	 DISCHARGE OF "D" SIZE U-SOCl 2 CELL
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-I	 SIMPLIFIED EMPIRICAL EOUATION FOR PREDICTING
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Figure 7-7
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DISCHARGE OF 1400 AH LITHIUM TRIM L CHLORIDE CELLS

INTO VOLTAGE REVERSAL

Adrian Zolla

ALTUS

,I-*d like to thank
the work which I'm going to
three-year period, the Navy,
to develop and characterize
with capacity in the range e
a 10-year active shelf life.

NAVALEX End NOSC for supporting
talk about today. Over a
through NOSC, has funded AL1US
a thionyl-chloride active cell
f 1000 tc 2000 ampere-hours and

This cell will be incorporate
high energy density battery, HEDB, with
150 to 200 kilowatt hours of energy for
instrumentation packages, surface buoys
vehicles, where safaty and operation in
structural strenoth and hermeticity are

J, hopefully, into a
configurations up to
use in underwater
and undersea
any orientation,
key factors.

The HEDB battery concept is shown in the first
Vu-graph.

(Figure 8-1)

Forty cells of 1400-ampere-hour capacity are
connected in series within a pressure housing.

(Fi gure 8-2)

The 1400 ampere-hour cell is disc shaped and has a
diameter of 17 inches, a thickness of 1-3/8 inches, and with
a center hole of 2-5/8 inches diameter, which houses the
electrode terminals. The 1400 ampere-hour is depicted in
the top left of the photograph.

The cell weighs 29 pounds for 4.6 kilowatt hours
output, and is.optimized for currents up to 15 amperes.

The cell at the lower left is Nery similar. It"s
two inches thick and weighs 39 pounds, for a capacity of
2000 ampere-hours and 7.3 kilowatt hours of energy. The
technology is easily scaled, and also shown is a similar
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17 =inch diameter cell, hei ght 7 inches, weighing 25 pounds,
for 8000 ampere-hours and 2b kilowatt. hours of capacity. All
three cells are optimized for discharge rates of 100 hours
or longer and a long, 10-year shelf life..

ALTUS has built 200 cells cf 1400 ampere-hours
capacity and about 50 cells of 2000 Empere--hours capacity,
and one prototype 8000 amp-hour cell.

Vq e have characterized this technology extensively
for performance under a variety of operating rates and
temperatures and for safety under a broad range of abusive
conditions for various states of cell discharge.

The cells are filled with high purity
thionyl-chloride electrolyte at the factory , hermetically
sealed, and shipped in an active sealed state.

I'll give you a brief svnopsis of the test program
prior to the reverse voltage data Which l recentl y acouired.

(Figure 8-3)

The next- two photo graphs are representative of the
abuse tests, namel y . drop testing in this'pictdre,

(Figure b-4) and crush testing of 1400 ampere-hour
cells in fresh, partial and fully discharge: conditions.

(Figure 8-5)

This table provides a brief overview of the tests
which have been conducted oh, the numerous;cel15 without ever
a single incident at either ALMS or at NOSC with regard to
overheatin g or venting of the cells.

In many cases permutations of these tests have
been performed on the same cell, and the cell later
delivered full capacity upon discharc.e.

(Figure 8-6)

This is represehtative of some twenty tests in
which a fresh cell has been penetrated by a conductive
object, such as a nail or a 1/4-inch diameter ram device,
and in all but a couple of cases there has been no ventinn
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or exothermic reaction resulting. The high degree of
resilience to this type of extreme abuse test-is due to the
method of construction which avoids the exothermic reaction
of molten lithium thionyl chloride in the presence of
carbon.

For single cell applications like the space
shuttle experiment package power source, a reverse voltage
condition cannot occur. J However, this condition can
result when a cell of poor capacity delivery is force
discharged by other normal cells in e series connected
battery stack, a problem that has continued to plaque
lithium thionyl chloride multi-cell batteries of large
capacity.

The final phase of the ALTUS-NUSC pro gram, just
completed, addressed this reverse voltage condition. The
objective.of this work was to extend the capability of the
1400 ampere-hour cell to reliably withstand a force
discharge into voltage reversal for a total of ampere-hours
equal to 100 percent of the normal capacity rating, to
simulate a case where a dead ce.11 had accidentally been
included in a fresh battery system.

The Naval Surface Yleaoons Center suggested safety
standard was to test several cells to voltage reversal for
150 percent of the capacity rating : that's 2100 ampere-hours
beyond zero volt output : in order to demonstrate a margin of
safety of 50 percent above the worst case conditions. The
test conditions were to investigate the forced discharge of
b amps at 21 degrees Centi grade : that-I s .45 milliamps per
square centimeter: and 12 amps at zero degrees Centigrade,
or .9 milliamps per square centimeter of lithium.

In order to achieve this result, the following
criteria were invoked in the ce.11 design:

(Figure 8-7)

(1) The cell is limited to 1400 ampere-hours
capacity by the weight of carbon in the cathode, operating
at about 3 ampere-hours per gram.

. (2) The situation of lithium limitation is
avoided by building in 30 percent excess material into the
anodes, which theoretically allows for 11x00 ampere -hours
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lithium capacity.

(3) The void volume between the separator and
cathode structures is designed to accommodate 2000
ampere-hours of thionyl chloride catholyte.

(4) Each lithium anode is firmly attached to a
nickel exmet current collector to eliminate the problem of
hot spots developing as the lithium is utilized and when the
anodes become extremel y thin; this effect being assumed
responsible for cell venting in extended force discharge in
some cases.

(5) The cathode current collector is of stainless
steel, rather than nickel, to minimi2e the lithium plating
to the cathode grid structure.

(6) Most important : a chemical switch mechanism
is incorporated which operates when the cell output voltage
is zero. This low ohmic shunt both diverts 70 percent of
the forced discharge current from lithium plating reactions
and further limits the negative voltage excursion to less
than 150 millivolts negative, where electrolysis reactions
occurring at higher potentials are circumvented.

Note the energy censity is maintained at 150
watt-hours per pound with the above criteria invoked.

The details of the switch mechanism are still
considered proprietary at this time. But'I should point out
that two patents have been allowed, and public disclosure
will be forthcoming by the turn of the year. Full
disclosure of all construction details has been made 'to the
program sponsor.

Each cell in this experiment was built with four
feed-through terminals for experiment monitoring purposes:
two for normal anode and cathode terminals, one for the
lithium/lithium ion reference electrode incorporated into
the cell, and the fourth feed-through to bring out one end of
the internal switch in order that the shunted current could
be monitored. These modifications to the cell to achieve a
four-terminal output caused some loss in capacity for the
cells compared to previous production units tested.

The constant current discharge 'of each cell was
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accomplished using a power supply as shown in the next
Vu-graph.

(Figure 8-8)

This is a very simple circuit diaaram. The
discharge current and internal switch current were monitored
across 1-milliohm shunts incorporated into the circuit. The
cell is equipped with a sensimetric pressure transducer,
permitting the cell's internal pressure to be followed.
Thermocouples in the test chamber and affixed to the cell-s
surface gave temperature data, and the EMF between lithium
reference and both anode and cathode terminals gave data on
internal polarization effects.

All parameters were recordEd using a fluke 2240A
data logger. A strip chart recording was made, in addition,
as the cell went into voltage reversel.

(Figure 8-9)

This slide is for one of the cells discharged, and
typifies the results obtained at 12 gimps discharge current
and zero degrees Centigrade. The cell volta ge commences at
3.25 volts, holds a plateau, and then, reaching about 2..8
volts, rapidly declines to a negative voltage of 120
millivolts negative.

At zero volts output, the internal switch
operates. The shunted current, through this internal
switch, rises rapidly from zero and reaches a plateau of 8.4
amps, which is approximately 74 percent of'the force
discharge current, which was 12 amps. The cell voltaoe
remains clamped because of this, at a low negative potential,
and is only 132 millivolts negative at the end of test, after
189 hours beyond zero volts when the test was terminated,
for 2262 ampere-hours of reverse voltage. That's greater
than 150 percent of the cell's 1400 ampere-hour capacity
rating.

(figure 6-10)

This next slide shows the'info rmation gained from the
lithium/lithium ion reference electrode and demonstrates
a carbon cathode limited system. Ancde polarization
was about 50 millivolts during normal discharge, and about
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90 millivolts during the reverse voltage force discharge.
The cathode displayed, meanwhile, a 40 millivolt negative
voltage with respect to the lithium reference electrode
during reverse voltaae.

These voltages were held till the end of test.

(Figure 8-1 l )

The temperature aata are shown in this Vu-graph.
One sees the ambient refrigerated temperature of zero
degrees plus or mines 2, with the cell remaining at zero
except for a brief excursion to plus 4 degrees Centigrade
during voltage decline, due, undoubtedly, to the heating
effects of the heav y , polarized carbon surface.

It's worthy to note that the internal cell
pressure commences at -2 psi ga g e anc at the end of test
only rose to plus 5 psis, after 289 hours at 12 amps.

(Figure 8-12)

The data from the 6 amp discharge at 27 degrees
Centigrade ambient are similar, as shown in this Vu-rraph.
The cell voltage holds 3.47 volts. a little higher, of
course, than for zero degrees, for a period. It-Is

reasonably constant until 3.2 volts is obtained, when
there's a rapid drop; in this case to -60 millivolts.
Again, as the cell voltage crosses zero volts, the internal
switch closes, and the shunted current rises to 4 am ps in
this case, thereby shuntin g , again, two-thirds of the force
discharge current. The cell volta g e remain's clamped at a
mere 60 millivolts negative for the duration of the 275
hours or 2183 ampere-hours in voltage reversal.

(Figure b-13)

This is the reference voltaae data.

The reference voltage data, a gain, shows a cathoae
limited design, with a 50 millivolt tnode'polarization with
respect to lithium/lithium ions, and a 2U millivolt negative
potential for the cathode with respect to Ithe reference at
the end of test.

(Figure 8 -14)
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The temperature and pressure data are shown here.
They show no internal heating or undue pressure rise. Cell
temperature remained flat at 27 degrees, plus or minus 3
decrees, with only diurnal effects eiidence. The cell
internal pressure rose from 2 psi aac-e to 16 psig at the
completion of the 150 percent volta ge reversal. In this
case you cannot see any temperature rise as the cell went
through zero volts, and maybe a very slight hump on the
pressure, a psi or so.

(Fi gure 8-15)

This final vu -graph summarizes the reverse voltage
data for the series of 1400 ampere-hour cells tested.

During this test program, not one cell vented or
showed any significant temperature or pressure excursion,
and the-Navy requirement for 2100 ampere-hours of discharge
in voltage reversal was easily obtained without incident.

The internal switch mechanism consistently shunted
two-thirds of the force discharge current, and held the
negative potential to 65 millivolts plus or minus 5 for the
6 amp discharge at 21°C and 125 millivolts plus or minus 5
millivolts negative for the 12 amp discharge at zero degrees
Centigrade.

The effects of the switch in shunting the majority
of the current allows for a prolonged cathode limited
system, where the lithium anodes are not consumed for the
ouration of the extensive reverse voltage condition.
Vrithout a shunting mechanism I have found that the anode
limited situation is reached very cuickly in voltage
reversal, and-dangerously high neaative potentials are
attained once electrolysis reactions are forced to take
place.

The reliability of dendritic shunting between
anode and carbon by lithium plating reaction is not, in
itself, reliable for thick cathodes in cells. Cathode
limited cells can freouently revert to anode limited cells
during reverse voltage unless the current is otherwise
diverted, as in the cells described.

This reverse voltage testing of a series of active
cells of improved grid design completes the HFUB development
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for the Navy. The summation of the Data from the testin g of
200 cells over a three —year period hEs demonstratea unique
safety features early on. Now with the completion of the
reverse voltage work, the technology is ready for
application in battery systems.

The cell design offers the advantage of ease of
scale ability to cells of different capacity and aspect
ratios. The location of electrode terminals is optional.,
the cell case is hermetically sealed, has hi gh vacuum
integrity, and no discharge products can esca p e to the
exterior environment. There is no technical barrier to the
immediate and safe application of this cell to a varietv of
battery confi gurations in rugr., ed environments.

Thank you.
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Figure 8-4
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1100 AN CELL TESTS
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I.	 DROP: - 3 FT TO 17 FT

2. CRUSH: - 1000 LBS OVER 10 SQ. INS

3. VIBRATION: - 0-60H i , 0.06 INS AMPLITUDE

1	 SHOCK: - 300 G, 15 MILLISECONDS

5. HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE: - 500 PSI

6. CHARGE CURRENT: - TO 100, CAPACITY RATING

7. SHORT CIRCUIT OF TERMINALS

S.	 DISCHARGE: - 0 * TO I1O0C

6A TO 16 AMPS

INTERMITTENT/PULSE LOADS

1 YEAR STORAGE

Figure 8-5

CRITERIA FOR EXTENDED RV SAFETY OF 1100 CELL

1. CAPACITY OF CELL CARBON LIMITED

2. 30% EXCESS LITHIUM ABOVE CHEDRETICAL OF 1100 AM

3. 451 EXCESS SOCl 2 ABOVE THEORETICAL OF 1400 AM

4. ALL LITHIUM DISC ANODES FIRMLY BONDED TO NICKEL EXMET CURRENT
COLLECTOR

S.	 CATHODE CURRENT COLLECTOR GRIDS STAINLESS STEEL

6.	 A CHEMICAL SNITCH MECHANISM INCLUDED IN THE INTERNAL DESIGN TO

(A) SHUNT > 701 OF FORCED DISCHARGE CURRENT IN REVERSE
VOLTAGE

(B) CLAMP CELL NEGATIVE VOLTAGE TO LOW VALUES THROUGH THE LOW
SWITCH IMPEDANCE OF 15 MILLIOHMS

NOTE: CELL WEIGHT OF 31 POUNDS IS MAINTAINED EVEN WITH RV SAFETY
FEATURES ABOVE.

Figure 8-6
	 Figure 8-7
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HIGH-FATE LITHIUM THIONYL CHLORIDE CELLS

F. Goebel

GTE

The conductivity of non-aqueous electrolytes is
considerably lower than measured in eoueous electrolytic
solutions. These differences have an effect on the
discharge rate capability of the battery. Current densities
of 100 milliamperes per square centimeter in cells with
alkaline electrolyte, for instance, Ore standard. To
obtain high current rates from lithium SOC12 cells, special
electrode designs in conjunction with optimizing the
electrolyte conductivity are requiree.

For low rate discharge, less than 1 milliampere
per square centimeter, the bobbin type cell with very thick
and low surface area electrodes was cesicned. the
geometrical electrode surface area density of these cells
toes not exceed one square centimeter per cubic centimeter
electrode volume. For higher current densities thF.n I
milliampere per square centimeter, these t ype of cells
become less efficient due to diffusion problems within the
thick carbon cathodes.

In order to achieve hiqh current rates from
identical cell volumes. 'it is necessary to reduce diffusion
paths within the cell, and to increase the electrode surface
areca density.

This basic information resulted in the development
of the so-called iellvroll electrode structure and disc
electrode configuration for cylindrical cells.

The iellyroll confi quration uses thin strips of
anode and cathode material which are rolled uo in a spiral.
wound together, with a separator insulating the active
materials.

(figure 9-1)

The ends of the individual electrodes are
connected by welding metal strips to the corresponding
terminals of the cell. In a case where round disc
electrodes are used, a lerge number cf electrodes are
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stacked on top of each other, alternEting anodes,and
cathodes, with separators in between.

(Fioure 9-2)

Each electrode disc has direct contact to the
terminal, which, in this configuration, is a center rod for
all the lithium anodes, and the cell case serves as a common
terminal for all the cathodes.

The disc cell design has some advanta ges over the
iellyroll configuration, since each electrode disc has its
own contact to the current collector, whose maximum length
never exceeds the radius of the cell; which results in a
minimal IR loss for all the electrcdrs within the stack.

This arrangement has demonstrated uniform and
maximum material utilization as well as hi gh current drain
capability.

The specially designed cathode substrate is makine;
contact,over its entire peripher y to the steel case es the
current collector, which establishes a gradient in dischproe
profile, beinci sli ghtly higher on the outside than toward
the center. This discharae profile allows an anode limited
design, which is one of the major safet y features within
this type of cell.

both systems, the iellyroll and the disc electrode
design, can be constructed with an electrode surface area
aensity of 10 square centimeters per 1 cubic centimer
electrode volume, which is one order of magnitude larger
than within the typical bobbin-type confiouration.

The increase in surface area by one order of
magnitude effects in the same proportion the discharge rate
capability of the cell.

the hi gh rate C cell has been aischaroed at
constant loads to establish the capacity at different
current densities, ranging from 1 milliamr)ere per square
centimeter to 10 milliamperes per square centimeter.

(Figure 9-3)

At the nominal rote of 210 milliamperes, which is
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equivalent to the 25-hour rate, 90 percent of the anodic
capacity can be obtained at a 3-volt cutoff. The cell is
able to discharge at much higher currents, as the other
curves on this slide indicate. At 1 ampere, for instance,
the same cell delivers approximately 4 ampere-hours, at a
2.1 ampere discharge, 3 ampere-hours, respectively, without
any hazardous condition resulting.

Low temperature testing was performed at -40
dearEes C at a nominal rate of 210 milli rm peres. the obtained
capacity to the 3-volt cutoff was 2.i ampere-hours or 37
percent of the room temperature capacity. After the -40
degrces C discharg e, the cell wasallowed to recover to
room temperature without any load enplied, and then
discharaed a gain to a 3-volt cutoff.

(Fioure 9-4)

The additionalcapacity of 2.94 am.oere-hcurs added
to the capacity obtained at -40 degrees C results in e total.
of about 5.04 ampere-hours, which is o0 percent of the maximum
capacit y which was achieved at a dischar g e of 22 degrees C.

The cell was not optimized in electrolyte
concentration for low temperature performance. In the
meantime, however, it has been demonstrated at GT& E that
lower concentrations than l.o molar Ere more efficient in
cathode utilization than hi gher concentrations.

Abuse testing: An abuse test proc7ram has been
conducted in the operational and nonoperational modes.

(Fi gure 9-5)

This test flow diagram identifies the abuse tests
performed and the respective sequence of testing,. Each test
within the flow sequence is identified by a uni que reference
numner. All test samples were hi gh-rate C cells of
identical design, and were all lithium-limited. In this
report, however, only these test results are discussed which
are significant for the characterization of the high-rate C
cell.

Non-operational abuse=	 Seouence Nos. 1. 4 and 5
identify the tests performed on the hi gh-rate C cells, which
are characterized as non-operational tests. Test conditions
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and the results are seen in the next slides.

(Figures 9-6 and 9-7)

there was no hazardous condition at any time, and
the electrical and mechanical integrity was maintained
throughout the entire test sequence. The discharae of the
cells involved in Zest Sequence Nos. 1 and 4 resulted in 3.8
and 3.6 ampere-hours respectively. jhere was no capacity
loss on cells which were subjected to a drop test.

Operational abuse: Tests performed under
operational abuse included charging, overdischarre, external
short circuit, cell penetration ano cell crush.

Cell charging was performer with a constant
current of 210 milliamperes, and these conditions were
maintained until all parameters had stabilized.

(Figure 9-6)

The maximum voltage during the tests was 4.3b
volts, with a maximum temperature increase 'of approximately
13 degrees Centigrade over a 4-hour and 20-minute test
period. There was no visible or apparent evidence of damage
or deterioration as a result of the test.

On overdischarge, the test sample, was discharged
at 210 milliampere constant current, and driven into
reversal at the same rate.

(Figure 9-9)

The cell was overdischarcec for 24 hours without
any apparent evidence of damage or abnormal' behavior. The
maximum temperature on overdi'scharae was 5 to 6 degrees
above ambient shortly after voltage reversal. At the
end of the test there was onl y a small temperature
difference between the test sample and the test chamber.

Short circuit testing was performed on a fresh
high-rate C cell and on an identical cell which was charged
and then discharged to the 3-volt cutoff accordina to 'Test
Sequence No. 2 in the test flow diagram. In both cases, a
10-mil.liohm load resulted in a sur ge current of 45 amperes.
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(Figure 9-10)

At that point the internal contact between the
current collector and the feedthrough acted like a fuse and
burned, as confirmed by post mortem analysis. The
temperature after the short test was still rising to about
29 degrees, and then.dropped hack to room temperature, and
no other abnormal behavior was realized during this test.

The crush was performed b y reducin g the cell
diameter to 50 percent of the original size between two
quarter-inch diameter anvils. The cell exploded seven
seconds after the cell voltage dropped to zero volts,
Indicating a short circuit between the metallic hardware of
the cathoae and the lithium.

The skin temperature of the cell reached a maximum
of 70.2 degrees Centigrade. A visual examination indicated
that the cell top was missing from the can, and about
one-third of the upper electrode stack was ejected from the
can by force of the explosion. There was no fire after the
explosion had occurred.

Cell puncture test was performed with a
quarter-inch diameter drill at mid-hEight of the cell
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. 	 A drop in cell
voltaae to about the 50-millivolt le%el indicated a direct
short between the anode anc cathode. No explosion occurred.
There were sparks visible for about two Pnd a half minutes
before a continuous flame was evident, and the cell casq
temperature rose to over 500 degrees Centigrade. The fire
ceased after four minutes after initiation of the internal
short.

Conclusions= A hi gh-rate C cell with disc
electrodes was developed to demonstrate current rates which
are comparable to other 'primary s ystems. the development of
this cell has progressed to the point that a certain amount
of risk must be accepted that, under some conditions like
crush and puncture, they may ignite or explode.

The tests performed in this study established the
limits of abuse beyond which the cell became hazardous,
pork is continuing, however, to minirize these safety
limitations.
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Finally, we would like to thank Wri ght-Pat Air
Force Base for their support of this pro gram in its initial
part.

'Thank you very much.	 '
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HIGH RATE C-CELL AT -40 °C AND R.T.
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"C" CELL EVALUATION TEST SUMMARY
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(FRESH CELLS)
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Figure 9-6

"C" CELL EVALUATION TEST SUMMARY
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Figure 9-7
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FACTORS AFFECTING CYCLE LIFE IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF,

SECONDARY LITHIUM BAIIERIES

R. Somoano

JPL

I will be givin g a talk in place of one by Burt
Otzinger. The talk will concern factors which affect the
cycle life of ambient temperature secondary lithium
batteries. This work is sponsored by NASA's Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology , by Judy Ambrus.

The technology for secondary lithium batteries is
somewhat behind that of primary lithium batteries. A lot of
the work that we are presently doing at JPL is more research
oriented in nature. Nevertheless, it's really quite clear
that one of the principal factors which inhibits current use
of secondary lithium systems, especirlly on spacecraft, is
the very limited recharaeabilit y , or cycle life, of lithium
systems.

In particular, we're interested in cycle life of
the order of 500 to 1000 cycles. The fact that we can det
100 cycles is good, but not enough, and we feel we have to
understand and optimize all the dominant factors which
control cycle life in order to obtain the desired performance
and meet this very demanding cycle life goal.

So during this talk I'd like to describe some of
our thoughts, some of our results, ccncerning this very
complex problem of cycle life. Therc are quite a few
factors that contribute to cycle life. I've listed three of
these that are of interest to us.

(Figure 10-1)

The first one: electrode inte grity. This stems
from the fact that the t ype of system we are using utilizes
a lithium anode and a titanium disulfide intercalatable
cathode. And the problem is, simply, that upon
intercalation or de-intercalation -- that is, upon discharge
and charge -- the TiS2 lattice expands and contracts plus or
minus 10 percent. This leads to a breakup, or loss of
particle contact, intergrain contact, ana disruption of the
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electrode morphology and geometry. So the , actual mechanical
inte grity of the electrode upon cycling is a very real
problem and a potential failure mode.

As I will show, the conventional way of making
cathodes is really quite time-consuming,-and I will describe
some alternative approaches which we've taken, in which we
use, for example, polymeric elastomers to improve cathodes
integrity. The lithium anode also has its problems if you
try to alloy it, for example, with aluminum. But I won't
be talking about the lithium electrode; but rather the TiS2
cathode.

The second problem, which is reallv :quite
important and quite fundamental, is the electrolyte
stabilit y . the problem here is that we are interested in
ambient temperature operation, and; therefore, our focus has
been mostly on organic electrolyte. I will be particularly
talking about lithium arsenic hexaflcride dissolved in
2-methyl tetrahydrofuran (2-meTHF). The problem is-very
simple; upon charging the highly reactive electro—deposited
lithium reacts with this organic electrolyte. It degrades
the electrolyte, it degrades the cycle life, it gives rise
to a very important passivation chemistry which can
dominate, or control the cell performance.' So we-*re very
interested in understanding what the limits of this
electrolyte are, so that maybe
better electrolytes, because,
something better than what we

Finally, and related to it, I'd like to discuss
some of our thoughts on dendrite formation. Most of the
ambient temperature secondary lithiur: cells have failed
because of dendritic shorts. The usual approach has been
to try to put more wraps of separator, and to develop better
separators. And our feeling at'this time 'is that we'd like
to see if there's something we could do to control the
morphology of the lithium anode during plating and inhibit
dendritic growth in the first place. I want to now discuss
this idea about the cathode. Again, the problem with the
cathode upon cycling is that it really isn't elastic enough,
it doesn't contract and expand the TiS 2 particles as well as
you'd like.

we can come about and develop
indeed, we think we need
now hate.
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(Figure 10-2)

This is the common procedure for making the TiS2
cathode used by many people in the field. The binder for
this material is Teflon. It has a melting point of around
3270C.

Normally you take Teflon and TiS 2 and you ball
mill it for, let's say, two days. The idea is to break up
the particles, get smaller and smaller particle size. You
may or may not want to use carbon black as a conductive
dilutant or expander. TiS2 itself, is semi-metallic. One
then takes this mixture and you put it into a mold and you
heat it to, say, 350 degrees Centigrade, under pressure.
And, from that, we get our final electrode, which is in
a flat planar geometry.

This electrode is very brittle, and incapable of
yielding cylindrical or spiral geometries. And the main
problem is, after you cycle it quite a few times, you can
look at it visually and see that the electrode is starting
to lose its mechanical integrity, it's starting to break up.

There are several things atout this. First of
all, you can see that a lot of these things here are iust
arbitrary. It's also ouite labor- and time-consuminc+. Our
approach was really to try to come up with some alternate
way where we could make these cathodes simpler, so they'd
be a little more flexible, a little more elastic, and
maybe let us aet them in another type of geometry.

The approach was to go toy instead of Teflon, to
go to a polymeric material, an elastomer. Polymeric,
material you must think of like rubber. And if you're above
the class transition temperature it has rubbery
characteristicsg if you're below the glass transition
temperature it's a Glass, like a bowline ball. Teflon is
like a bowling ball.

So, as I'll show you, for each different
electrolyte solvent that you're interested in you might need
a different type of polymer.

(Figure 10-3)

I'll show you the particular polymer we've been
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using for the 2-methy l THE s ystem, and then I'll describe to
you how one can go about selecting these types of systems.

this one right here is called ethylene/propolvene/
diene-terpolymer (EPDM), It's really a very common
co-polymer. It has a molecular weight of about 100,000 to
200,000, and it's a very elastomeric material. It's
commercially available, you can buy it from' Exxon, you can
buy it from Uniroyal. Its glass transition temperature is
around -60"C.

(Figure 10-4)

This slide compares cathode fabrication using a
polymeric binder with what I showed you in the earlier
slide•
the polymer is dissolved in a very common solvent,
cyclohexane, for example, and then ycu take'liS2, in
a powder form, and you add it to this mixture to yield
approximately 5 percent binder for the cathode; compared
to 8 to 15 percent leflon and carbon black in cathodes
made by the common proceaure.

Aell, because of the molecular wei ght of the
polymer, what you get is a very nice paste,;and you can
paint it on nickel exmet and get a very nice, uniform
cathode. This cathode can be rolled, it can be processed
into cylinders, spirals and what-not.

In our cycle tests of these: materials they've
always, as soon as we compare them with the Teflon-based
cathode, we always get greater cathode utilization using
polymers, as compared to the cathode. If you cvcle them 'x'
cycles, like 50 or 80 cycles, the polymer-based cathodes
always look much better, they look, almost as good as they
did with you started. The Teflon-bonded polymers tend to
show some disruption, some cracks; you know, flaws.

(Figure 10-5)

this is really gust some photos of this. this is
what one looks like after 120 cycles. You can see you can
make spirals v.ery easily, very tightly-wound spirals. This
has 5 percent polymer, but you can use as little as 2
percent and not influence the performance. the picture
ooesn't show A t very well, but after 120'cycles it's still
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quite flexible. It's a little darker, but it still looks
very smooth.

(F= igure 10-6)

This merely shows that you don't need nickel
exmet. This is gust the Ti52 without nickel exmet.

(Fi gure 10-7)

This shows what I would say are some of the
desirable features that you would like to use in a polymer
binder. Incidentally, there is nothing magic to lithium.
It can apply to any battery system it one is interested, and
has this problem.

v'ihen I say "soluble in common solvents," that
means a solvent that's inert to your cathode and active
material, like Ti52= in this case we're talking about
soluble in, say, hyJrocarbons.

The low Tg, that really is determined by what load
temperature operation you seek. If you want to work at -40
degrees C and your battery system is capable of doing it, you'd
like to have a polymeric binder that has a Tg of, say, -60
degrees C. So this temperature right here can sort of limit
your low temperature operation:

As I mentioneu, hi gh molecular wei ght merely gives
you a more viscous solution out of ir.

Finally, one doesn't really have to guess at what
kina of polymer to use for a particular electrolyte, one can
use the concept of solubility parameter, which is fairly
v.ell known in solution theory, to actually compare a given
binder, polymeric binder, with a potential solvent.

(Figure I0-8)

omewhat quickly. Basically
parameter. It comes from
was all done by Hildebrand,
but the solubility

energy density and to the

I'll go through this s
this lust aefines the solubility
the free energy of mixin g.. This
and I think he's still doing it.
parameter is proportional to the
surface tension.
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All these factors are readily found in the
literature for almost any material yctj're interested in. If
you look down here at the calculateo values, for example,
here's the solubility parameter of 2-melliF ' and EPDPA. And you
see they're really ouite close. If you compare the
solubility parameter of 2-meTHF with Teflon, that's a
significant difference, and, indeed, it's this closeness
that allows the electrolyte solvent to wet the cathode. And
there's a, problem with vretting, right here, with the Teflon
and 2-meniF.

So the whole idea is that you're trying to pick a
solvent, calculate the solubility parameter, and then start
looking for the polymers you're interested'in, and calculate
those solubility parameters. And if they're close, it tells
you they're compatible and they'll wet one another and
they'll maybe get in there and swell some.

If we wanted to work with propylene carbonate, our
EPll;, elastomer would not be suitable. Ne'd have to find
some kind of polymer that would have a solubility parameter
near 11.

(f= igure 10-9)

6o as far as our studies
the cathode integrity, we think the
nice development.' they've helped us
routinel y now use spiral-wound and
cathodes where, in the past, we wer
c+eorietries. ire seem to get much be
capecity.

about trying to improve
elastomers are a very
quite a bit.	 v,e

cylindrical-wound
e stuck with planar
tter cycle life and cycle

The other interesting this is that a lot of our
work has involved electrochemistry, in which we need micro
electrodes of, say, TiS2. *'ie've never been able to aet
suitable micro electrodes usinc conventional Teflon type
binders. With these polymeric binders you can get these
types of micro electrodes and allow you to do these studies.

And, finally, as I mentioned earlier, the
solubility parameter takes some of the black magic out of
it; you can actually use a little to(-ic to help you choose a
system of interest Co you.

I'd like now to discuss the second topic in which
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we ,'re interested as far as cycle lifE, and this, again, is
the electrolyte stability. 	 This is really'one of a lot of
interest and importance to us, since this is a very
significant problem.

With the 2-meTHF system, we're really primarily
interested in the oxidation potentials and the reduction
potentials of this system.

(Figure 10-10)

This shows a typical lithium TiS2 charging cycle.
and this is with the electrolyte lithium/arsenic/
hexafluoride, 2-meTHF. And one of the problems we-re
interested in is right here when we're charging. In a lot
of these secondary lithium systems you find that you get
solvent pol ymerization, and all types of chemical reactions
occur right up here near this end point. And the question
that we asked ourself is, How forgiving is the system? If
we have a battery with stacks of cells and we accidentally
overshoot, what will happeni And also we-I re interested in
trying to find out what happens anywEy, so that we can .mavbe
try to improve upon it.

iy ell, what we have done is carried out quite a bit
of electrochemical studies-- And I-n, not going to go into
the actual measurements, they**re very standard cyclic,
^oltemetry studies. --in which we ,'ve used various
electrodes, such as platinum, nickel,.TiS2, and various
salts and solvents that help us aeconvolute the data.

ive 've asked ourselves : When we get near this
region, what is happening at both the electrodes, both the
oxioation rer..ion and the reduction region.

(Figure 10-11)

This shows where were at right now. We've
elucidated some of the oxidation properties of this system.
This is the same slide, the same graph, you ,just saw. And
then there's a break right here. Anc then we see the other
voltages.

The point of this is that e:-meTHF indeed has
a very high oxidation potential; you know, it's really quite
forg iving. And I think this is one cf the excellent
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characteristics about it; in fact, the TiS2 oxidation, if
there's any exposed nickel, in fact, you can have problems
with those being oxidized first.

Nhat this really tells us is that we know from
some earlier surface studies we've dcne that there is a
degradation problem occurring with this electrol yte. Vie
con-'t really know how severe it is. But if it's occu rrina,
it's more likely due to solvent reduction',by , the lithium
it's more likely due to solvent reduction,bv the lithium
metal, the highly reactive electro-deposited lithium metal.

Ana so to try to improve this system, what you
miaht like to do, for exemple, is to try to make it more so
that it's riot so easily reaucedr, you'd like to maybe raise
the energy to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbit level a
little higner, so that lithium has to, pay more of a price to
conate that electron to the 2-meTHF nolecule and cleave
t;7e ring.

in the time we were doin g, this work we started to
realize that reduction potential is, indeed, the dominant
problem. A,ain, our concern is that we haven't been able to
treasure reduction potential: I neglectea to mention that=
primarily, because of the time, lithium plating is masking
it. by using some other salts and sclvents we hope to
finally get the actual number of volts for it.

Our concern is that this solvent, 2-meTHF may
be reducea riqht near where lithium plates. And then it's
not too forg iving. On the other han g:, it may be a long ways
up, dust like we saw over here. So that's why we're
continuing our studies. but in the process of doing this,
we deciaed to look for. other systems which' we felt might
have improved reduction capability compared to 2-meTHF.

(I'-- iqure 10-12)

One such system is heterocvclics. These are based
on the sulfolane system. In place of the oxygen in 2-ineTHF
we now have sulfur. And there &re several of these
things here.

Several points to mention. You mi ght notice the
low melting points here. Zhat means it's fairly difficult
to use some of these at room temperature: you might need to
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heat them up to 40 or 50 degrees Centigrade in order to get
enough viscosity and some good motion of the liquid.

The literature shows that this system has quite a
wider electrochemic8l domain, you mic;ht say, than 2-meIH F
and also the literature su ggests that it has better
plating characteristics; that is, aendrites are not that
severe a problem.

►'ce've 'ust startea doing score work on this system,
and one of the interesting facts is if you take lithium/
arsenic/hexaflouride and'diss olve it in eny of these
solvents, the conductivity at about, say, 40 or 50 degrees
Centigrade, is similar to what we hac earlier with the
2-me'hF	 And if you go to 80 or 90 cegrEes Centigraae
you crn douole that conductivity.

Ihe point associated with this is that it has a
very low vapor pressure, 2-meTrlF has a very high vapor
Pressure, and one constantly has a problem in sealing cells,
making them tight.  the problem is not nearly so critical
here. So if you wish to work at 90 degrees Centigrade, you
can ao it, although then you have a little problem with the
salts.

One, inci.lentally, can also use mixtures of this
and 2-neTHF, and you get a little lower temperature
operation. Obviously you're going to compromise and
sacrifice something when you do it. But there are quite a
few alternatives available.

(Figure 10-13)

this shows some cycle life data. Lithium/arsenic/
hexaflouricie, 2-meDiF, with a lithium electrode and a
1i52 cathode. This.is the percent of theoretical capacity
versus the numoer of cycles. And there are two cells here:
these are what has been termed "practical laboratory cells,"
they're about- 400 r:li lliemp hours. And this is the data P11
be talking about.

The cischarg e data is about 2 milliamps per square
centimeter. These are both cylindrical and spiral wound
cathodes, using this polymeric binder that I mentioned.
'Y,e're talking about 62 cegrees Centigrade operation at about
100 percent depth of discharge. And in the cycle we used
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about 1 milliamp; that is half the discharge current, 1
milliamp per square centimeter to cherge.

As you can see, this right here shows really some
older data that Gerhard Holleck presEnted here, oh, two
years ago. This is on some lithium/ersenic/hexaflouride
2-meTHt= cells, and I think they probebly have some data
that moves further out here now.

But you see, the sulfolane
very nice cycle life. Here at 30 pe
arbitrarily cut the current in half,
and let it continue. This one (Cell
post mortem studies. This one right
now running up to 350 to 400 cycles,

system does get some
rcent capacity we just
the discharge current,
No. 2) we stopped for
here (Cell No. 1) is

There are some other interEsting features here.
the thing we don't like is, the capacity is dropping with
cycle life. Vie would all like to seE thet. But we have a
ways to go.

Zhis is around half a percent per cycle in here.
and you can tell there's actually a plateau. This is about
.2 percent per cycle. This right here is about the same as
you have over here, a half a percent per cycle.

So this shows that just having some understanding.
or some indication of how your electrolyte is degrading can
give you some insight on what better electrolyte to choose.
Vie're still working with this, and we hope to improve upon
it. But, indeed, it does give us some nice cycle life. And
one of the ways that we feel that we're able to use it quite
well was because of the polymeric binders which wetted the
cathode quite well. This sulfolane would not wet the TiS2
cathode. And, in fact, either Allied Chemical or Union
Carbide has a patent on this as a primary lithium cell
electrolyte. And you can tell from the electrolyte they
tried, or listed in the patent, they tried to make it a
recyclaole one. But, a gain, it's the wetting problem.

So this is where a polymeric binder might dive you
a little more flexibility and allow you to look at some
systems that you might not be able tc otherwise.

(figure 10-14)
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Finally, I'd like to discuss this idea of the
dendritic formation. Now this is some very preliminary data
that were doing with Burt Otzinger at Rockwell
International.

Essentially what we've been'doing is looking at
some batteries made by EIC: They're cells, 5 amp-hour cells.
And we had tested some of these at JPL, a very few of them,
using constant current charging, which is a typical
technique here. And these cells had failed, and the current
voltage characteristics showed very clearly that it was due
to dendritic shorts. 5o our feeling was that, if you
remember that lithium TiS2 curve I showed you, as we get up
near Z, volts, the voltage is just climbing straight up
there, and here we are forcin g , in our case, 300 milliamps
back onto the lithium electrode at a very high volta ge. And
what this does, with a high electric field, if there's any
type of morphological perturbations on that lithium
electrode, you're just going to enhance, or exacerbate the
dendritic formation.

So what were interested in trying is seeing,
well, can we try to plate back a little more gentl y using
something like constant voltage and a tapered current or
pulse tapered current mode. And that's what some of this
is : this is just tapered current charging.

We got 25 cycles, and this stopped at one of these
batteries, mainly because we accidentally overcharged it.
the only other cell we've looked at has gotten 53 cycles.
This is shown right here. This may not look like a lot of
cycles, but really this is a fairly large cell. And you
have to ' realize, this cell was made in early 1979 in a set.
So this is not too bad.

We've used current densities that are really
fairly high here. This is of the oraer of 4 to 5 milliamps
per s quare centimeter. And this is normally where we used
to work. And workine in here, going back up, when we reduce
the current density, the discharge density, we recover most
of the capacity. We got quite a bit of capacity very early
in the cycles. Normally it takes 4, 5 9 6 9 7 cycles before
it levels off.

So it's really too early to say just how effective
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this may be. But at least the very limited data we have
looks ouite promising.

So, in summary, we f eel thet the cycle life
problem is really very important, and it-Is really quite
complex, and one is not going to sole it by staying in a
lab and dreaming up new electrolytes. One is going to have
to look into electrode engineering, to other modes of
charg ing and hendling these materials, as well as packaging
them. Certainly the electrolyte is a very critical problem
that has to be solved together with them.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

VENKATESAN (ECU): I have two questions.

Nhat is the compatability of EPDM for aqueous
solutions?

And, I think-in one of your graphs the axes must
have gotten mixed up. The charging curie, I think it is
C;raph No. :R5-11. I think the labeling of the X and Y axes
got mixed up.

SOMOANO= I dbn't know the compatability in
aqueous solutions. vle've not worked with them, so I don-'t
know anything about it. I can find out for you, though.

VENKATESANs Can you use the same criterion you
use to evaluate it to see whether it is soluble?

SOMOANO : Yes, I think so. The solubility
parameter is really quite simple. Hcwever, when one goes to
use it, one should read a little bit of the literature,
because there's a little more complexity to than what I
showed. 'There are some polarization factors that come in:
but it is really quite straightforward to use. but we've
never tried applying it to aqueous systems,

HALPERT (Goddard): Those were IbO percent depth
of discharge cycles, I take it?

SONOANO= Yes.
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HALPERT : And which is the limiting electrode?

SOIAOANOs The cathode. Lithium is never taken out
or removed or replaced : it's the same lithium. But it is
cathode limited.
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COMPARISON OF EPC:l AND TEFLON AS RIIIPERS FOR CATHODE FARRICATION

BIPIDER: TEFLON ITN • 327'C) EPDM (TO • .6010

PREPARATIONS 2ALL-MILL THE TEFLON DISSOLVE EPDM III CYCLOHEXAIIEA

AND TIS2 POWDER FOR ADD THE SOLUTION TO TIS2 PONDER

1 TO 2 DAYS

PROCESSING: PRESS THE BALL MILLED BRUSH THE VISCOUS TIS2 - EPDH

TIS2 - TEFLON MIXTURE MIXTURE ONTO III -EXIIET AT ROOM

IN A PREHEATED MOLD TEMPERATURE

AT 3SO'C, 2000 PS1;^

HOLD FOR - 5 MINUTES

AND COOL TO ROOM

TEMPERATURE BEFORE

REMOVING FROM HOLD

FINISHED PION-FLEXIBLE, BRITTLE CAN BE PROCESSED IN PLATE, FLEXIBLE

PROPERTIES: PLATE SHAPE OMLYi CYLINDER OR SPIRAL SHAPES; MINIMINI

MINIMUM THICKNESS THICKNESS - R Mlt•
-20 MIL

Figure 10-4

" .

FACTORS AFFECTIfIG CYCLE-LIFE lil AMBIENT

TETPERATURE SECONDARY LITHIUM CELLS

A COMMON PROCEDURE FOR TIS2 CAVIODE PREPARATION

•	 ELECTRODE INTEGRITY

•	 ELECTROLYTE STABILITY

•	 DENDRITE FORMATION

Figure 10-1

BINDER:	 TEFLON T TH • 321'0

PREPARATION:	 TIS2, FINE TEFLCII PONDER WITH OR WITHOUT

CARBON BLACK, BALL PILLED FOR - 2 DAYS.

PROCESSING:	 POWDERED MIXTURE PRESSED IN A MOLD AT 350•C

AT 2000 PSI FOR S MINUTES. COOL TO ROOM

TEMPERATURE 3EFORE REMOVED FROM MOLD.

FINISHED

PROPERTIES:	 BRITTLE, PION-FLEXIBLE PLATE. MINIMUM
THICKNESS ABOUT 20 MIL.

Figure 10-2

CATHODE POLYMERIC BINDER
ETHYLENE PROPYLENE DIENE TERPOLYMER (EPDM)

4CH2, CH21xICHZ CHY H— H Iz

CH3

x 0.637n
Y • 0.349n
z • 0.014n

*POLYMERIZATION CONDITION: 	 f

MONOMERS:
CH2 • CH2

CH • CH2

^H3

ON.GN

OR	 I	 ETC.

DICYCLOPENTADIENE	 5-EMYLIDENE-2 NORBORNENE

INITIAMR • (C2H5 13 Al2CL3,VCL4

SOLVENT • n-HEPTANE

TEMPERATURE • 5OPC
• W. R. SORENSON AND T.W. CAMPBELL "PREPARATIVE
METHODS OF POLYMER CHEMISTRY" INTERSCIENCE

PUBLISHERS, JOHN WILEY AND SONS P299 Q 11%8)

Figure 10-3
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TIS, • 5w+ EPDM ON NICKEL EXMET

_ter

r
i

rr
w

AFTER 120 CYCLES

Figure 10-5

TiS2 + 5wt°"o EPDM

i

I	 ivy
Figure 10-6
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SELECTIOII SCHEME FOR SOLVENT SOLII.LE F.LASTOI'E31C 1111DERS

•	 SOLUBLE IN COt'M011 SOLVEIITS.

•	 LOW T, (BELOW -20'C IF POSSIBLE).

• HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT•

•	 CHEMICALLY AND ELECTROCHEMICALLY STABLE WITH
ALL CELL COMPONENTS•

•	 SOLUBILITY PARAMETER (s) OF THE ELASTOMERIC BINDER
MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH 5 OF ELECTROLYTE SOLVENT
IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE LOW SURFACE TENSION BETWEEN
CATHODE AND ELECTROLYTE.

Figure 10-7

M3ILITY PARA'r1ETER

40-30,
DEFIllITION AND EXXIPLE

° 5 I'll 1X - (51 -52)21	 (F-,'l 31'1;RY SYSTE.'0	 (51 - 52) ° 0; T-4o COMPO'1ENTS MOST COIIPAT13LE

y ,	 -lEv1112 , Y 0.43

iF,Mi x - FREE ENERGY OF MIXING	 J	 LEI . COHESIVE E:4ERGY DENSITY

aEY - MOLAR ENERGY OF VAPORIZATION	 V

V - MOLAR VOLUME	 5 - SOLUBILITY PARAMETER

Y - SURFACE TENSION

O ° CALCULATION OF SOLUBILITY PARAMETER OF LIQUIDS AND POLYMERS BY GROUP ADDITIVITY
METHOD-

5 E Y -£ I se,	 V-£ 1 A VI

E l - ATO.N 0.2 STOUP MOLAR CONTRIBUTION TO THE ENERGY
VAPORIZATION

V I ' ATOM O? GROUP MOLAR CONTRIBUTION TO THE VOLUME,

EXAMPLE:	 PROPYLENE CAR30NATE	 CYt 0_ Hty E%ANE	 2 METHF	 EM T F ON

51ILC (CAL-C'1 3 ) 1/2 	11.1	 8.07	 8.06	 8.42	 6.66

3,1EASURED (C;L-C, 1 3 ) 1/2	 8.16	 6.2

° J.H. HILDE3RAND AND R . L. SCOTT "THE SOLUBILITY OF NONELECTROLYTES -

A.C.S• MONOGRAPH SERIES !10. 17 (1550).

•• ANF. FE NORS 6 
POLY^MER(ENGINEERI'13 AND SCIENCE ja 110 . 2 P. 147 (1974)

Figure 10-8
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Figure 10-9

SECONDARY LITHIUM BATTERY TASK

TYPICAL CHARGING CURVE, Li/TiS2 CELL0--.:

1
.5F-N 2

J

0 75 150 225 300 375 450 525 600 675 700

CHARGE TIME (MINUTES)
wo 2. 25 F-a
J

J 2 O F'WV

CONCLUSIONS

• ELASTO>:ERS CA'I FUNCTIG'1 AS IMPROVE) SPIDERS F04 RECHARGEABLE
CATHODES.

•• FFlx1LL.glLY: CA!{ BE 	 INTO DIFFERENT GEOMETRIC

 
CYLINDER, SPIRAL, PLATE - ALL WITH VARIABLE

•• MECHA )CAL PROP_ERLLES•0 
CATHO DES 

RETAIN INTEGRITY UNDER
VISUA

• MICROELE``TRODES CAN BE MADE FROA POWDERY CATHODE MATERIALS FOR
VOLTAHIO RY STUDIES.

• SOLUBILITY PARAMETER IS A USEFUL TOOL III SELECTION OF Al
ELASTONFR 'WHICH IS ROTH COMPATIBLE WITH THE ELECTROLYTE

SOLVENT

3

CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGING, e.g., ICh - 300 mA

2. 75	 VOLTAGE CUTTOFFS: Vlo^v - 1.6 V, Vup - 3.0 V

OXIDATION POTENTIALS
IN A Li/LiAsF6-2-Me-THF/TiS2 CELL

5.25	 2-MeTHF OXIDATION-----------------------
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-------	 —
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Figure 10-11
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Figure 10-10	 SECONDARY LITHIUM BATTERY TASK
CONDUCTIVITY OF LiAsF6/SULFOLANE ELECTROLYTE

SECONDARY LITHIUM BATTERY TASK
NEW ELECTROLYTE SOLVENTS

SULFOLANE SYSTEM
• HETEROCYCLICS CH 	 CH 

	

1;S)o 	0 	 H3 0:5:0
M.P. - MELTING POINT	 SULFOLANE	 3-METHYL SULFOLANE
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B.P. - 285-C	 B.P. - 276-C	 B.P. - 281-C

Figure 10-12
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-1,0 -3'	 CYCLE-LIFE OF Li/LiAs F6-3MeS/TiS2 CELLS
10
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8
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W
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v
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1

• -CELL #3; 377 mA-h r; Idis - 2 mAlcm2

X-CELL #2; 416 mA-hr;14i5 . 2 mAlcm2

EARLY CYCLE-LIFE -^
DATA (LIAsF6-2MeTHFl

OPERATING TEMP . 62°C

Ich • I mAlcm2

-100% DOD
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I	 I
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I
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3-MeS = THREE-METHYL SULFOLANE

NUMBER OF CYCLES

Figure 10-13

EFFECTS OF CHARGING MODE

EIC BATTERY EVALUATION/S A-HR CELLS

(W/ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL)

• CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGING

	• 	 18 CYCLES TILL FAILURE (DENDRITIC SHORTING)

• CONSTANT VOLTAGEITAPERED CURRENT CHARGING

• 25 CYCLES

• 53 CYCLES (GREATEST CYCLE-LIFE FOR A SECONDARY
LI CELL OF THIS SIZE)

5 1 D • 300 mA	
) , 500	 I D	300

	

CAPACITY 3	
Ip ' 

6w
	 m4

(A-hr)	 2

	

L J_

1 	'

10	 20	 30	 40	 SO

CYCLES

Figure 10-14
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PROGRESS IN SECONDARY LIZh1UM BATTERIES

G. L. Holleck

EIC

I*'d like to give today a brief update on some of
our activities in secondary lithium batteries. In
particular I'll be reporting on test results obtained with
20 ampere-hour lithium/molybdenum trisulfide cells. And let
me mention that this work was supported by NOSC with DOE
funds, and the contract monitor was Joe 14acCartney, and it
was funded through our ONR contrect which is monitored oy
Dr. Jerry Smith.

Over the years we have developed a recharaeable
lithium electrode, and we have reported repeatedl y on
various occasions about many aspects of this development,
and we have demonstrated the performence in hermetically
sealed laboratory cells. These cells use flat plate
electrodes of typically .6 ampere-hours which are enclosed
in L-size hardware.

He have literally built hundreds of such cells and
they are generally designed to deliver 100 cycles.

('Figure 1 1 -1 )

There are some of them.

io demonstrate cell performance in practical
packages, we have manufactured prismatic lithium/titanium
cisulfide and lithium vanadium oxide (V 6 013 ) cells of about
5 ampere-hours.

(Figure 11-2)

These are the types of cell that Dr. Somoano
mentioned.

Most recently we have also built 20-hour prismatic
lithium/molybdenum trisulfide cells end they are shown in
the next slide.

(Figure 11 -3)
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It's turned around, but it doesn't matter.

Those are the cells that I will oe talking about,
the mirror image of those cells.

Why are we interested in the lithium/molybdenum
trisulfi'de system?

(Figure 1 1 -4)

It had a potential eneray tensity which is hic1her
than that of lithium/titanium disulfide. Some possible
ener gy densities and performance values for cells, pro iected
from, preliminary data obtained on small cells, are
sUmmarized in this fi gure here.

If you look at, say, a D cell in a primar y mode,
you can expect about 91 watt-hours per pound,and over seven
watt-hours per cubic inch.

Now when you cao to a rechargeable s ystem you
naturally have lower eneray densities. Typically you might
look at somethino of '15 watt-hours per pound at the
ceoinning, and about 50 watt -hours per pouno after 50
cycles.

In larger packages than this, dependina on rate,
it's in the area of 100 watt-hours per pound, and that is
consideraoly more than you can oet from practical lithium/
titanium disulfide cells.

(Figure 1 1 -5 )

this is some of the data obtained in small
laboratory cells that was used for those calculations, and
here's a family of discharge and charge curves. The
cischarge volta ge is about 1.9 volts and as you see, we get
thrEe electrons per molybdenum trisulfide initially, and
after 50 cycles we are still above tvo electrons per
Molybdenum trisulfide. Ana if we recuce the current
tensit y , we recover riost of this lost capacity again, which
is an indication that we haven't really changed the active
material but rather it is electrode structure th,^.A causes
this caecret-jse.

(riaure 11-6)
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As I mentioned, electrode structure is an
important parameter. This includes the formulations. the
binder and conductive material like carbon that you might
add to the electrode.

Here you see a family of curves which have
different amounts of carbon and, again, at the lower
current density and the hither carbon contents, you realize
three electrons per molybdenum trisulfide.

(Figure 11-7)

On the basis of such data we have designed
00-ampere-hour breaaooard modules, and we chose a prismatic
cell design with a side opening. This allows us to adjust
the capacity, to use various capacity cells with the same
hardware and the same components.

The electrooes are approximatel y four b y four
inches to give you an idea of the size. And the cells
that I'm talkino anout here have 11 cathooes and 21 ennodes,
and they use a Celparo separator.

ne have built five such cells.

(figure 11-8)

This shows you a discharge-charge curve, a typical
cne, of such a cell. and you see it celivers somewhat above
20 ampere-hours. the voltaoe is 1.9 volts, and it looks
Exactly the same as the smell cell curve that I have shown
you before.

(Finure 11-9)

This slide shows you a variation in the discharge
rate. Here at the lower rate we obteined almost 25
ampere-hours, which is equivalent for this cell to 2.5
electrons per molybdenum trisulfide. At 2 ampere the
capacity was 20 Ah.

Three cells were used for cycle testing. The test
renime is shown here.

Winure 11-10)
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Initially all cells were subiected to full depth
capacity cycles between preset volta ge limits. Then cycle
testinci was carried out to 70% DOD. The cells were charoed
at constant current to 2.8V.

(Fi gure H-1-1)

This table summarizes the cycle test results.
After 20 cycles cell 2 developed a soft short probably due
to Li dendrites and testing was discontinued. Cell 3 showed
a similar problem after 35 c ycles. then in subsequent
cycles the soft short disappearec anc the cell cycled
normally until in cycle 50 a soft short reappeared acain.
This soft shorting manifests itself by a higher charg e input
without reaching the upper voltage limit. Occasionaily we
observed also voltage fluctuations oaring charge. Cell 5
has completed over 50 cycles without shortin g . After 35
cycles the cell reached the cutoff voltage on discharge and
subseouently you see a decreasing capacity, upon c ycling. In
cycle 52 we reduced the current density and we recovered
the initial capacity. So again it is not a material change
but rather an electrode structural change.

Phis cell is still on test.

So in summarizing, we are quite pleased with the
performance of these first-order cells. The failure mode
has been as you have seen, shortin g, by lithium dendrites.
And what we'll be doina now is to take these cells aoart and
carry out a detailed analysis in an Effort to identif y the
location and the reasons for the snortin g . Then we will
proceed to develop solutions to this problem.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

MALACHESK< (Exxon) ; One of the big problems that
we see which will be a major technical difficulty to
overcome in secondary ambient temperature to lithium cells
is of course the problem of series' cell operation.

Do you know what the,behavior is,of these cells on
reversal, on discharge, anc on overcharge?!
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HO LLECK= You cannot overcharge these cells
without taking special precautions or you degrade,
irreversibly de grade the electrolyte.

Now we have done some experimentation with
Introducing a chemical shuttle, for example, which can carry
an overcharge current, but clearl y that neecs further work
and it has to be addressed because in some way you have to
cut off and prevent overcharge unless you introduce a
special mechanism to take care of it.

1,4ith large systems I think it can be done without
much penalty also electronically. but with small systems
this is not feasible.

,AALACHE5KY: M y' next question is what is the ratio
of lithium in these ;molybdenum trisulfide cells to the
capacity of the cathode material?

HOLLECK: A factor of five. If they would not
have shorted these cells would have cone much longer.

HPAY (Navy Department) : Hove you tried to prevent
dendrites by transfer membrane? Are you using Cellgard?

HO LLECK= Yes, this is Cellgard.

IiP4Y: Are you trying to change it?

HOLLECK= He would like to have a better
sep6rator, yes.

HIMY : Are you trying to work on it?

HULLECK : We are trying to work on it but we do
not at the moment have sufficient funds for that work.
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Figure 11-1

Figure 11-2

r	 `

__	 1

Figure 11-3

SOME POSSIBILITIES BASED ON SCALE-UP

OF PRELIMINARY DATA

RATE

300 HA

300 HA

300 mA

C/20

C/20

C/10

C/10

D-CELL - PRIMARY

D-CELL - RECHARGEABLE	 1ST CYCLE

50TH CYCLE

100 AH SIZE-	 1ST CYCLE

50TH CYCLE

1ST CYCLE

50TH CYCLE

AH	 WH	 WH/LB	 WH/CU IN,

-13	 22	 ^-91	 > 7

>10	 >18	 70-75	 >6

>6.8 >12	 45-50	 >4

127	 >7

>85	 >5

100	 >6

65-70	 >4

Figure 11-4
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ARMY POSITION ON LITHIUM BATTERY SAFETY

E. Reiss

U.S. Army
Electronics Research and Development Command

This afternoon Gerry Halpert asked me if I would
speak with you for a few Minutes, suLstituting for several
of the s peakers that were unable to cive you their formal
presentations today.

The first thin g he asked me was what is the Army's
position on safet y , and then he made a comment about there
aren't enough questions this afternoon, see if you can get
people to respond. Let me see if I can do both thinas for
you in a brief period of time.

First off, when I**m asked what's the Army's
position on safet y , it brings up one nuestion, and that is
whose definition of safety do you want to use? Are we going
to use the solaier's definition, whether he be the truck
driver, the aviator, or are we aoing to co hack into the
laboratory and dia out the most scientific aefinitions?

Vde at Fort Monmouth, as the primary center for
battery applications in the Army, hate come to a conclusion
in the last few years that safety is the most important
factor in the cesion of lithium batteries. And to that end,
in the last six to nine months we have p een addressing very
specifically the lithium/sulfur dioxide battery.

Following that up, we have come up with a
specification that describes what we hope to see as a safe
proauct that can be used by the Army.

Now how safe do we want it: Ne want it to be as
safe as possible. Vde would like to be able to take a
battery and subject it to env conditions that any of you
here can think of and have no harm to yourself or to someone
near you. And we know that can be done.

We have tried to be a little realistic. Ne know
that there are certainly limitations to what you, the
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manufacturers, can put into a battery, and certainly you
expect there are certain limitations on what the users will
co with your products.

Several of you I'm sure have seen our previous
specifications. Several of you have delivered batteries and
cells to us for evaluation and presently we have probably
half a dozen different production contracts for batteries.
Again I'm talking about lithium/sulfur dioxide only. these
batteries will be used by our soldiers.

In order to try to tell you what we consider to be
a safe design. I thought I would briefly run throu gh the new
specification that we have put to gether-- It's Mil B-49377.
It has a date on it right now of 9 SEptember 1961. It will
be updated, probably within the month, due to several portions
of that document that we feel have to be updated. The new
spec number is MIL-B-49430.

In that particular document we thou ght the best
way of addressina safety was to start with the cell. vie-re
not telling any of the manufacturers how larg e the y have to
make the cell; we're only really talking about the
uimensions of a battery.

but in the cell area, we hove agreed that the
first thine that we need is an hermeticall y sealed cell, and
as cell that rust have a balanced or lithium-limitea
cher::istrv. Vie have seen hundreds, probably thousands, of
cells and :navy more batteries that we've been testin g in the
last several years to document the limitations that we feel
are acceptable to the Army.

From these batteries, these cells, we've come up
with what we feel is the proper backc,roundlmaterial to
document and sup port the specification.

But I don't want to bore ycu with the
specification. the first part is the cells.

r^'e're coins to be looking for hermetically sealed,
we're going to be looking for lithium-limited or a balance
of lithium to sulfur dioxide with-a ratio of one, based on
stoichiometry. We're noino to be performing some tests on
these cells prior to testin g,, batteries to insure that thev
do meet our requirements.
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We are also looking for love moisture content in
the cells. We feel that this contributes a high degree of
ouality to the cells in the areas of rapid startup voltages
tinder heavy currents.

We have also had
moisture content, we feel,
degradation in shelf life.

some experience where high
is directly related to

From the cell, we're going to go to the battery.
The batteries certainly are goina to have to give us
acceptable capacity.

The specification that I mentioned presently
defines five different batteries. "Three of them are at 6.9
amp-hours under a 2 amp load at 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
f.nother battery has slightly higher capacity. And the last
battery is a .85 amp-hour battery under I relieve a 50
milliamp load. There are corresponding capacities at high
temperature and low temperature that go along with these
capacities.

One of the thin gs that we cre planning to do is to
insure that we are getting the proouct that we have defined,
and to do that we have a series of tests spelled out. They
cover shocx, vioration, altituae, hich temperature storage,
low temperature discharges, high temperature
discharges, and combinations of all of these things.

►g hat we ,'re lcoking for is Good capacity ana
safety. The whole reason for doing it a gain is the safety
that's inherent in the design. we know that it can be met
and that the soldiers that we're dealing with need.

the soec itself is based on real data. We are
trying to get the best product possirle. If you-1 11 take a
look at some of these numbers you'll say, "VJhy do you want 7
e.mp-hours from a J cell type battery." And the answer is we
really don't want 7 amp-hours, we want 7-1/2.

Ahen you take a look at it and you see some of the
reversed current discharge tests, we are asking for 1-1/2
amps in reversal. pie really want 2 =mps but the state of
the art reall y isn't there that we can document it that
rigidly in a spec and expect an yone to bid on it or give us
that type of a product.
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But we really want it. We really would like to
see 3 amps in reversal but the technology is not there.

The driving force that we've been operating under
in the last nine months is essentially a dictate from our
command saying that the battery must be safe for the
soldiers. And when we were given that edict, it essentially
said, 'The soldier doesn't know what the product is. He
doesn't know what tests you've done on it., He doesn't know
what limitations it has. In fact, he probably thinks it's a
big flashlight battery."

And if we take a look at the incidence of leakaae
of alkaline cells or possibly some explosions in mercury
cells, and if you go to the users in the militar y and
civilian market, you will hear that there are incidents
weekly, maybe monthly. It's not unheard of that you have
these types of incidents.

V ,̂ e have been tasked with trying to come up with a
lithium/sulfur dioxide battery that-surpasses all of the
standards for previous batteries.

Now we feel that it certainly can be made. We
have purchased it anc we're going to continue purchasing it.

But I would like to emphasize today that we're definitely
looking for a product that's superior to the product of
yesterday.

The next real area that we've addressed is related
to the quality assurance. How do we verify that we're
gettina a good product.? Very quickly I'd like to sum it up.

tle're doing two things, ana these are in relation
to the production contracts that have been awarded and will
be awarded in the near future.

What we're proposing to do and have done is to
require an increased number of samplEs in the first-article
phase of our program.' In the past, the first article of
lithium-sulfur dioxide batteries for the Army required a
sample size of 56 batteries that werE subjected to the
various environmental capacity tests. And based on a
hundred percent acceptance of those tests,'the contractor
was permitted to go on with production.
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At the production level he would do similar tests
and providing he met the acceptance rate -- I believe the
number was around a 10 percent, maybe 6 percent acceptable
quality level, -- the manufacturer woula continue to deliver
the product.

To enhance that, to give us the safety that we're
now asking for, the government at Fort Monmouth is going to
have an additional quantity of batteries delivered at the
beginning of the first article. These 30 batteries
are going to be subjected to similar tests that the
contractor is doing.

Vie will be analyzing for the ratios we'll be
analyzing for the moisture content; v,e'11 be discharging the
batteries at the high, low and room—temperature conditions.
These batteries carry the same acceptance/failure rate as
the tests done by the contractor; thet is, no failures are
permitted.

Once we get to the production phase of these
batteries, a new clause is bein g inserted in the contracts
which will require 2 percent of the production batteries to
be delivered to the Army for evaluation. This is something
that has not been done on other battery contracts in recent
years. However, it is one of the methods that we feel is
mandatory to insure that we're getting the product that we
need.

This is the only way that we can go out to the
soldiers and say. "Vie have the documEntation to show that
the batter.ies met the conditions imposed by the
specification and the same level of performance should be
exhibited by the products that they see.',

The last item that we're doing in the quality
assurance area to again enhance safety is that we're going
to be requirin g a quality control Alen or quality assurance
plan by the manufacturers essentially on how they build and
control the product. It should start from the introduction
of the raw materials into their plant, through the
manufacturing processes to the finished product.

This will be a document that will be required in
all of our contracts. Approval must be obtained prior to
fabrication of the batteries. Again it's an attempt to
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insure that high quality has gone into the manufacturing of
these particular products.

So with that, I would like to stop. It's a quick
summary of where we are at this point in time.

Pa like to ask for any questions that you have.

ALLVEY '(SAFT)= You described the specification. I
can't quite see the need to specify G composition. It seems
to me that if you had arrived at a black box type
specification you wouldn't have excluded many other couples.

REISS : You're correct. If we had written the
spec in a general nature it woulo ha%e permitted many
electrochemistries to meet the reouirements. ove realize
that certainly some of them could not meet some of the
technical requirements of high rates and low temperatures
for a given volume.

However, we felt that we must have a complete
understanding of what's going into these products.

Over the years you've all heard of many safety
incidents related to lithium batteries in general. Some of
the comments that you've heard were true and.some of them
were simply rumors.

The specification that we put together is based on
very specific data that we have generates and have
confidence in. die are presently in the position where we
have received phone calls and inquiries on the use of
various new electrochemistries in applications.

I'm in a very awkward position sometimes because I
aon't have the background to fully qualify one of these
other electrochemistries. And to that end we have specified
a lithium sulfur dioxide chemistry that's 'based on real data
that we have generated, so that we hEve a'complete
understanding of what the product is.

ALLVEY= Does that mean thEn that you'll follow up
with another specification for each znd every couple:

REISS : At this point in time I'would say Yes. As
we build confidence in thionyl chloride or sulfural chloride
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or whatever the particular need is that is required by the
Army, we will address it singularly for that
electrochemistry, and we will address it with a specific
specification.

ALLVEY : So does that really mean that you're
excluding thionyl chloride for the next three or four years?

REISS : I would sa y at this point in time, for the
next two years we will not have a specification on thionvl
chloride. but we will be workin g on generating the data to
support such a specification. Ae presently have several
programs doing ,just that.

HARRIMAN (Cargocaire): You mentioned that you're
going to specify the amount of moisture in the cell. Apt
level of moisture do you intend to specify, and how do you
propose to measure that?

REISS: He are presently specifying 1,000 parts
per million or less. The particular method is by titration,
the Carl Fisher method. I don't have all the specifics of
it, but I can obtain them for you.

M AHY (CIAM No failure acceptance testing is
good. out I'm a little curious as to how you're doing to
define failure such that you can actually cc it. Good
ouality batteries generall y have scME turkeys, Pnd that's a
fact of being in the primary battery business.

you're go
then, get

said that
article.

How are you roinq
ing to be able to
hardware into the

REISS : Under the
the contract will

to def inc failure such that
really net contracts and really,
warehousE?

first article phase of it, I
reouire ro failures in the first

Failure in capacit y would Le a battery that
exhibits capacit y below the specified number in the
contract. These numbers are set on the low side. For
instance, I said 5.9 amp-hours Pt 2 rmps for the D cell
batteries, and we expect 7-1/2. We feel that that m prgin is
sufficient to give the manufacturer the confidence that he
can meet the 6.9 amp-hours.
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When it come$ to thesafety portion, we're
considering venting fires or explosions. 'A single venting
is considered a failure by us at this point in time. In
years past venting was considered to be one of the safety
mechanisms in a battery. We're requiring , that a vent be in
the batteries,

But, on the other hand, we consider that if a
battery-vents under the conditions Imposed by the
specificationso which are conditions that are likel y to
occur in the field,, that that would be unacceptable to some
of the users.

Now it depends whether it-'s an aviator in a closed
cockpit• or a soldier sitting out in the middle of a desert.
there are different conditions. but venting is now
considered by definition a failure.

When we get to the production level, there is
either a b or 10 percent failure rate thet we will permit on
capacity for the contractor O.s testinc, and 9 percent failure
on capacity on the government testinc, That's of the 2
percent sample.

When it comes to the safety portion of the two
phases, venting, fires explosion are considered very
critical to us and a single failure Is considered grounds
for lot rejection or first'artic,le rejection.

JAMES (Naval Surface.Weapons Center); Do you have
any published information that, I could obtain on the effect
of water content on the degradation cf these lithium S02
cells?

HEISS= I believe there is a paper out out by one
of the people at Fort Monmouth, Gabe DiMesi, If you let me
net your name and address 1 0 11 see that the two of you qet
together.

'Thank you,
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NAVY POSITION ON LITHIUI^1 SAFETY

F. ilis

Naval Surface Weapons Center

I s m not going to talk about the DOD Safety
Committee because that is for officiel use only, but what I
would like to oo is to address the NFvy's position on
lithium safety because it is quite different from that of
the Army.

The Army has fewer platforms to work with than
the Navy. For example, the Navy has land, sea, air Pno
subsurface platforms to be concerned with, so we have to
evaluate the lithium batteries and the system under all
of those various platforms.

Now the way the flavv is tasked -- and man y of you
have heard of the document which I'm going to refer to is
NAVSEA. INST. 9310.1. NAVSEA 04H is the primar y center for
lithium safety in the Nav y and they're tFsked by the Naval
Material Command. 'That anpears in NAVSEA. INST. 9310.1.
In 9310.1. NSWC is named as the focal point for lithium
battery safety, reportin g, directl y to NJ AVSE:A 0411-1.

Now there's an update comino out in Februar y on
NAVSEA Instruction 9310.1. 	 It will be celled 9310.1A, and
it's much more detailed than the preNious instruction Jr.)
that it goes into what the pass/:tail criteria are ano what
tests will actually he performed.

Now first of all, the Navy does not certify
batteries. We certify a system for the ena item. In other
words the tests which I will describe are safety tests on
the whole system.

orincipa)ly:
(2), forceo
value does into
at that value
iced battery

The safety tests whicn we run are
(1), short circuit with all fuses bypassed,
discharge at the fuse value. ti4hatever fuse
that circuit the battery will be discharged
into reversal for 150 percent of the advErt
capacity.

the last test is the one that you ere all goinn to
love. It's called the modified incineration test or the
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heat tape test. 'Many of you have heard of it. You don't
like it. but the idea is we take the battery, fresh, and
oischarged, and heat it up at 20 decrees C. per minute to
500 decrees C. inside the unit.

Now there are some units within the Nav y we can't
get a heat tape inside because they're so closely packed.
bo on those, we run what is called Vilf-50, which is a full-up
fuel fire. In other words you heave it in the fire end sEe
what happens.

Now you say is this the reel ivorld? I mean can
you really subject kwatteries to this'. And the answer is
Yes.

For example, I have become familiar with the
Sonobuo y business lately and I'vefound that the way
they take Sonobuoys apart is the y nerd P. 14hite Nat ov.it with
an ex. Using the ax and he takes the Sonobuo y apart.
'These systems can be abused. In other words, if there is
any way to abuse them they'll be abused.

So we're reall y looking et what ha ppens to the
system under these very severe batter y abuse conditions.
the philosophy is as follows:

+g hat we're trying to do is to create the worse
hazard. One of the above three test_ will lead to a
hazardous situation and we want to see how the systen
reacts to that hazarc.

Now hopefull y , through the paid of safety devices
such as diodes, fuses, and thern;el ccvices, to shut adverse
reactions down, we can eliminate or severely drop back from
the most hazardous situation. However, vie still went to
know how the system is going to react under these severe
conditions.

..Now Just recently we completed a test program on
three manufacturers of the Q-62 Sonotuoy. These are full-up
tests asking for certification for sErvice use, so the
a-boNe there tests were run. There were three different
manufacturers. I won't name the manufacturers.

One of them worked well with no ',problems
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during the tests. In other words the unit vented. They were
S02 batteries. the unit vented auitE nicely because they
had provided for pressure relief within the housing.
lemperatures upon venting reached 1500 degrees Celsius. In
other words we had a fire inside but the fire never rot
outside the shell of,the Senobuoy. that vies ,Manufacturer A.

Manufacturer 13: the pressur e built up; it cracked
the transducer, swelled the clamshells and'we mihht have had
problems getting that out of the aircraft.

,Manufacturer C= Under all three tests, the SonobL IOV

came apart, and suffered from fire and flame. pressures
varied from 20 in Case C to 200 prig. N hen it reached 200
psis we had a missile going down range when it let go.

Now let's get back to the :ass-fail criteria.
Suppose we're sitting on land in a warehouse. (1), one can
tolerate a venting and also a minor fire. There will be a
sprinkler system in the warehouse to try to keep the
combustibles from catching on fire.

Now let's put it on an aircraft. In an aircraft
One can tolerate venting, but one cannot tolerate an external
fire from the unit, or swelling of the unit so you can't get
rid of it.

And the same thing occurs on t)oard surface ships.
he can tolerate a minor fire and expulsion of the ras.

Now we get to the worst cafe, the sutnarine 5.

The submarine is a complete containment problem.
In other words, if the battery o0ts into a hazardous
situation it cannot expel its contents outside the unit.

Now we are recentl y workinc on a system called the
GP S system. That's the Clobal Positioninq S ystem. It's a
tri-service positioning system. It has a small lithium
battery for backup memory. It is not contained.

Now we're taking a different arproach on the GPS
battery. Ne O re asking what would be the rniantity and types
of cases which could com p out of that batter y if it were to
vent. The same three tests described ahove are noin^ to be
run on the GP5 system.
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Now how aid all this come about?

Aell, every one of you has heard of the Bermuda
Incident, and that's where it all sterted. the 5onobuoys
weren't being tested before bermuda as far as lithium
batteries. but, after Bermuda, all these , systems are now
coming in for testing. We've tries to, standardize
what the test plan is doina to be so that the manufacturers
of the battery and the e qui pment know exactly what they're
facing.

And I repeat : The three tests are short circuit,
forced discharge at the fuse value, and modified or fell-up
incineration. And the approach is what happens to the
system:

Sometimes even though the system reacts in an
adverse way,-- for example, we had an air deployable
expendible store "Photo Finish", and the whole nose cap
e ,jectea upon venting. That one we get around by modifyinra
the stockpile-to-target scenario, ana we encased it in a
gray overpack like you would a Sonobuoy. So there are always
ways to work your way around a problem.

And I repeat, we're not certifying batteries,
we're certifying a system with a battery in it. It's the
enc item that gets certified.

Any questions on this point.?

(No response.)

You're all happy with the incineration test?

HELLFRITZSCH : How are we going to keep track of
the origin of the first batches that pass all this to make
sure that you continue to get a similar product?

BIS: Well, you notice I said the end item. If
there's a change in the battery of any t ype, or the battery
compartment or the circuit, that becomes a'Class 1 ECP and
is brought in for review and may be subjected to retest
depending on the safety review.

HELLFRITZSCH s What I'm thinking',about is the
internal construction.
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BIS , The internal construction of the battery?

HELLFRITZSCHs Of the battery,

BIS: Okay * I see the point yoU O re making.

It's impossible to tell if there is anything
changed internally. But $ periodicallyo for example, in the
Sonobuoy business there are recertifications which are done,
and those.are all done at Cr6ne6 Anc part of that
recertification involves recertification of the safety
tests. So they are periodically done.

If there are any adverse effects which happen at
that point, then we 00 back in and tale another look at it.

there are two types of reviews also, which i
failed to mention. There's a preliminary review and there's
a final review. The final one is a full-urn test proorem,
whereas the preliminary is a paper study where we look at
the circuit+ the interadtioh of the tatt.trv, the coupling of
the battery to the load, et cetera, and ve make
recommendations at that point for improved safety.

GLOSS (Gulf2nd Nestern)= NAVSEA Instruction 9310.1
specifically requires a hermetic seal for lithium batteries.

WS: That's correct.

GROSS= That is to be assutr ,ed that that's posp¢1i
there will be 'no departure from that":

BIS:' Not at the present tima. That's included
also in 9310.1A. In other words, basically 9.110.1A is
almost identical to 9310.1, except at the back end of.it
there is a full —up test plan for certification for service
use with few changes in the words at the front.

HARRIMAN (Cargocaire)= Do youi as with the Armv,
specify the moisture level in the battery?.

SIS= No. I think I'm tiding to get,m yself in
trouble, but you notice I haven't adcressed any chemistry. I
oon't care what chemistry you come in withi I'don't care if
You put dynamite inside the unit. NvI re going to test it
the same way. I don't care what moisture content ► I don't
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care what you put in there. That's the test ,that you're
going to be Judaed acainst.

Now you'll notice I never mentioned anythin g about
performance. This is strictly safety. Vte!re not specifying
performance. that's up to the original equipment
manufacturer, to see that the performance is adeduate. And
we have programs within the Navy, ob%iously, to look at
that, particularly in the"Sonobuoy area or in other areas.

out the safety tests are actuelly run on whatever
is inside. You're really looking at a black box, in
essence.

ALLVEY: Just out of interest, how do you define
a hermetic seal? You say it's ouotec in 9310.1. How co you
define it?

EIS : blow do 1 define a hermetic seal?

ALLVEY : Yes.

BIS: I don't have 9310.1 with me, but normally a
hermetic seal is defined as the leak rate of the seal to
gaseous helium, and I believe the number quoted here is
1 x 10 -8 cc's per second. So that would be defined as the
hermeticity of the seal.

SCUILLA (CIA) : the new MMSEA Instruction that
is going to be coming out, will that be exclusive to
lithium systems or are you looking at others; zinc anodes:

EIS: No, that's exclusively addressin g lithium
systems. We're not specifying just SO 2 or thionyl chloride
or NMO2.

SCUILLA : Are there any intentions to do
comparative tests with other systems like you're doing to
the lithium system? You're talking Ebout safety aboaro
Vessels and in submarines. There are other types of battery
chemistry couples. Are you goina to expose them to the same
t ypes of rigid testin g regimes that you're exposino the
lithium systems to?

BIS: No, because were cheroed and tasked under
931O.1A and we're limited to lithium systems.
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To answer your question, , if we did the same tests
on an alkaline cell, we'd get into serious trouble. Alkaline
cells will explode under an incineration.

v%R50 really is a weapons specification that
pertains to explosives, and the question that is normally
asked, is how long before the explosive lets go. Ana
the onl y parts of WHSO which are really applicable to
lithium batteries are that you set the systems three feet
above a JP5 fuel fire.

But we're not trying to imply that lithium
batteries are explosives in any way, shape or form. but we
do use WR50 for the fuel fire specification.
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DESTRUCT/NON-DESTRUCT EVALUATION OF CYCLED NiCd CELLS

S. DiStefano

Good morning. This work is part of the effort
that was described to you by Dr. Ambrus yesterday, and it is
funded by NASA's OAST office.

(Figure 14-1)

Figure 1 is a brief description of our JPL
nickel-cadmium battery task. And I'll ,just briefly describe
to you some of the elements.

Statistical analysis -- is a topic which Ir y will be
talking about a little bit later on, and I won't touch upon
that. The basis for this task is our cycling program which
was in part desi gned from results from statistical analysis,
and it consists of 40 12-ampere-hour General Electric cells
which have chemically impregnated plEtes. Ne have a
test matrix consisting of temperaturE and depth of
discharges, as shown on ri gure 1.

Destruct analysis. I will speak very briefly
about destruct analysis because the results of most of our
tests were presented at the Denver electrochemical society
meeting, and there will be a symposium published which will
contain the results that I presented there. So I won't
uwell on that.

Ahat I'll be talking about today in the most part
will be our non-destruct analysis, and in particular the
application of AC impedance techniduES, as a non -aestruct
evaluation means.

(Figure 14-2)

Figure 2 is a brief description of the engineering
goals of this program. In particular we want to provide a
non-destructive method to analyze anc study the aearadation
processes occurring in nickel-cadmium cells to provide a
test fcr -- an in situ test -- for general energy
availability -- state of charge, if you will and to provide
a techni que for determining the quality of cells or failure
signatures, ana ultimately provide a techniaue for
determining battery cycle life.
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(Figure 14-3)

Figure 3 is a brief description of the
experimental technique. Briefly, we measured cells at
several states of charge, althou gh I'll mainly be speaking
of cells measured at zero state of charge.

Impedance is measured as a function of frequency
over a range from about .1 millihertz to ten kilohertz. And
as you can see from the brief schematic diagram, the spectra
are measured as a response to an rms voltage applied at a
stabilized potential state of the cell. Most of the data
manipulation is done by a computer.

(Figure 14-4)

Figure 4 is a brief description of circuit
snalysis. As you can see, the definition of impedance as a
vector in the complex plane. And as you look at these
different schematics, there's a response •	for example, the
response of a pure resistive element in the impedance plane,
and similarly here's a response of a pure capacitive element
in the impedance plane. Here's a response that one would
expect from a series connection of a resistor and a
capacitor. And, similarly, here is the response one would
expect from a parallel connection of a capacitor and a
resistor.

It's these type of elements that %ie're lookin g at.

(Fi gure 14-5)

Figure 5 is a brief generalization of how one can
consider an electrochemical interfacF as a set of resistive
and capacitive elements, and how one might determine
electrochemical information from studying the frequency
response of an equivalent circuit. The thing that I'm
trying to point out on this chart is that basically there
are two processes which can be described as fast and slow,
namely electron transfer processes as depicted here are
relatively fast processes, whereas mess transfer processes,
which are generally limited by diffusion, are relatively
slow processes. And the equivalent circuit shown here is
the one commonly used. It takes into account the major
processes that occur at electrochemical interfaces.
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(Figure 14-6)

Figure 6 is the expected response of circuits such
as I've shown on the previous slide. Analytically one can
show that at very fast frequencies the frequency response of
the impedance obeys this equation, which is the equation of a
circle. Similarly, at relatively low frequencies the
impedance obeys the equation of a straight line.

This is the type of response that one would expect
from an electrochemical interface. And this method has been
used for many other applications, particularly corrosion
and lust general electrochemical studies.

As you can see, the parameters such as the double
layer capacitance and char ge transfer resistance and the
ehrnic resistance, which are indicative of electrochemical
processes, can be obtained directly from such a diagram.

(Figure 14-7)

On this slide I have some ectual s pectra of sealed
cells which we obtained using this technique. a couple of
thin gs I want to point out. Firstly, they appear very much
like they are predictec. This is a control cell, it ,just
hac unuergone several -- or conditioning cycles. And this
is a cell which has been cycled according to the conditions
shown here, in particular 40 degrees Centigrade and 35
percent DOD. Secondly, I want to point out the
inductive-type effect, which, as far as I know, no one has
really been able to understand why it happens. There is some
speculation that this could be due to some kind of inductive
effect of the stacking of plates inside the cell, but that
has not been verified.

(Figure 14-8)

this slide is meant to shoo: some of the work weave
done on the properties of the porosity of the sinter inside
these nickel-cadmium cells. In particular what we did is we
went back and looked at some of the oata obtained by Tracey
and Vvillierns on the different types cf sinter and developed
fro,,'i this literature data, an equaticn, an empirical
equation which fits this data. This enuetion, fits the data
for the obtained porosities. In other words, this equation
which is schematically depicted here describes the porosity
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as a function of resistivity. The rEaton I'm putting this
here is because we think that this is one of the things
which will be more evident in some oY the AC impedance
spectra.

(Figure 14-9)

I show here a literature correlation betw.een the
different kinds of pores of different geometry and their
predicted AC impedance spectra. And as you can see, as the
pore geometry changes the spectra is predicted to change
also.

If one assumes circular pores, cylindrical pores
and transmission line theory, one predicts that the slope of
the line when you plot the imaginary part of the impedance
as a function of frequency should be to the order of .75 or
minus three-ouarters. And for planar electrodes it's shown
that the slope should be proportional to the minus one-half
power. Figure 10 shows that for some cells this is
verified.

(F iqure 14-10) As you can see, at a given
frequency ran ge what's ha ppening here, the'electrodes appear
to be behaving as planar, and at the higher frequency range
they appear to be behaving as the porous electrodes. And we
think that this transition here where the behavior changes
from porous to planar could be an incication as to what is
happening inside the cell. And that's what we're
monitoring. The numbers at th p bottom of Figure 10 show
that there are different ways of plotting these parameters,
and they are all consistent with each other. If one plots
the log of omega versus the real part of the impedance, one
obtains the same parameters as you would from just plotting
Z versus Z', or Z-imaginary versus the real part.

(r= ieure ;14-11)

Figure .11 is some of the data that we've obtained
so far. 'There are very slight trends being observed. In
particular we see that the double-layer capacitance -- which
is a measure of surface area available for,electrochemical
reactions	 usually decreases with cycling in almost all
concitions that we've looked at. ihE ohmic resistence is
pretty much constant, but you would expect that since that
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really reflects the external circuit. Char ge transfer
resistence appears 'co be increasin g also as a function of
cycling. 4Ve have no hard core explanations for the data.
l a m lust showing this to show what kind of experiments we're
monitoring.

(Fi gure 14-12)

One of the things that we have observed is
signature for cell failure. This AC impedance spectrum
again is characteristic to some extent. It was taken
approximately 300 cycles before the cell failed. And at the
time we really could not explain why this spectra was
somewhat anomalous. In particularly we were monitorina the
Warburg slope, and it tended to show ,just a pure capacitive
element. And we think that perhaps in this case it was due
to some kind of pore blocking or sonic-thing where the cell
was acting as a capacitor. And if you'll recall, in the
schematic for response of electrical elements the capacity
shows basically an up-and-down spectrum when monitored.

This is the spectrum after the cell faileo; Just a
short basically.

In conclusion,,we think thEt the AC impedance
technique can be used to monitor many of these degradation
processes occu rrino in the cell, and we are right now in the
process of doing some boiler cell tyre experiments. That is
to say, we are monitoring individual components of the cell
to see what is particularly causing these changes in the
spectra.

Thank: you.

DISCUSSION

LACKNER (Defense Research Eoard, Canada): In the
slide you had showing the double lay Er decreasing with
cycling it seems as if there-s a temperature dependence. At
40 cecarees C and 35 DUD there doesn't seem to be any change
with cycling, whereas at 30 degrees C and 35 DOD, as well
as at 20 DOD there's quite a change. Do you have any
comment on that?

DI STEFANO: I won't comment at this time since
this is only a two point set of data. I'll look at it more
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closely when I get back. but I think before I could make
any comments I n d have to look at a lot more data, and thatls
what we-re doing.

Ir y might have a comment.

SCHULMAN : What we have noticed in this cycling
program is that the depth of dischar ge seems at least to
have a much greater effect on the quality of the cells than
the temperature over this particular range.

BARDRUth (Hughes Research Labs) : What sort of
separator were you using in these studies,.and what period
of time were these? shat sort of cycle rates were you
usinc=?

DI STE-FANO: the separator was a^ Pellon separator,
usually used in the GE. cells. And I 'don-t understand what
you mean by "period of time."

tARDRUid:: For the LEO cycl E .

DI SIEFANO: des, these cells ere in simulate LEO
program.

OLBERT (Bell Aerospace): Fre you doing these
measurements at any other temperature other than this? Are
you going down like --

DI STEFANO: These are the highest temperatures
we-'re using; 40 degrees Centi grade is the highest.

OLBERT: How about low,?

DI S'IEFAND: 20 cegrees is our lower limit. Ne're
coins from 20 to 40 decrees.

ULBERT: It's my understancing that most people
are running oatteries in spacecraft now closer to zero. vvhv

ere you not coins your testing in this area?

DI SIEFANO: Like I said in the be g inning of the
talk, the program was desir,ned in conjunction with the JFL
failure mocel that we developed previously, and in order to
get parameters for the failure model it appeared better that
we use these temperatures.
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Ne claim that we can extrapolet? from the failure
model to low temperatures, but we haven't verified it. But
that was the reason why we haven't used lower temperatures.

BRODERlCK (Goddard): There's a little confusion
in my mind whether this is a separate test from the
accelerated prog r^ir 19. Do you actually run these tests at JPL
or is this completely isolated from the accelerated test
progrE,m?

UI STEFANO: If you mean by that the Crane
accelerates test program, yes, these are run at JPL.

;r,ALM (Seton Hal] University);	 It's my
understanding that the theory for this is oeveloped for
sinr;le electrodes. "chat is, you're measuring a single
electrode double I8yer capacitance and so on, c1no then you
apply this to the cells.

;oulc° you care to comment Es to which electrode
you feel has contrik.utec the most to the total double laver
cnoecitants i

DI SIEFANO : We've done some preliminar y tests
usino reference electrodes, and other people have done this
also. And we're fairly sure that we're looking at the
positive electrode. This is the nickel electrode that we're
looking at.

:?OGEI?S (Hu ghes Aircraft): I'm a little confused
about something. You say you're locking at the positive
electrode. Actually the double layers look like two
capacitors in series, which means the one with the least
capacitance would show up in your te.:t.

Do I have that right"!

DI S'IEFANO: 'That's correct.

RDGE1-?S: Is that what you're tryin g to say?

DI STErANU : Ahat happens is in this two electrode
mop e that we're doing these tests the contribution from the
cadmium necative electrode does not eppear to show in this
soectra.
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- u1	 JPL NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES TASK

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS •JPL FAILURE MODEL

V

JPL CYCLING FUNDAMENTAL NON-DESTRUCT
PROGRAM UNDERSTANDING ANALYSIS

• 40, I2AH CELLS • AC-IMPEDANCE
• 20oC, 30^C, 40°C
• 20%, 35%, 50% DOD

DESTRUCT

ANALYSIS

• POSTMORTEM CHEMICAL/SPECTROSCOPIC TESTS
*MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SINTER

Figure 14-1

PURPOSE

• PROVIDE A NON-DESTRUCTIVE METHOD TO ANALYZE AND
STUDY DEGRADATION PROCESSES

*TO PROVIDE AN IN SITU TEST OF ENERGY AVAILABILITY

*TO PROVIDE A TECHNIQUE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
FAILURE "SIGNATURES"

• TO PROVIDE A NON-DESTRUCTIVE MEANS OF PREDICTING
BATTERY CYCLE LIFE

Figure 14-2

--`	 A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING - EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUE

• CELLS CAN BE MEASURED AT

SEVERAL STATES OF CHARGE

• IMPEDANCE IS MEASURED	 PS
NI-Cd	

41 sin (wt+B)
CELL

OVER FREQUENCY RANGE

0.I mHz T010 KHz CURRENT
• SPECTRA ARE MEASURED FOLLOWER
FROM CURRENT RESPONSE
TO A 10 mV RMS ALTERNAT-

ING VOLTAGE APPLIED TO THE FREQUENCY

EQUILIBRATED STATE OF	
a

RESPONSE
CHARGE OF A GIVEN ANALYZER
CELL	

GE sin wt

• FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYZER Z,9

MEASURES IMPEDANCE AS A

FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY COMPUTER
TERMINAL

Figure 14-3
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A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING
SIMPLE CIRCUIT THEORY

z"

• GE sln wt =a &i sin( wt + 01
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-RESPONSE OF CIRCUIT
ELEMENTS IN PARALLEL

Figure 14-4

1	 A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING - EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 	 °'^'

MASS
TRANSFER

Nl Ô  OX :n OXr 'OXBULK	
CDL

OR DSO%N

Rn
ne	 `i a TRANSFER

RED
AOS

T/oy
	 RCT 2

DfStlR RED= RED 

CDL - DOUBLE LAYER CAPACITANCE - REFLECTS THE ELECTRODE SURFACE
AREA AND CONCENTRATIONS OF IONS, ADIONS, AND ADSORBED
SPECIES

RCT -CHARGE TRANSFER RESISTANCE - DETERMINING FACTOR IN THE RATE
OF ELECTRODE REACTIONS, HIGH VALUES MAY INDICATE IRREVERSABLE
REACTIONS

2 W - VWARBURG' DIFFUSION IMPEDANCE - MEASURE OF SURFACE
CONCENTRATIONS

Rn - SOLUTION AND SEPARATOR RESISTANCES

Figure 14-5

A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING - EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT RESPONSE

•EXPECTEDFREOUENCY RESPONSE OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

2,.R	 R
CT
 2+IZ•12. R 2 2	 2

2 /	 C /	
l g • 2' Rn R CT . 2a CDL

,

KINETIC	 i	 i MASS TRANSFER
CONTROL	 i	 i CONTROL

Ca • Iwv'l

RCT)
t'

• METHOD HAS BEEN VALIDATED IN THE LITERATURE

• PARAMETERS CAN BE OBTAINED DIRECTLY FROM CHARACTERISTIC
SPECTRA

Figure 14 -6
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A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING - TYPICAL SPECTRA

COMPLEX IMPEDANCE DIAGRAM L2-88(OV)
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POROSITY VS. RESISTIVITY

`•_DEVELOPED A CORRELATION BETWIEEN ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND
SINTERED PLAQUE POROSITY
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S2o - RESISTIVITY OF BULK NICKEL
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N
SLOPE OF A_ -0.769
SLOPE OF B	 -0.526

FREQUENCE	 Z' Y w

RANGE

<100mHz	 Z',a314

>1 Hz	 Z1aw'112

. A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING - POROUS ELECTRODES_#__

-DEPENDENCE OF IMPEDANCE
n	 WITH FREQUENCY AS A FUNCTION

OF PORE GEOMETRY HAS BEEN
v	 DETERMINED,

	G U7	 U	 - H. KEISER, ELECTROCHIM ACTA.,
N	 O	 ;;; .	 21, 539(1976)
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01.

	

°o	 of	 ut o^ ow -°a`
Re(z), n (z')

USING CYLINDRICAL PORES AND TRANSMISSION LINE THEORY Z"

IS PROPORTIONAL TO w-314

• FOR PLANAR ELECTRODES Z" IS PROPORTIONAL TO w "112

Figure 14-9

* CELL  L2-59 IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS

LOG w

RESULTS

•IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS MEASURED

METHOD	 Rn	 RCT
Cdl

Z' U Z"	 0.0475	 0.175-0.22551 1.3E-1, 74F

LOG wV S Z'	 0.0475	 0.1325 SZ 1.51F

wZ" VS Z'	 0.0475	 0.1325St 1.98F

oIN ONE FREQUENCY RANGE K100 mHz) THE CELL BEHAVIOR
CORRESPONDS TO POROUS PLATES AND IN ANOTHER (>1 Hzi
IT CORRESPONDS TO PLANAR PLATES

Figure 14-10
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ii— =	 A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING

• ELECTROCHEMICAL PARAMETERS FOR CYCLED CELLS

CELL NUMBER CYCLES ZW Rn RCT

309C, 59 0 4.0 0.04 0.14
35% DOD 59 1116 3.0 0.07 0.33

309C, 68 1957 1.3 0.03 0.6
20% DOD 68 3119 3.4 0.04 2.9

40oC, 82 1332 2.3 0.04 2.1
3576 DOD 82 2448 1.8 0.03 2.1

Figure 14-11

A.C. IMPEDANCE TESTING

C DL
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15.2 F
2.2 F

2.1 F
2.2F

"SIGNATURE" FOR CELL FAILURE OBSERVED

COMPLEX IMPEDANCE DIAGRAM L'295 (OV)
	

COMPLEX IMPEDANCE DIAGRAM L 295 (OV)
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R^-z • 0.04

RCT ' 14 SZ

Ca - 1.4 F

0.001
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-0.005

f

CELL FAILED IN SHORTED
MODE AFTER 3446 CYCLES
400C 50% DOD

E
Q

N b

3

2	 4	 6	 8	 0.037 0.039 0.041 0. 043
Z' (ohms)	 Z' (ohms)

Figure 14-12
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ELECTROCHEMICAL MODELS FOR ThE DISCHARGE

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NiCd CELL

N. Spritzer

Villanova University

l e d like to talk today about a brief study that
was done here at Goddard this summer. 'lhe idea was to see
if by using basic electrochemicel.principles, without trying
to p et too empirical, we could evalurte several, or come up
With several, different models and com'oare them with some
experimental drta that had been taker previousl y . eie didn't
take the ex perimental data.

(Finure 15-1)

If we start with a very simple-minded
thermodynamic model of the nickel-cadmium cell and we use
the usual reaction equation proposed for the reaction at the
positive, we get a standard Mernst eouation for the
Potential which can be rearrang6o slightly; vou e ll see in a
moment why.

Similarl y . for the reaction orecedinq at the
negative we come u n with a similar Nernst type equation;
it's broken up in this form as you'll see in a moment.

(Niqure 15-2)

Un this vucreph, by combining the two eouations we
come up with a Nernst type equation for the potential of
the cell. Now at this point we make some assumptions: the
assumptions being that the solids at the negative—that is,
the cadmium hydroxide—are in fact separate phases, and we
can take each of their activities to be one, which is
going to serve to drop out this term from the equation.

(Indicat ino. )

But there is some evidence in the literature that
at the positive, in fact if these are the two species were
dealinq with, the oxyhydroxide and the hydroxide are not two
se parate Phases with activity one, bUt, rather, at least for
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most of the cycle, are in a sin g le phase, in other words, a
solid solution.

If this is true the activities of neither of these
are trul y one and can be represented in fart by their role
fraction in this solid solution. If v.e make a further
simplif y ing assum ption that these arc the onlv two
components in this solid solution -- which'is probably not
true -- then of course these mole fractions must ada up to
one.	 11,1tihich means, there, that if we then rer)resent --- to
simplify the equations -- the mole fraction of the nickel
hydroxide by X -- then, of course, the oxyhydroxide becomes
one minus X -- and a Nernst equation representation for the
cell becomes this.

(Indicatinci. )

Also, we can represent the fraction of discharge
by this X since if the cell was completely discharged, the
nickel would all be in the hydroxide form and the mole
fraction of the nickel would be one. And if it was
completely charged—whatever that really means—then
this mole fraction would be zero and this would be one,
which fits into this equation.

(Indicztina.)

Actually those two extremes would not fit into
this equation since you can -It have either one of the terms
in the loa tern be zero. 5o it doesr- t really
mathematically fit on either end, at least 100 Percent or
;zero percent discharge.

Since there is current flovt conditions under most
of the tests, or the tests that we used --,of course, in
actual operation the potential must Lie corrected for
resistance of the cell and the current flow.

Y%hat we did then was, usinc some literature values
for formal potentials, incorporate a formal cell potential,
which then has this form.

(Ficure 15-3)

On this vugraph the previous equation is repeated.
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As you can see, this is a rather poor tit. The solid curve
is a plot of the equation and the brcken cTirve is a plot of
en exoerimental discharge curve, and, as you probably
expected, doesn't fit ver y 'well.

The next a pproach was to lcok at a modified
thermodynani c model. This is also r,=rs ed on some literature
precedent.

(Figure 15-4)

idt-aat's adoed in this particular equation -- this
one doesn't include the resistive term yet for purely

potentiometric thermodynamics. This terra to {es into account
either an en tropv of interaction or cf solution formation or
;ior^-iGeality of soli.a solution forrn,^tion.	 Introducing this
ter,i, and the value of A/HT, if it is zero, then that is
basically un ioer l so l io solution anc it brings us Kuck to
the S^ii`lolified th =:rfaodyrja 7jj1C il:oQ91.

If this parameter nere, (irdicEtin(*7) this term, is
Eittrier posit:i`3 E or a necaetive one, that's positive or
negative deviation from ideality. If this term is two,
ti7at l s aspecial case : basicall y it's the borderline between

one-t,hase and a two- phase system. If the value of this
term toes neyond two, then there has been a phase separation
into two phases, two solid solutions.

To simplify the equation we replaced this term by
(indicatinc), and then in fact fit this equation, which

now has a resistive term, to a set of experimental discharge
curves and got a least squares best tit for the parameter K.
evaluating the resistence -- which I don't have
indicated here -- basically by fitting it at 50 percent
oischerae.

So these curves were made to fit. And the fit is
much 'setter. I'll comment a little further on the fit.

At least frog) 50 percent on the fit is fairly
e000. And there's a problem here with the initial portion,
which I'll come back to in a moment.

(Figure 15-5)

Another model, almost as an afterthoughts
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since it's well known that the oxyhydroxide and hydroxide
have different resistivities we triec one approach with a
varying resistence. And this is without really very
g ood reason, ,just trying an equation where the resistence
varies, and it varies in an exponential, e to the minus one
minus X where X is again the fraction discharge or the
mole fraction of the hydroxide. Ne g et a similar fit.
I' 11 compare these fits in just a mon"ent .

Then we decided to try a tctally different
approach.

(f= i gure 15-6)

I'm not sure how man y of y cu are familiar with the
technique known as chronopotentiometry, which basically
involves constant current electrolysis, monitoring the
potential, which is essentially the'Hay all these tests were
run. And the curves -- This is a typical type of a
chrcnopotentiocram where the potential is monitored as a
function of time and under diffusion controlled conditions.
lVhen the diffusion layer is essentially depleted there's a
rapic drop or change in the potential, and the time to
achieve this is celled the transition time. And the
potential correspondincr to one-cauartEr of the transition
time is in fact compareole to related to - the formal
potential for the system.

the standard equation for this type of curve
involves (indicating), -- liere- s the transition time and this
is the time at any point alone the curve.

Now if we rearrange it slichtly, the term within
the loo term, we can get an equation in this form.

(Indicating.)

1,!ow at constant current the charge at any instant
is equal to the constant current timES the'time at that
instant. And the total capacity for this particular cell
represents the transition time multiplied by,the current.

(r'iaure 15-7)

This tvoe of an e quation new where X again is the
rraction• of discharge, which is simply the', time divided by
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the transition time since the two respective charges are
those times multiplied by the same current, we can get an
eauation like this (indicating).

From this diagram it doesn't seem -- and in fact
it's true it -- doesn't fit quite as well as some of the
others, but basically it has the same form.

Let me very quickly move on to another model.
There really isn't time to co through all the details.

(Figure 15-8)

This assu;aes there's a double layer charging
contribution which tends to distort the current -- or,
rather, the potential time curve. And the net effect there.
in the literature there are some stucies done evaluatina
that problem. And it turns out there's an adjustable
parameter that has been introduced, end this term here
(indicating) enters into it modifvinc the equation. The
value of this K was fit ~)v the least s quares method usin c7
the test data. And this" was the number we ended up with.

(Indicating,.)

is this particular curve. And, again, the
broken one, which is hard to see on here, is the
experimental data.

Let me compare the different models on the next
,vuaraph.

(f= i gure 15-9)

basically for the different models tnis is the
error curve. Now each of, these is ocne b y comparing the
calculates or the e quation with the same test curve.
As you can see, this is the simple-minded thermodynamic one.
It only agrees on the one point anc E few other points that
we mE^de fit. The others a gree from :bout 50 percent on,
mare or less.

this is the chronopotentiometric model, and this
is the modified one.

(Fir_ure 15-10)
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On this vugraph there is a better'comparison.
These are equations for the five different models that we
considered. Obviously this one was .ust put in there,
knowing beforehand it wouldn't really fit. but basically by
now doing a data analysis, the standard deviation for all of
the curves with each of these equations, these are the
standard deviations-in millivolts for the whole curve.

I broke it up into three different sets, the full
curve, which is this column here (indicating) of the
different standard deviations, the first half, zero to 50
percent, and then the last half over here. And so far it
seems the best fit in all regions is with the modified
thermodynamic approach. The changinc resistence one is not
far behind it. The chronopotentiometric one actually is

` fairly off. And this one, of course, we expected to be off,
,although on the whole it's really not bad, less than 15
millivolts standard deviation for the entire curve.

Now why the initial portion does not agree is
something that we have to work on. Either it's an artifact
of the way the tests were carried out or there is actuall y a
change in mechanism or some phenomenclogical,problem in that
region of the discharge characteristic curve that we're not
introducing into the model. Hopefully, further work will
try to pinpoint down what other parameters have to be fit
into here in order to get this to better fit the region
which in fact turns out to be the most important region, the
first 50 percent of discharge rather than the last 50
percent of discharge.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

SCHULMAN: Are there any questions for Dr.
Spritzer?

SPERBER (GTE): what does the five percent cobalt
that people typically mix in with the metal do to your
equations? I-'m talking of the nickel here.

SPRITZER Yes.

At this point I'm not really sure, but if --'in a
very simple minded approach if you simply take the five
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percent and adjust the mole fractions, for instance, they no
longer add up to one. but that's a relatively minor
adiustment to the equation.

What it does mechanistically I can't really say.
In terms of how it could fit in this model with five percent
cobalt, for instance, if you assume that's in the solid
solution that would decrease the molE fraction of both forms
of the nickel. They simply don't add up to one then. They
add up to .95, if you take five mole percents the figure
would be different if you actuall y go in at five weight
percent.

RITTERMAN (TR'N) s All your mechanisms assume that
you have a solid solution of nickel hydroxide and
beta—nickel hydroxide. I was wondering if you checked
various percentages of this solution on open circuit. That
is to say, when you have ten percent you should have a 59
millivolt drop or rise, what have you. And that would
probably be an easy way to determine whether you do indeed
have a solid solution or not.

SPRITZER; The data we were using was data that
was determined a number of years ago, and so it wasn't
really possible to go back experimentally. That's another
thine,.

RITTERM ANs Well, yes, it is. You simply take a
positive electrode and you have it 100 percent charged and
put an open circuit and then discharge it and leave ten
percent or any value in between and see how that affects the
open circuit voltage.

SPRI1ZERs Yes, I understand that. Unfortunately
1 wasn't in the laboratory for this particular project, so I
couldn't really do that.

MARGEZUM (HUGHES RESEARCH LABS) : Apparently there
are some recent studies where people were not able to find
nickel oxyhydroxide in the nickel electrode. How would you
modify your model it that happens to be the case?

SPRITZER: The same thin g would basically apply,
for example, to the nickel two and four hydroxides. You
could use a similar model. Obviously the exact model is
different. There has been other evidence that the
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oxyhydroxide has been indicated.

There is a paper, I guess Pround February of this
year, where they're proposing essentially solid solution
with proton and electron separated, and essentially it is a
proton on oxyhydroxide or on the hydroxide that is free to
migrate.

Thermodynamically it could fit any model that you
pick. 6hether it will fit as well, I don't know.

STOCKEL (COMSAT) : You fixed a temperature here,
is that correct?

SPRITZER: There were several different
temperatures that the data was taken at.

S'rOCKEL: But did you consider that the
temperature can change during the discharge?

SPRITZER: No, this didn't take that into account.

STOCKEL: You don't feel tt.at that would affect
your model?

SPRITZER: In terms of the test data the
temperature was maintained constant.

Now since there's a temperature term in fact
varying the temperature could be plu gged into this.

DYER (Bell Labs): A question,of clarification:

Do I understand that these curves, voltage as a
percent of discharge, were on during discharge or were they
op en circuit measurements?

SPRITZER: During discharge.

DYER : Okay.

Are you aware of the work of 3ernard? I.think he
aid some open circuit measurements and he seems to have some
very similar ideas to yours of mixed oxides, non-ideality,
and he got a very good fit, I think, with open circuit
measurements using the thermodynamics modified models.
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SPRITZER : Yes, l'm aware of that.

REICHMAN (ECD): What's your conclusion from such
a model? what would you prefers Would you prefer it to be
two separate phases or to be a solid solution from a
practical point of view?

SPRITZER: What I would.prefer or what I have to
conclude from the data?

It would be much simpler if it was two separate
phases.

REICHMAN : Simpler to make the model.

SPRITZER : Yes.

REICHMAN: But from a practical point of viewi

SPRITZER: I like the single phase model.

Now the Bernard croup has proposed a phase
separation into two phases with complementary compositions
so that they remain essentially constant for a good portion
of the cycle.
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MODELL SIMPLE THERMODYNAMIC MODEL
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NiCd BAITERY FAILURE ANALYSIS

K. Sense

Rockwell

We-'re dealing with the nickel-cadmium battery
failure analysis.

(Figure 16-1)

The test plan in this figure is as followss

We had a 22 cell nickel-cacmium battery that had
successfully passed functional and random vibration tests
and was bein g readied for qualification level thermal-vacuum
tests in a vacuum chamber, according to the test plan as
shown in Figure 1.

the intent was to trickle charge the already fully
charged battery SNUU1 9 charged--at 29.742 volts or 1.352
volts per cell, at a .5 amp rate, hold the battery mounting
surface at 22 degrees C ana maintain a chamber pressure of
less than 1 times 10 to the minus 5 torr over the weekend of
January 16 through 19 of this year. Since this was
considered a benign environment complete functional
monitoring was not activated.

Thermal vacuum testing was to begin Monday,
January 19 -- that is over the weekend, of course.

(Figure 16-2)

This slide shows the test configuration.

As shown in Figure 2, the battery was fastened by
means of a thin layer of thermally-conductive adhesive to a
copper cold plate, wrapped in MLI thermal insulation, and
mounted on a micarta shelf in the'vacuum chamber. A Haake
temperature bath with an N2 controller pumped coolant fluid
through tubing soldered to the copper cold plate. Strip
heaters on the cold plate were not energized. A Perkin
Electronics power supply provided the trickle charge via an
inoperative battery test console and vacuum penetration
cabling.
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(Figure 16-3)

This gives the condition of the battery test on
1/19/.bl.

At about 8:10 a.m. on January 19 the conditions
described in Figure 3 were observed. The battery was
completely destroyed. Some cells were blown apart. The
rest were bulged so that all were unsealed. Parts were
scattered throughout the vacuum chamber. Debris fouled the
vacuum system. The vacuum chamber w,-'s subsequently
backfilled with nitrogen, opened, anc t:ie contents carefully
removed. Representative photos of specimens are shown in
Figures 4 through 6.

(Figure 16-4)

We weren't very hilarious Et the time we saw this,
as you can imagine, because we had a 22-cell batter y which
was fairly expensive and it had gone through all of the test
procedures and passed them.

This is one of the constrainin g relates that holds
the battery to gether, in other words the 22 cells.

(Figure 16-5)

This shows a layout of the way the individual
cells were arran ged. You can see thGt some of them were
completely exploded; all of them were opened. But this is
the order in which they were arranged in the hattery.

(Figure 16-6)

The next slide shows the s pme thine, except from
the other end.

Ihe cause of the disaster, human error, caused both
the heater and the circulating pump for the coolant to shut
down when the battery was warmed to ten degrees 'Celsius. It
had been at one degree Celsius. Hence. the battery and the
coolant were effectively isolated frcm evch other, the
battery being heated continously by the trickle-charge input
while the coolant attained very low temperatures.

(Figure 16-7)
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The specimen analysis conclusions. The final cell
temperatures were bracketed by the fact that the nvlon
separators melted at 216 degrees Celsius and the nickel
hydroxide decomposes at 230 degrees Celsius. The nylon
separators melted and the nickel hydroxide did not
decompose.

Potassium carbonate is an end product when nylon
is degraded chemically in a nickel-cadmium cell. Hence the
presence of potassium carbonate indicates chemical attack on
nylon.

The cell liner,fynar, was not chemically attacked
but was found to have been melted. the melting point of
Kynar is 162 to 164 degrees Celsius.

The complete and partial discharge of the
electrolytic plates indicates that lFrge amounts of energy
were discharged into the cells.

(Figure 16-8)

Our first course of action after the explosion was
to see whether trickle charninr,. the battery byitself was
sufficient to have caused the high battery tecnoeratures
called for by the analysis of the specimens. A thermal
response test, SNO02, was undertaken to determine the rate at
which the temperature of the battery rises.

Use of this information eneblea determination of
the heat capacity of a cell, and that was determine; to be
253.6 calories per degree Celsius.

(Fiaure 16-9)

de-'11 ao through.this elementary analysis here for
purposes of seeing that we would not net up to the high
temperatures called for by analysis if we considered only the
ener gy input resulting from trickle charging the Latterv.

The time from the start of trickle cherr.e to
discovery of the accident was 64.7 hours. The initial
battery temperature was one degree CE1SiUS. Therefore the
maximum possible battery temperature due to trickle charge
alone is 152 degrees Celsius. However the attainec.i battery
temperature, as determined from analysis, was 216 to 229
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degrees Celsius.

Obviously, then, an additional mechanism is
responsible for the battery temperature attained.

(Figure 16-10)

We have here a figure on the discharge capacity of
a cell, and the figure shows that there is a dramatic
decrease in cell capacity with increase in'temperature.

(Figure 16-11)

This is from the GE manual, a figure on the
self-discharge characteristics of the nickel-cadmium cell.
The figure shows how rapidly a cell discharcaes as a function
of temperature. It is evident that Fn increase in
temperature from 20 der_rees to 40 decrees Celsius shows a
much greater discharge rate then when the tem^ereture is

cincreased from zero degrees to 20 derees Celsius.

(Figure 16-12)

The scenario for the battery temperature rising to
216 to 229 decrees Celsius is as follows:

Since the cells were full y charned to start with,
any trickle-charge input turned to hEat. Since the battery
was in a nearly adiabatic state, the battery temperature
kept rising steadily . The capacity of a nickel-cadmium cell
decreases with temperature. As the tem nernture is increased
the excess capacity must be dumped into the cell itself,
further increasing its temperature, causing further dumping
of energy into the cell, thus establishin g a thermal runaway
condition.

As the temperature rises these processes take
place at an increasingly faster rate.

(Figure 16-13)

the su ggested mechanism responsible for
self-discharge of nickel-cadmium cells is as shown. The
charned nickel electrode is not thermodynamically stable,
but decomposes with the evolution of oxygen. This implies a
decrease in the state of oxidation and, hence, a lowered
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energy state. Though slow at room temperature, this process
is accelerated at elevated temperatures.

This increased amount of oxygen may also lead to a
lowered energy state for the cadmium electrode because of
the reaction of oxygen with cadmium Gnd water to form
cadmium-hydroxide. Both processes rElease energy into the
cell.

Secondly, processes involved in forming the
electrodes usually use nitrates of cadmium and nickel as
source materials. Thou gh efforts are generally made to
reduce the nitrate content of the electrodes as.much as
possible, even a very small amount of nitrate will generate
a so-called nitrogen shuttle cycle of self-discharae. The
cycle will continue until the cell is totally discharned
with the probable reaction of ammohi8 with NI00H to form
nitrogen and nickel hydroxide.

(f= igure 16-14)

There are other temperature increasing factors.
Separator puncture results from several causes * For one.
degradation of nylon occurs. YJhen the cell temperature
reaches the melting-point region of the separator, which is
about 260 decrees Celsius, the combination of nylon
dea'Yadation, nylon melting, and buckling of plates is likely
to lower the impedance between the plates.

In some areas all the nylon may be squeezed out
between the plates, causing short-circuiting and high local
temperatures.

The interaction of nylon separatort with KOH
solution has been extensively investJq ated by Lim of
Hughes. He has shown that nylon-6 is degraded in two steps,
hydrolysis, the slow step, followed by oxidation, which is
the fast step.

Ne note from the equation that besides nitrogen,
potassium carbonate and large amounts of water are formed.
The liberation of nitrogen will increase pressure within the
cell. Furthermore, the overcharge protection at the cadmium
electrode is lost when the reaction roes to completion.
V%hen this occurs hydrogen is produces under overcharge
conditions, resulting in a potentially explosive situation.
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This will occur when ten percent of the nylon is completely
oxidized according to the equation St-own, ena will
completely ruin the cell.

An Arrhenius-type equation, shown'at 2b, was used
to determine length of time required for ten percent
degradation of nylon-6 in KOH as ,e function'of temperature.
the constant, A, was determined from Lim-'s work. The
equation is ,p lotted in the next figure.

(Figure 16-15)

This fi gure is a plot of the time it takes for the
cell to be ruined as a function of temperature under
overcharge conditions. Oe note that at the cell temperature
attained, accordina to the specimens analysis, n pmely 216 to
229 decrees Celsius, the cells are completel y ruined in
about five to six minutes.

You see, this scale here is in minutes. And, for
convenience, I have prat town the hours, days, rjor,ths and
years. but the thing that we'rc- intf. rj est pa in is tnat ae
have attained temperatures in this rEgicn that cause
the cell to be ruined in a very, very short time. It ,'s a
matter of minutes.

This, then, explains that v,-, wculo have the
condition that did exist.

I was going to show a couple of more slides, but
Iat'not going to because it , s a kind of exercise in
futility. What I was going. to co is hive a lower bound at
which the temperature rises over the time interval in which
we-'re interested.

I think it ,'s quite obvious from the talk that 1^ve
given so far that the kinetics of the situation increase
very, very rapidly. As you well knows the rate of the
reaction is increased by one and a half to three times for
every ten degrees Celsius-I s rise. And so it doesn ,'t reall.v
take much imagination to realize that once,the
self-dischar ge gets started it increrses at a rapidlv
increasing rate and gets to the temperature that we,'ve
indicated.

Now the other thing that I ought to mention is
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that as the cell discharnes itself, enou gh heat is liberated
within the cell to take it to a little over 200 degrees
Celsius. Now this, added to the trickle charqe input, which
takes it to a little over 150 degrees Celsius, world take
the temperature to over 350 degrees Celsius. so there is
no problem as far as the attainment of temperatures in the
range of 220 degrees Celsius is concerned.

This concludes my talk.

DISCUSSION

CONSTANTINEAU (Pellon Corp.): N hat type of
separator was used in this batteryi

SENSE; Nylon.

CONSTANTINHAU: that manufecturer? Do you know
offhand?

SENSE : Nhatever General Electric uses. These
were General Electric cells.

CONSTANTIN EAU ! Ukay.

In our separators, nylon separators, we do contain
quite a bit of heterofill fibers or nylon-bb, which have a
much lower meltin g temperature. Could this affect your
results?

SENSE: I'm sorry, could you repeat the nuestion i

CONSTANTINEAU: Okay.

In our materials we do put in more than ten
percent of heterofill fiber, nvlon fiber, namely nylon-669
una it has a much lower meltin g temperature. Nould this
have any effects on your test results?

SENSE: bell, the main thirn K that there's
enough nylon-b. Ahatever else ma y Q added I don't really
think would really have that much of an impact on the
overall situation.

CONSTANTINEAU: MY.  Thank ycu.
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M ARGERUM (Hughes Research Labs):, Nylon-66
hydrolyzes sooner than nylon-6; not euite as fast, but yoli'd
have the same sort of effect as you observed if you had both
present.

FORD-(NASA Goddard): I'm looking at your picture
of that explosion. It looked like it was quite an avalanche
or catastrophic.	 i

Uic you take into considerEtion the possibility of
a mixture of gas in the cell with an arch that could cause
the initial exp losion and the penetration of the inp pct to
other cells, you :now, as an avalanche type of effect?

You know, there are recoras where cells have
exploded spontaneously on cyclinc; very few, fortunately for
the NiCd business, but that has happened before. So there's
no reason to believe that, you know, this could not happen
anai n cne day.

SENSE: 'Nell, I'm not saying that it couldn't
hapE:en. I don't think it happenen it this particular
instance because we had the exploded cells in more or less
isolated areas. In other words, the exploded ce?ls weren't
all adjacent to each other. 4-I1e had ron-exploded cells
ad ,jecent to explode.' cells.

So in answer to your comment, Pd say it minht
happen, but it certainly did not heppen in,this case.
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LIFE PREDICTION MODEL COPPARISONS

I. Schulman

JPL

It looks to me like nickel-cadmium ,just ooesn't
want to be outdone by lithium.

The work I-*m going to describe has been sponsorea
by the OAST office of NASA under a general effort describea
by Dr. Ambrus, your first speaker yesterday in the morning.

During the past few years there have been
published a number of predictive failure moaels from
nickel-cadmium aerospace cells. In fact, some of these have
had their first disclosure at this wcrkshop. This report is
a discussion and comparison of three such models, and they
are best entitled the McDermott model, the Lander model and
the JPL Failure Model.

(Figure 17-1)

The McDermott model, of course, as you know, has
been derived by Dr. Patrick McDermott, who is on the
teachin g staff of Coppin State, and who is a consultant here
at Goddard.

Dr. John Lander, who is very well known in the
battery community and who is a member of the technical staff
of the aerospace mower division ano V%rioht-Pat, of course.
authored the Lander Model; and the JPL Feilure t/odel is
principally authored by Dr. Bob Fadis, who is a member of
the technical staff at JPL in Pasadena.

the purpose of this report is really to discuss
and compare these various models, ano in no way is intended
as a criticism of any of them.

Now each of these predictive models is based on
data obtained from the NASA accelerated test program, and
so, of course, a few comments should be made about that
program.

This test program was an extremely aoventurous
endeavor and it made attempts to soltie many, many
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uncertainties. The overall program was well planned and
considering its size was also extremely well conducted.

As most of you know, the simplest cycling program
often has many difficulties, mostly associated with power
outa ges, failures of equipment, etc. Therefore a cycling
program as large as the NASA accelerated test program --
and, by the way, there were approximately 545-odd cells in
that program in 87-cell packs -- such a program must be
considered a unioue undertaking, and the 'Acapons Support
Center should be commended for their effort.

In addition, their interim report' is an exce?.lent
report and contains information which may stand for a
considerable time as probabl y the most complete data Packpge
concerning nickel-cadmium aerospace cells.',

The first slide merely shows the various models
and the constants associated with them. Both the 1r;cDPrmott
end Lander models use the more classical regression
techniques to achieve their predictivo modois. There nrP
certainly implied boundary conditionF in each of these. two
models. If not, using the McDermott mooel, you could
discharge to 150 percent and g et about 250 cycles. Of
course, this is an impossibility. Sc there must he an
implied boundary condition on the mccel itself.

It's also interesting to ncte that he has an u rper
temperature limit of 70 degrees, which is a' reasonable limit
for cycling programs.

In the Lander model there is obviously 100 percent
DOD boundary conditions. It's right there. You cnn't cjo
beyond that. However as far as temperature' is concerned, he
also has not described a temperature boundary condition, and
it would oe possible, Just utilising the mathemetics of this
model, to cycle at 100 degrees Centi grade and obtain
something like 6400 cycles at a 20 percent DOD. Arid there
aoain, this is an impossibility. So again ,there must be an
implied boundary condition as far as temperature is
concerned.

The JPL failure model differs from Moth the Lander
and the McDermott models in two important areas:
the JPL model has not been developed using the regression
techniques used on the aforementioned models. It was
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oeveloped from intuitive arguments applied to floor theory.
However it was applied to the same e?act data package used
for the other two models.

Ihe predicted cycle life in the JPL model can only
be determined in the context of the probability of success
or reliability of that nLIMner of cycles being obtained.

(Figure 17-2)

I apoloraize for what I might call the dizziness of
this particular table, out this table does list the number
of cycles as predicted by both ;McDermott and Lander models
for temperatures rancinca from zero tc 40 decrees and nt
aepths of discharge from 10 to 40 percent.

The same predictions are rr ede by the .JPL f of lure
model. However in that cease we mast choose a rPliabilitv'.
The arbitrary reliability of 0.9 has been chosen, and you
can see the predictions made for the similar conditions to
the other two ifloo:ls.

both the similarities and cifferences between the
P1SC1)ermott and L ander r; ► odel` ca rp C1uitE 00Vi011a.	 'Ihe larc'est
differences occur in regions where e y trapolation is used.
These regions are Goth in the zero de riree Centigrade and tan
degrees Centigrade temperatures, and also at all temperatures
at ten percent DOD.

6hen you attempt to com pare either the i,,acDprrnott
or Lander models with the JPL model, .^ie ire immediately
faced with two difficulties : first and foremost, the JPL
model preoicts cycle life as a function of reli^ ► bility, and
the other models don't do this.

Secondly, on examination of both the PtcDermott and
Lander models we find that the meaninn of the term "cycles
to failure" is not entirely clear. For ex,+imple, does this
expression denote the number of cvcics until. the first
failure occurs or is it associated with some average number
of cycles before failure occurs, or vhat have you.

(Figure 17-3)

Now in order to circumvent these problems I've
made certain assumptions. The first assumption is that
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nickel-cadmium cells wear out at a censtFnt rate and
therefore the exponential aistributicn which describes
constant failure rate can be used to obtain'reliabilities.
the equation (1) shown is the reliability in terms of the
exponential distribution.

Lambda is the failure rate and T is the operating
time, and they're both, of course, in the same units of
time.. Now if we take the mean time L-etween failures as
being one over lambda we obtain equation (2). Again it's
most important that the units of time always be in the same
units. Otherwise nothing works.

Now 'I being the operatinc time, if we express this
as a mission requirement in terms of loan earth orbit cycles
and mean time oetween failure, also in terms, of L-1-0cycles,
it can be assumed that the predictions made av both the.
McDermott and Lander models can be thought of bein g, mean
time between failures for particular conaitions. And it is
then possible, to compare both the 1,9cCer.mott Fnd Lander
models with the JPL model in the folJo win g way:

(Figure 17-4)

For any specific o p erating condition a depth of
discharge and time -- in this case wE've taken 20 degrees
and 30 percent DUD	 we take the JNL prediction for a
particular reliability number as the mission requirement.

For the same specific conditions we take the model
which we wish to compare to -- for instance the Lander model
-- we take their oradiction as the mean time between
failures.

Here we have the case of, therefore, takin g, a case
where statino 4000 cvcles as the mission requirement and
22600 cycles as predicted by the Lancer model as the mean
time between failure, and for this situation we have a
reliability for this mission requirement of 0.34.

But, as you remember, the 'PL prediction for 4O00
cycles was 0.9, ano now we find ourselves at least comparing
reliability against reliability.

(Figure 17-5)
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The second table describes the reliability factors
obtained from these types of calculations.

Using the reliability predictions of the JPL model
and a 0.9 factor as a mission requirement, we have plunged
these numbers in acaain usin g an exponential distribution,
and we come up with these reliability factors for both the
McDermott and the Lander models. All of these have to oe
compared with 0.9 on the JPL predictions.

Now this type of calculaticn is not being advanced
as a rigorous statistical argument by any means, but,
rather, as a reasonable attempt to compare models in
equivalent terms.

This type of analysis emphasizes at least two
important considerations t the first, that it is extremely
cifficult to compare different models, even though thev are
based on the same data, especiall y if they use extremely
cifferent techniques to deduce their find formulation. Ana
if models assure different types of frequency distributions
the comparisons become more difficult.

This technique that I've ,just described suffers
greatly from the fact that the JPL model which is based on
a 4Veibel distribution attempts to compare itself to, sav,
the Lander model which we base on an exponential
distribution.

If in turn the data were assumed to reflect
failures due to true wear —out conditions, and further, that
the frequency of failure could be represented by a normal
Gaussian distribution with a standarc deviation -- and this
is arbitrary -- of 20 percent of the mean value, then much
higher comparative values of reliabilit y could be determined
for both the Lander and the McDermott motels than shown in
that paver.

If we use the Lander and the McDermott Predictions
as mean values -- and a gain, the JPL prediction at a
reliability of 0.9 as the mission g,otl •-- then both the
Lander and the McDermott predictions give comparative
reliabilities of 0.999 for all the test conditions.

Thus, assumin g one type of distribution as in
Table 2, we obtain reliabilities of G.56.
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(Figure 17-6)

You can see under one condition you get a Lander
model reliability from .79 to .84, and you assume ,just a
different type of distribution. You-I re right down to 0.999
under all conditions. The temperatures should be 20 degrees
Centigrade, not 20 percent.

This implies that the actual type,' of course, of
failure of frequency distribution must be fully understood
before any statistical manipulation is applied. This leads
to another consideration, and that iE the importance of
reliability factors as applied to battery cycling.

Many aerospace programs hate strictl y interpreted
reliability requirements, and in many cases these
requirements have been satisfied by what I call statistical
ledoer domain. This has been necessGry because of
insufficient data to obtain the required reliability factors
rather than because of unreliable components.

In other aerospace proorams the term "reliability"
is used in the sense- of hi gh quality rather ;than havin g any
statistical significance.

Thus one use is quantitative and the other is
qualitative.	 If reliability with stetistica.'I significance
is doing to be a requirement, then further evaluation of
data such as the train data oackane rust he accomplished. Ir,
all probability these data should be auarr:ented with flight
data to provide sufficient information for this statistical.
analysis which can provide usable reliability fc1ctors.

This was done to some extent a few years ago by
TRW in their reliability evaluations of NiCd batteries for
the Helio program; they augmented their data package with
actual flight information.

What do we conclude from this? the
predictive models are extremely difficult to
of the absence of information concerning the
failure distribution. the JPL model is a bit
and though statistically accurate, it's based
sample size. It would be extremely cifficult
factors derived from the JPL model in actual
programs.

present
compare because
frequency of
pessimistic,
on a limited
to use the
aerospace
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For instance, the JPL model predicts for a cell
7300 cycles at a reliability of 0.9 et 20 percent DUD and 20
degrees Centigrade. 0.9 is a very low reliability factor
for a component. A battery with 22 cells would have a
reliability of 0.1. You don't fl y with such reliability
numbers.

This in no way impugns the derivation of the JPL
model. In fact, the concept used ano its derivation are
uni que and they are creative, and the true value of this
model has probably not as yet been fully realized.

Since the JPL model fits the NASA accelerated test
program extremely wall, this would imply that these
accelerated test date do not really represent real. time
data and that further correlation is needed between
accelerated test and real time data.

both the Lander and the McDermott models also
represent considerable effort and probabl y represent within
the interpolated data the popular concepts, at least, of
life expectancy of nickel-cadmium cells. The y moth suffer
from the fact that they do not determine the t ype of
frequency of f^ail>>re with which they are workinci, rind t- -'Ojs
it's very difficult to interpret their predictions in terms
of relic bili,ty. However the y both meke rather reasonably
close-like predictions when they are within their
interpolated data range; once they get outside into the
extrapolated data range they're wide apart. And they will
produce usable reliability factors orly if we assume
Gaussian type distributions.

the importance of the reliability reouirements is
a complex topic and very sprightly between aerospace
programs. If a reliability requireMEnt is to have
statistical significance, then test pro( ,, rams must produce
data which can be utilized to obtain reliability
information. This has not been done in the past. 'These
test programs must produce data for %%hi g h frequency of
failure distributions can be either obtained directl y or
from which reasonable assumptions can be made, leadinn to
these reliability factors.

Are there any auestions?

DISCUSSION
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THIERFELDER ( GE): As you pointed out, at 20
degrees Centigrade and 20 percent depth of discharge, the
prediction is only 7300 cycles with a reliability of .9.
Well, couldn't we work this backward, then,'and plug in--
orbital experience indicates we can get about 30,000
cycles--plug in 30,000 cycles and see what the reliability
number would come out?

Have you done that? It would he interesting to
see what the reliability would be if you worked the equation
backwards.

SCHULMAN : ^Nhich equation rre you referring to?
the JPL prediction?

HIEkFELDEk : Nell, where they determined that
7300 cycles.

SCHULMAN: That doesn't come from the equation.
There is more than merely the equation. There was a series
of curves which co alonci with the equation.

THIERFFLDER : Iiiell, if you sti J 1 worked it
backwards, couldn't you solve for the reliability number:

SCHULMAN: No, you can't do that: , I'm sorry.

SULLIVAN (Fell Labs): Just a couple of quick
comments. We've been studying the real time Crane data
rather than the accelerated for the ielstar program. Ana it
appears from the low-earth orbit and the gebsynchronous
orbits at Crane that the distribution, the failure
distribution for CAE cells: those are the only ones we've
studied, the prismatic GE cells, is a log -normal
distribution. It is neither normal nor ran-dom fGilures, but
log-normal. The Weible would be an edded distribution to
log-normal, in that you have another ad?ust'able Parameter.
we find we don't need this.

'This distribution is simpler to use. to Go from
cell data to the probability of your battery survival in
whatever mission you have.

Sp I would think that if anyone is going to do
this type of calculation, they might start ,with a loci-normal
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distribution. It's a little sim pler than a Yaeible and
appears to handle the data far better than normal or random
failures.

SCHULMAN: Have you published the work on that as
yet:

SULLIVAN: No, I'm sorry we haven't. It's just
about finished, and it will be out fFirly soon.

SCHULM AN : But at least you recognize the fact
that you must be aware that the term "distribution" is
important.

bULLIVAN: Oh, yes; without that you're lost.

SCHULMAN : That's right. that's the point I was
trying to make.

SULLIVAN: In a loci-normal distribution you only
have two parameters, the median life and the standard
oeviation. There do appear to be standard deviations for
the two failure modes: the self-shortin g anu cell
oegrad ation. And they appear to be sepExable, and transfer
from low-earth to cleosynehronous orbit.

-	 Once you have the parameters in the distribution,
you can calculate what cell performance you need to insure
a, let's say, 90 percent probability of batter y survival
over your mission life.

SCHULMAN:	 Ae don't have trouble with the
transfer of cell data to battery datE. The point is, we
don't like what we see. You can't wcrk with reliability
factors of .9. You must be up above the .99 level to get a
reasonable battery.

SULLIVAN: Oh, yes; your cells had better be very,
very good. Otherwise you'll never get 90 percent.

SCHULMAN: That's right.

RITTERMAN (TRN): I presumE that all of these
models are for low-earth orbit, although, from some
questions, you could use them for gec.
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cycles.	
SCHULMAN : All of these were low—earth orbit type

RITTE-q MAN , Then the recharge ratio and the rates
would essentially be the same. 'That was my question.

None of these models address recharge ratio or
charge return, nor do they address charge and discharge
rates.

SCHULMAN, The actual NASA accelerated test
program did address those problems; however,, if you study
the data, you'll find that the major effects on cycle life
are UOI) and temperature. And so we- ,.e addressed those.

RITTERMAN : Provided that )ou're talking atout
similar cycles.

SCHULMAN: That's right.
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.e	
LIFE PREDICTION MODELS

McDERMOTT MODEL

N F • A(B- TEMP) eC(DOD)

NF NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE

A	 1500 , B • 70 , C - 0, 038

TEMP • 0  , DOD • %

LANDER MODEL

CYCLELIFE • [^l (31T-501110.1) X,A] 1 10 )
% DOD

OD

X	 600 , A • 1900	 \	 J

T 0C

JPL FAILURE MODEL

NF, NORM	 f
• n (DOD)1.5 e4E1R (11303-11T)

NF, NORM • LIFETIME OF CELL NORMALIZED WITH RESPECT TO TEMP AND DOD

DOD • DECIMAL VALUE

T • 0K , AE • 5.5 K CAL/MOLE

Figure 17-1

TABLE I
LIFE PREDICTIONS OF AEROSPACE NI-CD CELLS

MCDERMOTT, LANDER, AND JPL MODELS

P. McDERMOTT J. LANDER
JPL FAILURE MODEL

TEMP %DOD 9 • 150000 - 7),0 038000 . , 1 f0j (T-50)110 . 13600 4 19007 TOO - x000 RELIABILITY • 0.9

0°C 10 71, 800 670.500 41, 100

20 49,100 298,000 14,500

30 33.600 173.800 7,900

40 23,000 111,800 5,100

10°c 10 61,500 233,100 28,800

20 42,000 103.600 10.200

30 28.800 60,400 5,500

40 19,700 38.900 3,600

20°C 10 51.300 87,300 20,700

20 35,100 38,800 7,300

30 24,000 22, 6D0 4,000

40 16,400 14,600 2,600

30°C 10 41,000 38.700 15,200

20 28, 100 17.200 5,400

30 19,200 10,000 2, 900

40 13,100 6.500 1.900

40°C 10 30, 800

_

22 500 11, 400

20 21, 000 10,000 4, D00

30 14,400 5,800 2,200

40 9,800 3.800 1,400

Figure 17-2
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`U"	 RELIABILITY (EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION)

R - Ot	111

R • RELIABILITY

A • FAILURE RATE, RECIPROCALTIME

t	 OPERATING TIME, UNITS OF,TIME

MTBF • MEANTIME BETWEEN FAILURE

MTBF^-

R	 e tlMBTF	 121

APPLICATION
Figure 17-3

• USE JPL PREDICTION AT 20eC AND 30 %DOD OF 4, 000 CYCLES AT RELIABILITY OF
0.9 AS MISSION REQUIREMENT t

• USE LANDER MODEL PREDICTION AT 20DC AND 30 %DOD OF 22,600 CYCLES AS MTBF

R e tlMTBF • e-=22,600

R•0.84

COMPARE R • 0.84 AND JPL PREDICTION OF R • 0.9

Figure 17-4

TABLE II
t	 RELIABILITY COMPARISON

M[l]FRMnTT_ LANF3FR_ AND JPL MODELS
P. MtDERMOTT MODEL J. LANDER MODEL

TEMP %DOD JPL - R • 0.9 JPL - R • 0.9

OeC 10 0.56 0.94
20 0.74 Q. 95
30 0.79 0.96
40 0.80 0.%

lOeC 10 0.63 0.88
20 0.78 0.91
30 0.83 0.91
40 0.83 0.91

20°C 10 0.67 0.79
20 0.81 0.83
30 0.85 0.84
40 0.85 0.84

30°C 10 0.69 0.68
20 0.83 0.73
30 0.86 0.75
40 0.86 0.75

40eC 10 0.69 0.60
20 0.83 0.61
30 0.86 0.68
40 0.87 0.69

Figure 17-5

TABLE III
RELIABILITY COMPARISON
LANDER AND JPL MODELS

JPL LANDER MODEL LANDER MODEL

J. LANDER PREDICTION EXPONENTIAL GAUSSIAN

PREDICTION III - 0.9) DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION

TEMP % DOD CYCLES CYCLES RELIABILITY RELIABILITY

20.1. 10 87,3U0 20,700 0.79 0.999+

20 38,800 7,300 0.83 0.999+

,30 n r^,bfp ; ^A,000a D.Bb ,0.999+`,

40 14,600 2,600 0.81 0.999+

Figure 17-6
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NiCd BATTERY CYCLE LIFE PREDICTION EQUATION

FOR LOW EARTH ORb3T

D. Hafen

Lockheed

This audience needs little motivation to perform
some type of cycle life analysis, and the equation and the
method I'm going to present is going to concentrate on low
earth orbit.

(Figure 18-1)

In any engineering design of a spacecraft there
are some thinqs that are predetermined and some that
basically the engineer has control over. The orbit would he
one of the thin gs that is basically e riven. And the method
of heat transfer, for example, would be something that the
en gineer has some control over.

By performing a cycle life analysis it has some
bearing on the values or parameters that are doing to be
used to fly the soacecraft.

(Figure 18-2)

This paper is going to basically concentrate on
these first two boxes of this flow chart.

A data base is selected, and then a life
prediction method is created. And this roes on to be used
for any number of life preoictions for different
spacecrafts. And this is kind of a cecision process.

(Figure 18-3)

the data base that Lockheec has selected for this
particular analysis is Nava]. Weapons Support Center Crane
real time NiCd test data. And a lot of this has been
eliminated based on three criteria, basically.

One is the wny the test is roan, and that would
include no geosynchronous tests, only low earth orbit.
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Another is the 'type of hardware. For example,
there are no polypropylene separator cells included. There
are no pellon 2503 cells included.

And the other is the way the actual test turned
out. And that is characterized by the fifth bullet here,
which says no packs that were subsequent to power supply
failures or that type of thing were included because it was
actually premature.

Now subsequent to listin g all the NiCd cells that
fit these various criteria some were eliminated on the basis
of a plot. Some of them looked like they would bias the
data too far in the conservative direction,,and those were
mainly things like the old Gulton cells that were received
at Crane in 1963. And it ended up that there were only a
couple of packs of Eagle-Picher and SAFT cells. So those
were eliminated.

And we were left with a large data base that was
only General Electric cells.

(Figure 18-4)

This chart summarizes all of the data base. This
can be divided into two parts. The first is prior to 1970,
which is basically only one design of a GE 12 ampere-hour
cell. And the others are past the line, the demarcation
line of 1970. And there are several other differences that
come out in this.

One of these is that the original cells were under
a test matrix of 12 conditions. There are six shown here,
but that's for 1.5 or 3 hour charge times. the others are
not a test matrix. But you might notice that most of
them are either 25 percent 20 degrees C or 40 percent zero
degrees C. So it's not nearly as nice a range of data as
for the original test.

(Figure 18-5)

Now concentrating on the original test, if you
look at what the cycles to failure are you can derive a very
nice equation and it .really doesn't matter a whole lot what
the form of the equation is. If it roes through a couple of
these points it's liable to go through all of them.
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This was the basis of an equation that was
developed by Lockheed in 1977, which was a predecessor to
the one I'm going to present.

(Figure 18-6)

This is the basic e quation that we'representing,
and its based on a distribution of failures within a
battery. N is the number of cells in the battery and
represents a failure number. And you're most likely to be
interested in PA equals one. And there's an Arrhenius
temperature term out here. This assumes that there's only
one degradation mode, and that probably isn't true either.

One other thing I ought to mention here is what
the definition of failure is, and that^s the definition that
Crane uses, which is a cell reachin g .75 volts or
experiencing a short.

So we went through this. And for the post-1970
cells we developed these coefficients. It aidn't have a
large correlation coefficient. It we.s something like .8,
whereas for the test matrix before, the 1964 matrix let's
call it, that had a correlation coefficient of .97.

However, as you'll see, it parallels the other
equation nicely in a lot of respects.

(Figure 18-7)

This is a comparison of a bunch of equations and
some others taken from other references, and I will try to
go through these in a meaningful fashion.

A represents the original test matrix from 1964.
ESC and BC* are both basically the same equation from
post-1970. And it is the same as A except we're shifted by
a multiplicative factor for this reason: that it only
differs by a multiplicative factor, and the fact that
this data base A had a .97 correlation coefficient, it
puts a fair amount of confidence in these equations.

There are several others shown here. H is an
optimistic estimate of cycle life. It only used about three
packs. This BC number 17 is from the latest Crane report,
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L shown
things a
which is
And that
DOD, and
DD, which

oout this
outside the
is that you
also you
also would be

whereas these used the 16th annual Crane report. And
there's one down here that was derived from reliability
predictions that Etheridge Paschal made in 1974 by
convoluting his reliability predictions into a cycle life
prediction.

This doesn't look too good. But if you look at
his figures, he has the highest reliability at 10 and 12
degrees. It's just a.dropping off from ten degrees C to
zero degrees C to minus 20 that causes this to below. I
don't think it really disagrees substantially from this.

This TRN curve which is here was taken directly
out of the NASA manual that Scott anc Rusta worked on just
recently, and it refers back to some work that TRW had done
before that.

L is using the post-1970 deta base except that it
was constructed so as to make this linear on this type of
paper.

(Figure 18-8)

This is Iust this data base
parametrically, and there are several
equation that make It more reasonable
rang e of where the data were anyhow.
don't get infinite cycle life at zero
don-*t get 500 cycles at 100 percent D
unreasonable.

So this is a different eauetion which I guess has
a higher correlation coefficient than that curve that I
showed. I've only been working with this recently on advice
of some people as a result of'the IECEC.

(Figure 18-9)

Now moving on from what the cycle life prediction
equation is to how that would be uses in an actual regime
where you don't have a single DOD anc you don't have a
sing le temperature but you're working at various DODs and
temperatures, and the way that is done is to essentially
calculate a fraction life for each pert of the cell's life.
But before you do that you construct a histogram of where
it's goina to be operating so that it will' be integrated
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I

easier.

I guess this is better explained in the next
Vu-graph.

(Figure 18-10)

This is just an example, just to make it simple.
It has six compartments and each one of them has a height.
This is the fractional life that it %ill spend at 30 percent
and 15 degrees C, for example. Once you get those the life
expended due to that is given by a term like this. If you
add up all those fractions and divide it into one you come
out with a cycle life prediction.

This seems like a complicated process and it
actually turns out if you do this and you also take the
averages of all the DODs and temperatures before you do it,
this cycle life prediction is only three percent higher. So
you mi ght say, well, three percent might to even more than
the data justifies, which may be truE.

(Figure 18-11)

This is a more complicated example, and it's
basically constructed so that it gives a pretty picture of
what's going on.

It shows that for these types of histograms also
you can shake down each side and you can get a histogram of.
the temperature and the DOD, basically showing the same type
of calculation.

(Figure 18-12)

This just shows what each compartment predicted
cycle life is, and comparing what it is for this type of
analysis that I'm using and also just using the average.
And this is about three percent higher, like I said.

I'd also like to say most cf this material
appeared in the 1ECEC in August of this year.

And I will entertain questions now.

GASTON (RCA): !ve- ve been talking quite a .bit
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about percent DOD this mornin g . How do you define DOD, with
respect to weighted capacity or actual capacity obtained?
I'd Just like you to clarify that point.

HAFEN : In this case this vas the same DOD in the
Crane test data which is based on the nominal DOD.

GASTON : All right. Thank you.

CONSTANTINEAU (Pellon Corperation) z You stated
that in your data base you excluded the use of Pellon 2503.
Is that because it works so well?

HAFEN : Well, I believe from the data that I saw
at the time that those were working ebout the same. However
I was trying to eliminate all designs that by any
imacination were different.

Now I know that 2503 is closer to 2505 than Pellon
is -- I mean than polypropylene is.

CONSTAN TINEAU : Okay.

The difference between the 2503 and the 2505 and
—6 are gust the orientation of the fibers. The 2503 is
uni —directional whereas the older 2505 and 2506 were
cross—laid materials. But essentially they are chemically
the same.
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'WNoddWd PURPOSE OF CYCLE ,LIFE -ANALYSIS ^k400k/reed USE OF CYCLE LIFE ANALYSIS IN DESIGN

BATTERY
TEST
DATABASE

TO DETERMINE ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING. 	 LIFE

• DEPTH OF DISCHARGE	 PREDICTION
METHOD

• NUMBER OF BATTERIES 	
'OPERATING

• SIZE (CAPACITY) OF BATTERIES 	 PARAMETERS

• OPERATING TEMPERATURE	 LIFE
PREDICTION

TO DETERMINE THERMAL CONTROL NEEDED

• METHOD OF HEAT TRANSFER	 CHANCE
DESIGN	

DECISIOi
• PLACEMENT OF BATTERIES

FINALIZED
DESIGN

Figure 18-1

Figure 18-2

nagkwcoeed	 DATA BASE INCLUSION CRITERIA

• NO GEOSYNCHRONOUS OR 24-HOUR ORBITS INCLUDED

• ONLY NYLON SEPARATOR INCLUDED; PELLON STYLE 2503 EXCLUDED

• NO PACKS INCLUDED WITH PREMATURE PRESSURE FAILURES

• NO CYLINDRICAL CELLS INCLUDED

• NO PACKS WITH FAILURES SUBSEQUENT TO REVERSAL OR EQUIPMENT
ANOMALIES INCLUDED

• NO CELLS HAVING GAS RECOMBINATION ELECTRODES INCLUDED

• NO PACKS FAILURES INCLUDED, SINCE IT IS NOT INDICATED HOW MANY
CELLS FAILED

• NO PACKS USING "SOPHISTICATED" CHARGE METHODS, SUCH AS AUXILIARY
ELECTRODE CONTROLS, INCLUDED

• NO PACKS SUBJECTED TO MULTIPLE TEMPERATURE REGIMENS INCLUDED

• NO DESIGN VARIABLES CELLS INCLUDED (SUCH AS THOSE INCORPORATING
VARIABLE PRECHARGE OR VARIABLE ELECTROLYTE AMOUNT)

• NO CELLS INCORPORATING "INTERNAL PRESSURE DEVICES" INCLUDED

Figure 18-3
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CYCLE LIFE (CYCLES)

0^C 251C 4.VC
54972

131 DOD 62680 NOT 8832
75278 TESTED 8896
75868 9710

13218 7536 37921.5-HR
CYCLE TIME 231 DOD 25786

34343
10608
10878

3792
4853

-
tl0: DOD NOT 3792 NOT

TESTED tl020

----

TESTED

-8980
13 1  DOD 28312 TESTED 10573

10661

12316 4080
3-HR 251 DOD 19654 12822 4368
CYCLE TIME 13897 4424

DOD NOT
I

3064

3936	 I--- _— 
-L

- tl0- TESTED I TESTED J

CELL HARDWARE INCLUDED IN CYCLE
Lockheed	 LIFE PREDICTION EQUATIONS

START
DATE

VENDOR
CAPACITY

TEST
NAME

DESIGN OPERATING CONDITIONS CYCLE LIFE* (CYCLES)

1-4-64 GE 12 Ah ORIG NO PO, DOD	 0	 25	 40	 FOR 1. 5, NEXT SLIDE
NO TFE 8	 15 X	 X	 3.0 HR

25X	 X	 X	 CHARGE
40	 TIME

3-14-71 CE 6 Ah NICKEL PO, NO TFE #928 258 DOD, 00C 2 PREMATURE FAILURES AT 5844,
BRAZE DISC AT 39446

#95B 25% DOD, 20 0C CELL FAILURES AT 38804, 40294, 40571,
DISC AT 40790

#1068 258 DOD, 40 0C PACK FAIL AT 7538
12-11-73 GE 12 Ah OSO-I PQ, SILVER #7C 168 DOD, 100C NF, DISC 24890
3-6-74 CE 8 Ah SAS-C PO, NO TFE #18E 1513 DOD, 20 0C NF, DISC 23748
3-6-74 GE 8 Ah SAS-C PQ, TFE #18F 258 DOD, 20"C NF, DISC 23772
9-17-74 CE 20 Ah STANDARD PQ, AS29TFE #1G 258 DOD, 20 0C CELL FAILURE AT 20686, 21237,

VS TEFLON PACK FAIL AT 24088

111H 408 DOD, O OC NF, ON TEST 26895
9-17-74 GE 20 Ah STANDARD PQ, A630 #11 258 DOD, 20 0C NF, ON TEST 27128

VS TEFLON NO TFE #1J 408 DOD, O0C NF, ON TEST 26664
5-5-75 GE 6 Ah ITOS PO, NO TFE #7D + 298 DOD, 20 0C NF, DISC 8275
3-7-76 GE 12 Ah IUE PQ, TFE #8F 258 DOD, 20 0C NF, ON TEST 24200

#8G 408 DOD, O OC NF, ON TEST 23561
6-24-77 GE 20 Ah STANDARD PO, TFE 012F 408 DOD,	 10 0C NF, ON TEST 13247

CELL #12G 258 DOD, 20 0C NF, ON TEST 13386
#121	 408 DOD, 30 0C 4/4 CELLS FAILED

1-22-78 GE 26.5 Ah TIROS-N PO, TFE #26G 208 DOD, 1D OC NF, ON TEST 9065
AND NOAA-A #26H 258 DOD, 100C NF, ON TEST 9083

"AS REPORTED IN 1980 "NWSC/CRANE REPORT" NO. WQEC/C 80-34

Figure 18-4

GE 12 Ah ORIGINAL CRANE TEST CYCLE DATA
DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION EQUATION

FAILURE)	
s 1 N ^b (DOD) azp {T (deg K 

I—/\/ 111 I

FAILURE	 DEPTH OF	 ARREHNIUS
FRACTION	 DISCHARGE	 TEMPERATURE TERM

COEFFICIENTS FROM POST-1970 CELL TESTS (DATABASE BC-)

a =	 9.71

b • 0.229

e	 -1.545

d	 3,843

Figure 18-6

Figure 18-5
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H
BC #17

BC*
BC

L

A

P

0°C

5°C

10°C
15°C
20°C.
Z5°C

0
50	 60	 7 DOD (PERCENT)

30,000
VU
U
wLL

J

J 10,000

U
}
U

p 6,000Uj
F
U_

O
3,000

a

1,000

w
U 30,000
U
U
w
LL

J

W
U 10,000

V

w 6,000
U
U

0
w
a 3,000

1,000

COMPARISON OF CYCLE LIFE 	 PREDICTION EQUATION 1'L"
PREDICTIONS AT O O C	 (LINEAR WITH DOD)

100.000
100,000

60,000
60,000	 ^X\\

DOD (PERCENT)

Figure 18-7
	 Figure 18-8

= Lockheed	
CYCLE LIFE PREDICTIONS FOR

MULTI-DOD, MULTI-TEMP

• CONSTRUCT TWO-DIMENSIONAL HISTOGRAM (T VS DOD)

• CALCULATE CYCLE LIFE FOR EACH COMPARTMENT OF HISTOGRAM (W i )

• CALCULATE FRACTION LIFE EXPENDED, FOR EACH COMPARTMENT:

COMPARTMENT HEIGHT, Wi
PREDICTED CYCLE LIFE FOR COMPARTMENT

• ADD LIFE FRACTIONS AND DIVIDE INTO TOTAL COMPARTMENT HEIGHT

PREDICTED _ E W
CYCLE LIFE) - E Wi /(CYCLE LIFEq

Figure 18-9
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4%^Lodowd	 EXAMPLE OPERATING REGIMEN 1

_	 ^	 CONDITION CYCLE LIVES

000 13'C 25-C

201 29.009 18,571

231 20,070 11,130

201 13,320 9,020

OfiOT ^.	 931	 !s'C

O'SCti,1R0̂\ 3o1	 Is'C' 
1E^^pr^J

LIFE PREDICTION • 1• 	 , .12!	 0 11!	 0.25	 0.125 •1S,fit^
0 125	 0.75

f Yi{'?i71 
0
Tr". T^,3^1 T7; TSS Ti3i)

Figure 18-10

EXAMPLE OPERATING REGIMEN II

AVG Wu • 1a.1

Figure 18-11

,, Loddwd . EXAMPLE OPERATING REGIMEN II ANALYSIS

CONDITION CYCLE LIVES
TEMPERATURE

DOD 2.1•C 7." 12.1•C 17.M

7.11 111,129 100,171 117,170

12.11 107,932 13,710 17,010 $3,517

17.11 15,271 $0,717 00,127 ---

22.11 44,501 10,117 27,215 ---

• PREDICTION FOR FIRST FAILURE OF 22 CELL3

• PREDiCTI0 USING •FRACTION LIFE" EXPENDED • 01,010 CYCLES

• LIFE PREDICTION USING AVERAGE 000 (15.21) AND AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE U.1'C) • ss,fl1

Figure 18-12
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TIME-TO-FAILURE ANALYSIS

FOR NiCd BATTERIES IN A CPS ORBIT

K. Sense

Rockwell

(Figure 19-1)

For its Block II Global Positioning System, the
GPS program, Rockwell International %ill use 35 amp-hour
nickel-cadmium cells instead of the 18 amp-hour
nickel-cadmium cells used for its Block I program. To
achieve greater utilization of energy stored in
nickel-cadmium cells, Rockwell is considering operating
these cells at five degrees Celsius or less, , and going to a
EAU to 65 percent depth of discharge.

1 undertook an analysis to determine whether
nickel-cadmium cells operating under these conditions would
have a useful workin g life of 7.5 years in a GPS orbit.

The GPS orbit is circular, of 12 hours duration
ana undergoes 220 eclipses a year. iablF 1 compares the
characteristics of various orbits. Pte note that the GPS
orbit experiences only 220 cycles a year and must be treated
as 4 (jeosynchroncus rather than a loH-earth orbit. this
becomes more obvious from the fact that the GPS orbit
undergoes two eclipse seasons per year, each season lasting
about 55 days. The eclipse seasons are therefore separated
by approximately 128 days, about the same interval as for
the g eosynchronous orbit, 138.5 days.

Since the eclipse season undergoes about 55 oays
and the solstice period about 128 days, GPS orbit cell
oeciradation may be considered to be divided into an eclipse
degradation mode and a solstice degradation node.

Cell degradation may be considered to be the
result of both trickle-charge degradation and degradation
due to cycling. lime-to-failure due to trickle-charge
cearadat ion is designated as F(t),  whi1e time-to-failure
due to cycling is designated as F-I(c).

As a first approximation, these failure modes are
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considered to be independent of each other for the following
reasons:

Dearadation due to cycling is principally the
result of thickenin g of the positive electrode. This occurs
during the discharge-charge cycle, thus causing a narrowing
of the interelectrode space. Ultimately the interelectrode
space becomes so narrow that the nylcn separator has little
or no porosity; thus causing separator dryout which leads to
cell failure.

This undesirable action is abetted by a large
increase in the micropore structure of the positive plate
Witt) time. The enlarged pores of the positive plate compete
with the separator for the electrolyte by capillary action,
thus promoting interelectrode dryout.

Cell degradation due to trickle charge is of a
somewhat different nature. When overcharge rates are
relatively high during trickle Charge the internal cell
temperature is increased. This leeL to increased nylon
aegreration, extensively investigates by Lim of Hughes,
resulting in the production of carbonate. '

the presence of carbonate in turn causes cedmium
to cao into solution and increases cacm'ium mi gration leading
to shorts within the cell.

Other products of the de gradation of nylon are
nitro g en and water. The Nitrogen formed increases the
pressure within the cell and the water dilutes the KOH
solution an.i thus decreases cell performance.

Also loss of overcharge protection occurs if
overcharge rates are relatively high thus causing hydrogen
generation.

(Ficlure 19-2)

Taking both failure modes into consioeration the
resulting time-to-failure value for the cell is designated
Gs '11r. Since as a first approximation these failure modes
are taken to be independent of each cther,'l have formulated
the equation designated as 1-A in Ficure 1.

this equation relates TIT, F(t), and F'(c). 11F is
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solved for explicitly in eauation 1-P. This equation is
valid for any selected functions of F(t) and F-(c).

I have chosen modified versions of P. McDermott,'s
expressions of these functions as the principal functions
for this study, although other expressions may be used with
equal validity, such as one relating the P (c) expressions
given by Hafen and Corbett of Lockheed at this year's IECEC
meeting. And, incidentally, Mr. Hafen showed you the
expression that I have used, namely the BC* expression.

(Figure 19-3)

In a recent publication McDermott investigated
cell degradation in a synchronous orbit. From a study of
Crane real-time synchronous orbit data, as well as from data
obtained by simulated synchronous orbits with accelerated
test packs, he came to the conclusion that the
trickle-charge period may be the prime cause of cell
cegradation in synchronous orbits for depths of discharaes
equal to or less than 40 percent.

Since under synchronous conditions he considered
cell degradation due to cycling insi gnificant, he did not
include^a factor for depth of discharge degradation in his
tii;^e to failure equation.

Equation 2-A, shown in Figure 2 1 may therefore be
considered to reflect only trickle-charge degradation.

Now McDermott was .largely correct in making this
assumption, particularly in view of the fact that in the
geosynchronous orbit the battery uncergoes only 88 cycles
per year. In fact, for a C/30 charge rate.in the synchronous
orbit and a cell temperature of zero degrees Celsius the
time-to-failure value is decreased only a small amount,
namely from 16.9 years to 16.4 years, when degradation due
to cycling to 40 percent DOD, depth cf discharge, is taken
into account.

However were considering cell degradation in a
CAPS orbit. Since the cells in this orbit undergo 220
eclipses a year and since we wish to go to deeper depths of
discharge, degradation due to cyclin g becomes a major
factor. As indicated, Equation 2-A was formulated by
McDermott for 6 amp-hour cells used in the accelerated test
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prog ram carried out at N ►NSC/Crane. 'ince block II UPS
program uses 35 amp-hour cells, Equation 2 -A is modified to
the more general form 2-B, where the rated cell capacity C
can take any value.

(Figure 19-4)

It is clear that during the solstice period only
trickle-charge degradation takes place. However, it must oe
noted that during the cycling period in a GPS orbit the
maximum eclipse is only of 55 minute dur2tion. Since there
are only two eclipses a day during tte eclipse season, cells
have a minimum of 11 hours and five minutes to recharge.

In a LEO orbit, on the other hand, the satellite
undergoes 14 to 15 cycles a day, and therefore has
correspondingly shorter recharge periods. because of these
considerations I have assigned half the time spent in the
cy clinea mode to trickle-charge degradation. The resulting
expression for F(t) is given in Figure 3, namely eauetion'3.

(Figure 19-5)

Degradation due to cyclin g is generally reported
in the literature as cycles-to-failure. CtF. The
relationship between cycles-to-failure and time-to-failure
due to cycling degradation, F-(c), is given in Figure 4.

(Figure 19-6)

Eauations for the determination of CtF have, among_
others, been developed by Hafen and Corbett of Lockheed and
by McDermott. As stated previously, I will, use a modified
version of McDermott's equation in this analysis. However,
in addition I will compare 1TF results obtained in this
manner with those obtained usino Hafen and Corbett-'s
equation for selected values of ternpFrature'ana depth of
oischarge.

Fi gure 5 shows McDermott's equation for cycles-to-
failure. The coefficients in this e quation are the results
of nonlinear regression analysis. Jr. the modified version
used by me the last two terms relating to dischar ge and
charcle are left off, as shown in the next figure.

(Figure 19-7)
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We reason for leaving off the last two terms is
that for deep depths of discharge, say iG percent or 60
percent, the list two terms exert a cisproportionate
influence, making the calculated cell cycle life appear
long er since the values of the last two terms remain
constant or increase while that of the first term decreases.
Hence truncating; Equation 5 in this manner eliminates this
problem.

The effect of this action cn less severe
operational modes is as follows:

For depths of discharges less than about 60
percent and temperatures less than Kout 20 percent Celsius.
the calculated cycle life is less then about 3.5 percent
then it otherwise would be. The charge is therefore minor,
ano the cycle-life values calculated by leaving out the last
two terms are sli ghtly on the pessimistic side.

Hith the aid of Equation 4, FQW for the GPS
orbit is therefore evaluateca from Equation o in Figure 6.

(Figure 19-8)

be are now in a position tc determine whether 35
amp-hour nickel-cadmium cells operating at five degrees
Celsius or less `no 65 percent depth of discharge have a
useful working life of 7.5 years in t GPS orbit. For an
overcharge rate of 175 milliamps -- end this is a C/200
rate -- 140 percent recharge and 60 percent DOD, P (c)
is calculated to be 23.57 years, and F(t), 25 years.

Usin g these values in Equation 1-B we note from
"Fi gure 7 that IN under these conditions is 13.3 Years.

A similar calculation shows that TTF for a NiCd
battery goinc to 55 percent depth of discharge is 11.9
years.

It is concluded that a 35 Emo-hour nickel-cadmium
battery oneretinr_; at five degrees Celsius or less and 65
percent DOD will last for at least seven and a half years in
a AS orbit.

(Fipure 19-9)
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It was considered useful to plot 'ITF as a function
of temperature for various depths of discharges. Figure 8

shows such a plot.

At 57 degrees Celsius the Lattery has essentially
no lifetime in terms of years. This must be so because of
the 57 minus T -- T bein g temperature -- factor in Equation
:., which is the F(t) eauation.

(Figure 19-10)

Figure 9 g ives 11F as a function' of depth of
discharge for various temperatures. 'fie note that for
temperatures less than 10 degrees Celsius the nickel-cadmium
cells experience a rather long lifetime before failure, even
at eO percent DOD. On the other hand, time-to-failure is
cuite sensitive to temperature.

0-'inure 19-11)

Finally, "lable 2 compares 1TF values obtained with
the aia of the modified McDermott r'(c) expression, ano
the values obtained using Hafen and Corbett's expression,
and that is the bC* expression that t ,..e telked a.;out just
previously. Arid thE-y reeve that also in a pa per at the 1961
1ECEC. 4ith one exception the results are in reasonable
agreement. In general, however, shorter lifetimes were
obtained when the modified McDerrr.ott expression was used,
particularly at low temperatures'.

You can see that in the last column the only one
that's really radically different is the third one, which is
at a depth of discharge of 70 percent and a temperature of
zcra decrees Celsius. The rest of them ere- in reasonable
afire ement.

that concludes my talk.

iiELLF'R ITZSCH: A very simple question. Maybe I
con't understanc., everything, didn't follow everythinc.
These years to failure, are those averages:

SENSE : No.

HJELLFR ITZSCH : Or, if not, what --
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SENSE: In the case -- and Mr. Hafen talked about
this in his equation -- I took the first failure to be the
failure.

HELLFRITZSCH: Yes, the first failure. But this
is time to first failure, in other words. But is that on
the average or ten percent or what:

SENSES Well, this has been worked out. I've
taken the conditions that McDermott cave and they are the
short, if you have a short in any cell, or if the pressure
goes to let's say 250 psi or if the cell doesn't hold the
voltage, if it goes below one volt, and, as was mentioned,
say, :75 or thereabouts.

The conditions for failure are very nearly the
same for both the McDermott case and also for the hafen end
Corbett case.

MILDEN (Aerospace): Have )-ou considered any
derating factor to the various equations for the fact that
Crane data is presented to .75 volts per cell whereas most
working satellite systems operate dove to somewhere around
to 1.1 volts per cell?

SENSE: Mall, I have tied myself strictly to the
Crane mold of taking data.

MiAUHER (Sell Labs): When 1 first proposed I guess
about two years aao that you could separate the c yclic part
from the solstice part of the aeosynchronous orbit you could
use that as a first order a pproximation. Last year I think
1 pointed out that that was only a first order
eoproximation, and the reason is that aurina the solstice
aging you aet degradation products which then accelerate
the c:earadation in the cyclic mode.

For example, if you take a set of new cells and
cycle them to death you Get a certain cycle life that might
be predicted by the cycling equation up here. but if you
take those same cells and do a trickle char ge ag e for some
fraction of what their trickle charge life would be and then
put them on cycling you get an entirel y different dumber for
trio cycle life. It's much, much shorter because of these
accelerating factors, especially the corrosion on the
positive electrode that occurs due to the carbonate that's
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formed in the solstice age. The carbonate accelerates the
growth rate and so the cycle life becomes less.

SENSE= Yes.

vSAURER: And finally, 1 think if you plug in the
values for the COMSTAR satellites or the INTELSAT-IV
satellites where you have about 45 percent depth of
discharge and something like 15 degrees, your equations were
predictin g, 12 to 13 years of life ana the satellites in fact
failed before seven years.

SENSE= I emphasize the fact that I this is a first
approximation.And what I have done is 1 have developed an
equation which allows you to put whatever equations you
prefer to put in for either the cycle life or for the
trickle charge.

Now I agree -- I'm not surf, I think there's a
difference whether you fly it or whether you do it on the
around, and Just why there is a difference I don't know.

In trickle charge, of course, what happens is that
you do have shorting taking place because the standard free
energy of formation of cadmium hydroxide is only minus-.112.5
kilocalories per mole, whereas that for cadmium carbonate
is minus-150 kilocalories per mole. And therefore the
cadmium does wanC to leave the hydroxide and'oo and ,join up
with the carbonate. Of course you'll have growth because
the cadmium carbonate is insoluble in water, and so you do
have shorting of the cells takinq plsce.

KASTEN (Rockwell): I think one key thing_ that you
mentioned was your prediction was based on a C/200 trickle
charge rate and a less than five degrees C temp, and I think
that's a significant difference than the two satellite
programs you mentioned.

SENSE= Yes.

Well, the equations for the other two satellite
programs did not limit themselves to the kind of trickle
charge that you have. It turns out that C/2U0 is a fairly
low trickle charge. McDermott in his paper has considered
trickle charges much greater than thGt, and so there might
be some discrepancy there. I don't know.
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is that we can modify
of equation in the
the beginning of my

The point I do want to make
the equation and out a different kino
General equation which 1 developed at
talk.

FORD (Godoard)s I-'d like to ask you to comment on
statement you made earlier. If I understood it correctly,

you implied that cadmium migration wes associated with
trickle charge. 4Vas that what you seid earlier in your
presentation':

SENSE: Okay. This is kino of a tricky question.
Equation 3 in i= ioure 3 g ives the time-to-failure clue to
trickle charge. We ' note the overcharge rate is a factor
in the nee l ative exponent. !-fence, for large values of
F(t) we would want the trickle charge to be as small as
possible. In my presentation I stated that as a first
approximation oegradation cue to cycling is primarily the
result of thickening of the positive electrode, and that
cell degradation due to trickle charaing leads to increased
nylon degradation if the trickle-charge rate is sufficiently
hi gh such that the internal cell temperature is increased.
This leads to an increased rate of nylon degradation
resulting in the ,production of carbonate. this, in turn,
causes cadmium to go into solution and increases cadmium
riiaration leadina to shorts in the cell. However, if the
cell temperature is kept low enough in spite of higher
overchar ge rates the degradation of nylon,'and hence the
rate of carbonate production, would he low. The net result
vwouid be a low rate of cadmium m.ioration.

FOND : :'g all, I'm not sure I still understand. But
the implication I pot earlier was that trickle charge goes
produce c&urnium migration. And I pointed out to you several
years-aco there was a test run to lock at that where trickle
char g e was the dominant mode for about three years. and
c,admiurEr micre:tion did not show up as an important parameter
in terms of the cell degradation mechanism. And I think
that was about C/30 at room temperature.

(Be ll Labs) : Two more comments:

hack in^about 1970 or -*71 1 presented a paper here
that first proposed this nylon degradation mechanism, the
high temperature overcharce, the nylon dearadation products
migratina to the positive electrode, decornposina and taking

t:`,AUrcEF^
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away the oxygen evolution that woula normally have kept the
negative Oischarrea or at its constant stateof charge, and
ceveloped a set of equations which predicted this as a
function of temperature and the overcharge current. So if
you went to make a modification to your solstice aging
eauetion to take into account the trickle char ge current you
can refer back to that paper.

SENSE: I appreciate it. And I'd like to get
to gether with you afterwards and you can tell me just
exactly where I can find that. I'd eppreciate that.

MAURER s It's about the 1911 workshop.

The other comment is that this mechanism predicts
that the nylon degradation reaction continues to dominate
all the wey down to zero degrees or so, and that's not
true. The 15 kiloc;lorie or so activation energy that it
has is perfectly valid above room ter,pereture. but when you
drop below room temperature another—^echanism takes over and
gives you shorter lives than you would predict from the 15
kilocalorie lives, down around six tc eiaht'kilocalories.

JENSH: yes.

MAURY: And the Crane date reflects that.

SENSE; I'm not saying that the nylon degradation
is a dominant factor at all down near zero degrees.

As far as the activation energy of 15 kilocalories
is concerned, I'm well aware of the fact that you've worked
on that and 1 think the implication there is that you go
from 19.d kilocalories to 15 at around 26 degrees Celsius or
thereabouts. So there would be a slight change, yes.

KARGEfIUM (Hughes): ,What do you envision as the
source of carbonate at the.low temperatures? If you have
your solid at five degrees, what do you envision your source
of carbonate?

SENSE: Pell, there will always be some nylon
degradation doing on. And I think most of the time these
birds are flown of --- what) -- ten degrees C or thereabouts.

In other words, the generation of carbonate doesn't come to
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an abrupt halt; it just means that the kinetics are such
that they are very, very slow, and there is not really that
much carbonate generated.

Pm, not saying that there isn't any. I think it
will be small; it will be in very minute quantities. And,
of course, if it is present in very rrinute quantities then
of course you don't have much cadmium migration. And this
is the advantage of flying at very lea, temperatures, like
zero degrees.
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GALILEO BATTER

L. Marcoux

Hughes

today I had to make a choice between the two
papers I planned to present. Because I knew that the
nickel-cadmium community probably couldn't tolerate two
battery tirades from Marcoux in the same day, I electeo the
one that I think is probably going to be of most interest to
this group, and that is reporting on another episode in that
interplanetary soap opera that we call the Galileo probe
mission.	 .

We've been doing this for some four years end it
has been interesting because it's a brand-new technologv
which we're seeing, reallv stretched to its limits in terms
of mission time and performance requirements. The last year
has been-a fairly exciting one, as a matter of fact. We
began by celebrating the winter solstice with a major
vibration failure during the qualification sequence of the
second five modules that we had built.

Ne emphasize on that chart the word "recovery."
In a very short time we were able to analyze the problem and
come up with what appears to be a totally unbreakable cell
and battery now, and have been able to move on.

As part of the rubber mission nature of Galileo,
we had a series of mission changes which i.n turn generated
a change in what we felt was the best cell for the mission,
and also forced us to repeat our electrical simulation of
the 150-day coast and descent. We spoke about that to some
extent last year on two tests. This will be the fourth test
in that series, and it is interestin g because it is a real
time simulation of the electrical mission for the last 150
days.

(figure 20-1)

the history of vibration testing in Galileo is
spotty. You'll notice this chart indicates it'S a modern
history. There is also a Galileo vibration history testing
chart which is the ancient history, and that involved
something like three levels of embedded subcontractors. Not
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surprisingly, by the time the test was actually performed,
it was performed at something like three times the
qualification level, and obviously everything broke.

'Those modules were replaced. To'convince
ourselves there wasn't a problem we . cid some cell testin g . I
think 10 cells is auite a bit of cell testing. It turns out
it really wasn't enough.

We took our five prototype modules throu gh the
acceptance level test with no difficulty, as you can see.
We roared on through the sine sequence with no difficulties,
but when we reached the Y axis random, all'hell broke
loose and we,actually broke a cell, or it was clear that
a cell had opened and that it was going to be necessary
to tear the whole thing down and really see what the
problem was and start from scratch.

In so doing we—I , shouldn't say "we," Honeywell.
This work was performed by Honeywell. The design is their
work. I'm talking about it today because what we're talking
about is more mission-oriented rather than cell technology-
oriented.

But Ioneywell, in the course of the module
dissection, discovered that their module design was all
ricaht but they thought they could make it a lot better. 5o
we also took advanta ge of this chance to redesign, also to
redesign the module. 'Vie came up with I think what is a
vastly superior module design to the one we were operating
with.

We then carried cells through heavy overvibration
and passed the module through stanaard qual. vibration and
passed.

(Figure 20-2)

place that' the failure
t the dotted line. It turns
out on the wings on the
because prior to this test
cells in the same vibration

Not surprisingly, the
occurred was on the anode tab a
out that we were apparently way
distribution when that happened
we had probably tested 30 or 40
regime and not
encountered a failure.
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What it appears is if that operator crimps that
tab just a little bit when they insert it in the cell, which
happens now and then, you introduce a stress point and in
vibration of the Y axis, which is the Iong axis of the cell,
you will encounter failure. That's exactly what happened.

(Figure 20-3)

To understand which cell it was, it was Cell
Number 5, which is in the middle of the module. Of course
we are seeing a greater amplification factor there. That's
not an excuse because the vibration levels we're testing to
are those calculated for the bracket input to the modules.
So indeed, the levels that it saw in the tests are the same
levels that it would see in a mission.

The cross-section of the module that we were using
at that time is fairly interesting. You can see it's
extremely complex. The major features are, the cells fit in
on E. series of offsets: those offsets are necessary to
permit the cell vents to operate in the event of a short
circuit.

You can see the next layer above, a rubber pad.
And the offset is epoxy foam and then finally a hard potting
material cast on top.

Our dissection of the module wasn't conclusive
that the cells had been mobile, but there was some
indication that the cells were sliohtly mobile in that
confi guration. We decided we would be much happier with a
fully rigid configuration, so we changed the module design
and beefed up that cell tab.

(Figure 20-4)

As you can see, we went from .2 .inch to tab to .6
inch, and from a 3-mil nickel strip to a 5-mil nickel
strip. The increase in width you see allowed us to get a
little bit of radiusing in it, which gave us some additional
strength.

Vie also anticipated the next failure mode, which
would be , the tearing away of the tab from the nickel, and we
included in the new design a nickel grid. he wanted to do
that anyway. There are certain advantages to that from the
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Standpoint of capacity because one of the modules-- The
battery consists of three batteries. Two modules are
dedicated to the final 48 minutes of the mission. One
module has to operate a timer at a feirly low pulse current
for 150 days prior to the actual entry.

The coast timer module is badly depleted by the
time it enters the Jovian environment. If we didn-t have
the grid we wouldn't be able to take advantage of all of its
capacity because we would have used up enough lithium that
we'd have a lithium lacework anode.

Consequently, that was something we wanted to do
anyway and something we felt also strengthened the cell.

(Figure 20-5)

The module change that Honeywell recommended was a.,	 Y
vast simplification of the existing desicn. l Vg e didn^t
change the case configuration or anything like that.but we
changed the pottin g, arrangement.

The clever thing that they did was they eliminated
all of the small offset pieces that required bonding to the
module case and opted instead to cast a 13-cell block.

Now that line halfway up indicates the level to
which the cells are potted. That cell block is then dropped
Into the module case. The electrical connections to the
flexible printed circuit board can then be made with
captured cells instead of cells that are sitting up wobbling
on these offsets, so it gave us a great deal more control in
the fabrication of the modules.

Under ordinary circumstances that wouldn"t be too
terribly important because in a conventional battery you-'ll
perhaps build six packs, nine packs, something like that.
but because this is a primary we have to build something
like a hundred modules to see us through systems tests and
411 those other test sequences.

5o we need a degree of confidence in our
fabricability here, and this change allowed us to accomplish
that. I think you can probably see it much 'more rapidly in
these pictures.
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(Slide. Not available)

This is a photograph of the mold that-'s used to
form the cell block.

(Slide. Not available)

Here is a picture of the cell block, indicating
what it looks like before it's dropped into the module. You
can see the vent areas are open, allowing the cells to vent.

(Slide. Not available)

lq e can then.drop the module block into the case
itself, bring the flexible PC boards.over, do a final
potting with the same rigid die-cast material, and then
button the module up and it's finished.

We've built five of those modules now.. In fact,
we're embarking on a build of some 40 or 50 of them, but
we-'ve completed five and carried-them through the
qualification level vibration with no difficulties
whatsoever.

(Fiqure 20-6)

We have also taken one module and carried it
through the entry deceleration loading which in this
particular mission is appreciable. The qualification level
is ramped up to 425g-'s and then backed off and sustained at
3OOo's for something like two or three minutes, so it's a
fairly stiff ' environment as a matter of fact.

We also felt that we needed to define, at least on
the cell level, the level at which failure occurred, so we
went into severe overvibration. That's one five-cell group
we carried through 12 G(RIMS) for 40 minutes which is ten
times the qualification time period.

On the same cell group we then moved on up to 18
G(RMS), and finally to 27 G(RAS), and at no time in those
120 minutes did we encounter any open circuit anomolies or
anything like that. The cells are virtually unbreakable.

We repeated at the 27 G.(RIAS) ;ust to give us
another de gree of confidence.
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So based on those results ve think the vibration
failure is behind us. We also think that anyone using
lithium-S02 cells in the aerospace ervircnment has probably
learned somethin g because shortly after our difficulties_,
problems were encounted with the bEttery for the
instrumented test vehicle and the same fixes were used and
are apparently going to be equally effective.

(Figure 20-7)

The most excitin g, thine thGt hrppened was the
decision early in the year not to have the probe carried on
its own indiviaual spacecraft brit, rEther, to return it as
the original configuration, add it to the orbiter that was
being built by JPL, and the ramifications of that ch^anne
from a dual launch to a single launch were a.s follows:

The launch was delayed from '84 to '85;

The coast period which had been dropped back to
100 days, which had qi ven c g s a greet --seal of confidence and
a great deal of extra capacity -- I chink vou' It remenber me
standing here with a silly grin on my fare'last year because
we'd done electrical simulations and shown vie h ,ad something
like 30 9 35, 40 minutes of margin in our design. That stole
all of that away from us. 	 '

Finally, the interface temperature between the
orbiter and the probe was some 20 de grees higher than
originally anticipated for the probe/probe,carrier
configuration, and now all of a suddEn this corrosion
business, which I'd always been able to laugh off and say
Aha, we're flying at zero de grees C., we don't have a
problem, is not yet a problem but it's moving us into a
dangerously iffy region.

Yq e fly now somewhere betve(n 20 and 25 C. and we
have to do that for a period of from three to five years.
Our trajectory is still slightly uncertain, so .we're
starting to worry more about corrosion, shelf-life-type
effects than we had In the past.

(Figure 20-8)

We had, very wisely I think, a year and a half ago
built 400 cells which we called the alternate cells, which
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were a compromise between Sam Levy's state-of-the-art cells
and what we thought we could conservEtively incorporate into
a spacecraft battery and not raise too many eyebrows at
NASA/Ames.

You can see the top line indicates our original
baseline cell which was 1973 state-of-the-art lithium-S02
technolo gy. Sandia, and Sandia in conjunction with
Honeywell, and Mallory carried out several studies on
increasing shelf life and increasin g low rate performance,
and the upshot of that were several component chances.

As well as those component changes, people aot
much smarter a lbout how to assemble cells, and there 1,iere
many process changes. So our present cell that w, ")n l i-ve
is the cell we'11 fly, in that. final cell you can Sir' t`ir^
major changes in terms of com ponents are:

INe have now added an anode arid which we think is
extremely important;

Ne have chanced from the class seal company blue
glass, which has some number that is onl,y used during formal
occasions, and I don-'t think this is formal enou gh to drag
it out, to the Fusite 106 which is a much more
thermodynamically stable glass.

Finally, we-*ve changed the electrolyte
concentration. We reduced the lithium bromide concentration
and that has serious ramifications in terms of shelf life.
So I'd like to talk in a little more detail about thEv r:lass
seal change, and about the electrolyte change.

(Fiaure 20-9)

The cell degradation hes rally two sorts of
effects. One is the alass seal effect and the other is the
combination of those last three shown on the chart, namely
electrolyte degradation generates prcducts that undoubtedly
facilitate tantalum corrosion and also facilitate
self-discharge. So if we cover the gross seal we cover the
electrolyte change, and I think lt:e-'vE co y,-erect the ma for
shelf life effects.

(Fiaure 20-10)
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I think the conference was the first place this
business was openly discussed. Chuck Bennett from GE
started talking about glass seal corrosion and everyone
became concerned with it.

That's a horror picture of what a corroded old
blue glass seal looks like. The only reason I keep that
around is when interest starts to wane on funding for
corrosion testing, I brine that picture out and NASA becomes
much more interested in corrosion testing.

(Fi gure 20 -11)

The probable cause of that, Sam Levy feels. and I
think most of the community agrees wJth him, is an
underpotential deposition of lithium, on the g lass that leads
to reactions with the class to either cause the class to
chance volume and deteriorate hacausE it's in,compression or
form a conductive film across the surface of the glass, so
we either have self-discharge or rupture. In either case,
neither is too desirable.

There are three approaches to solvin g, this. The
first would have been to use a polymeric coating, and that
was a popular approach.two or three years ago. In'the
Galileo program that approach was re ,iected because we felt
coming 'up with material compatibility- for four to five years
usinq polymers was going to be something that we'd have to
co too much real time testing to get meaningful results.

41e felt a more straightfdrvard approach was a
band-aid approach that used a mechanical coverup. In the
past year's testing we found out that the band-aid was not
that effective and as a matter of fact, we would be better
off using a more thermodynamically stable class.

(figure 20-12)

The configuration that you've probabl y seen in
connection with the Galileo program is that configuration in
which the tantalum pin is surrounded by a polypropylene
washer and then a tantalum washer is forced down on top of
that. It's not truly a hermetic seal. In fact, you can
measure glass seal degradation by the amount of hydrogen
evolved by a standard seal sample saying, you know, whatever
happens, a reductant is formed and the amount of that
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reductant reflects the extent of corrosion. And if you do
that you get a fairly interesting result.

(Figure 20 -13)

You can see the top line indicates the volume of
hydrogen evolved versus storage time, at a very high
temperature, by the way.

You can s-ee the second line reflects the results
that you obtained with the tantalum washer coverup, and you
can see that initially the tantalum precludes the
electrolyte solution from coming into contact with the
glass. But ultimately it is not a hermetic seal; it leaks.

Once sufficient material hes leaked in, the
decomposition rate is essentially the same as that of the
unprotected glass. And every cell that we opened up in the
course of this work that was more then six months old and
had this glass coverup had aecomposition products on the
surface of the glass.

You can see the more thermodynamically stable
glass had much,much better performance even at th p t elevated
temperature. And it is based on those results that we
elected to change to Fusite 108.

(Figure 20-14)

The lithium bromide concentration question is an
interesting one. Early cells, when placed on high
temperature storage, would initially indicate an increase in
open circuit voltage from 3, up to.3.5, 3.6, and ultimately
then they would open circuit.

Fairly clearly what-*s happenin g., based on two or
three other sources of evidence, is that S02 is reacting
with the bromide forming bromine. The bromine is attacking
the tantalum weld. This is work that Sam Levy has presented
here and other places that I think has borne out
experimentally pretty clearly and pretty carefully that
that-I s the case.

Furthermore, that bromine can also increase the
self-discharge rate by reacting with lithium. What you see
then is at 3.5, 3.6 open circuit voltage. is tt)e
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lithium-bromine couple. When the corrosion finally
completes, the cell opens up and you see that behavior.

(Figure 20-15)

If you compare three different lithium-bromide
concentrations, the results are fairly interestinc. If you
look at a ratio of 2.5, which is an extremely nigh ratio,
you can see that the open circuit voltage increases very
rapidly, and then the cell opens i , n something like 25 or 30
days.

The .8 percent lithium-bromide was the baseline
Galileo electrolyte concentration. You can see there was a
touch of a chemical reaction early but obviously that was
,just a trace-impurity sort of thin g . And then ultimately at
150 days the reaction takes off.

Finally, you can see in the case of the 6.4 as
you'll note the error on the chart, the 6.4 percent
lithium-bromide. The open circuit vcltace is essentially
invariant even at prolonged times Pt rather high
temperatures.

(Figure 20-16)

You can see the same effect on capacity. There's
the 8 percent capacity dropping off, a gain at 160 degrees
F., whereas at 6.4 percent capacity, the decline is much
less rapid.

So based on those cell char ges we thought it was
necessary to repeat our simulated battery tests.

The simulated battery test doesn't use battery
modules; it uses 13-cell groups taped together, wired
exactly as they would be in the battery with the protective
diodes and all of that, and configured and loaded as you
would with the battery.

We've done several of these tests. The mission has
changed. We've also gotten progressively cleverer, ano our
last test is probably the best simulation that we've carried
out of the 150-day coast timer load.

(Figure 20 -17)
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VNe were
state. It's a pu
artificial pulse.
breadboard of the
the 150 days with
instrumentation.

originally simulating simply a steady
lse load. We ultimately went to an

In our last test vie actually built up a
coast timer and carried out the test for
a breadboard simulatin g the flight

Vie also have grown increasingly wiser about what
the load of our G-switch bus is, and whet that amounts to is
that the reduncancy to the coast timer is an inertial switch
and that inertial switch requires some 28 microamps at
Its bus during the 150 days of coast. So that's an
additional parasitic load that czoes cn the two descent
modules because earlier testing indicated that microamp level
loads didn't introduce any problem in terms of high rate
capacity later on in the mission.

5o you can See we have matured in oiar testing.

We have also had to go back to 150 days because
that is once again our mission.

(Figure 20-18)

1he results that we got are quite encouraging.
This is the voltage time curve for the simulated battery
test. Those initial events are some conditioning pulses
that we use. uie found it necessary to drop the battery
across heater resistors for somethinc like ten seconds in
oraer to remove the passivation layer. That will permit us
then the rate capability for the very critical relay events
early in the mission.

You can see then there's some pre-entry science
for something like seven hours. A little bit of more
intense science begins 'lust before entry, and then when you
see it drop down at entry, that's the transmitter turning on
and it's drawing something like a 9-amp load from the
battery and that emounts to 3-1/2 to 4 amps from the two
dedicated descent modules, and whatever the other module can
provide, which it turns out in this last test was
appreciable.

The blips, their voltacxe is critical. Those are
pyrotechnic events.
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The specified mission from the entry point of
0.1-bar pressure is 48 minutes past that point that's
inaicated there at E plus 51 on the chart. And you can see
our final cutoff voltage is that voltage at which the
transmitter no longer functions, 2 -1 volts, and you can see
that happens at E plus 66 minutes.

(Figure 20-19)
Vie are contractually required to provide no more than 90
percent depth of dischar ge at end of mission, and this is
difficult to calculate because our current profile is
erratic and our temperature profile roes from zero to 60
degrees in the course of the 48 minutes.

I think the best definition of depth of discharne
is really the capacity that is reauired divided b y the
capacity that you observe at the cutoff voltarle of 27 volts,
and if you do the calculation that wey you'll see were well
under that 90 percent depth of disharge and have quite a bit
of encouragement that we have a significant m=3r9in.

(Figure 20-20)

You can also look at that margin in terms of time,
and you can see in our most recent tESts that margin is 14.3
minutes. The reason we compare it with Test Number 1 is
two-fold. Test Number 1 is a comparable test because it was
performed with a 150-day coast. It riso allows us to sit
back and see how clever we were in changing our cell design
because those ten minutes of additional margin are clearly
due entirely to the chan ges in cell cesign that' we carried
out. And you can see our present position is that we're
back to the sorts of marain we were talking about last year,
which is very pleasant.

(Figure '20-21)

The voltage performance for those pulses isn't too
terribly exciting. We have a 16-volt requirement. You can
see throuohout the 48 minutes we were well above the 16
volts.

So the situation now is our only real concern is
life testing. We are about to embark on a major life test
matrix, some 600 cells and seven years with five
temperatures. And I think with that done we'll be able to
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proceed with the sort of confidence that you want to when
you know that this battery is the sole power suppiv for the
entire scientific package.

In closing I think we should point out that this
afternoon we're goin g to hear the Sixth Annual Report on
Viking. I don't think Viking really has a chance in terms
of Annual Reports because our earliest possible planetary
encounter is 1988 8 so I think you should bear with us and be
assured that this isn O t the last vou O re going to hear about
the Galileo battery.
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REVISED MODULE DESIGN	 Q^'rotkl
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Figure 20-5	 CELL VIBRATION TEST RESULTS

LOT 2 CELLS

• Y-AXIS RANDOM SPECTRUM, 5-CELL FIXTURE

• ALL SURVIVED 12 G(RMS) FOR 40 MIN

• TWO CELLS FAILED (20.55 MIN AND 33.4 MIN) AT 18 G (RMS)

REINFORCED ANODE CELLS

• ONE 5-CELL GROUP CARRIED THROUGH SUCCESSIVE 40 MIN EXPOSURES

• 12 G (RMS) - NO FAILURES

• 18 G (RMS) - NO FAILURES

• 27 G (RMS) - NO FAILURES

• CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF OCV NOT POSSIBLE AT 27 G (RMS)

• FIVE PREVIOUSLY UNVIBRATED CELLS EXPOSED TO 3 SUCCESSIVE 4 MINUTE
27 G (RMS) SEQUENCES— NO FAILURES

• POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION REVEALED ONE CELL FROM SUCCESSIVE
VIBRATION GROUP HAD EXPERIENCED PERIODIC SHORTING — NO OTHER
ADVERSE EFFECTS NOTED

Figure 20-6
..................

1981 MISSION CHANGES	 !HUGHES:

• PROBE RETURNED TO ORBITER

• LAUNCH DELAYED FROM 1984 UNTIL 1985

• COAST PERIOD EXTENDED FROM 100 TO 150 DAYS

• VEHICLE TEMPERATURE INCREASED FROM O°C TO^-20°C

Figure 20-7
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b-21I L-11uAULEO Li/S02 CELL EVOLUTION

CATHODE ANODE FEEDTHRU ELECTROLYTE
DESIGNATION DRYING TA WELD GRID TAB, IN, GLASS COVERUP PROCESS CONC N RAT) N%

LOT1 NO AIR NO 0.2 BLUE YES METAL 8
NO PREMIX

LOT2 NO AIR NO 0.2 BLUE YES METAL 8
NO PREMIX

(OLD BASELINE)
SERIES YES INERT GAS NO 0.2 BLUE YES METAL 8
(NEVER BUILT) NO PREMIX

SERIES IA YES INERT GAS YES 0.6 BLUE YES METAL 8
(PREPROTOTYPE NO PREMIX
MODULE)

SERIES II YES INERT GAS YES 0.2 FUSITE 108 NO GLASS 64
(400 ALTERNATE PREMIX
CELLS)

I

(NEW BASELINE)
SERIES IIA YES INERT GAS YES 0.6	 FUSITE 108 NO GLASS 6.41

PREMIX

Figure 20-8

Li/SO	 CELL DEGRADATION DURING STORAGE2 3l-otc
RELEVANCE TO GALILEO MISSION

• ALTHOUGH DEGRADATIVE EFFECTS MOST NOTICEABLE AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES,
THEY UNDOUBTEDLY TAKE PLACE AT LOWER TEMPERATURES AS WELL

• DATA BEING DEVELOPED WHICH INDICATES THAT BELOW 25 0C THESE EFFECTS
WOULD NOT BE MISSION LIMITING

Figure 20-9 	
• APPROACH HAS BEEN TO UTILIZE HIGH TEMPERATURE ACCELERATED TESTING TO

ESTABLISH MOST STABLE COMPONENTS

• SOURCES OF CELL DEGRADATION:

• GLASS SEAL DEGRADATION

• ELECTROLYTE DEGRADATION

• TaCORROSION

• SELF-DISCHARGE CAPACITY LOSSES

?a^il^o
GLASS SEAL DEGRADATION	 ^^ratti

EI

,^	

I

15X APPEARANCE OF SEAL DEGRADED AT 160O F (71.10C)

Figure 20-10
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Figure 20-13

E19:GLASS SEAL DEGRADATION 

PROBABLE CAUSE

• UNDERPOTENTIAL DEPOSITION OF Li METAL AT GLASS/METAL/ELECTROLYTE
INTERFACE, FOLLOWED BY LI METAL REACTION WITH GLASS

EFFECTS

• CONDUCTIVE FILM GROWS ACROSS SEAL FROM OUTSIDE TO INSIDE, LEADING
TO SELF-DISCHARGE PATHWAY

• Li REACTIONS WITH GLASS WEAKEN COMPRESSION SEAL, LEADING TO RUPTURE

REMEDIES

• POLYMERIC COATING OF GLASS+ REJECTED FOR GALILEO

• MECHANICAL COVER-UP— INITIALLY USED FOR GALILEO

• MORE THERMODYNAMICALLY STABLE GLASS— PRESENTLY USED FOR GALILEO

Figure 20-11	 ckmftfti^
GLASS SEAL COVER-UP	 Z`ro^k

HEADER W/GLASS SEAL 	
SEAL GLASS

POLYPROPYLENE WASHER	 T•WASHER

EFFECTIVENESS 	 To PIN

• INITIALLY REDUCED SEAL DEGRADATION

• MOST DISASSEMBLED CELLS REVEALED ELECTROLYTE PENETRATION
TO SEAL

• AFTER PENETRATION, DEGRADATION APPARENTLY SAME AS FOR
UNPROTECTED SEAL

REMEDY

• USE MORE STABLE GLASS (FUSITE 108)

Figure 20-12

GLASS SEAL DEGRADATION ELECTROLYTE STABILITY AND TA CORROSION	 31v^k
COMPARISON OF APPROACHES

OBSERVATION — OCV
M4̂	

• BEGINS TO INCREASE WITH STORAGE

8
	 • ULTIMATELY FALLS TO ZERO

PROBABLE CAUSE

• INITIAL REACTION BETWEEN S02 AND Or-, GENERATING Br2
• OCV CHARACTERISTIC OF 1.11% CELL

• ELECTROLYTE DEGRADATION AND CAPACITY LOSS DUE TO SELF-DISCHARGE

• CORROSION OF Ta WELDS WHICH LEADS TO WELD FAILURE

• REDUCED CAPACITY DUE TO INCREASED CONTACT RESISTANCE

REMEDY

• REDUCE LiBr CONCENTRATION

• REVISE ELECTROLYTE PROCESSING TO AVOID OVERCONCENTRATIONS
OF S02 WITH LiBr

Figure 20-14
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CAPACITY RETENTION
VS ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION
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> 3.30	 ELECTROLYTE
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Figure 20-15
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SIMULATED BATTERY TESTS 	 e11G
Zl,,^r	 20

TEST SUMMARY

to

	

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120

Figure 20- 17 	
SIMULATED BATTERY TEST NO. 4

VOLTAGE PROFILE	 HUGHES

MAIN BUS	 ....».........:

AIR	 0.35A	 192A	 16.33A	 ^-LOADS

^=Ou

40	 8 e e	 PYRO PULSES
—^

27.0	 1 2 3 4 { ! 7 f f 10 11	 P`C EOM
0.1 BAR • 4t MIN

35

30	 --- —	 31V

1
.27 V

26	 II

I

(	 w
20

. EMI EJN	 E•2N	 !	 E-IOM	 Et30M ENOM MOM ENpM E470101
1_	 l	 ' MISSION TIME
(-
SCALE)

Figure 20-18

COAST PERIOD LOADSIMULATION PYRO DESCENT PROCEDURAL
TEST FIRST PULSE CAPACITY ,CAPACITY

DURATION GSI'/ITCHNO, RELAY T.DATT/ TOTAL CELL BUDGET, BUDGET,
DAYS COAST TIMER BUS-A n NMS,A CELLS TYPE A.HR A.NR

STEADY STATE LOT
1 160 ONLY 0 138 73514.2 39 1 15.171 16391

(RESISTIVE)

STEADY STATE

2 100
PULSE

2 19 7.33143 38 LOT 14300 13.76
(RESISTIVE) I

STEADY STATE

3 100 PULSE 2 59 736143 39 LOT 14.500 13.70
(RESISTIVE) I

4 150 COASTTIMER 28 73 8,312.5 39 ALTER- 16,370 15.87
BREAD60ARO NATE
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SIMULATED BATTERY TEST NO.4 	 °"""""""
CAPACITIES	

'HUGHES

CAPACITY, A•HR
AT AT

MODULE NO. 0.1 BAR + 48 MIN 27.0 V

1 6.80 8.87

2 5.86 7.03

3 8.14 8468

TOTAL 19.80 22.88

DEPTH OF DISCHARGE . REQUIRED CAPACITY „ 19.00 n.2u
CUTOFF CAPACITY	 22.88

Figure 20-19

SIMULATED BATTERY TEST	 •••-°•••••

N0. 1 AND 4 COMPARED
	 :HUGHES:

TEST NO.
BATTERY

CAPACITY, A•HR
TIME TO .

CUTOFF, MIN
MISSION

MARGIN, MIN

1 21.33 55.3 4.0

4 22.66 69.0 14.3

Figure 20-20

SIMULATED BATTERY TEST NO.4 	 ••• ......••••.
PULSE RESPONSE	 'HUGHES

PULSE
NO. PULSE AMP, A

PYRO
BUS REn, V

MEASURED
PULSE MIN, V

1 6.3 16.0 18.7
2 6.3 16.0 17.3
3 6.3 16.0 17.6
4 6.3 16.0 17.9
5 2.5 16.0 18.8
6 2.5 16.0 18.5
7 2.5 16.0 18.3
8 2.5 16.0 18.2
9 2.5 16.0 18.0

10 4.5 - 17.3
11 2.5 16.0 17.6

Figure 20-21
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AN IMPROVED EQUATION FOR DISCHARGE VOLTAGE

P. McDermott

Coppin State

Let me give you a . litt.le background information.

About four years ago we hao tried to develop some
fit equations for discharge curves in orcier to proviae some
parameters for the Crane accelerated test regression
equation. file had initially tried a sort of standard fourth
and fifth degree polynomial fit, and we got very good fits
with the voltage data. but when we took those parameters
and tried to put them into the large regression equation
which was being developed for the Crone data t we could not
oet real'high correlations.

So a colleague of mine, Dr. Edward Sommerfeldt,
about four years ago began.to develop other equations which
mi ght represent more the physical and' the chemical nature of
the battery, and therefore tryto map the coefficients, the
fifth coefficients better with the degradation of the cell.
Yee were looking for coefficients which would he correlateH
either linearly or non linearly somehow with c y cles to
failure so that we could net n prediction out of it. In
other words, we'd look at the voltage discharge curves and
we would try to predict how long the cell would last.

This equation that we developed was a
double-exponential tvpe enuation which 1-* 11 show you today.

More recently I-I ve tried to refine that and to get
a better equation, because that equation didn**t fit certain
volta ge curves as well as I would like. So I O ve none back
to — I sort of dropped the proiect for a couple of years
and now I'rn back on to it, both for using this for
predicting failure but also to use it for a larr;er model, a
larger power systems model so that the battery equation
would be one of other equations to model the whole power
system.

And the utility of it I think is clear, that if
you can get an equation to define voltage that is
temperature-dependent, rate-dependent, DOD-dependent ana so
on, you can then use it in an operational sense if you are
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going to change the current on a battery and you wanted to
find out what the voltage was going to look like after the
current chanced, or if you're in a spacecraft and you had a
temperature change and you wanted to sort of map that it
would give you a good way of dcin g that without having to
load a large table of voltage versus temperature values into
a computer.

(Figure 21-1)

Let me start out by showinc the equations that we
have worked on.

The first is the previous version which shows a
rouble exponential function. This term is a decreasing,
exponential term which takes care of the first drop in the
voltage, the initial drop before it flattens out. This term
is really sort of the terminal dr000ff of the volta ge. You
can see as X in this equation, X is rmp-hours or char g e out
during the discharge. That is surposed to be an X/F or X-1
to be really the capacity of the cell. As X a pproaches X-1,
this term becomes very lame. And since it's a negative
term then the voltage value drops ofi rather quickly.

taut this didn't fit all situations as well as I
would like. So I developed really in an empirical sense
new term for this middle term in herE. The third term
remained the same and the first was 'ust a constant. And
this tern had a B/C—X where C now is a capacity terra. That
is as X, which is amp —hours out, approaches the capacity of
the cell, then the denominator beginF to increase rapidly.
And since that's a negativE: term then it drops the voltage
off.

So the non-linear regression that we're goin g to
co today is with this five parameter fit e quation. Ana 1
mi ght add that after I found this equation I found that
Shepherd at NRL had a similar equation I think published in
'65 where in his coefficients up here, B had a current term
in it and F up here also had a capacity term.

but what I was doina was, E:lthough this I think
maps the physics and the chemistry of the cell better than
this equation, I have not attributed at this ooint any
variable-like temperature or charge er current to any of
these coefficients. But what I'll attem pt to do once I have
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fit a number of voltage curves is to then take A, B, C, D
and E and try to correlate those with environmental factors
such as temperature, depth of discharge, rates of discharge,
and so on.

(Fi gure 21-2)

This is the fit of a curve, just to indicate what
that parameter C does. By the way, these cells are 12
ampere-hour GE cells which are being tested out at JPL, and
I think Iry Schulman has talked abort these or will talk
about these during the conference.

The dropoff here shows a dr000ff down to between
six and eight ampere-hours. Now this is a 12 ampere-hour
cell, but it has in a sense memorized a falloff to the 50
percent DUD level. So 50 percent DUD; would he six
ampere-hours nominal. So this is tendin g to drop off a
little after six.

The C factor, which is what I'm callin g the
capacity factor, turns out to be 7.1 here, which is rairly
reasonable since cells after cyclin g for many thousands of
hours -- this is 3200 cycles -- tend to crop off even before
their nominal capacity.

(Figure 21-3)

Now this shows a fit at 1000 cycles. ,Vhat I'm
goin g to show you is fits at 1000 cycles and 2000 cycles and
3200 cycles to show you the progression or the change in
characteristics of the curve and then the change of the fit
Parameters with those changes.

This, of course, is the voltage curve in here.
This dotted line corresponds to the curve if you only had A,
L and C of my fit equations. Let me out those on the other
vucraph because I'm going to be referrin g to them throughout
the tolk.

In other µrords, after the fit if you had only
plotted A, d and C and left off the BE/-EX term, you ,^,ould
det the dotted line. And so the DE exponential term would
correspond to just this nrera up here. And the ABC would
correspond to all this area under here.
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(Indicatinc.)

The D coefficient is essentially this distance in
here at X equals zero.

So this is the 1000 cycles 20 degrees Centiqrade.

(Figure 21-4)

Here-'s one at 30 decrees Centiorade; a little more
curvature here, a rounding off towarc the hi gher state of
charge -- or state of discharge.

(Figure 21-5)

And here is 40 degrees; C little more curvature
out here. Now to fit the equation it. helps to have a little
bit of curvature down in this area to incicate that we are
starting to arop off, because that C coefficient is fairly
much dependent on this curvature ri ght in that region.

(figure 21-6)

Here is 1000 cycles later at 2000 cycles. We
can see a little more dropoff here than we had at the
previous 20-degree slide.

(Figure 21-7)

As we g et higher temperatures we have higher
dropoff, and finally at 40 decrees a pretty severe dropoff.

(Fi gure 21-8)

Also this tends to flatten out a little bit as you
pet this severe dropoff toward the upper region.

(Figure 21-9)

I would like to now show a table of the
coefficients versus different temperatures and -different
cycles. These are all. 50 percent DOI) cells. So we have
three temperature levels, 20, 30, 40. at different cycles,
100, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 3200. Hare are the fit
parameters, A, b, C, D and E.
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Now we notice some general trends here, that as
you increase the cycles, A tends to orop.a little bit; not
much, the 1.4, 1.5 region down to 1.2. 1ou see Pm trying
to aet some sort of a feel for how the coefficients are
chargina as the cell is cearadina.

Now 3 is probably the most unstable of the
coefficients. You-*ll notice it starts .113 here. All the
way down the - page it seems to have a hiah variability
although it's tendino to drop rather rapidly;'.26, .06, and
so on.

C, which corresponds to whEt we-re talking about,
the cepadity of the cell, starts out at 100 cycles being
pretty close to -- except for this one --- being pretty close
to the nominal capacity of the cell, and then drops.

Now 1 think what's happenina here is that as time
roes on the cell isn't losing that much capacity, but you
are starting to lose that apparent capacity as the cell
"memorizes" in the 50 percent DOD. In other words, it's
tencinc_ to tail off as it hits 6 ampere —hours, which would
be the end of dischni"cie.

D is f1irly stable throuohcut. In other words,
throughout temperature and cycles it renains around .1, .12.

Now E. which is really the curvature of the early
part of the cell, stays somewhere around 1.

(Figure 21-10)

I did a correlation, but urfortunatel y I don't
have one on the slide. A student did this and handed it to
me this mornin g , so I wasn-*t able to pet a slide made of
it. but it shows that there is some correlation in the
coefficients with cycles. For example, A correlated to
cycles is .7, actuall y -.7. C is .7; U elso. Arad E is .5,
which is not a real hi gh correlation.

In terms of other, however, correlations within
the coefficients there are some very high correlations. For
example, A correlated a g ainst C is .99, eno B correlated
ag ainst C is also .99.

5o I think what this indicates is that if there
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are internal correlations within the coefficients themselves
we may be able to lower the number of fit parameters which
would help in terms of the fit itself. That is, if A is
very highly correlated with one of the other parameters we
coulc eliminate A and then incorporate that into the other
parameter.

(Figure 21-11)

Now the question arose as to whether we could fit
not 50 percent DOD discharg es, but 30 percent, 20 percent.
In other words, can we actually net & fit when you don-*t get
the rounding off of that last portion of the curve? Nhen
Shepherd did all of his work he needed complete total
discharges of the cell in order to fit his parameters. but
in an operational sense you want to be able to fit a curve.
If you're in low earth orbit and you've only got 25 percent
DOD, you want to be able to try to fit that curve. So I did
G study in which I took a curve which had a well rounded
knee and backed off. I dropped off cata points so that....

(Figures 21-12 ana 21-13)

This is a 1600 cycle cell ft 20 percent. Vie have
the well rounded knee down here. Anc what I'm going to do
is crop off data points, so that Pm essentially approaching
equivalently-less depth of discharge. So I-I m !going to try
to fit this curve which has just a slight rounding off
there.

(Figure 2114)

So this shows the effect of fit parameters of
varyin g the number of data points entering the regression.
This is 50 percent DOD, 20 percent, :20 and 40.

Parameter A tends to remain fairly stable. this
is as you get really effectively lower depth of discharge.
B, however, jumps around a bit. C increases here, not so
much down here at 40 degrees. C actually stays pretty much
the s2me. C in here rises a little kit.

(Indicating.)

You can understand that; as you ,*re losing sort of
a data point toward the end and have less roUndina off it's
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harder to define that area where C is dropping off. D again
is fairly stable throughout, 1.1 9 .12, .10.

So I think what it tells me, at least, is some of
the coefficients are fairly stable independent of depth of
discharge. So we might attempt to lock those in at that
level and then attempt the fit again'. the less variables
you have in the fit the more control you have over it.

(Figure 21-15)

Now I took one more iteration of this thin g . I
backed off two more points so that I had barely any
curvature. This is a computer printout so I have to explain
it a little bit. Parameter A are these values, every other
value. Parameter E here are the values with the little
triangles next to them. And 3C and D are shown listed.

Now notice the residuals over here for the various
iterations of the regression. 4Ne drop off rather rapidly;
by the third iteration or fourth we-re stabilizing out and
just dropping really very slightly. But notice there are
still some fairly large changes in some of the parameters.
C l for example, creeps from eight up to nine. Parameter D
stays fairly stable. B, however, is the renegade; that one
keeps moving quite a bit. It almost doubles here, and you
have very little chenge in the residuals out
there.

So in order to try to find a way of becoming
independent of the latter part of the curve and try to fit
just the beginning part where you O re initially dropping the
voltage off, I tried to devise another equation that would
be a good approximation, if not the same equation, and I
came up with the four-parameter fit.

Now this is only for fitting the beginnina part of
the curve, not the latter part of the curve, to get a good
estimate of DOD. If we can get a good estimate of DOD from
the initial points, then we can lock them in and rerun the
regression to get a better fit for A, B and C.

(Figure 21-16)

This underlying portion is fairly linear during
the early part. And so what we-*re acin g to be doing is
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fitting just a line equation, A-MX, Fgainst this declining
exponential, which is the DE:-EX. So the-four-parameter fit
is really -- you're fitting a line plus that initial dropoff
factor.

This is what the fit looks like. Now here we're
rettinq extremely close fits to the data points. You've
noticed on some of the previous curets they were g ood fits,
but the data points were missing a little bit on various
places.

Here we've pot an extremely close fit to the first
five points.

(F= igure 21-17)

When I do this at different temperatures parameter
a, which is the intercept really of zero, m is the slope of
the strai ght line and D and E are the parameters in the
equation, as always, we find a and m are fairl y stable --
This is 2000 cycles and 8000 cycles •- 1.3, 1.3, .02, .019b,
and so on.

I think we have some pretty good confidence
that the fit of D and F_. here is very close to what we want
for the final. value.

This is the point that we gy re Pt now in the
program. The next phase is to actually run through and get
a fit of D and E and then go lock thcs e in and fit A, b anu
C, and I think we'll hsve much higher correlations. The
ultimate end, of course, is to be able to final temperature
dependence, current dependence of these coefficients rind
then go back and have a generalized epuction which has
temp erature and de pth of discharge and current and be able
to preaict voltage versus cycles.

Thank you.
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EQUATIONS

Previous Version

DISCHARGE =	 A - BeC (xf-x ) + De-Ex

VOLTAGE

Five Parameter Fit (this study)

DISCHARGE =	 A	 - . B.., +	 De-Ex
VOLTAGE	 C-x

Four Parameter Fit (this study)

DISCHARGE =	 a	 - mx +	 De-Ex

VOLTAGE

Figure 21-1
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CABLE I

FIT PARAMETERS FOR 50% D00 CELLS AT

THREE TEMP LEVELS; CYCLES 100.x3200

D00 TEMP CYCLES A 6 C D E

50 20 100 1.406 1.393 12.150 .1071 1.745

50 30 100 1.446 1.957 13.133 10918 1.821

50 40 100 1.544 3.701 15.711 .0542 1,195

50 20 500 1.401 1.198 10.978 .1181 1.828

50 30 500 1.370 .8391 9.915 .0995 1.502

50 40 Soo 1.282 .1504 6.641 .1013 .156

50 20 1000 1.344 .5546 8.826 .1239 1.592

50 30 1000 1.317 .3611 8.079 .1113 1.221

50 40 1000 1.286 .2095 7.213 .1059 .769

50 20 1500 1.287 .1891 7.148 .1403, 1.188

50 30 1500 1.295 .1868 6.806 11159 11214

50 40 1500 1.269 .1341 6.826 .1168 .737

50 20 2000 1.302 .2627 7.445 .1328 1.252

50 30 2000 1.252, .0665 6.223 .1287 .760

50 40 2000 1	 1.260 .0931 1	 6.361 .1193 .726

50 20 3200 1.281 .1736 7.100 .1414 1.134

50 30 3200 1.263 .0931 6.388 .1313 .968
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Figure 21-8
Figure 21-9

TABLE Ia

CORRELATION MATRIX

Temp.	 Cycles	 A	 8	 C	 0	 E

1	 -.268	 .036	 .154	 .023	 -.593	 -.391	 Temp,

1	 -.709	 -.623	 -.712 .724 -.559 Cycles

1	 .971	 .992 -.790 .866 A

1.38
1	 .965 -.831 .749 8

1 -.770 .858 -C

Figure 21-10
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TABLE 2

EFFECT ON FIT PARAMETERS OF VARYING THE NUMBER
OF DATA POINTS ENTERING THE REGRESSION
(50% DOD; 20'C. 30%, 40'C; 1600 CYCLES)

TEMP NUMBER OF DATA 14 12 10
POINTS ENTERED POINTS POINTS

PARAMETER A 1.27 1.31 1.36
PARAMETER B .14 .33 .74

20'C PARAMETER C 6.90 7.84 9.48

PARAMETER D .14 .13 .12
PARAMETER E 1.06 1.35 1.59

PARAMETER A 1.28 1.26 1.31

PARAMETER B .14 .09 .37

30'C PARAMETER C 6.79 6.50 8.11

PARAMETER D .I1 .12 .10

PARAMETER E 1.05 .86 1.24

PARAMETER A 1.30 1.28
PARAMETER B .22 .16

40'C PARAMETER C 6.92 6.79

PARAMETER D .10 .11

PARAMETER E 1.09 .84

Figure 21-14
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TABLE 3

FIVE PARAMETER DISCHARGE VOLTAGE FIT
(Final 6 of 14 data points omitted)

20°C, 50% DOD
1600 Cycles

T P.ATION ESTIMATED PARAMETER VALUES .3 RES1 1A 8
PARAMETER A PARAMETER 8 PARAMETER C PARAMETER D

0 1.26000 .09000 6.30600 .12000
► .66000 .0013133

1 1.28524 .16345 7.08472 .13559
►1.12113 .0002760

2 1.29892 .24364 7.52828 +13420
►1.21836 .0001053

3 1.30906 .30644 7.£0184 .13190
01.2£748 .0000444

4 1.31656 .35581 8.01536 .13024
*1 338113 .0000321

5 1.32234 .39650 8.18804 .12903
►1.37553 .0000276

6 1.32697 .43089 0.33208 .12810
0-1	 40393 .0000232

7 1.33079 .46042 8.45214 .12735
►1.42653 .0000236

8 1.33401 .48612 8.35438 .12674
0-1.44504 .0000226

9 1.33677 .50870 8.64238 .12623
►1.46053 .0000219

18 1.33915 .52870 8.71948 .12580
0.1	 47372 .0000213

11 1.34124 .54654 8.78710 .12544
►1.18307 .0000209

12 1.34308 .56255 8.84701 +12512
P-1	 49499 .0000206

13 1.34471 .57697 8.90041 .12484
►1.50363 .0000203

14 1.33164 .63899 9.13021 .12363
1-1	 3793 .0000203

15 1.35834 .70562 9.36681 .12250
0.1.57214 .0000199

16 1.36128 .73435 9.45217 .12223
0,1.5:614 .0000192

17 1.36209 .74278 9.47901 .12213
►1.59047 .0006191

► PARAMETER E

Figure 21-15
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(Includes only the 5 Initial data points)

Figure. 21-16

TABLE 4

FOUR PARAMETER FIT OF VOLTAGE DISCHARGE
CURVES AT 2000 and 3200 CYCLES (50% DOD)

TEMP TIME ON TEST 2000 3200
CYCLES CYCLES

PARAMETER a 1.310 1.310
PARAMETER m .0215 .0226

20°C PARAMETER D .0936 .0994
PARAMETER E 1.990 2.239

PARAMETER a 1.306 1.300

30 6C
PARAMETER m
PARAMETER D

.0206

.0787
.0198
.0852

PARAMETER E 1.883 1.732

PARAMETER a 1.282 1.293
PARAMETER m .0134 .0154

40°C PARAMETER D .0850 .0836
PARAMETER E 1.025 1.334

Figure 21-17
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NiCd CELL REVERSALS DURING RECONDITIONING

W. Hwang

Aerospace Corp.

I'd like to describe to you today the results of
some ground tests that we've been doing where we have had 15
reconditioning cycles on a battery. Some of you have heard
partial results from this at the last IECEC. We'll give you
a look at some of the rest of the data today.

The battery that we're using is a 15 amp-hour
rated G.E. battery used in the GIP S program. At the beginning
of our 20-month test it had an activation life of 54 months.

(Figure 22 -1)

Deep discharge reconditioning is being considered,
so one of the questions that came up was, well, what happens
if you're goin g to reverse some of tt.e cells and what
happens to hydrogen production. So we're interested in
taking a look to see if you produce hydrogen, how much of it
is produced and what happens to it later. Nhat about
hydrogen removal: and we wanted to take a look to'see,if we
can see any differences in performances due to these
reversals during reconditioning.

(Figure 22-2)

We selected four ofthe 16 cells out of this
battery. We fitted them with pressure transducers and those
were the four cells that we've reversed. We also took some
pains to try to prepare the cells and the battery in a
standard state before and after each one of these reversal
reconditioning cycles. The next vugraph will tell you a
little bit more about that.

After we prepared the standard state we charged it
back up. Then we removed capacity out of the four selected
cells. Then we start reversing them, either at C/100 or the
C/300 rate. We take a look at the pressure and watch the
hydrogen buildup, Also after the reversal period we open
circuit the battery and take a look at the hydrogen
disappearance upon open circuit.
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On two of the reversal periods we also took a look
at the impedance of the four cells that go into reversal.
Were interested in impedance at low frequencies. We're
looking at the range of one hertz to about 10 to the 4th
hertzg and this is the region where we've noticed changes in
impedance due to electrochemical processes actually in the
cell. We used,a little different technique than what was
described this morning. We have a small perturbation
technique. We have essentially a constant current discharge
over short periods of time. You have a small step function
in that constant current and you watch the voltage response
to that perturbation.

(Figure 22-3)

This is the standard procedure that I just
mentioned. We go-through the cycling procedure which
includes individual cell reconditioning. This lasts at
least 24 hours - and sometimes longer. die repeat these cycles
until we get the capacities to agree fairly well.

On our reversal procedure, after we get the
standard state we charge it back up. We-*ll remove anvwhere
from one 'to seven amp-hours capacities from those four
cells, and then we start the reconditioning dischar ge. In
order to speed the tests up we do a power discharge first
until the lowest Gell, which happens to be one of the four
we took the capacity out of. reaches .9 volt. Then at that
point we switch over to our C/100 or C/300 rate, just put in
a resistor across-the whole battery ) and we continue to
monitor until one of the other 12 cells reaches .9 volt.

A quick comment on why we used .9 volt .here. We
found, during this period anyway, that when our lowest cell
reached .9 volt the average cell voltage was about 1.1 volt
and we wanted to stop the test under this criterion.

(Figure 22-4)

This is the typical result we get. This is a
C/300 discharge. This was for cell number one. This was
our third reversal cycle.

Let me apologize for the units on the hydrogen
pressure here. That's kilopascals. If you divide these
numbers here by seven you'll get the pressure in psi. In
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other words, this hydrogen peak right around here is around

22 psi.

If you take a look at this curve there are about
three regions that you can discern in this pressure curve.
Right toward the beginning here there is an induction period
where there is very little hydrogen production. Then there
is a hydrogen production region where the hydrogen pressure
is almost linear. then there Is a third region which we
call the shorting region, in this case, where you peak in
hydrogen pressure and actually you start decreasing hydrogen
pressure here slightly.

You take a look at the cell voltages at this time;
typically during the induction period you see a very rapid
decrease in voltage. It ,*s sort of a spike a great deal of
the time. You go to about 70 to 90 millivolts negative. In
your hydrogen production region your volta ges are more
stable: You usually have a gradual decline in this region.
Then in the shorting region where the pressure tails off and
actually peaks you have voltage that's consistent with formation
of internal shorts inside the cell. This is this slow short
formation. What you see is that the voltage rises toward
zero gradually.

(Figure 22-5)

This is the very recent data that we just
completed, our 15th reversal. So this is fresh out of the
lab. This is again cell one at the C/300 rate for the 15th
reversal. This is the impedance data that we have. Zhis is
the resistive component. Let me make a correction here. This.
Is the negative of the reactive component on this axis. So
we-'re actually taking a look at the capacitive plane here.

The solid line is the spectra that we get at
two-tenths amp-hours of reversal. And you really don-t have
much of a chance to form a great deal of this internal short
yet. After four and a half amp-hours you form a relatively
decent short, and you- ,I ll notice the large qualitative
difference there.

(Figure 22-6)

These are the peak pressures that we- 1 ve reached in
cell one. In our first reversal cycle we actually didn't
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get a peak pressure. At that time we only took one amp-hour
capacity out before starting the test. That wasn-t
sufficient, and so the pressure was still rising at that
time. There was no shorting behavior on the first one.

We got a little bit wiser after that and we took
anywhere from three to seven amp-hours out afterwards on the
rest of these tests. And on the second reversal cycle here
we did see a peakina in hydrogen pressure. We did see what
we considered to be the internal shortino behavior. This
corresponds to 140 psi.

A couple of things to note here is that at your
lower rates, if you take a look at tests two, three and
four, -- the lower rates give you lower peak pressures.
Again down here 13, 14 and 15, the lower rates are the ones
that give you lower peak pressures.

Another thing to note is that your pressures are'
much higher during your first reversal. This is-the first
reversal. It-'s much higher here. If you take a look at a
comparable rate--- this is actually the third, fourth and
fifth reversal -- these are lower pressures. And, again,
way down here on the 14th reversal, egain a comparable rate,
low pressures.

You can see this trend if you take a look at the
second reversal. This is C/300. here it's 156. Ana then
these are the rest. So the two phenomena we have
noticed here are the lower peak pressure with lower rates
and also that as you have more reversals, or at least after
the first few, lower peak pressures as well.

This is consistent with the picture that what
happens is when you form these internal shorts you have
a network that bridges from the positive to the negative
electrode. Fortunately we've been atle to reverse that
process, and upon recharge all the shorts have been broken
each time.

Now when you break these shorts you.don-*t
necessarily destroy the whole network. ^ou'v'e gust broken
the network in certain parts so that the next time you come
around into reversal you've already cot a head start in the
short formation. So what you're liable to have is lower
pressures here.
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This brings up one of the questions about this
picture, however, that if you do have a partial network
remaining will that contribute to the formation of hard
shorts. And that's a question that a,e really don't have an
answer to.

We also took a look at the hydrogen pressures
after the reversal in open circuit conditions. We found
that the hydrogen removal was first order in hydrogen
concentration. Half-lives are on the order of 4 to 14
days. There's a reasonable range there.

These were run at -- all this data and most of the
data that are not shown -- these tests were run at ten
degrees. At 25 degrees the hydrogen removal rate was about
a factor of two higher rou ghly. You could calculate an
activation energy on the order of ten cals. That activation
energy can differ from one type of cell to another, by the
way.

(Figure 22 -7)

This is the peak pressure. Its for the other
three cells that went into reversal. The same type
phenomena on test number one, none of these shorted, so that
none of these actually are peak pressures.

On test number two we actually peaked out on our
pressure transducer here, so we're nct sure what that final
pressure was. It's in excess of 100 psi.

We note the same type behaNior on the first
reversal. The peal: pressure is fairly high. Ne went back
to the C/100 rate on the 14th reconditioning, which was the
13th reversal, and the pressures are much lower here.

Again the C/300 rates give you lower peak
pressures.

One thing to note here as well is test number six.

It has an anomaly here. We actually have higher peak
pressures than the ones before and afterwards. We had a
computer malfunction right after test number five and
;ust before test number six. And because of that
Lialfunction we feel that we didn't really get back to the
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standard state that we talked about toward the beginning.

This is one of the things that I would like to
point out here, that if you actually just have these cells
or batteries in a somewhat different condition these numbers
can turn out to be different. I think the major trends and
features that we've seen we don't expect to change. But the
immediate history of the cell can influence the actual
pressures that you'll have here.

(Figure 22-8)

these are the capacities. iNe started out with
about 21. That-'s sort of what we wound up with. This was
over a 20-month duration, so that we haven't seen any loss
in capacities. This is where we missed the data from the
computer.

the other thing to note here that's not in the
vuoraph is that on each one of these 	 except for this one
where we don't have the data -- after about three or four of
our standard cycles, which included individual cell
reconditioning, that the lowest cell was not one of the ones
that was reversed, so that, you know, we really can't tell a
difference even from that point of view.

(Figure 22-9)

Nhat we've seen is that at rates such as C/300 for
these cells that we do have a limit to the hydrogen
production because of the short formation, and we've had no
problems in reversing these shorts. Upon recharge the
shorts break. In fact they'll even break if you just open
circuit it.

For instance, after the 15th reversal, the latest
one we just finished, we open circuited it for 24 hours, and
at the end of 24 hours the .lowest cell reading was 1.14
volts.

Our tests by no means can substitute for a real
time life test. but during these 20 months we have seen no
degradation in performance of these cells.

Thank you.
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DISCUSSION

SEIGER (Seiger Associates): When you have a
pressure rise rate can you compare that pressure rise to the
theoretical current, to the theoretical rise?

HW ANG: It's about 70 or bO percent.

SEIGER : Does it change any as you keep going)
alone, as you age these and go to each cycle, each reversal
cycle?

HWANG: We can't tell that from the first few
reversals. What happens is toward the end there the
pressure rise was so small that it was really hard to come
up with a slope on that. But if you try to come up with the
lineer portion of the curve it gets to be less.

PICKETT (Hughes Aircraft): Have you tried any
other currents other than the C/100 and C/?00 that you,"ve
indicated there?

HvIANG : No, vie haven-*t. The C/300 is what was
being considered, and we did the C/100 to see what would
happen so we could be a little.bit on the conservative side.

PICKETT : You indicated that all the shorts were
reversible. You never saw a case where you had a short that
become permanent, is that right?

!-HANG : That's correct.

;MALL (NDAA): You mentioned removing capacity.
Exactly how was this done? I-*m not lamiliar with the term.

HVIANG: Actually there wero some sense leads from
each one of the cells. So what we did was gust put a
resistor across the sense leads related to each one of the
four selected cells.

{ALL: Thank you.

3AD000K (Aerospace): Just a comment on your
question, Dave. Vie also did a standard short test where we
shorted cells for I think 72 hours and then allowed them to
stand open circuit. And within 24 hcurs the voltages were
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all above 1.15 volts.

fiWANG : They were actually above 1.16.

LURIE (TRW): Did you ever take any of these cells
and reverse them for longer periods of time than indicated
to watch the pressure profile?

11WANG= No, not these. This was in a battery
configuration. We didn't really want to do that. Vie have
done things like that with individual cells, but not this
type.

LURIE: Would you comment on the fact that we have
seen curves where t,ie pressure peaked but then came down and
the slope down approximated the slope coming up? And if in
fact we're looking at a mechanism wherein the hvdrogen
generation stops or is reduced 'because of shunting of the
current, how do you explain the down slope?

1-1NANG: hell, I think that one of the things is
that if you take a look at different cells I think you'll
have different slopes. I don't know if I can come
up with an explanation for why those particular results were
that way. I'm not that familiar with those results.

L1,AJ000K (Aerospace): We didn't see that, Chuck.
They were always pretty slow coming back down. master with
a short circuit or -- I don't even-know whether it's short
circuited or with current flow than open circuit, but they
were considerably slower than the rate with which they rose
at all times.

RITTER1v1AN (TRV0 : I brought a vugraph that I'd
like to show which is part of a presentation I gave in 1977
regGraing the effect of hydrogen drop, hydrogen pressure
drop while a cell is being -- while a. battery is being
reconditioned. So, if I may, I'd like to show it.

3AER : Okay.

(f= igure 22-10)

RITTERMAN? : This was described in 1977. We used a
13 cell battery and we had one of the,cells predischaraed,
so tivhen we put a shorting resister on the one cell went into
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reverse and we monitored pressure anc we monitored the
overdischarge current.

And as you can see, the hydrogen pressure hit a
maximum and then as the overdischarge current went down the
pressure started to drop. And there was nothing but
hydrogen in the cell. And this demonstrated that the
hydrogen recombination obviously, as Chuck pointed out,
pressure drop cannot occur due to a short. 5o there was
hydrogen recombination going on. Ancy I calculated the
hydrogen recombination current, the totted line that-I s shown
over there.

And this occurreo for something like 10 or 15
seasons that we repeated this phenom mon. And I have other
examples, but this is the only one I have here.

H'Y,'ANG: Just a reiteration$ ale haven ,'t really
seen that phenomenon. Ne've also done some tests with other
cells, not necessarily these, where v.e have reasonably good
evidence that in the cells that we -*vE tested there is really
internal shorting occurring.

HARKNESS (Crene)s One question=

'vie have reversed cells where our criteria was to
discharge at the discharge rate and.they were 20 ampere—hour
cells and had two years-' life on them, and the discharge
rate was lb amps, and we would want to discharge to —1.5
volts.

Now on the curves you ,'ve shown and the one that
Paul .,ust showed we have seen both types of curves. But in
Each case when we would stop the discharge whenever we would
reach our criteria we woulo never hale a short and the cell
would come back and charge again. Pr'E would never have a
hard short.

H'rIANGs Viell, v ►e ,*ve never seen hard shorts either.

HARKNESS : But we have seen both types of curves,
the one Paul showed and the one you showed.

HVIANG: I think that just shows that you have to
be a little careful about applying these data to different
type cells.
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LURIE MIN): Nould you describe the negative
electrode in the cells you're testinc?

HW ANG : I'm not sure I understand.

LURIE: Are they teflonated?

HWANG : 'They're not teflonoted, they're silver.

i
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Objectives

• PERFORM ACCELERATED BATTERY TEST WITH 15 PERIODS
OF CELL REVERSALS DURING RECONDITIONING

Reversal Tests

• FOUR OUT OF 16 CELLS SELECTED FOR REVERSAL AND FITTED
WITH PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

• BATTERY PREPARED BY STANDARD PROCEDURE BEFORE AND AFTER
EACH REVERSAL PERIOD

• EXAMINE NATURE AND EXTENT OF HYDROGEN GENERATION • PARTIAL REMOVAL OF CAPACITY FROM 4 SELECTED CELLS

• FOUR CELLS REVERSED AT C1100 OR C1300 RATE

• DETERMINE EFFECTS OF REVERSALS ON BATTERY PERFORMANCE • HYDROGEN RECOMBINATION DURING OPEN CIRCUIT PERIOD

Figure 22-1	 • IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS ON 4 SELECTED CELLS DURING TWO
REVERSAL PERIODS

Figure 22-2

Test Procedures
• STANDARD PREPARATION PROCEDURE

• CYCLE: CI10 CHARGE FOR 16 HOURS

C1700 TRICKLE CHARGE FOR 5 HOURS

C12 DISCHARGE UNTIL LOWEST CELL REACHED 0.9V

CELL RECONDITIONING (1.30 UNTIL ALL CELLS 525 mV

• REPEAT CYCLES UNTIL C12 CAPACITIES AGREE TO X0.3 Ah

• REVERSAL PROCEDURE:

• CI10 CHARGE FOR 16 HOURS

• C1700 TRICKLE CHARGE FOR 5 HOURS

• REMOVE 1-7 Ah CAPACITY FROM 4 SELECTED CELLS ONLY

• C12 BATTERY DISCHARGE UNTIL LOWEST CELL REACHED 0.9V

• BATTERY RECONDITIONING AT CI100 OR C1300 RATE UNTIL LOWEST OF 12

UNSELECTED CELLS REACHED 0.9V

Figure 22-3
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Peak Hydrogen Pressures, Cells 5,12,14

Peak Hydrogen Pressures, Cell 1
CELL 5	 CELL 12 CELL 14

PRESSURE	 PRESSURE PRESSURE

TEST No. CURRENT PRESSURE (kPa) TEST No.	 'IkPal	 Wal IkPal

1 C 110 >430 1^	 >430	 >140 >140

2 C 1100 1010
4

2	 762	 1140 >710

3 C 1300 156
3	 178	 84 114

4 01100 263
4	 45	 35 42

5	 25	 19 58
5 C I )Do 203

6	 160	 110 147
6 C 110 231 7	 65	 66 86

7 C1300 34 8	 24	 19 29

8 C1300 22 9	 46	 26 38

9 C 1300 42 10	 27	 26 25

10 C1300 21 11	 23	 26 24

11 C1300 23 12	 41	 39 30

12 C1300 48 13	 12	 25 20

13 C1300 19
14	 27	 77 49

15	 23	 39 n
14 C 1100 89

15 C1300 22 'CI100 rate, all others at C1300 rate

Figure 22--6 'Figure 22-7

Capacities After Reversals Conclusions
REVERSAL No. CHARGE (Ah) DISCHARGE 10)

BEFORE	 1 25.2 21.0

1 25,2 21.1
• H2 PRESSURE DURING LOW RATE RECONDITIONING

2 24.4 20.7 LIMITED BY INTERNAL SHORTS

3 24.8 20.8

4 25.5 21.2
0 SHORTS WERE REVERSIBLE UPON RECHARGE

5 N.R. N. R.

6 24.8 21,1

7 26.1 21,1 • NO SHORT TERM DEGRADATION IN BATTERY PERFORMANCE

8 25.4 21.2

9 24.9 21.3

10 25.4 21.3 Figure 22-9
11 25.6 21.4

12 25.6 21.2

13 25.3 21.2

14 25.2 21.2

15 25.2 21.3

Figure 22-8
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OAO-C END-Of;-MISSION PONER SUBSYSIEN ENGINEERING EVALUATION

M. Tasevoli

GSFC

(Figure 23-1 )

The OAO missions startin g in the late 1 60s and
s panning over a te'n-year mission life were highly
successful. The power systems for OAO -d and OAO-C performed
flawlessly, ana were deactivated after more than five and
eight years of mission life.

The end-of-mission power subs ystem tests on the
battery and the solar array ,provided a real-time degradation
analysis for those two components.

In addition to the-array and the battery , analysis
of the power regulator unit as a maximum power tracker was
also performed in order to gain some understanding of a peal;
power tracker operation in a degradec power system.

Because of the time limitation, I'd like to limit
my discussion to the battery tests that were performed.

(Figure 23-2 )

Ihis is a simplified block diagram of the OAG
power system. It consists of e main array feeding power to
a power regulator unit which conditions the array power to
limit both the recharge and the overc:harce in the oatteries.
An auxiliary array feeds power directly to the londs
throuoh the unreculated bus.

In addition there are three nickel-cadmium
batteries, 20 amp-hours, which are operated in parallel.

(Fi gure 23-3 )

In one word, the battery performance on both these
missions was excellent.

For OAO-C, which was recentl y deactivated after
approximately 100 months of orbit and 44-some-odd-thousand
orbits, the batter y volta ge levels were vnried between 1 to
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2 during normal operation, and 3 and 4 for the case of low
solar power.

The depth of discharge was typically 15 to 17
percent• with a peak of approximately 20 percent depth of
oischarge per battery.

the average temperature over the entire life was
approximately 10 decrees C,

The percent recharge was ncrmally between 103 and
105 percent.

The resolution for both the current and the
voltage sharing was well within the telemetry limits.
the currents during the mission really varied no more
than .1 amp per ba^tery, and battery diver gence was
bet^Een 10 and 15 millivolts.

Tne OAO power system did have an undervoltage
trip. For the first six months it wE:s set at 26.4 volts and
was reuuced in steps down to 23.3, and for a time the power
s ystem operated without any undervoltage limits.

(Fi gure 23-4 )

This table details the design summary for the
UAO-C batteries, The cells were 20 amp-hour cells
manufactured by Gulton. Each better) : was 22 series cells,
three batteries per spacecraft.

The batteries were assemblEd essentiall y in two
packs end installed in separate thermal bays. The design
operating life of the battery was one year in low earth
crbit and somewhere between 15 and 20 percent DOD.

The temperatures remainea between 5 and 10 degrees
with an overprotection cutoff of 35 degrees.

The charce control utilized in both missions was
en eight commandable voltage compensated -- commendable
levels, and as 1 mentioned before, the charging was in
parallel,

(Figure 23-5 )
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This is a quick summary of the cell features for
this mission. Again, the cell manufacturer was Gulton. The
nominal cell capacity was 20 amp-hours. A Wellon separator
2505 was used. Electrolyte, 31 percent'KOH to an amount of
66 c . c . ' s .

The precharge was established using the oxygen
vent method and a typical value for precharge was 4.6
ampere-hours.

Tne following is a list of plate design features,
and I would just' highlight the'fact that the plate
thickness for this cell is thicker than the thickness
that we-I re presently using on a stanoard GE cell.

(Figure 23-6 )

the battery tests were the last tests to be
performed of all the subsystem tests that were done. The
purpose of the test was to determine the end of mission
capacity on all three batteries.

the method used was to orientate the spacecraft in
such a manner as to discharge the battery through the entire
sunlight portion.

Ne started off here with a fully charged battery.
The first 35 minutes is the dischar ge profile durin g a

normal eclipse period.

Following the eclipse, the batteries were
discharging at approximately 1.5 amps for the entire sunlit
portion.

Cominc out of the sunlight, the batteries
cischargeo at the normal spacecraft loads at eclipse.

(F inure 23-7 )

The batteries were allowed to char ge up for
a pproximately 4t} hours, and the same test was aerformed,
this tir:7e with additional loads end with a different
s.oa,cecraft orientation.

You can see the profile is quite similar. The
voltage profile shows the voltages for all three batteri
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are well within telemetry resolution.
The current is peakinc close to about seven amps

during the eclipse period, and approximately two amps during
the sunlight period.

Of particular note here, toward the end of this
test, even with relatively steady battery discharge current,
there seems to be a small plateau here approximately less
than 23 volts where the voltage seems to have flattened off.

(Figure 23-8 )

What I attempted to do here was to compare the two
profiles as a function of the discharge ampere-hours. And,
in comparison, I-ve used some test results that were
performed on some flight cells from the OAO program.

There were two such packs.. Pack 4-C, which I"m
showing here, were cells from a preproduction lot. Lack
4-D, not shown here, are cells from the actual flight lot.
Pack 4-D cycled for over 22,000 cycles with no cell
failures. Here pack 4-C went in excEss of 33,000 with no
cell failures prior to discontinuing.

You'll notice the first test results plotted as a
function of discharge ampere-hours here, and the results of
the secono discharge test.

Zhese were the only tests that were schedulea on
the battery.

(Figure 23-9 )

One of the main conclusions that came out of these
two missions was the feasibility of eperetinn high capacity
nickel-cadmium batteries in parallel. In addition, some
confirmation as to a second voltage plateau at approximately
1.03 volts per cell.

The dearadation that was seen on this mission was
in close agreement with the life cycle simulations -- the
life cycle simulations forming an accurate data base for
mathematical modeling of cell lifetime.

The last point which is still argued is that limited
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preflight testing of fli ght batteries durihO spaCecraft
integration contributed io the trouble-free performance of
the OAO batteries.

Thank you.
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ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY (OAO-C)

END-OF-MISSION

POWER SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION

o DETERMINE SOLAR ARRAY AND BATTERY

DEGRADATION

o DETERMINE THE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE MAXIMUM ARRAY POWER TRACKER

Figure 23-1

OAO-C POWER SUBSYSTEM BLACK DIAGRAM

AUX
ARRAY

MAIN CHARGE
ARRAY REGULATOR

shunt

regulate

+28v
UNREG
BUS

3 NiCd BATTERIES

Figure 2^-2

SUMMARY OF OAO-C BATTERY PERFORMANCE

OPERATING LIFE FEBRUARY 1981	 100 MONTHS, 44,890 ORBITS

BVLS LDIELS USED	 NORMAL OPERATION! - 1 OR 2
LORI ARRAY POt.;ER - 3 OR 4

TYPICAL DISCHARGE CAPACITY 	 2.8 TO 3.2 AH PER BATTERY

4.0 All PEAK: PER BATTERY

BATTERY TEMPERATURE	 AVERAGE OF 10 C

RECHARGE PATIO	 TYPICALLY - 105%

MINIMU" - 103"

BATTERY CURRENT SHARING	 WITHIN RESOLUTION OF TELEMETRY

BUS UNDERVOLTAGE SETTING 	 FIRST SIX MONTHS - 25.4 VOLTS

INCREMENTALLY REDUCED TO 23.3 VOLTS

Figure 23-3
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OAO-C CATTERY DESIGN SUVIARY

. 20 AH HICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS (GULT0;1)

. 22 SERIES CORRECTED CELLS PER BATTERY

• THREE BATTE^IES PER SPACECRAFT

- TWO MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES

EACHASSEMBLY C01TAIi'S 11 CELLS OF EACH BATTERY

- BOTH ASSEMBLIES LOCATED IN ISOLATED THERMAL BAY

• OPERATING DESIGN LIFE	 1 YEAR 0E4 R EARTH)

15 TO 20 PERCENT DOD

• TEMPERATURE	 5 TO 10 C RANGE
35 C THERMOSTATS

• CHARGE CONTROL	 8 COMMANDABLE LEVELS

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED

PARALLEL CHARGING

• UHDERVOLTAGE	 20i VOLTS	 1.2 VOLTS/CELL

• SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED	 AUGUST 1972

Figure 23-4

DA0- C NICKFI -CADMIUM CFII	 I)FSIGN EFAT11RFq

CELL MANUFACTURER; GULTON

CELL CAPACITYz	 2OA4 NOMINAL

SEPARATOR;	 PELLON 2505

ELECTROLYTE:	 31% KOH 66CC

PRE-CHARGEI	 02 VENT, 4.6AH

Po	 ITI ,VE NEGATIVE

NUMBER 9 10

AREA 0.91 DM2 0.91 DM2

THICKNESS 0.0345 IN 0.0309 IN

POROSITY 46.7% 66.5%

PLATE LOADING 16.1 GR/DM 16.95 GR/DM2

CAPACITY/AREA 4.12 AH/DM2 4.20 AH/DM2

FLOODED CAPACITY 27.7 AH 39.8 AH*

*CAPACITY MEASURED TO -1.OV

Figure 23-5
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Figure 23-6
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OA0-C text 1

\_^\i_ OAO-C se.i i

ZPre-cycling

cycle 8228
+-- cycle 671

oyCle 33188

OAO-3 Battery Capacity Discharge Test 2
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Figure 23-7

OAO-3 Battery and Crane Discharge Comparisons Pack 4c Cell S/N 559 15% 000 10•C

1.40

1.30

1.10

1.00

.99

.04

.70 p

CONCLUSIONS OF OAO-C EOM BATTERY DISCHARGE TEST

o CONFIRMED EXISTENCE OF,SECOND VOLTAGE'PLATEAU AT

APPROXIMATELY 1,03 VOLTS PER CELL,

o DEGRADED VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS ARE IN CLOSE

AGREEMENT WITH LIFE CYCLE SIMULATIONS,

.o LIFE.CYCLE SIMULATIONS FORM AN ACCURATE DATA BASE

FOR MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF CELL LIFETIME.

b LIMITED PRE-FLIGHT TESTING OF FLIGHT BATTERIES

DURING SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION CONTRIBUTED TO TROUBLE-

FREE BATTERY PERFORMANCE,

Figure 23-9

4 - 8•.•0	 10 12 14 18 18 20 22 24 28 28 30

DISCHARGE AMPERE-HOURS

Figure 23-8
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DSCS 111 LIFE TEST PROGRESS REPORT

H. Thierfeloer

GE

The General Electric Space Systems Division of
Valley Forge is the prime contractor for the Defense
Satellite Communication System, and ae have desi gned and
built the power system for this, and we have a life test
coins.

The DSCS III power system is an approximately
1,000 watt system. Its a direct enEroy transfer system
with a regulated bus. The bus is 2n volts, plus or minus
one percent.

The battery s ystem is three batteries that are
charged independently off the 28 volt bus and discharged
t'irour.h dioues, throu gh redundant boost regulators back into
the 2L volt bus.

The poser system is very , eery similar to the
power system which we designed and built for the Japanese
croadcast satellite which has been in orbit for over three
years, and also it is very, ver y similar to the UPS block 1
power system, and also to the GPS 3lock 2 power subsystem.

The program started in 1976, and in,1977 we
presented a little report on the lightweight cell which we
used in the batteries, 35 ampere —hour, nickel —cadmium cells,
Gf--designed.

Last year 1 presented a little report on the.life
test. Last year we had accomplishea two eclipse periods.
this year we have accomplished six eclipse periods, so I
`ust want to give you an upoate.

One of the other tnin gs thet you'll find probably
of interest is that we do reconcitioninn until the cells
reverse, snd you'll see this as I go alone.

G: igure 24-1 )

'I :his is a photograph of a CSCS III flight
battery. It is not the battery that is on the flight test,
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but electrically it's identical. On the life test we do not
have the heaters and we do not have the fancy side plates
and enc plates.

One point of interest here may be that the large
holes that you'miaht notice in the mcunting lugs are due to
the fact that the battery in the spacecraft is,thermally
isolated. The battery is thermally isolated from the
spacecraft and'thermal bushings are put in there to
f-, ccomplish this.

(Figure 24-2 )

I showed this in 1977. this is one.of the cells,
F 35-ampere-hour cell, Gnd the call is encased in an
aluminum retainer. This cell is being used not onl y now for
DSCS but for tine CPS Blocic 2 program.

(Fi gure 24-3 )

Just a little more detail on the cell itself". Vie
have the stainless steel case, the aluminum retainer, and
then the combination of alui;tinum retainer and the stainless
steel cell case into which the cell itself was put.

(F iaure 24-4 )

Now getting down,to the life test itself, as I
mentioned we've accomplished six eclipse periods, and this
is a summary chart lust made up of the overall results. The
temperature that we're maintainjnq is 10 degrees Centiarade,
and on charge, the battery temperature will go down to about
7 decrees. In fact, in the spacecraft, it will maintain
about 7 degrees with the heaters, am on discharge it will
peak up to about 13 degrees or thereabouts.

The minimum dischar ge voltage which occurs at Day
Number 29 of the eclipse period is plotted here, and you see
it coinq up ano down because the odd-number eclipse periods
are a little different than the even-number eclipse
periods. The odd numbers have a deeper depth of discharge,
and you'll see that on the next slice.

But the main point here of course is that there is
no degradation at least in the six eclipse periods of three
years in the end of discharge voltage.
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In this power system we have a voltage-limited
chance control; than is, the batteries will charge up-to an
avera ge cell voltage which, at 10 decrees, I believe is
1.43 voltsper cell, and then the current will taper down. And
these are the end-of-charge currents. And the currents are
ouite low. At 300 millivolts we're town below a C/100
rata. 5o we're in that range where you're actually below 300
millivolts on the end-of-charge current.

Now if the char g e current would become too low
we can select a higher voltage limit. This is now on what
we call Voltage Limit Number 2 in our system, which is the
normal charge voltage for the battery.

(Fi gure 24-5 )

?4hat I have aone, I've brought the data for the
last two eclipse oeriods, Eclipse Periods 5 and 6, and I
thought maybe .I could show them at the same time.

(f= igure 24-6 )

The data is pretty much the same and I think I-'11
lust run over it on one of them.

At the top we have the temperature and again, the
low temperatures are the temperatures at end of charge, or
during charge, and the higher temperatures are during
discharge, and they are above and below the 10 degrees
Centigrade.

the voltage limit, as I mentioned, is fixed by
the test equipment at about 1.43 volts per cell. This is
the avera ge cell voltage at which we limit.

Now the current of course dumps around somewhat
but is in that region between the 206 and 400 mils, the same
as we see on the other chart.

Lvov, maybe of greatest interest is the end of
aischarge average cell voltage at the bottom. Now I-'11 have
to explain a little bit that we break up the 45-day eclipse
periods into five different pro grams. Each eclipse is a
24-hour period. This is a synchronous orbit system, so for
the first eight days of the 45 days, we have a 40-minute
Discharge, a 40 minute eclipse, and ve-re removing in the
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odd-number eclipse periods 34 percent'depth of discharoe.

The depth of discharge is based on the 35
ampere-hour, the rated capacity.

During the next eight days we discharged for 60
minutes, or 54 percent, and then for 13 days it was at the
maximum, a 72-minute eclipse at 62 percent depth of
aischerge. And then of course it goes hack down again.

Now the ena of discharge vcltaue is at its lowest
when you get to that 29th day. This is eclipse Period 5,
end if you look at the other, you get exactly the same
profile on each of these measured parameters.'

(Fioure 24-7 )

One of the things that I tLink is of greatest
interest is the reconditioning after each eclipse period.

(Figure 14-b )

The twc dischar g e rates thct 6-,arren Hwang
mentioned on his studies at Aerospece I think probabl y corne
from our pro gram; that is, when we recondition the battery
and there-I s a resister across the entire battery, the
16-cell battery, this.resister is sized so that when the
battery is fully charged, the ;battery will discharge at
about the 100-hour rate. And the current here is about
that. It l s about 340 mils, so it's Epnroximately the
100-1-lour rata, and the current is here.

Of course the batter y voltene is up here.
(Inaicating.)

v4e also have pressure being recorded. Actually
four of the 16 cells in the battery are equipped with both
pressure gauges, which we nave to read manually, and also
pressure transducers. ;p ressure transducers are read out on
the test equipment.

VJhat we have plotted here is the highest of the
pressure transducer readings, so there's not very much
change in the pressures. they are in pounds per square
inch, absolute. They ,'re starting here at 30-sorne-odd
pounds, and actually are going down during the discharge
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because just previous to this the battery had been charaed\
up. And then levels off.

The automatic safet y feature that we have built
into the system, which is in the spacecraft as well as in
our test program, is that when the bettery voltage drops to
18 volts during this reconditioning Cischarge, an additional
resister is switched into the line and there's a step
function here where the discharge current will then drop
from this approximately C/100 rate tc approximately a C/300
rate.

5o this is this big drop down on the currrent.

Vie have annotated on here vhere the first cell has
reversed out here. and the first cell has reversed after we
dropped to the C/300 rate.

Now the current of course continues to drop down
as the battery voltage drops down.

The criterion that we've used-for the end of
reconditioning is when the battery voltane reaches one
volt. You see of course that the current has pretty well
stabilized in that area. the voltage has stabilized. I'he
pressure has stabilized.

Novi this is approximately a ten —day period.

Tt;e other graph over here is very, very similar.
This was on Eclipse Period 6. b y the way, its Eclipse
Perioc 5 but this is the ninth reconditioning cycle on this
battery. the other was the eighth. They have done it 15
times at Aerospace. V'e have only done it so far nine times,
but this test of course is scheduled to run for 20 eclipse
periods. bo I hop e in 1964 I will report that the 20
eclipse periods are finishec.

The capacity we found on discharce out to 18 volts
on the sixth eclipse period was 38 ampere-hours, not very
much difference on the fifth. It was 31 ampere —hours. There
is no significant difference there.

('Figure 24-9 )

One other set of curves that I have here is the
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gate from Day 29, or in this case it was Day 2o. Something
happened to the computer data from Day 29 of the fifth, and
I have it for the sixth eclipse period.

These are 72-minute eclipse periods but we've
broken the 72 minutes down into a 60-minute period and a
12-minute period. On the odd numher, like Eclipse Perioa 5,
which is more severe than the even numoers, we first have a
12-minute discharge at 16.1 amps, and then we follow that
continuously ri ght up with a 60-minute discharge at the
worst-case conaitions when all the lcads are on, ana the
current is 1 ^:.4 amps.

And we have here of course the voltage,
temperature, current, and pressure.

One Point of interest I guEss is that in this
char ge control system we have we havE a very low overcharrie
or C-to-D ratio. In this case we've taken out a total of
21.52 4moere-hours.

Then on the recharce we've put in 25.31
<<nnere-hours, or a C-to-D ratio of only 1.20. This is a
%ery low C-to-n ratio for any batteries that are in
sy-ichrcnous or:)it. Ancu of course the reFson for that is the
taper charr; e of the current where they first have the
constant current period of char g e, and then it tapers off
an-, we're windinr, up down at a charge current below the
100-hour rate.

(riciure 24-10 )

Again, Eclipse Period 6 is very similar where we
have less oe^tn of discharge. !both Feriods are 16.1
a r,1pere-hours. Still it was run in tvo separate segments,
Inca the final current a gain is below the 100-hour rate, and
the C-to-D ratio was 1.26.

That's the status of where we are.

I have one other Vugre ph here, which simply shows
the cite. All the g ate is put on ma gnetic tame and then we
can put it into t computer prociram and hive the curves
plotted out. At the wile tine we ha%e digital data
summeri zed in a f orrn such as this.
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(Figure 24-11

this is a 60-minute discharge and each one of the
cells is reaa out, the average cell voltag e, ano the current
and the accumulates ampere-hours, and the temperatures, and
the average pressure. Here we have two pressure transuucers
readinn_,s, and the average of the two. Vlh-at we plotted out
in the plots was thz hi ghest pressure reading.

GAS'I'Otd (,iCA) s flow do thest data compare with the
real flight data?

1i{ I EiRr ELDER:	 ,4A do not ha N e any DSCS batteries in
flic:ht. Some year now we hope we wiJl.

GASTON: 1 wasn't aware of that4

I,HlE:FELDE:d : The program has been slightly
relayed as far as the fli ghts go.
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Figure 24-2

Figure 24-5

Figure 24-1

Figure 24-3
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SMM PARALLEL BATTERY OPERATION IN ORBIT

R. Broderick

GSFC

I-I d like to talk to you this afternoon about the
SM1wS parallel battery operation.

Ne are presently just about to complete our second
year in orbit, operating around the 9600 orbit.

(Figure 25-1 )

Some preliminary information on the mission: As I
said, the batteries were integrated—well, maybe I didn't say
that, but the batteries were integrated about two years ago.
We actually launched in February of 1980.

We are in a near-earth orbit and we're seeing sun
times between 61 and 68 minutes. We initially had a two-year
design with a four-year requirement or rather "desirement."
Since that time there has been some consideration given to a
refurbishment of the SMM spacecraft in the last quarter of
FY 83, in which case we could extend out to about a five-year
requirement.

(Slide. Not available)

This is a picture durin g the integration, showing
the modular cower spacecraft. This is the modular power
system here.	 (Indicating.)

(Slide. Not available)

This is an artist ,'s conception in space.

(Figure 25-2 )

It is a parallel battery charge confiouration very
similar to the OAO configuration you just saw, a parallel
battery charging through a peak power treckina series
regulator.
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there are three GE batteries, 20 ampere-hours, 22
cells per battery. The modular power system makes up the
majority of this system, which was manufactured by
McDonnell-Douglas.

(Figure 25-3 )

I'd like ^o describe to you some of the battery
system performance as a function of lifetime over the orbit.

This is times 10 K. 'I%e're up to about 9600 orbits.

This top one shows the end of charge volta ge which
is `ust our voltage limit. Presently we're at standard
voltage level 4, which is about 1.436 volts per cell.

rye made a couple of voltage level changes
throughout the mission. Ede recently went back to a voltage
level 4, and I'll get into that a little more. Ne're
presently at about an average 1.2 volts per cell. Initially
we were at about 1.24, so we have seen about 40 millivolts
aegradation over the two-year mission so far, in end of
dischErge voltage.

(l= iqure 25-4 )

This shows the depth of diEcharge again as a
function of orbit time out to about 9600 orbits. Initially
v.a v,ere running about 16 to 19 percent DOE).

vie suffered a loss in our ettitudecontrol system
where we essentially lost our momentum wheel control and we
are into a magnetic control at this time. because of that
fact around orbit 4,000 we had to turn off about four of the
seven instruments because pointing accuracy was no longer
accurate for useful science. So our depth of discharae is
aecreased down to the 12 to 14 percent range.

(Figure 25-5 )

this shows an average C ,-to--D ratio of the three
batteries over the mission lifetime. Initiall y we were at
voltec,e level. 4. ivie didn't feel that we were adequately
rechargina. Ode went to voltage level 5. because of the
problem I 'lust described and other reasons which I'll talk
about, we've gone back to volta ge level 4 to try to improve
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the C-to-D to get us down more in-- It looks like were in
an average of about .113 percent where we were upwards of 120
percent ana during peak sun time seeing charges of upwards

of 130 percent.

(Figure 25-6 )

Vie do have a battery differential voltage
comparator on the spacecraft which looks at the voltage
between the top .11 cells and the bottom 11 cells, and gives
us a telemetry point on that. Essentially we have two
curves here. This is the difference which you see during
the char ge period and the aifference during the discharge
period. Nhat we're iookinea for here are abnormal deviations
-- V,-'e hope that's not one -- which will show cell
divergence and possibly result in cell failure.

Une little line here looks like our last telemetry
point took a little dive. lele'11 keep an eye on that, but so
far we haven't seen anything which we interpret at this
point as a cell diverg ence. Ne're in the range of about 50
millivolts between the top pack, the top it cells and the
bottom 11 cells.

(f= igure 25-7 )

Now I'll describe to you a typical orbit
performance. Ne're presently out around 9600 orbits. This
particular orbit is 9255. Ne're looking at bus voltage
through a aischarge cycle, charge ana voltage limit.

The battery current, during discharge, is seeing a
little current diver gence between the three packs. I'll talk
a little bit more about that. An inrush through the peak
power tracker of upwards of C rate, 20 amps per battery.

Ne reach voltage limit very quickly because of the
low DUD here and the essentially oversized array. In about
thrEE minutes we begin our taper. tNE taper down to about .4
^-.mp, a slight divergence in the char g e current. This is all
three batteries plotted on'top of each other. And then back
into the discharge.

This curve is the total load current variance.

(Figure 25-5 )
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A typical orbit battery temperEture variation over
an orbit period. Battery Number 3 is the center battery.
Presently it appears to be running between about two to four
degrees C.

Similarly we're seeing about a two-degree swing on
batteries 1 and 2, Battery 2 being the coldest, down around
minus one degree C.

This is the end of dischar ge point in the orbit.
(Indicating.)

I'm going to go back a little on one orbit to show
comparison between a one-year, third electrode over an

orbit period, and then the next slide will show the present
one.

(Figure 25-9 >

From this curve this is the first minute of sun.
It's not really an overcharge, it's "ust the generation is
exceeding the recombination at this point. Ne kind of reach
an equilibrium toward the end of the orbit.

But on Battery Number 3 it appeared that we were
starting generation, oxygen generaticn to exceed
recombination about mid-orbit, which we tended to think that
we were reachin g a full state of charge, at least on battery
3, fairly early in orbit. It's one cf the reasons that we
did change. The difference between the charge period is
:bout 50 millivolts at this time.

(Figure 25-10 )

Since we've made the changE and are now out around
9200 orbits, we've brought that in. It's a lot closer.
Wre only about 12 millivolts across Battery i to 2, and
we're no longer seeing that oxygen generation mid-orbit.

(Figure 25-11 )

This chart summarizes essentially what I've been
sayina, where we.'re looking at an orbit before we made a
voltage level change, and then the current orbit.

You s.ee the beginning of eclipse current, the en
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of eclipse current, the end of charge current, and the
beginning of eclipsa temperature, and the end of eclipse
temperature. really, this end of eclipse current is the one
that we were beginning to become concerned about in that we
were seeing about a 1.2 amp divergence between the three
batteries.

After making the change we did improve that
somewhat, .4 amp, which turns out to be one LSB on the
telemetry, but it still looks like we did improve it. The
negative indicates that we did impro,Ne all of them except
the beginning of eclipse divergence vhich again is 1 LS3,
possibly not large enough to be significant. But this
improvement we were happy with.

It ,appears that the end of eclipse current
divergence is down in the .S amp ranee.

(Figure 25-12 )

'This curve compares a couple of discharge
curves, one, the conditioning cycle rrior to integration,
an in-module conditioning which we did right at thelaunch
site,'and a couple of in-flight conditionings which we
didn't really plan on when we lost our attitude control rnd
discharged the batteries down to about 50 percent of their
capacity.

There are a couple of orbits in here. They are
kind of hard to pick off of here, but this one here is
actually that C/3, Orbit 400. And this one mere is the C/4,
9255. So it appears that somehow we've actuall y got a
little bit of volta ge recovery due to our lower depth of
discharge and the cycling reaime that we're now in.

Essentially that-I s what 1 wanted to present. It
a ppears that after 21 months the parallel c!arging method
has been effective. There are no indications of any
abnormal performance that we've been able to detect.

OLGEdT (ball Aerospace): F11 your date indicated
that the performance was superior with your Char ge Level 4
and yet someplace in the mission you did make the decision
to co to 5. Apparently you were concerned teat you weren't
fully charging the batteries.
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but at a low level of discharge, why would you
caret iNhv not nor ►iially run them at 95 percent discharge.
for example?

B,QODFRICK= Faun them at less than full recharne?

OLbERT= That's correct.

bRODERICK: I guess because we would continue to
run down over a period of time.

ti^^e were concerned early in the mission when we
still had a full complement of instruments that we weren't
getting recharged. Our C-to-D ratio is--- r'le'essentially
have a software routine in the OBC tor sendin g down
ampere-hours out and ampere-hours in,

Our current sensors
over a hundred amp range, and
implement was using the coarse
woula monitor.

are plus or minus one percent
the method we chose to
current sensor as who t we

As a result, when wer>et down into our tamper
ranee when were down .4 amp we're sfnsina it with this plus
or minus one percent sensor, and our accuracy, we feel, was
not that great. 4e felt that we were six to ei ght percent
hi gh on the C-to-D reading,.

At Voltage Level 4 we're not rettinn any third
electrode indication that we are kin g of reachin g that full
state of charge at the end of the orhit, and we ti-reren#*t
seeing any temperature effect at the end of charge.

5o that's what made us qo to the Voltage Level 5.
After looking at it for a year and a half, we decided
that the 130 percent was definitely too high, and because
our DOD had gone down, that's why we went knack.

It appears that ideally we would either have a
Level 4-1./2 or we would routinely, once F week, make voltage
level changes to optimize it. It doesn't appear that one
level is going to be ideal over a mission.

HALPERI (Goddard): I do want to add one thing to
your talk.
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The NASA standard 20 ampere-hour cells and the
NASA standard 20 ampere-hour batteries which were selected,
66 cells, three 22-cell batteries were selected from 75 for
this particular operation, and they have worked very, very
well, and are one of the reasons why the power system is
working very well.

HALT. (NOAA) = If you have e problem with the
resolution of your current census, frequently an indication
that you-'re fully chargino your batteries each c ycle, is to
monitor the end-of-discharge battery terminal voltage, and
if it stays ^pt the level or increase.5, then yOL're doing the
:.ob.

If it starts oecreasine± monotonically with
successive discharge cycles, then you e ve pot	 problem with
C-to-D.

bRODERICK: ^Ne were looking at that. It arpeared
we would aet a 200 millivolt drop which was our telemetry
resolution, so we were uncertain whether that was an
indication of the volta ge level chance or n result of a
C-to -D type: change.

FORD (Goudard) s I ed gust like to respond to that
comment.

In my experience, one of the poorest indicators of
the state of charge of the battery is the discharge
voltage, It doesn't tell you a hell of e lot aboijt the
health and welfare simply because the douhle plateau effect
comes in very early during the cycle ,life.
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EFFECT OF CHANCE V/L 5 TO V/L 4

ORBIT 7775

BTRY Iboe leoe leoc Tboe Teoe

1 -4.0 -5.6 0.50 3.0 3.5
2 -4.0 -5.6 0.52 2.2 2.9

3 -4.4 -4.4 0.59 6.0 6.4

DIFF 0.4 1.2 .09 3.8 3.5

ORBIT 9254

1 -4.0 -6.0 0.38 0.8 0.7

2 -4.0 -6.0 0.38	 -0.8 0.1
3 -4.4 -5.2 0.39 2.6 3.2

DIFF 0.4 0.8 0.01 3.5 3.1

DELTA	 ---	 -0.4	 -0.08	 -0.4	 -0.4

Figure 25-11
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RCA SATCOM IN-ORBIT EXPERIENCE= AN UPDATE

D. Stewart

RCA

Good afternoon. I'd like to present a brief
update on RCA SATCOM battery performFnce. ;Ve've been in
orbit for about six years, and I feel it's important to
present data at this time because the fifth and sixth years
have been critical for other geosynchronous s pace programs.
Some people even told us a couple of vears aao that we'd be
lucky to get five or six years out of our batteries.

before I co into the data, however. I'd like to
briefly describe the SATCOM history End some of the design
details.

(Fiaure 26-1 )

SATCOMs 1 and II are domestic communications
satellites in geosynchronous orbit. They are identical
except that SATCOM II was launched three months later than
SATCOM I. SATCOM I was launched in I':ecember of 1975, which
means that it has seen 12 eclipse seasons or almost six
years in orbit.

SAIMM II was launched in lv+arch of '76 and has
seen eleven eclipse seasons and is about five and
thrE-e-auarters years old.

'There are three batteries on each spacecraft.
Each of these is required to support the mission. They,1re
connected to an unregulated bus with redunaant diodes.
There are 22 cells per battery; they are 12 ampere-hour
NiCds. They are GE cells rated, at 12 ampere-hours.
They had an initial measured capacity of 14 ampere-hours
and they're contained in 10 ampere-hour cases.

There are three constant current charge rates that
we have. We have what we call our normal charge rate, which
is C over 20 charge rate, C being rated capacity. We use
this for recharge following eclipses or any other time that
we have battery discharge, such as after spacecraft
maneuvers. We have a hi gh charge rate of C over 10, which we
use primarily for reconditioning recharge. But we also use
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it occasionally in the eclipse seasons.

The third rate is the C over 60 trickle charge
rate which we use an y other time were not using those other
two charge rates, such as between eclipse seasons and
following the completion of recharge during the eclipse
season.

For the C over ten charg e rate we have overcharge
protection. We have a voltage/temperature taper charge
curve.' Temperatures are typically between zero and 15
degrees during the eclipse season. Occasionally due . to
power management problems we let the batteries get down to
minus five. In a trickle charge mode we will turn the
heaters off and cycle the heaters.

roe.also see temperatures at the other extremes. ae
get daily peak temperatures in the summer of over 30
degrees.

The only other item here tc cover is
reconditioning. About two weeks pricr to each eclipse
season we sequentially dischar ge and recharge each of the
batteries down to about two volts, and this works out to
about .1 volt per cell. And we do this %-Jth indivildual cell
bypass resisters.

(Figure 26-2.)

This slide shows a typical eclipse discharge
profile. We have three things plotted here= the current,
voltage and temperature. The day shcwn here is the Autumnal
Equinox, which is the longest eclipse, at 72 minutes. There
are two indications of battery performance that we have. One
of these is the current sharing. Here we see that Battery 2
is putting out a little less than its share of the current.
But at the end of discharge it 0 s within about three percent
of the mean.

Another indication of perfcrmance ave have is the
sharing of capacity or ampere—hours out of the battery. This
too is three percent over the discharge, and we Judoe this
to be acceptable for the age of the batteries.

Also plotted here are the batter y temperatures.
They are all within the two to eight degree temperature
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rang e. And shown here is a single curve, an average of the
battery voltages.

The depth of discharge here based on rated is 55.4
percent

(Fi gure 26--3 )

Ae have a similar graph for SATCOM I1. Here the
temperatures are between zero and.four degrees. Current
sharing is a little better. The capacity out is within two
percent of the mean. he think this is very good for the acre
of the batteries.

Those two parameters, the current sharin g and the
capacity snaring, help us to determine the relative health

of the batteries to each other.

Another thing we monitor, and whet we loot at the
most, is the end of discharge voltaps du ring eclipse. And
this is our key performchce parameter to tell us how we're
coins throughout the life of the misK on.

Ahat we've done is we have kept track of this
voltage. It doesn't always happen on the lonpest eclipse.
he have some cycling locals which durin g) some ecli p ses come
on and in some eclipses they don't. So the minimum voltage
doesn Q always hanpen on the equinoxes.

As you can see here, we-had a battery heater which
was switched off at about ten minutes. The tem p erature was
hi gh enough that we didn't need it.

(Fi gure 26-4 )

Here we have tabulated the minimum average battery
voltages that I pointed out on the lest slide. No hove the
individual battery voltages here. he averapa these to come
up with an average battery voltage, the then we have an
average cell voltage which is the average batter y voltagO
divided by 22.

These individual battery vcltaoes are themselves
averages. 1°fie have two telemetry units, and we average
these.
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In the past we used to take the battery voltages
from one telemetry unit or the other and we had a lot of
scatter in the data. So we went back through all the
eclipse seasons' worth of data and avera ged the two
telemetry values.

The most important thing to note here is that'
between the first eclipse season ano the last eclipse season
we've cropped about .55 volts on F-1, anc on 'r'-2, SATCM-i II,
we'v'e cropped about .46 volts. And 1Ae think this is a very
small drop.

(Figure 26-5 )

This slide shows a little more dramatically the
small drop in voltage. Ne have plotted the minimum average
cell voltage versus the number of eclipses here.

Now I should do some explaininn about the F-2 data
here.

In the first three years of o p eration of F-2 we
had a blockage which prevented our solar arrays from making
a complete revolution each day. Up et the top of this slice
here is a little picture of our spacecraft. VIe have sun
tracking arrays with one degree of'freedom. And, as I
mentioned, there was a blockage. So what we would heve to
oo is out the array drive motor into reverse and rewind the
array. And because of this we would lose our solar array
power and go on to the batteries, anc we would have about a
27 percent depth of discharge daily. So we had about 1000
cycles of this up to the sixth eclipse season, where we
aiscovered that the blockage was no longer there so we
terminated the daily rewind maneuver.

The way that was affecting the data here, or the
voltages, was we weren't fully charging the oatteries before
each eclipse. At least that's what v,e think was happening.
Once we stopped that procedure you sc-e that our voltage
:umped right up here.

There were also several other thin gs that might
have contributed to the increase in ^oltege. de had a load
reduction of about five percent anc ve hed double
reconditioning performed between the sixth and seventh
eclipse seasons.
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We also had a load reductioh,after the tenth
eclipse season; so we see another ,pump here. That was about
three percent.

Plotted along with the it-orbit data here is the
predicted voltage degradation curve. Now this degradation
curve is based on Crane data from the 207-A and 209-A packs.
The 207-A pack was held at zero degrees and was discharged
to 60 percent of rated. And the 209 pack was held at 20
degrees and also discharged to 60 percent depth of discharge.

This curve was a best-fit curve to these data.

I'd also like to point out our minimum voltage
required for full payload operation. As you sees we're
ouite a ways from that. Barring any shorts or events like
that we should meet our coal of 16 ecli pse seasons or eight
years in orbit. We're pretty. optimistic at this point.

(Fi gure 26-6 )

Since I used Crane data I thought I had better
provide a comparison here. I'd like to-thank Steve Gaston
for the data. He came up with these numbers.

Moth the
They're both rated
capacities are dif
the Crane packs at
5.4 to 5.9 for the
Crane cells.

SATC01d and Crane cells are GE cells.
at 12 ampere-hours. The measured
ferent. the SATCOM batteries are at 14 and
16. Average discharge currents are aboi.rt
SATCOM cells and E.0 emperes for the

If you take into account the total positive
electrode surface areas here it works out to an equivalent
discharge current density 4 37 to 40 for the SATCOM and 33
for the Crane cells.

I guess the only other thinca I O d like to point out
here are the depths of discharge based on rated. Ae're
seein g 53 to 58 percent depth of discharge whereas the Crane
cells are seeing 60 percent. And based on measuredr our
depths of dischar ge are 46 to 50 percent versus 45.
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I'd also like to point out that we have teflonated
negative electrodes whereas the Crane cells do not.

I-'d lust like to summarize. lie think our
batteries are performing very well here. We're optimistic
about getting our mission objective. cf eight years of
operation. We attribute the good performance so far to four
things= The method of reconditioning, which is down to
about .1 volts per cell; the trickle charge storage during
the non —eclipse seasons; the low average battery
temperatures -- the yearly average is about 12 degrees --
and the teflonated negative plates.

We think RCA Astroelectronics has given us a good
battery system.

Any questions?

DISCUSSION

THIERFELDER (General Electric) : Dave, is it right
to ` conclude that while all of the TNTs were operatin g there
was no payload reduction?

STENART: Well, as I noted on the SATCOM II
curves, we had some load reduction. We had a five percent
and three percent. They were TATA loads that we turnea off.
We have 21 operating on SATCOM .)I anc 23 on SATCOIA I.

HENDEE (Teleset, Canada) : You indicated you
normally returned following eclipse at C over'20 but that
you occasionally used the C over 10. Y4hat were the
indicators for going to the C over 10?

STEWAR'r: Whenever we needed to have a fast
recharge. There are certain times when we're power limited
and we're pressed for time, so to get fully charged before
the next ecli pse we used the C over 10.

HENDEE: You don't seaiaence —charge, do vou?

STEWART : When we use the C over 10 we do
sequence.

HENDEE , You do sequence?
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STIWART= Yes.

HENDEE: Why don't you use that all the while? We
have the same bird, but we use the C over 10 se quence, which
I find extremely nice.

STEWART : Okay.

I believe you have an automatic sequencer, whereas
ours would be a manual.

HENDEE : Lazy.

STE''NART : That's it, we ,'re lazy.

Any more cauestions?

FORD (Goddard)= Ed Hendee, by sequence you mean
you charge one battery for a while and then charge :mother
battery for a while"r Is that what you mean? Or bi-level
charring, C over 10 to C over 20?

HENDEE: No, we actually charge for five minutes
at C over 10, literally open circuits for the ten minutes.
Ke just commutate around through the batteries.

I know other people have cclleo me up and
inquired, are you not worried about hydrogen generation and
few other thin(7s. In my lab I have a fairly rigorous test

going, as you can well imagine, and ) am seeing no
significant pressure buildup. I think that we're running
-- 1 think our maximum pressures are about 22 psia, probably
a total minimum to maximum of about five pounds.

PORD2 But in recent work -- hell, in previous
workshops there 0 s been quite a controversy about that matter
of sequential charg inq, as you know.

HENDEE-1: I know that.
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BATTERY DESIGN/HISTORY

IN ORBIT: Satcom 1-December 1973 (12 Eclipse Seasons)
Satcom II-March 1976 (11 Eclipse Seasons)

BATTERY: Three, 22 Cell, 12AH NICd
CHARGING: Normal C/20 —Eclipse Seasons

High C/10	 —Reconditioning
Trickle C/60 — In-Orbit Storage

OVERCHARGE
PROTECTION: V/T-Single Curve (C/10 Rate Only)

TEMPERATURE: 0 To 1S •C During Eclipse Season
RECONDITIONING: Individual Call Bypass, To 0.1 V/Cell

Figure 26-1	
RC/11	 ft*,*

SATCOM I ECLIPSE BATTERY DISCHARGE - 9/22/81

10	 20	 10	 60	 SO	 60	 70
UTTENY DISCURCE TR¢ (MIN=$)

RM	 Figure 26-2
SATCOM 11 ECLIPSE BATTERY DISCHARGE - 9/22181

10	 20	 70	 60	 SO	 60	 70
UTIERY DISCURGE TIME (MINUT28)

Figure 26-3
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ACA SAXON MINIMUM AVERAGE BATTERY VOLTAGE DURING ECLIPSE

ECLIPS
$AA lost

EATEQM rl SATCON r2

VL1 VL2 VL3 VAw VAV4/CELL V►1 VL2 V13 VAVO VAVG/CELL

1 26.56 26.71 26.45 26.57 1.208 26.61 26.48 26.42 26.50 1.205
2 26.27 26.35 26.47 26.36 1.199 26.36 26,18 26.11 26.22 1.192

3 26.26 26.42 26.27 26.32 1.196 25.97 25.99 25.90 25.95 1.180

4 26.26 26,42 26,27 26,11 1.196 25.91 25.93 25.90 25.93 1.179
S 26.20 26,40 26.25 26.29 1.195 2S.81 208 25.75 25.78 1.112

6 26.13 2619 26.11 26.18 1.190 25.81 25.75 25.7S 25.77 1.171
7 26.05 26.23 26.18 26.16 1.189 26.46 25.38 26.31 26.38 1.199
8 26.04 26.23 26,08 26.12 1.187 26.36 26.22 26.11 26.23 1.192

9 26.09 26,29 26.17 29.19 1.191 26.24 25,99 26.10 26,11 1.181
10 25.92 26.13 26.13 26.06 1.184 26.14 25.96 25.93 26.01 1.182

11 25.99 26.16 26.08 26.08 1.185 26.32 26.15 25.96 26.14 1,188
12 25.92 26.12 26.03 26.02 1.183

ALL VALUES RRS i% vats

Figure 26-4

ncn	 6,11

MINIMUM AVERAGE CELL VOLTAGE DURING ECLIPSE
VS NUMBER OF ECLIPSE SEASONS

1.22
O•SAYCOM III
O-SATCOM 112

1.20

A
1JB Pred.cl*d VoBage

J	 }	 Degradallon
(Be. Not* 3)

EA	 INofe 1)	 (Met*2)

e:

i _, Minimum P̀oII^* h*yuln Po^PuliOaYbad 0^*ra^lon^ ^ ^ _
B 1.14

Noun

g	
I• Satcoln P2-After Eclipse NO.$. 27% DOD Dally Discharge Terminated,

Load Reduced S%, Double-Reconditioning Peformed
s 1 12	 L•Bolcom M2-Aftw Eclipse ND.10. Load Reduced 3%

3•Voltage Degrada116n Predictions Based On Awraee Performanos Of
Crane Battery Pace 201A (O'C) IS 209A (20' C), 60% DOD

LLI	 2	 3	 4	 3	 6	 7	 B	 9	 10	 II	 12	 13 14	 13	 16

NUMBER OF ECLIPSE SEASONS

Figure 26-5
ncn l I

DESIGN COMPARISONS t ;,^
CRANE TEST

DRESCRIPTION	 SATCOM F1 8 F2 PACK 207A L 209A'

CELL MANUFACTURER	 DL (GENERAL ELECTRIC) O.E.

RATED CAPACITY (A.M.)	 12 12

MEASURED CAPACITY (A.N.)	 14 16

AYQDISCHARGE CURAENT DURING	 5.4-5.9 6.0
ECLIPSE 7ANP.I

CAPACITYAT FAR.	 6.4.7.0 1.2ECL 	 /SENGYto

APPROAINATE PERCENT D.O.D.
AT FAR. ECLIPSE

e LASSO ON RATED CAPACITY	 53-58 60

4 LASED ON MEASURED CAPACITY	 46.50 45

TOTAL POSITIVE 1	 MODE	 149 162

SURFACE AREA (IN )

DISCHARGE CURRENT DENSITY 	 31.40 33

W/1N2)
MATIVI ELECTRODE	 TEFLON NONE
TREATFENI

QUANTITY OF ELECTROLYTE (CC) 	 35 45

CC ELECTROIAN MEASURED CAP,	 2.50 2.81

CC ELECTRO/AN POSITIVE	 2.34 2.37
ELECIROCNEII CAP

NOTE: 'REFERENCE; J.D. NARRNESS, RESOLES OF CONTINUOUS SYNCNRONOUS M1T [ S `NG ON
fS•Il4.SEALLp Nt-t0 CELLS, MAVAL NEAPON SUPPORT CE NTER.NOEC

JUNE 9.IY7/ AND PRIVATE COIMUNICA1100 W. S. GAS101
/C

Figure 26'-6
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UPDATE : VIKING LANDER NiCd BAITERIES - YEAR SIX

A. Brittina

Martin Marietta

(Figure 27-1 )

I would like to discuss, aE Dave Baer introduced,
the performance of the NiCd batteries on the Viking Mars
Landers that were built by Martin Marietta at Denver. They
were both launched in 1975. They cruised for ll months.
Three of the four batteries on each lander were maintained
in the discharged state, with a 19.3 K ohm resistor tied
across each battery for telemetry purposes. The Landers
touched down on the 1,Aartian surface in July and September of
1976 for a planned 90-day mission.

We are currently in the 1900th day of that 90-day
mission on Viking Lander 1. The Vikino Lander 2 mission
terminated two years ago.

(Figure 27-2 )

On board each lander were four 24-cell, eicht
ampere-hour NiCd batteries. For weight savinas we used t!-io
batteries per battery assembly, and then two assemblies Per
spacecraft.

Each battery weight was 50-1/2 pounds. because of
a planetary quarantine requirement we were forced to
sterilize the batteries, the entire spacecraft, as a matter
of fact, for 54 hours at 233 degrees Fahrenheit. This
caused us to select Pellon FT2140 nonwoven polypropylene
separator material.

The cells were manufactured by GE. Prior to
launch we did have individual cell monitoring for all the
prelaunch testing we did, and the conditioning we did on the
batteries. However, after launch, all we had was battery
terminal voltage and battery temperature for monitoring
purposes.

Following the landing the batteries experienced
500 aischarne/recharge cycles in the ranee of 10 to 40
percent depth of discharge. The remainder of the cycles to
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Cate, which are in excess of 10 9 000 now, have been less than
five percent depth of discharge.

1he battery charge regime entails charging a
battery for one hour while the other three batteries are
mainte.ined on the equipment bus supplyin g the Lander loads,
switching that battery off the charge bus, connecting
another battery to the charcre bus, and repeating the cycle
in one hour charge increments six titres a day on each
battery.

(Figure 27-3 )

I'll place on the right-hand screen the cell
characteristics without discussin g them.

(Figure 27-4 )

At the Aucust 1981 IFCFC ccnference, I reported
two batteries degraded only about 15 to 20 percent and the
remaininn two batteries degraded bt- ercent. I had
identified the fact that we had peon doin g a once oer 3"1
days reconditioning cycle on each of the batteries'. One
month we would recondition Battery A, the next month weld
recondition Battery C, the next month Battery B, and the
following month Battery D, and.bPoin five months later on
Battery A again.

At that time it appeared that we had arrested,or
at least had sinnificantly reduced, the degradation of
batteries C and D by doing through this regime.

the batteries are, as I said, 24 cells, and
oischarging with 'this charge regime noes not discharge the
battery cells below 1 volt per cell. In fact we discharge
at a C/5 rate to 27.3 volts, total bettery voltage.
Allowing for, some imbalance, some of the cells miryht get
below 1 volt per cell, but on the average you would sa y 1.1
volt per cell.

rye recharge at C/8 until such time as we either
reach a voltage temperature chance cutoff, or 21 hours,
depending on the equipment bus load.

(Fi gure 27-5 )
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This is a typical discharge-recharge conditioning
cycle that we use. Vie connect a 19.3 ohm resistor across
the battery terminals, discharge the battery to the 27.3
volts cutoff level. We allow a seven-hour period for
this to occur. -but once the low voltage cutoff does occur,
we dust wait for the remainder of the seven-hour period to
elapse and then begin recharge. In this case it was cutoff,
charge, cutoff; do nothing then for the remainder of the
21 -hour period that began with charge, and then begin the
regular one-hour charge sequence all over again.

(Figure 27-6 )

Performance-wise, the batteries on Vikin g., Lander 1
have been subjected to one ampere discharges for one hour
about once per week. Three of the fcur.batteries would
experience this, the three that are normelly on the
equipment bus while one is being charged.

In the past the peak disch p rres have been to as
much as 15 percent, dependina on the amount of voltage
imbalance between the three batteries and how they are
sharing. The recharge rate was C/b. This is in addition to
the once per month reconditioning chGrces that we're doing.

The results, asI reported at the IECEC, were a
little degradation on two batteries, two other batteries
being degraded by 67 percent, and I identified unequal load
sharing between the battery pairs. batteries C and D did
not supply as much of the equipment bus load as the two less
de graded batteries, and there existee a significantly higher
operating temperature on the weaker batteries.

(Figure 27-7 )

Early in November vie obtained a new data point for
battery D, and the important points are ri ght over there:
1.1 ampere-hours, 1.12 9 to be exact, compared to over 3
ampere-hours measured in the five-month prior conditioning
cycle. batteries A and B are still staying on track.l aid
neglect to out a data point at the end of the A curve that
showed the last A data point that I had is 7.1 ampere-hours,
which is still very high.

Part of what has happened is that because
Batteries C and D are typically on the e quipment bus with
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either a Battery A or a Battery B that are in excellent
condition, A or 8 9 if I may use the cord, hog the load. They
supply the majority of the equipment bus load, and these two
batteries don't even get the little bit of benefit of any
discharging that might occur if they were at least eoual
voltage and they could share the load. They're not doing
any sharing, and Batteries A and B are oettino themselves in
better condition at this time; Batteries C and D are
dragging themselves down.

Couple,• with this, at this time at about 1700 days
after launch, the equipment mounting plate was at about 40
to 50 degrees Fahrenheit on a diurnal cycle. We are now in
a 55- to 65-degree Fahrenheit diurnal cycle here, so we're
seeing the effect of increased temperature lowering the battery
terminal voltage and giving us a lower starting point. For
our reconditioning cycles, we're obviously going to get fewer
ampere-hours out of the battery.

(Figure 27-8 )

During the time that
I showed in the previous graph
Battery A being reconditioned.
and the next two will be Batte
circuit performance for the 26
charged or discharged but Oust
equipment bus.

we do a conaitioninc cycle as
like this one, I showed
This is a plot of Battery B,

Ties C and D of their open
hours that they-'re not being
sitting idle, attached to the

You**l.l see that battery B, which is the other good
battery, drops approximately one-hall volt in the 28-hour
period.

(Figure 27-9 )

This Vugraph shows Battery C, the first of the
weaker batteries, dropping approximately 2-1/2 volts in that
same period, which appears to be implying perhaps parasitic
shorting is occurring.

(Figure 27-10 )

Battery D actually drops exactly three volts over
that same 28-hour period. So batteries C and D seem to be
possibly suffering a cadmium-migration problem, -- I-*m
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guessing --- ultimately resulting in parasitic shorts.

(Figure 27-11 )

I proposed to JPL, and it is now being proposed to
NASA Headquarters, that I be allowed to 0o in and, at the
suggestion of Dr. Williard Scott of 711N, amona others,
perform some very close-together, deep-discharge
reconditioning cycles on the Batteries C and D, designing
the cycles such that they can be performed on Batteries A
and b if I ever need to, but mainly to perform the
deep-discharge reconditioning cycles on Batteries C and D as
a minimum.

The spacecraft can operate with only two
batteries. the two batteries, C and D, being significantly
aegraded -- and we're approaching Martian summer at this
time -- lead us to the point where were goin g to be unable
to get any energy from Batteries C and i) to do any
reconditioning to 27.3 volts. I honestly believe were
going to drift down to that point.

About the first time we connect a 19.3 ohm
resistor across one of those batteries we'll sense
undervoltage and each battery will be automatically
disconnected from the reconditioning cycle.

Rather than read through all of this, as I say
we're rapidly approaching P.artian summer, which is going to
elevate the equipment mounting plate temperature. That's
about a hundred days away right now. Nhen that happens
Batteries A and h will be operatin g at about 50 to 60
degrees. batteries C and D will probFbly be in a 70- or 75-
or maybe as hi gh as 90-de gree environment. So I'm concerned
about this, and I have reouested permission to oet these
batteries reconditioned.

What I plan to do is this, and when I finish, I
would appreciate any comments, constructive or whatever.

Let me take Battery D first, because I have a
known weakened condition on that. I would like to discharge
it for at least four hours with a 19.3 ohm resistor across
its terminals, and then terminate that discharge, recharge
it at C/B, get the data back from the lander which will take
about a week -- it g ets recorded on e tape recorder, and the
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next time I get information is a week later throu gh the Deep
S pace Net - analyze the data for a week, and then,
everything looking good, uplink the next command to repeat
that same sequence, ana do that for a total of three times.

I understand in talking withwith some of our experts
at previous conferences here, that doing several of those
reconditioning dischar ge-recharge cycles can possibly bring
back these batteries significantly.

In addition to that I do have some experience with
reconditioning the Viking Lander 2 batteries. All four
batteries on Viking Lander 2 saw excessively high tempera-
tures for a 137-day period late in the Viking Lander 2 ex-
tended mission. I did experiment with deep discharges,
seven-hour timed discharges, with a 19.3-ohm resistor.

And with doing two, seven-hour timed discharges
within a 90- gay period on one battery I was able to recover
almost three-quarters of the capacity thet I had lost. So
the batteries seemed to respond to this type of
reconditionin g scheme.

However, I'm starting the reconditioning at a
lower remaining energy condition on these batteries than I
did with Vikinc Lander 2. When I started on the pro gram on
Viking Lander 2, I had 3 ampere-hours minimum in any of the
batteries and as hi gh as 4-1/2 ampere-hours.

Here I'm starting with 1.1 ampere-hours. I don't
know how far I dare push the battery before I permanently
reverse the cell. I recognize in four hours of discharge I
will in all probability reverse some cells. But with the
battery terminal voltage doing down, and with a fixed
resistance across the batter y , I don't think -- and again
I'm sayinn "think" purposely -- I'm discharcinca a batter y at

hi gh enou gh rate to permanently reverse the cell.

HENDEE (Telesat, Canada): Tell you what, even
when you can see the battery voltages and know what's
happening, you're probably going to reverse the cell. I
tell you, I've got two satellites up there, and 1'^ aoinn it
two or three times every week, conditioning per battery.
And I'm lucky. I've lucked out that we've been able to bring
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them back. You'll probably luck out. Try it.

(Figure 27-12 )

BRITIING= For your information I happen to have
broucht the Lander 2 curve that I prEsented at the IECEC.
The longest curve here that's flat, goin g all the way out to
this point, is the ener g y that remained in the batter y at
the Earth-'Mars cruise time period. It turns out to be 9.13
ampere-hours.

ive discharged that battery for 6.3 hours, to the
27.3-volt cutoff level and got 9.13 Empere-hours out of it.

SOL-547	 S0L is the Martian solar day. It's
24.7 earth hours long. SOL-547, or X47 Martian aays later,
we obtained 8.15 ampere-hours to 27.3 volts. On SOL-777 --
this was after we had seen this 137-day period at elevated
temperatures -- we got only 2.12 ampere-hours out of this
battery.

Ninety days later, just to see what was happening,
I think we did experience some recovery. There's an
indication we had done some recovery from SOL-717 to SOL-859
because you see almost one additional ampere-hour out. but,
you must keep in mind the battery temperature in the earlier
cycle was 57 degrees.. here its 40 degrees so there ma y not
have been any gain other than the fact that the battery being
colder, the terminal voltage on the battery was higher and
the colder temperature was responsible for obtaining a frac-
tional additional ampere-hour out of the battery.

One week later we pOrformed our first seven-hour
timed discharge to 27.3 volts. We obtained 5.11
ampere-hours out of the battery. At the end of seven hours
we were at 9.88 volts.

Ninety days later we repeated that seven-hour test
and we got 6--1/2 ampere-hours to 27.3 volt discharge cutoff.
We recovered another 1-1/2 ampere-hours. the temperatures
there are fairly comparable, and the battery discharged only
to 1.8.04 volts in that seven hours. Notice possible
evidence of a second plateau on the last discharge cycle.

This was the experience on Vikin g Lander 2, but
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that mission did terminate early beceuse of loss of the
Viking Orbiter that I needed to relay my data back to Earth.

One thing I might point out, as you see the
volta ge decaying in the first seven—hour timed dischar ge, we
might be seeing evidence of cell reversals there, there, and
maybe there, maybe one right there. ( Indicating inflection
points in the discharge curve.)

HENDEE: That-s what I was going to point out. You
have one, two, three, four, five reversals in there
probably.

BRITTING: And we did come back.

HENDEE : You got them back. Our sate.11ites are
approaching their tenth anniversary here in another month, I
think, the.first one. Every reconditioning period we drop
out a cell. You can see it. You can see a discontinuity
gust like you see it there. You can see the cell drop out,
and our capacity was ,just going to hell in a hand bucket
again, ,just like yours.

N6 had to make a decision, were we going to dive
uo a cell to recover the capacity, the voltage on the other
cells, and we said, ' , Yes, we l d try it." So we went and we
at least said "vve^re going to go into our second reversal
withcut any qualms."' And we ' ve been recovering.

bR.ITTING: Do you have the capabilty of shorting
across a cell that's going negative?

KENDEE: No, I wish we did.

BRIT1ING: I wish we did,* too.

E:E:NDE:E: Vie have no protection whatsoever.

bRITTING: Hindsight.

HENDEE: No, we knew about it when we did it.

bRITTING: We probably did, too. I wasn O t around
at that time. .

KUNIGAHALLI (Bowie State Colle ge): Could you
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kindly comment on the second plateau that I see on the curve
there? What is the rate of charge and discharge of that
curve?

BRITTING: Let-*s see. About that time the average
discharge rate is identified right hFre,'1-1/2 amps. We
start out at roughly 1.6 amps. By this period in here we-re
discharging at about 1.4. V+e^re probably discharging at
about a 1.25 to 1.4 ampere rate by tt•.at point.

KUNIGAHALLI : 1 see. Do you observe this second
plateau in all the cells that are SATM4?

EMITTING: As I say, the mission ended before I
was able to get sufficient information from the other
batteries so I can't honestly say thet. I'm banking a lot
on this being typical of all the batteries.

i(UNIGAH ALLI= Can you comment on why the second
plateau appears? 'Do you have any sucaestion why it's
happening there?

13I R ZING= I'm not a battery expert.	 Somebody
else might feel free to comment on that.
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BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS

2 - 24-MH BATTER IESIASSUABLY
2 - BATTERY ASSEMBLIESISPACECRAFT

BATTERY WEIGHT	 50.5 LBS

HEAT STERILIZATION 	 54 HOURS ® 23rF

CHARGE CONDITIONS

VOLTAGEITEMPERATURE CONTROL

C115 - IN CRUISE FROM VO 75

C1160 -TRICKLE '
C18 - TYPICAL LANDED OPERATION

MONITORING

TEMPERATURE	
FLIGHT

BATTERY VOLTAGE 3
CELL VOLTAGE - GROUND ONLY

Figure 27-2

Table I Cell Characteristics

Cell Capacity	

_

8 A-h (Rated)

Cell Weight 273 gm - Lot Average

Cell Slze 7.589 em x 2.27 cm x
8,651 cm (including
terminals)

Case Material 304L Stainless Steel

Case Wall Thickness 0.48 + Q.05 mm

Insulated Terminals Positive b Negative

Terminal Type Nickel Post. with Ceramic
Insulator Ce - all Nickel
- Braze

Auxiliary Electrode None

Separator Material Pellon FT2140 Nonwoven
Polypropylene

Separator Thickness 0.216 mm

Plate Pack Wrap Pellon FT2140 Nonwoven
Polypropylene

Case Liner 0.127 mm Solid Polypro-
pylene Sheet

Electrolyte K011

Electrolyte Concentration 34Z

Electrolyte Quantity 21.5 to 23.5 cc

Plate Substrate 0.101 mm Perforated Steel
Sheet

Sinter Porosity 80% Nominal

Number of Plates POs 11

NEC 12

Plate Size 7.0 _+ 0.03 x 4.9 + 0.03cm

Plate Thickness POS 0.066 to 0.071 cm

NEC 0.078 to 0.081 cm

Figure 27-3

Ties . Daps After Launch

Figure 27-4	
Arerada Lander 1 Battery ppnettr as a hnctlen of Time
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Figure 27-7

PERFORMANCE

VIKING LANDER 1

o DISCHARGEIRECHARGE

1 AMPERE DISCHARGE (C/8) FOR 1 HOUR ONCEIWEEK (12% DOD)

PEAK DISCHARGES TO 15%

RECHARGE @ C/8 RATE

- ONCES MONTH DISCHARGE @ C5 TO 27.3 VUC, RECHARGE @ CIS

o RESULTS

LITTLE DEGRADATION TWO BATTERIES - OCV @ 32-33 VDC

TWO BATTERIES GREATER DEGRADATION - OCV @ 30-31 VDC

- UNEQUAL LOAD SHARING BETWEEN BATTERY PAIRS

10-15OF HIGHER OPERATING TEMPERATURE ON WEAK BATTERIES

Figure 27-6

a
T	 _

Figure 27-5

V- - Dry. Aft., -1h

A.11., 7-d.. 1 Ut:... C.p..lty ... y ,_ , Tj_

Figure 27-8
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Figure 27-9

Figure 27-10
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F.LUYLlMLIASrMTILaY_K[CNDjTIMING

PROBLEM

SPACECRAFT CAN OPERATE: 41T4 ONLY TWO BATTERIES

T'41 BATTERIES (C s D) SIGMFICANTLY DEG P A^ED (60L)
EACH BATTERY IS RECONDITIONED EVERY FIVE MOUTHS (DIFFERENT BATTERY

EVERY 31 SOLS)

PRESENT ONBOARD P.ECONDITIOMVIG SCHEME ONLY RETARDS RATE OF

DEGRADATION

ELEVATED S/C TEMPERATURES DURING MARTIAN SUMMER (SOL 1994) AGGRAVATE

PROBLEM

f90POSAl

DESIGN UPLINK TO ALLOW MORE FREQUENT, GREATER DEPTV OF DISCHARGE

RECONDITIONING CYCLES

PERFORM RECONDITIONING SEVERAL TIMES 04 ONE OF NEAKER BATTERIES, ANALYZE

RESULTS

PERFORM RECONDITIONING ON REMAINING WEAKER BATTERY

FLIG'iT SOFT6ARE CHANGE TO REMAIN 14 FLI611T COMPUTER FOR FUTURE USE UN ANY

BATTERY

REPOPT PESULTS

Figure 27-11
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CPS ON-ORBIT' BAITERY PERFORMANCE

J. Kasten

Roc kwe 11

(Figure 2b-1 )

The CPS system has three General Electric
batteries. There are 16 cells in series, and at 25 degrees
the rated capacity is around 18 amp-hours. 'These three
batteries are wired to(.-ether, and durin g the eclipse period
they are discharced through parallel diodes into a boost
converter which then boosts the battery voltage up to the
totally regulated bus voltage (27.4 V). Each battery has its
individual charcier, and the system life is supposedly good
for about five years.

To gust dive a .little pre-fliaht histor y on these
batteries, the age of all of the batteries varied around 20
to 38 months at launch, anci this consisted of around 20
months of cell test (time from activation) battery fab time,
and space vehicle test time. The .balance of the time was in
cold storage. The cell test and battery fab was what I
classified as time at GE. That's from the g ill time at
Gainesville. There was a pproximately eleven months on these
batteries. The space vehicle test on these vehicles that
I'm showing is around nine months. We store them at five
degrees C in a discharged state, open circuited.

The vehicles that I'm showing here, all of these
batteries, when they were stored in cold storage they were
op en circuited.

the battery during space vehicle test was in use
or maintained on a trickle charge. The approximate
temperature ranee was arouna 20 plus or minus 5 degrees.
Sometimes it would be a couple of decrees ccoler, sometimes
a couple of-degrees warmer. Vuhen the y were on trickle
charge they were either charged to a VT curve -- that's a
clamped voltaae/temperature (the next chart will show what
mean by that) or else it was a constant current char ge of
around 150 milliampi..

rye have a hard and fast req uirement that we limit
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the open circuit time. It has to be less than 14 days. In
reality we usually end ùp  with one or two days. Most of
this open circuit time is accumulatec durinc vehicle
transportation from one test facility to another.

A deep reconditioning is performed on the
batteries every four months. Just prior to shipning our
vehicle up to Vandenberg we do a deep reconditioning which
is within six weeks of launch. At this point the batteries
are taken down to first cell voltage of 1.1 at a fast rate
and then there are individual resisters placed-across each
cell until the cell voltage is less than 20 mv.

Our battery fli ght history. The GPS orbit is a 12
hour orbit. It has a 30 day eclipse,season twice each vear.
?v,ax eclipse is 55 minutes, and the eclipse time roughly
follows the sine curve.

the flight battery temperature exce pt on one
battery on each vehicle is maintained within zero to five
degrees C. 'That was our goal with the exception of one of
the three batteries which operates at zero to 30 degrees, or
a little bit more, actually, zero to about 35 now. the
batteries are charged to a VIT curve, and this equates to
arounc 100 milliamps at t'.yo decrees C. k'e perform a shallow
reconditioning -- thct's to ing the Lattery voltage clown to
17.6 volts -- prior to each eclipse season.

(r: iqure 2h-2 )

This . is a picture of our bEittery. The battery is
ioouriteo to the vehicle with these mounting attach joints
here, and it's thermally isolated from the vehicle.,

It's not shown in this picture, but there's a
rarie•tor on the bottom of each battery	 a heat re,je,ction
plate. ThEl idea is that the heat floes out of the battery is
throur,h the radiator, which looks at deep space. Vie control
the temperature of the battery with thermal heaters,
controlled by thermostats, and that maintains them over the
zero to fi vP degree range.

(fi gure 23-3 )

'Phis is basically our V/T curves. Nominally on
^/T curve number two -- this one ri ght here •-- and if the
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battery temperature is around zero . dearees or two degrees
then the voltage is around 23 volts, and the battery coming
out of an eclipse period is charged. NhEn the voltage
reaches 23 volts the current is clamped back, it rapidly
drops off and enters into a taper cherge region which ends
uo to.be about 100 milliamps after about 24 hours'of
charcing.

(Ficure 28-4 )

This is kind of 0 gross summary of the data that
we hove on our first satellite that was launched on
74ashinnton's birthday back, in -"/8. So we're approaching
four years of life on this vehicle.

The data I plotted here was the batter y capacity
curing the reconditioning. Basically we ,just put a constant
resistive load across the entire battery ana we end up with
rbout a 150 milliamp discharge rate et IS.5 volts. This load
is removed when the battery voltage reaches 11.6 V.

As you can see, on all of these batteries we have
a relatively constant capacity over the flight history. vle
have shown they indicated basically no degradation at all.
v%e're really level. There is some ncise level back ana
forth because the people up at Sunnytiale who watch the
vehicle don't always catch it right at the point in time
where the load is tripped off.

I should mention the reconditionino load. When
the L-attery voltage reaches 17.6 volts, Fs I mentioned
earlier, itis automatically removed. Arid so they always
don't catch it at that time. 5o we usually hack off to the
last time they fina it -- they saw that it was still
cischarginc. Ano this can vary eight hours or so.

The battery number three which sees the run on the
first four vehicles that were launched, as I mentioned
earlier, does vary in temperature range of 0 to 30 degrees C,
and, is the battery that our thermal people blew it on.And
the radiator surface, which is coated with silver teflon
tape, degraded at a lot faster rate. The alpha on it
cearaded at a lot faster rate than was anticipated predicted
back in '.%'l when the design basically was done.

And so within about six months after launch we
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were approaching 20 de grees C and now it's up to 35.1 think
it has pretty much leveled off. I think it's ;degraded abolit
as far as it's going to degrade. The battery ,is swinging
throuah a temperature cycle of zero to about 30, 35 degrees
every 12 hours. But on these batteries -- and I'll have
another vehicle where you can s•ee some de gradation, quite a
bit of degradation --- but on this one we have seen none.

The lower part of this chart is a summar y of the
eno of eclipse voltage that we see curing our longest
eclipse period, our 55-minute eclipse period. I plotted
the battery voltage along here,'which refgrs back to this
chart here. You can see it's right around 19.5 volts.

These numbers :gown here are the currents that were
being drawn out of the battery at the end of the eclipse
vhen the voltage was recorded.

(Indicating.)

At the last eclipse period, which took place in
April, tine last eclipse period I have plotted, which was
April of 'Ql, ,our battery one was abcut six amps, two were
6.1 amps, and battery number three wes about 5.3 amps. So
you can see the thermal effect there.

Also on battery three, since it is getting lap into
the hi gh temperatures, they are manacino the charging
circuit now. Ve have an automatic cutoff at about 32
aec_rees. However a customer is a little reluctant to rely
on that, so whenever the battery gets up to 25 de grees they
cut off the charger. So battery number three is seeing
significant open circuit time now.

At this point I will identify the period of
time (through the eclipse 'p eriod) they ;red our payload in
what is called the hiah power mode, so we had larger
currents which are identified here, End that's the reason
for the lower voltage.

(Figure 28-5 )

This is kind of a busy chart of the raw data showing
each eclipse period. 8psically these are the numbers used in
calculating the capacity plotted on the previous chart.
The other reason I'm showing it is we also calculate
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the average discharge voltage for each battery. And, as you
can see, on this particular vehicle v:e hi.ve seen little drop
in the discharge-voltage. This is the reconditioning
discharge voltage.

Over here you can see a drop right around in here.

(Indicating.)

And that is a point in time where we went to a
lower charge curve, charge curve one, if you'll recall the
V/T curve figure.

(Fi gure 26-6 )

Vehicle two is pretty much the same as vehicle
one, v,ie have seen very little or no degradation of any of
the batteries.

On our vehicle number three, which was launched in
October, October 7 of -7:, , we hove seen some denradation.
Battery two looks real (food.	 It's pretty much flat, still
staying at an -)-ip-hour calculated capacity of around 23
am p-hours throunh. this aree.

Battery one has shown a crEdual decline, but not a
whole lot.

Battery three, though -- this is the one, again,
that's being ther,nal cyclea -- we have seen a significant
drop after about the third reconditioning period. Vie saw a
significant drop. And the around rules that we have set up
v,hen we see more titan a six percent cegraaation, they
autor.atice lly go and perform the second reconditioning
cycle. These reconditioning cycles are performed within
about a week or a week and a half of each other. So due to
the temperature cyclin g ancx everything it appears that we do
not really gain that much in capacity.

Now I °ust received data Friday, and it has now
taken another six percent drop. So the next plot shown will
be right 4bout in here. It appears v,e are nettin g, some
c.ecirad: -, tion on nottery number three, which is probably being
caustic: by the temperature cycling.

Again the eclipse performance, thou gh, this is the
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plot of the end of eclipse voltage, with the currents.
Vie-'re gettin g fairly goon current shoring.

Ahat will happen is at the beginnina of the elipse
we')l g et very little sharing with battery number three due
to the temperature. It s basically off —line. But as the
eclipse gets into, say, five or ten minutes it will slowly
start picking up. And by the time we're into 15 to 20
minutes the discharge current is near the final value
recorded.

So batteries one and two, as the man from Martin
mentioned, tena to hoc the load.

(Finure 28-7 )

This is just, again, detail numbers from which the
capacities were plotted. Voltaces on this batter y again
a.o p eer to to holding out very, very v,e 11 .

:3atter y number three, the Noltene showed a drop
i%hen we went to charoe curve one, which is right about in
this perioo, and it's arocned a little bit more here.

(Indicatino.)

Another thing. I']1 point out, this is the
reconditioning load, the resistive load that the battery
voltaga or the battery is reconditionea across.

ne ended up with a mix on ene of batteries on our
first six vehicles. This battery number one happens to be
one of the older batteries • in our system that we launched.
It was approximately 36 months old at launch in real life.
Ana one could assume that may be some of the reasons why
we're seeing some of this degradation here, even,though it
is riinor. It. doesn't show up on some of the other vehicles.
The reason for the age mix was because we had, again, a
design change after we had received another number of
batteries. So in trying to shuffle things around we mixed
them up. We don't intentionally assign batteries to
vehicles this way.

(Fi qure 26	 )
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This is the reconditioning dischar g e curve from
the third vehicle, battery number three. 1he dashed line is
basically what we predicted it shoulc be based on previous
test data. Our first reconditioning (solid line), which was
held May '79, followed that line down fairly close and
carried right out. Vie're coming off with a fairly sharp
dropoff. Vrhere this ends here, that's the last, data point
that we got from the vehicle monitoring. It should not have
dropped off until we got down to about li volts down in this
e:rea.

Then in November of 1 1-0 we did the r'e,conditioning
and had a significant decrease in capacity, as I pointed out
in the earlier charts. And the voltaae discharge curve wns
somewhat cie.oressed fron what we had seen earlier. And also
the slope at the end had a very soft knee to it, which could
indicate that we were getting some cell divergence. So a
second reconditionin g was performed. And, as it came out,
the first part of the curve looked geod up to here. Ne saw
all the thin gs you would expect to s(e with reconditioning.
the voltar;.e plateau had increased. But the discharge voltaae
still dropped off early to a second plateau. And on this we
'ust happened to luck out; they were watching the vehicle
Ono waiting for it to trip, and we had a little extension
here which could indicate that we're seeing a cell drop off
ri ght about here. That's the weakest cell.

The latest data from this battery that was just
received shows the same thine. We had an extended period of
time, around nine to ten hours, where we had dropped down
and then it ust kind of held its own for about'another ten
hours and then dropped off. And, of course, we were sitting
rie•ht on the cutoff point.

(Fi gure 2b-9 )

Uur.fourth vehicle, which Has also launched back
in 1 7th, December Jith, ag ain battery number three capacity
is dropping. I don't know if there's anything you could say
here or no 	 but it seems like when w.e aid the two
reconditioning cycles the next time tin seems to hold its
own. It's a sample of two, I guess, on these two vehicles.
Lut were kind of looking forward and watching that later
on.

Again the discharge voltage at the end of the
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eclipse periods are fairly level.

(Fioure 28-10 )

This is, the detailed capacity information for our
fourth vehicle. The volta ge$ basicall y have remained
unchenged for these two. We f ve seen some drop here again
because, I don O t have it noted here, but we are on charge
curve one.

Ne have two other vehicles in orbit that were
launched in 1980, and wehave seen no capacit y degradation
on those batteries. And we resolved our battery three
problem of temperature cycling by redesigning the battery
radiator system. Now on our vehicles all the batteries are
maintained over a zero to five gearees temperature ranee.

Any questions?
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^T'j	
GPS BATTERY DATA

YI BATTERY DESCRIPTION

• MANUFACTURER - GE

• 16 18AH CELLS

1 BATTERY PRE FLIGHT HISTORY

• AGE AT LAUNCH RANGED FROM 20 TO 38 MONTHS

- 20 MONTHS OF CELL TEST/BATT FAB/SV TEST TIME

- CELL TEST/BATT FAB - 11 MONTHS

- SV TEST - 9 MONTHS

- REMAINING TIME (IF ANY) WAS IN COLD STORAGE

- DISCHARGED

- 5°C

• BATTERY SV TEST TIME

- IN USE OR MAINTAINED ON TRICKLE CHARGE

20°C
- CHARGED TO V/T CURVE (CLAMPED VOLTAGE/TEMPERATURE) OR CONSTANT CURRENT OF 150 MA

- OPEN CIRCUIT TIME MINIMIZED TO LESS THAN 14 DAYS

- RECONDITIONED APPROXIMATELY EVERY 4 MONTHS AND WITHIN 6 WLCKS OF LAUNCH

1 BATTERY FLIGHT HISTORY

• 12 HOUR ORBIT, 30 DAY ECLIPSE SEASON, 55 MIN MAY ECLIPSE

• TEMPERATURE MAINTAINED OVER 0 TO 5 0C RANGE (EXCEPT WHERE NOTED)

• CHARGE TO V/T CURVE (2--100 MA AT 20C)

• SHALLOW RECONDITIONED (BATTERY VOLTAGE OF 17,6V) PRIOR TO EACH ECLIPSE SEASON

5a.un. synms 0—'— ,I, Rockwell
So . sy:—, c^—	 1 Internetlonal

Figure 28-1

Figure 28-2
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V/T CURVES FOR BATTERY CHARGING

RAVSTAR 1 BATTERY DATA
7

S4 	 22	 ,	 •4)•

•2	1	 BATTERY NO
1 ISIN 010 ws.

Y	 2 IS/N 0171 0...01a	 2 IS /N 020

I	 .•1 -a ............ .... . ,....z •••4411

1 OF THE 4 V/T	 g
CHARGE CURVES	 S €
	 a0 '6y 62 u U of 60	 Bic

12 
6SELECTED	 41	 ;	 1

n
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^ 
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, w ^^ °o wa o° O1 b	 BX (BATTERY 1 DISCHARGE CURRENT)

< N O< N= µ N n 3
ur•tirrr+ t	 RnYRi
rr..tirw.	 .O•n..siM

1	 NOMINALLY V/T CURVE 2 IS SELECTED

1	 BATTERY VOLTAGE IS CLAMPED AT TEMPERATURE (CHARGE CURRENT TAPERS)

.,....^-.••_	 I,Rxkw.114..•.r••.•awr	 1	 I•I.m.lbn.1 Figure 28-4

Figure 28-3
NAV$TAR 1 BATTERY RECONDITIONING DATA
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NAVSTAR IV BATTERY DATA
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NAVSTAR IV BATTERY RECONDITIONING DATA
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NEW NiCd BA'T'TERY STANDARD AND GUIDE

1A. Mi lden

Aerospace Corporation

I think this is ' a fitting,paper to end up today's
session on NiCd cells and NiCd battery performance data.

One of the functions that Aerospace Corporation
has is to examine the entire industry and examine what's
neen going on and interface with the various industry
organizations and try and distil out of,it some general
practices, and this is-what*we have attempted to do.

(Figure 29-1 )

vtie're basically working with two k-ihds of
documents. The first one is military standards ana
specifications. These provide a formal listing of good
practices through an iterative process oealing with people
in the industry.

Another ,purpos a is to , provide a compliance
document for imposing requirements-in procurements. Normally
these documents do not contain design data. It's usually
not the place of a military standard or Spec to contain
design data. 'this is usually left fcr handbooks.

It also provides a technical besis for
procurement. It provides a nominal requirement. It's a
basis for discussion and negotiations. Any of these
documents is always open for negotiation.

(Fi gure 29-2 )

Internal to the S pace Division, which is part of
the Air Force, there is,a new series of documents which are
going to be called Program Engineering Tebhnical Guides.
These will be used by the various program office individuals
and Air Force individuals to gain some general background of
the industry practices and various ttaaeoffs on what might
be controversial areas.

The basic difference between a guide and mil spec
is a specification is a manaatory document,whereas the guide
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will be informational and primarily a tutorial document.
These are strictly going to be in-house aocuments. They are
presented as part of a series. The initial group consists
of five documents. And what I have cone is I.have solicited
about 30 inputs from various people throughout the industry
on three drafts of this document.

I'm sorry I coulan't get around to all of you, but
I just took a selected list of various different government
agencies and suppliers.

the Program Engineering Technical Guide is less
formal. It's a more dynamic document. It doesn't go
through a formal release cycle. It v.ill also allow for
civergence of opinions. There will be controversy presented
in the documents. It will document engineering or technical
rata that exists in the industry, and it can also act as a
desi gn handbook.

Hopefully it will provide E consistent technical
approach. And it will be useful for evaluating diversity of
opinions. As some of you are we21 avare, there are lots of
opinions on things like reconditioning, what temperature to
operate a battery, different voltage curves, different
techniques.

At present there are five guides being prepared.
Une deals with propulsion system pressurants. Another one
weals with vehicle instrumentation during acoustic tests.
Another one deals with retest requirements. Another one
deals with verifying redundant gapabilities in space. And
the fifth one deals with use of NiCd batteries during
systems tests.

(fi gure 29-3 )

First I'd like to go over -- lnciaentally, Gerry
h alpert leaned on me. I had 22 vugrcphs, and he twisted my
arm to cut out about two-thirds of them. So hopefully we'll
finish right on time. the remaining 16 viewgraphs will be
contained in the proceedings for completeness.

First I'd like to go over the main points of the
nickel-cadmium battery usage practices fer space vehicles.
'This will be published as 14il Stancard 1578; the nominal
release date is 27 July '92. It's currently in the release
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cycle being published somewhere or other in the vast
bureaucracy. Eventually it will be available to the public.

It will establish requirements, and these are
based on experience and successful practices, much of the
material we've seen here today.

Compliance with the document.will help assure
proper performance for NiCds during space missions. The
compliance with handling procedures should go quite a ways
to minimizin g degradation. And one thing that it will
hopefully do, it will define terminology to be used.

As most o you are aware, there are a lot of
confusing and ambiguous terms, like capacity, and this will
4,ust provide a definition. It may help eliminate some
embiauities.

(F inure 29-4 )

The Proqram engineering Technical Guides title isis
	 of Fecharaeable NiCd Fliqht Batteries Jurino Space Vehicle

lestina_. It has three major sections. 1he first one is a
survey of practices that are current in the industry, a
discussion of current usage, and it rakes recommendations.

(Figure 29-5 )

These are the results of a survey of a total of 28
spacecraft systems use broken down in terms of no use,
thermal vacuum only, and all systems testing. The majority
of people do not use the flight batteries for other than
fli ght. They acceptance test the batteries, they acceptance
test the cells first, and then they put the batteries in
storace, reconditioning them periodically and reconditioning
them ''ust before putting them on the flight vehicle.

Generally the older programs used flight batteries
for all systems testing. the trend in most of the newer
programs is to minimize use of the aESignated flight
batteries.

(Figure 29-6 )

In aoinq through this survey there were a number
of reasons which were presented by enough people to give
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some repetition. the reasons given for the use of flight
batteries in systems testing were the collection of base
line data; in actual vehicle environment where you've got
the actual leads, you've got the actual connections, it
gives you a chance to do a full up tEst.

In many vehicles the battery is an intimate part
of the thermal subsystem, and if the battery is a part of it
this is the one chance you really have f'or checking out that
thermal interface.

A number of people said it gave them an
opportunity to discover early failures by actually using the
fli ght batteries. I'd like to point out, though, that
there-'s a clear tradeoff between life and testing.

And a couple of people--- particularly on
commercial programs 	 said that the use of the flight
batteries or a single set of flight batteries is a low cost
option. In commercial systems this is a major
consideration. However in many military systems this is
really not a consideration. Life ano performance are the
critical parameters.

(figure 29-7 )

The reasons given against the use of flight

batteries in system tests were that secondary batteries do
have a limited life, and what we would like to do is
maximize the on—orbit life. Jim Dunlop said he thinks that
if you use the batteries on the ground you're going to lose
as much as a year in orbit. -Probably a 000a number.

Of course another very important point is the only
environment where there is a simulation of space is during a
thermal vacuum test, and in the survEy a lar ge number of
people said the only test they did use the actual flight
batteries, the designated flight batteries, was during
thermal vacuum.

Of course the other reason, or major reason,
against is the batteries could be damaged in test. Most of
you are familiar with the horror stories of the test area
and junction boxes and the various holds and whatever that
go on during vehicle testing, particularly on the first
vehicle in a series. So you-'ve got to trade off the
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handling and the installation problems with the data that
you're goin g to gain.

Finally, perhaps one of the strongest reasons is
battery relateo data can be collected in subsystem testing
where you actually do have access to the batter y with hard
wired connectors as opposed to, on a spncecraft, where
you're counting on telemetry through sorne kind of a date
Ficquisition system. This is much, much safer from a battery
standpoint. And in most cases use of the engineering test
models will give you all the test data that you need.
lhere,'s really no need to use flight batteries.

(Figure 29 -b )

the Grogram Enqineerinq "lechnical Guide ends up
with three basic recommendations=

'The first one is not to use batteries designated
for flight during vehicle systems testin g except to provide
absolutely necessary data.

The second is using space cuality batteries for
vehicle systems testing. This coula be engineering models,
it could be qual. models, it could be any other battery but
not the actual designated flight batteries. They could be
flight type, flight nudity or fli ght configuration. Each
different orCan17ation uses different words for the same
thine.	 r

And the final recommendation is install flight
batteries at the last pract4cable tirre prior to launch. If
possible install them at the launch pad; if you have the
facilities. If not, install them just before shipping.

Any questions?

DISCUSSION

HENDEE (Telesat Canada)= The result of all these
wise comments is Floyd- O s comment to me in the hall that I
wasn't giving everybody enou gh static again this year.

I-'d like to make two comments=

First of all, it's my old one, that once again I'd
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like to say that limiting cost is rather selfish. Letts
Give Jim Dunlop 100 percent error in his calculations.
Let-'s say it's only six months that you will degrade -- you
will lose six months of performance at a cost of around •--
whati -- let's say 80 million projected over an eight year
period. That's amortizing it off at about ten million a
year; in half a year it's worth five million dollars. Ism
quite sure GE woula like to sell us e five million dollar
battery for test purposes. It's stupid.

MILDEN: Viell, the funny thing is in some of the
older programs when you're aealing with program office
people get very adamant when you talk about -- you
know, my God, you could extend the thing so many months if
you'd only give us $100 9 000. You've been there.

HENDEE : Oh, I know I've b.Fen there. vie're flying
s couple of them too.

MILDEN: Yes.

HENDEE: The other thing is you made a comment
there -- and validly so -- install fli ght batteries at the
last practical time prior to launch. In my rather
cisoreani7ed paner of a couple of years soo I showed that

= 1so activation data had a larr_,e effect'on my end result.
And I can ouite readily envision people;buyina a lot of
cells, or several lots of cells, for the systems testin g and
flight, puttin g the fli ght aside. I say you're also
probably coina to Ue g iving up somethin g doin g it that way.

ry recommendation is that you probably at least
activate your batteries at the latest possible time so that
you can verify that they're good batteries, have a
fall-back, et cetera, and then install them on the
satellite.

MILDEN: Among the 15 or sc vieworaphs that Gerry
twisted my arm over, one of.them says there's a three year
maximum activation time at time of bunch, preferably two
years.

HENDEE: Yes, preferably as little as possible.

Gerry, you shouldn't have cone that. You s.ee, I
took up the time anyway.
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MILDEN: Also, in terms of the activation, ,what a
lot of programs where you've got several vehicles will do is
they'll give the cell vendor the order and they'll release
the procurement in staged fashion so that you get them ac-
tivated at the latest possible point.

FUND (Goddard): I guess I have a little bit
different perspective on that activation date than you do. I
think 1 heard somebody talk about this afternoon batteries
had been activated 38 months or something before launch. I
think once you get over the hurdle of this problem we're
talking about in terms of use in integration, certainly that
becomes another factor. But until we get program managers
off their adamant positions, as you mentioned, and get them
to recognize that they are taking -- and I think Jim is
.being conservative at one year--- I think for every hour
they're on the spacecraft before launch it's at least two
hours you're going to lose in orbit. That's our experience.

There ,*s things that go on during this integration
period that are not common to NiCd cells in a space
environment. And I think if you qo bat's to the OAO life
test that was run and reported over F_ period of five years
here, we saw de gradation mechanisms in what we refer to as
intermittent years that don't show up uncer c ycling. So,
you know, I don't think there's any ouestion. And your
program manager, your old program is very right •-- people,
the older they get the harder they are to change. Just
remember that.

STEINHAUER (Hu ghes): My recommendation is that
the customer, the end user, if he wants to system test
batteries, bring money. I think they can go on at the'Cape
or the launch site. There's one thing -- And I think all
portions of the test programs at the system level can be
accommodated with test batteries with one possible
exception : The availability of dynamic balancing facilities
at the launch site and the utilization of those facilities
at the Cape. It may be difficult. Those batteries may be
needed ,just before it leaves the manufacturer to get proper
balancing.

MILDEN 1hat-'s an interesting point. Hopefully
these documents will be used by -- WF11, Floyd-s comment is
really to the wrong group. I mean we-*re all convinced here
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that you've got to minimize battery use and you've got to ao
all these good things.

by providing some kind of e standard'document
hopefully you can go back to your management and say, *Hey,
guys, here's a document we can argue from.'

HENDEE (Telesat Canada): I'd like to back up
Floyd just — I'm close, I'm in between the two of you guys.
I saw about a one-to-one degradation; if you got them two
years in advance, knock two years off the end.

DUNLOP (COMSA1) s Other pecple responded to that
question here besides me, I-I m sure.

One comment: One thing you might want to add, if
you're going to have batteries around for two years or three
years, you might also add how you're going to store those
batteries if you're not going to put them in the spacecraft.
And I'm sure that's something that a lot of people are
working on right now.

MILDEN : Minus ten to plus five degrees C.

DUNLOP: That's in your

1.1,I LDEN:	 Yes .

DUNLOP: Okay.

KASTEN: Since I was the one that presented the 38
month battery that'we launched, we went through an exercise,
1 ouess it was about a year ago, where we were coming up and
launching a vehicle that our batteries were really getting
old. 'They were all 38 months and olcer on most of them. And
we did go through quite an exercise . Hith our customer and we
did finally make some program chan ges. Vt'e ended up ordering
five new batteries from GE -- we gave Helmut some more
business -- for replacement batteries: for our vehicles th^:t
-- we e re scheduled to 1 punch one in I)ecertber I 0.1 and that-s
aoina to have newer batteries on.

Ve've also compromised in our test flow. We are
now putting the batteries on just pr;or to thermal vac,
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which should cut down the test time to about five months.
but we're also finding out that when we're proaucin g -- If
you'll recall, one year in 1 78 we launched four vehicles.
During that time our test people were very busy. Things
were going through the test flow very rapidly. Nhen they
don't get very tmusy this test time tends to stretch out,
especially at the beginnincf . You're al.wey s waiting for that
one last box. And so what you plan on nine months ends up
to be IS months; plus either the launch vehicle isn't ready
or somethina else.

So usuelly after thermal va= c in our experience
things are flowing fairly fast. So we have compromised in
installing our batteries just prior to therm,9l vac, mainly,
again, because of some of the reasons you mentioned. o!jr
therriial people like to see those batteries on the vehicle
and balancinc and all of that stuff.

The other thine, when we store our batteries now
we kind of caved in to people on the other side of town, and
we are shorting them.

One thing I guess you have to watch out for when
you store the batteries, though, is to mske sure you don't
end up storing them at the temperature that your thermal
switches are closed at becr:use then you can end up demagincr
-- or ending up with a permanent set in your thermal
switches if you do have thermal switches on the batteries.
'That's something to consider.

DUNLOP (COMSAT): I really can't resist this.
There was one other comment I made to you in that letter
regarding nickel hydrogen batteries, and I think the comment
was that in the nickel-cadmium battery the major problem is
temperature - or one of the problems was temperature and an
uncontrolled temperature and a degradation of separator
material. The nickel hydrogen battery, the types of sep-
arator materials that are typically used are really rather
insensitive to temperature and there's a good likelihood
that with the nickel hydrogen battery you wouldn't have -
you could go back to the original old program office idea
of using that battery through all the spacecraft integration
testing.

MILDEN: Well, Jim, what I did as a result of
your letter and about three others, all of whom are nickel
hydrogen users, was to add the works "nickel-cadmium" to the
title of the program guide. We've got to make room for new
technology.
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Program Engineering Technical Guide

Mil Stds / Specs

• IN-HOUSE DOCUMENTS

• FORMAL LISTING OF GOOD PRACTICES

• LESS FORMAL - MORE DYNAMIC

• COMPLIANCE DOCUMENT FOR IMPOSING REQUIREMENTS
• DOCUMENTS ENGINEERING OR TECHNICAL DATA

• NORMALLY DOES NOT CONTAIN DESIGN DATA
	

• CAN INCLUDE DESIGN HANDBOOK INFORMATION

• PROVIDES TECHNICAL BASIS FOR PROCUREMENT
	

• PROVIDES A CONSISTENT TECHNICAL APPROACH

Figure 29-1
	

Figure 29-2

Nickel-Cadmium Battery Usage Practices
for Space Vehicles

Use, of Rechargeable Flight Batteries
During Space Vehicle Testing

• ESTABLISHES REQUIREMENTS

• COMPLIANCE HELPS ASSURE PROPER PERFORMANCE
FOR NiCds DURING SPACE MISSIONS

• COMPLIANCE WITH HANDLING PROCEDURES
WILL MINIMIZE DEGRADATION

• DEFINES TERMINOLOGY TO BE USED

• SURVEY OF PRACTICES

• DISCUSSION OF USAGE

• RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 29-3
	

Figure 29-4
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Survey of Practices
USE OF FLIGHT BATTERIES DURING SYSTEMS TESTS

USE OF FLIGHT BATTERIES DURING SYSTEMS TESTS

ALL PROGRAMS MILITARY

NO USE	 13	 5

THERMAL VACUUM ONLY	 7	 5

ALL SYSTEMS TESTING	 8	 3

28	 13

• OLDER PROGRAMS USED FLIGHT BATTERIES FOR ALL
SYSTEMS TESTS

• TREND IS TO MINIMIZE USE OF FLIGHT BATTERIES

Figure 29-5

Survey of Practices

REASONS GIVEN FOR USE OF FLIGHT BATTERIES
IN SYSTEMS TESTS:

• COLLECTION OF BASELINE DATA IN ACTUAL
VEHICLE ENVIRONMENT

• VALIDATION OF THERMAL INTERFACE

• DISCOVERY OF EARLY FAILURES BY USING
FLIGHT BATTERIES

• USE OF SAME BATTERIES IS A LOW
COST OPTION

Figure 29-6	
V

Survey of Practices
	

Recommendations

REASONS GIVEN AGAINST USE OF FLIGHT BATTERIES
IN SYSTEMS TESTS:

• SECONDARY BATTERIES HAVE A LIMITED LIFE

• ONLY THERMAL VACUUM TEST ENVIRONMENT
IS SIMILAR TO SPACE

• BATTERIES MAY BE DAMAGED IN TEST

• BATTERY RELATED DATA CAN BE COLLECTED
IN SUBSYSTEM TESTING

Figure 29-7

• DO NOT USE BATTERIES DESIGNATED FOR FLIGHT
DURING VEHICLE SYSTEMS TESTING EXCEPT
TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DATA

• USE SPACE QUALITY BATTERIES FOR VEHICLE
SYSTEMS TESTING

• INSTALL FLIGHT BATTERIES AT LAST PRACTICABLE
TIME PRIOR TO LAUNCH

Figure 29-8
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Battery Storage and Handling	 Battery Storage and Handling

• >45 DAYS, STORE	 • SHIPPING

• DISCHARGED

. SHORTED	 . DISCHARGED AND SHORTED, EACH CELL

OR AT BATTERY CONNECTOR

• -100 TO +5°C

CO NDITIONING AFTER STORAGE 	
. ON OR OFF S I C; -15° TO +30°C

• 

• C120 FOR 40 ± 4 HRS AT 22° ± 3°C
' 30°C EXPOSURE MINIMAL

• C12 TO 1.0VICELL, AVERAGE	 :510 DAYS, <_4 HRS PER DAY

. ISI RESISTOR ACROSS EACH CELL 	 Figure 29-10
FOR >_16 HRS

Battery Storage and Handling

Figure 29-9

•
Battery Storage and Handling 	

TRACEABILITY FROM ASSEMBLY TO LAUNCH

• CONTINUOUS TRICKLE CHARGE 	 • CELLS ACTIVATED > THREE YEARS

ARE NONFLIGHT
. BATTERY TO BE AT <_27°C

Figure 29-12
• OPEN CIRCUIT PERIODS

• MINIMIZE NUMBER	
On Orbit Operations

• MINIMAL DURATION, 596 HRS

• RECONDITIONING	 • CHARGE CONTROL BASED UPON DEVELOPMENT TESTING

. EVERY 45 ± 3 DAYS IN USE

• WITHIN 30 DAYS OF LAUNCH	
• MINIMAL HIGH RATE OVERCHARGING

• TRICKLE CHARGE TO AVOID STAND LOSSES

Figure 29-11	 Figure 29-13
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On Orbit Operations .

• RECONDITIONING

• GEO, PRIOR TO EACH ECLIPSE SEASON

• MEO, VARIABLE PERIODIC BASIS

• LEO, MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE

• DoD AND CYCLE LIMITS

• TO BE BASED UPON GERMANE DATA

• 50 ± 50C;,MINIMAL EXCURSIONS

Figure 29-14

On Orbit Operations
• DATA

• FOR EACH APPLICATION OF A NEW BATTERY DESIGN

On Orbit Operations

• OVERTEMPERATURE BACK-UP PROTECTION

• 532°C

• SWITCHING TO REDUCE

OR TERMINATE CHARGING

• BATTERY ISOLATION

• CHARGE CIRCUITS

• LOA D

Figure 29-15

Development Testing

• NOMINAL AND FAILURE MODE CASES

• BATTERY AND INDIVIDUAL CELL VOLTAGE

• FOR EACH NEW APPLICATION OF AN EXISTING DESIGN

• BATTERY CURRENT

• BATTERY TEMPERATURE
	

• FOR EACH NEW SUPPLIER OF AN EXISTING DESIGN

Figure 29-16	 Figure 29-17

Development Testing/ Charge Control
• MINIMUM CHARGE RATE AND RECHARGE RATIO

TO MAINTAIN RATED CAPACITY THROUGHOUT
THE MISSION

• PARAMETER CHARACTERIZATION

• AV

• Al

• AT

• DESIGN MUST ADDRESS CONTINGENCIES

Figure 29-18
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Development Testing/ Charge Control
• EXCLUDED AS PRIMARY METHOD

. THIRD ELECTRODE CELLS

. COULOMBMETER CELLS

. SINGLE TEMPERATURE SET POINT

Figure 29 _9	 Development Testing/Life

• ACCEPTANCE TESTED FLIGHT-TYPE BATTERIES

• ELECTRICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
EXPECTED DURING SIC OPERATION

• THERMAL PROFILE CHARACTERIZATION

• REAL TIME (no acceleration)

Development Testing/Thermal Vacuum 	 Figure 29-20

• FLIGHT-TYPE BATTERIES

• THERMAL CYCLE TEMPERATURE MONITORING

• BATTERY HEAT TRANSFER VALIDATION

Figure 29-21
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EFFECTS OF THE MODE OF STORAGE ON THE CAPACITY

FADING OF THE SINTERED NICKEL ELECTRODES

B. Vyas and M. P. Bernhardt

Bell Laboratories

I guess my talk is a continuation of the last talk
yesterday where we tried to setup guidelines as to how a
battery should be used and not misused. And one of the
topics-we ended on is how should we store these batteries?

I s m going to talk about the storage problem.

In the guidelines, one of the recommendations
being made is that the battery should be stored before
launch onto the satellite in a discharged mode at a low
temperature of minus 5 to 10 degrees Centigrade, and in the
shorted condition. This is rather .early in the morning to
try to tell you to put this up.

This work will show that it should be stored at a
low temperature, but we should probably store the batteries
in the open circuit condition rather than the shorted
condition.

This work is a systematic investigation of the
effect of temperature and.the two conditions of storage,
shorted and open circuit.

The impetus for this work was that cells
from the manufacturer and the capacity which we measured on
the cells before testing .were lower than what were measured
by the fabricator at their location. The understandin g is
that there was in some manner a loss during storage and
shipping from the-manufacturer to our lab.

Other investigators have also observed such a loss
and so we wanted to understand what _is happening during the
shipping and storage.

Gettin g back to this business. of shorted and open
circuit, if you look at the literature, the open literature
at least, there is no systematic work, or very little of the
effects of storage, although there is a lot of work on
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capacity fading due to cycling.

In talking to the people who . have been in the
business for years I gather the impression that
cells are stored in the shorted mode partly for safety
reasons, partly out of folklore, and partly what I call
scientific judgment, which is really just good guesswork.

. However, in this first attempt at looking at the
systematic study of this sort, we found that maybe that is
not the best .way of storage.

Now a simple thought experiment on the cell, what
could go wrong during storage, is that there are three main
components in there, the positive nickel electrode, the
negative cadmium, and the electrolyte, and either of these
three may not be where they should be, and that would cause
a loss.

.The cadmium electrode—normally you have a'lot more
cadmium, so a loss cannot be at least found due to that
electrode-during the shipping and storage period. These are
positive limited electrodes so the loss would be due to a
loss in these positivie electrodes rather than the negative
electrodes.

There is a possibility that the electrolyte is not
where it is supposed to be, but if we assume for a moment
that does not happen, then the main culprit would be the
positive electrode. Therefore, we decided to study the
sintered nickel electrode alone and the effect of storage on
it.

All these tests were done on sintered electrodes
in flooded cells, so we do not have the complication of a
shifting or loss of electrolyte or the complication of
changes in the negative electrode.

(Figure 30-1)

This is just a slide of the experimental
condition.	 We used a sintered nickel electrode. All the
work I s m going to report today is on electrochemically
deposited by the aqueous process. And I have recently done
some .on chemically deposited plates obtained from GE and
they show a similar phenomenon. In fact the rate of
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degradation is faster in them, which probably will be
clearer as I get to why this loss occurs.

It is then stored flooded in 30 percent KOH during
the discharge condition, and at three different
temperatures, 22, -- that^s room temperature — 60 degrees
Centigrade and SO degrees Centigrade. We have not done any
lower temperatures. However, we do have a program of doing
real cells at lower temperatures, of the order of 10
degrees.

And they were stored in two modes, shorted or open
circuit.

After storage they were taken out, cooled down to
room temperature, and all cycling to measure the capacity
was then at room temperature.

These were done at two rates, C/10 and C rate.

When you . take the electrode out after storage and
cycle .it, the first cycle always gives you a very low
capacity but the capacity comes back to a nominal value in
about three .cycles, and we normally give it five cycles.
What I'm going to show as a capacity loss is the initial'
capacity minus the capacity of the fifth cycle.

This loss or this recovery in the five cycles is
of the order of 10 percent of the loss, 'just to give you an
order of magnitude. But at all stages you do get a much
lower capacity in the first cycle, and it flattens out in
about the fourth or the fifth cycle.

Another important point listed here is that the
capacity measured here is the capacity out to one. volt.
That is the .useful capacity as far as the satellite
application is concerned, and that's all the capacity that^s
being measured.

So this is a very simple test, nothing very
complicated.

(Figure 30-2.)

Here is shown a loss of capacity as a function of
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time of storage. Starting at zero, all these plots are
normalized and we stored them for one day, then three or
four days, over the weekend, and subsequent stages of seven
days and.th.ey were given five cycles in each stage.

One thing to note .which we don-t have a very good
understanding of, after one day I didn-'t plot the point
but after three days, the first two point, the capacity is
the same . or slightly higher than what they started with. I
don't have a good explanation for that, but that-*s an
observation I guess that should be kept in mind, after which
you see a ,loss in capacity.

As we look here, you have the first one which is
open circuit at room temperature, the next open triangles
are open circuit, 60 degrees, and the .circles here are open
circuit, bO degrees.

The function of temperaturE in the open circuit
condition, the loss of capacity, increases with the increase
in temperature. The same thing happens with the shorted
electrodes. The first one is room temperature shorted, then
60 degrees shorted, then 80 de grees shorted.

So two thingss The shorted electrode showed a
higher rate of loss than the open'circuit electrodes. And
second of a.11 $ there's an increase in both modes with the
increase in temperature.

Another point to be pointed outs

These lines are dust drawn to show an indication
that the rate of loss is changing. It really does not mean
that the rate of loss is linear. It was ,just shown to make
it clear, and I s m not sure if that-s an important
implication. It could be.

(Figure 30-3)

This is now showing the same effect, a loss of
capacity again, with time of storage at a C rate of charge
and discharge which is 340 milliamps-. Most of these are
around three to four hundred milliamps capacity electrodes.

Again you see that the first three are for an open
circuit condition, room temperature, 60 degrees, 80 degrees
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Centi grade, and the next three are for the shorted
condition, room temperature, 60 degrees and 80 degrees.

Two things : Again here you s.ee a higher capacity
initially, and.then you see a general degradation as a
function of time. Again there's an increase with an
increase in temperature, and under all conditions, the
shorted electrodes show a much higher rate of loss than the
samples stored in the open circuit condition.

the C/2 discharae,
satellite type of
done to accelerate
boring and mundane
could accelerate it

Comparing the .0/10 charge to
which is the nominal.rate used in most
work, and the C rate, which was really
the process., this is a very simple but
experiment, and we thought probably we
by this.

But we see that the rate does have an effect on
the .loss of capacity. I don-'t have an absolute
understanding of this. However, it could be rationalized in
terms of the polarization. There's a change in the
structure and.the electrode sees the polarization effect and
therefore at higher rates, it cannot give back the capacity
that it can at the lower rates of charging and discharging.

.All this can-be quickly summarized in a table
form.

(Figure 30-4)

Here again you have open circuit and shorted at
the two rates. This is the initial capacity and this is the
loss after 25 days, and again you see an increase in temper-
ature in all three cases, and also the shorted condition shows
a much higher loss than the open circuit condition.

This one here should be 18.4 and not 14.b.
( Indicating..)

So the next obvious question which all bosses tend
to ask their people is,'is this real', Is this an artifact
of the experiment? And second of all, can we revive this
electrode?

And some tried to do two , ouick experiments to see
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if we could.

After .the 25 days, these electrodes were further
cycled with 400 percent overcharge. Three to five more
cycles were given, with 400 percent overcharge. And you see
in the two electrodes which were under the open circuit
conditions, this.is the resultant loss from the initial.
It-I s only 1.7. which is.. within the error bar, really. So
most of the capacity which was lost in these 25 days has
been recovered for these two electrodes in the open circuit
condition.

However, in the ones which were stored in the
shorted mode,.this has-only gone from 14.8 to 12, and 42.3
to 37..8. So the ones which were shorted, it seems that they
do not recover very easily while the open circuit one comes
back.

Another way of trying to recover this is to just
continue cycling under the same mode .for a longer time, and
after 25 cycles, again you see the ones which were open
circuit, most of it comes back, while the ones that were
shorted, there is no change.

So I think we have a reasonable amount of data to
say with a reasonable.amount of confidence that electrodes
which are stored	 at least the sintered positive electrode
stored in the open circuit mode does not lose much capacity,
or at least they can be recovered, while the one which is
shorted is dead for you.

So the next question arises= Vihy is that? And we
find out what changes are operating in the electrode to lead
to such losses.

(Figure 30-5)

The first clue comes in this voltage
charge/discharge curve. This was taken after 18 .days. .I
tried to plot this as close to as it .comes off from the
graph paper, but this is kind of normalized, so don-'t take
the absolute value .but just to show the general trends.

The dark line here is the voltage curve of the
initial electrode before storage. This is room temperature
open circuit; this one here is 60 degrees open circuit. This
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one is room temperature and 60 degrees shorted.

Two .things come .clear, the same thi.ng here.
There's a lower loss in the open circuit one than in the
shorted.one.......

Two things to note here is that the shorted ones,
both of them, show a higher end —of--charge voltage than the
open circuit one, which maybe one indication that one is
degrading worse then the other.

But in either case what we did is after we
discharged this, we had a cutoff at ebout .4, and all of
these came back to open circuit. We decided to discharge
this at the C/10 rate at 30 milliamps, and you see that most
of the capacity is recovered at the lower voltage.,

In this table is shown the two capacities. When
you add the two, 400 or 415 compared to 408 initially, what
that plot shows you, and the table, is that all the capacity
isn't dead, it's gust that it cannot be realized up to one
volt.

So one thing can be easily concluded. The
material is not lost physically. It is not out of the
electrode. It is also not ,just loosely held in the pores.
It's all there. You ,just cannot get it out due to some
polarization effect.

So the immediate conclusion is that there's a
change in the structure of the active material which is
causing this loss. And how can we study that?

We have initiated a program to look at the
structure of the active material .by X —rays, and do some
systematic, electrochemistry— like pulses and polarization,
curves, in an attempt to understand what's happening to the
active material during storage.

This work .is .rather preliminary. A.11 the results
are not here.

In the short time left to me I would ,just like to
give you a few polarization curves which, to me, look like a
landscape view of what may be happening to these electrodes
as a function of time, and speculate with you what may be
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the.mechanism of this loss.

(Figure 30-6)

. I guess all of you are quite familiar with this.
This is the .current-versus-voltage curve of the electrode.
The same experiment is .done. The electrode is taken,
stored, taken out. Instead of doing the .charge/discharge at
constant time we now run polar.ization curves.

This is the charge. Ne see the double peak. this
is oxygen and this.is the discharge peak. This is a typical
curve obtained from most electrochemically deposited
electrodes. And.the scan rate is .05 millivolts per second
so it-'s reasonably slow. this is on sintered electrodes.

(Figure 30-7)

Now as we store it and then take them out and run
polarization curves, this is what you s-ee in ten days. You
see a shift, both in the charge and the discharge. What is
really important, what this tells you, by the potential you
can get an indication of the structure of the materials, so
you see that peak maximum here shifts Slightly, on the order
of 5 millivolts.

.Second of all, the second peak, which is a sharp,
clear peak, has now become rather vague. Also on the
discharge curve, this one has shifted and you now have a new
peak. '

(Figure 30-8)

If you do it further for 25 days, the second peak
now starts growing while the first one is decreasing on
discharge. And again here you see a slight blip, and-the
second peak is totally lost to you.

(Figure 30-9)

You carry on this further, and this I guess was
after 65 days, you could see that the original peak is
totally lost to you. You just have the secondary peak.

And also on top if you watch you have a double
peak of this sort. This is the curve on the charge.
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So if you have a totally.distinct peak like that,
that means there-s a new phase, and so we said, Okay, the
material is probably going through a phase transformation
from this alpha to beta and gamma ano all that kind of
stuff, and if you look at the literature, it is known that
the beta-nickel-hydroxide to beta-nickel-oxi-hydroxide, the
potential for that is higher than the gamma-to-beta or
alpha-to-gamma reaction. So this shift in the positive
direction could be due to a structure going to the beta
form.

If that is true we'could check that by now
overcharging this electrode for a very long time because we
know if we overcharge a beta-nickel-hydroxide at a high rate
for a very long time, we can convert the beta to gamma. That
could be a quick check for that, and we did do this after 65
days.

After 65 days you started here. You only listed
this one peak and then this complex peak here.

Then we overcharged it at the 4 C. rate for 16
hours, an overnight charge, and then ran a discharge curve.
This was the original discharge curve, and now you get a
curve, this one, out over it. So this potential has shifted
over to the original position and you get a much higher
capacity, too. So that was the first indication, yes, maybe
this is beta, and by overcharging it you can convert it back
to gamma which would shift the potential back down.

On the subsequent charge you get this curve here
and again, the double peak here is your discharge curve.
So it shows that this heavy overchar ging can convert it to
a gamma phase, but this is not a stable phase,.and on a
subsequent regular kind of char g e and discharge you O re going
to see a double peak.

So what Vm heading to is that whatever structure
you start with, you ,-'re now faced with a change in the phase
of that active material from maybe an alpha to a beta form,
and a beta form which is really what I have called a
beta-prime, which cannot be overchar ged any more.

That case is for what was stored in the shorted mode.
I forgot to mention that. Here is a case, what happens
along a similar time sequence.
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Many more polarization c.urties, by the way• were
built up. I've just shown a few for.clarity hero.

'This is the case of a similar experiment done but
the sample is stored in the open circuit condition. Again
here, this is after 20 days compared to the first 10 days.

You see the same thing happening, a second peak, a
shift here, and a loss in this second peak.

You go to 65 days. Again you see the second peak
is growing at the expense of the first one. But if you
compared the shorted one for 65 days, this lower potential
peak was totally.lost. Only the second one existed.

So what this is saying is that the same phenomenon
is occurring in both these electrodes. However, the rate at
which it's occurring in the shorted electrode is much
faster.

Now if the second peak is really a beta, and this
is unstable material, if you do not oo into overcharge, then
you should only get a second peak. 1hat^s a second check of
whether this kind of transformation is takin g place.

And that is what we have here, where we took the
electrode as soon as it comes down to its minimum, we
started discharging it and not letting it go into
overcharge. And there you see just a hi gher 314 potential
discharge, again showing that that material is beta.

If you don't take it to overcharge you don't see
the gamma transformation.

So this kind of gives you a first—order indication
of the kind of changes in the active material.

.(Figure 30-10)

This I took from, I think -- I'm not sure
Toumy's old work where he shows all the possible reactions
in a nickel positive electrode. And you have the
alpha—to—gamma electrochemically deposited, the chemical
beta —to—beta during overcharge. We 'have gamma and it can
discharge straight to beta.
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What all this is now telling us is that the
electrode now forms a beta form. If it-'s - initially the beta
form it can go to beta-nickel-oxy-hydroxide when the old
charge goes to gamma. That's what gives you higher
capacity. Now you have a material which will only go to
this reaction, not to this reaction.

I think I forgot to mention one thing here.

If you now measure the capacities under here, this
capacity, after 65 days, is about 30 percent less than what
you had initially. If you now overcharge it and measure the
capacity over here, it em s about 5 percent more than what you
started with, which again tells you that the literature says
that not only is there a phase change but there^ l s an
electron change. You normally just have about a .9 to a 1
electron volt change from the beta-nickel-hydroxide to
oxy-hydroxide. However, the gamma form is probably a nickel
4 plus. You normally have about 130 to 160 percent increase
in charge. These changes in capacities are of the same
order of magnitude.

(Figure 30-11)

So we have now a total picture showing here that an
electrochemical plate which, when you deposit it -- it's
probably alpha -- goes to a beta, but still works. It can
go into the gamma form during overcharge, but on aging it
becomes into an inactive beta which cannot be easily
overcharged, and that is what leads to a loss in capacity.

That the first form. That should give you
automatically about a 30 percent loss in capacity.

Beyond that, the beta-* probably just grows in size
and it becomes more difficult to polarize.

This period, which will only be checked thoroughly
once some .extra analysis is done on these other materials in
there, although the electrochemistry does seem to indicate
what is happening.

So now to summarize, I think we've shown clearly
that there is a capacity loss; it increases with increasing
temperature of storage, and the rate of capacity loss is
larger for the shorted electrodes then the electrodes stored
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at open circuit.

This I think is the most important result of this.
I would appreciate comments as to why people do store them
under shorted conditions.

This is a proposed mechanism of what may be
happening to the active material which is leading to this
loss.

 This is just a word of caution, that the results
from these flooded cells should not be directly translated
to a starved cell. However, the same kind of trend is going
to occur in a cell, and we've done a Similar systematic
storage test on cells and a similar loss does occur.
The numbers are not the same but the same type of rate does
occur. So that's something that has to be kept in mind.

And finally, it just says as a result of this we
can recommend that nickel-cadmium or nickel-hydrogen cells
should be stored at low temperture, mayoe minus 5 to 10
degrees is the right range, and also as far as possible, in
the open circuit condition rather then the shorted
condition.

ROGERS (Hughes Aircraft): What is inactive beta'?
Is that something you've seen, or is it lust an explanation?

VYAS: It's just a term I'Ne used. It is what I
define as the beta form which cannot be easily over-charged to
the gamma state. You need a tremendcus high overcharge for
it. That's all. I define that as the inactive beta' form.

If you take a chemical plate which is beta known
-- and we've done this experiment -- and go through a
polarization, show where a charge/discharge is transformed
to the gamma form, if you now stored the chemical plate, you
cannot overcharge it into the gamma form. So that's what I
have called as an inactive or a beta'.

Now what the structure is, I think X-ray will
probably tell us.

KUNIGAHALLI (Bowie State College): Can you tell
me the size of the electrode that you use, and what is the
size of the electrode that you use, and what is the number
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of cycles maximum number of cycles it underwent?

VYAS: The first charge/discharge, the loss in
capacity, they were 1-1/2 by 1-1/2 inches by I think 28
mils thick, having a capacity of about 300 to 400 milliamps.
And initially they were given ten cycles, then go through
the storage stages at various times and at each storage it
was given five cycles.

If I understand your question correctly, we had
the same problem. When you're doing a test like that, the
time of cycling should be shorter then the time of storage;
otherwise, the test has no meaning. And the time of cycling
was much smaller than the time of storage. That-'s an
important criterion in such a type of a test.

KUNIGAHALLI' My second question is did these
nickel electrodes contain any cadmium,---

VYAS: No.

KUNIGAHALLIs -- what is usually referred to as PQ
treatment?

VYASs All these Electrodes are nickel containing,
most of therm-- I think all the results I've shown todav are
5 percent cobalt. I've done some work with 10 percent
cobalt but no cadmium or any other additive.

KUNIGAHALLI' One more question=

During the discharge you used a C/10 rate for
discharge?

VYAS : No, that was the second step. We did a C
rate discharge, then followed by a C/10 rate discharge.

KUNIGAHALLI= Have you tried any higher rates of
discharge in these experiments?

VYAS' The other electrodes were done C/10 charge
and C/2 discharge.

KUNIGAHALLI' Did you obserNe any reaction to the
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loss of capacity? Did you observe any voltage drop?

VYASJ Well, if you look at that plot, I tried to
get data on what is called the mid-discharge voltage as a
function of cycl-ing. However, that data does not come out
very systematic. You have changes in the cadmium electrode
and things of that sort, and the result is not very good.

But I want to point out on those polarization
curves where you see a double peak, if you now do a
charge/discharge. with respect to a mercury-mercury oxide
reference electrode, you can see in the case where you have
only a gamma peak, discharge at the lower potential and
almost flat; however, in the case hatiing a double peak, you
see a more sloping discharge curve --if that's what you're
trying to ask.

You have to do the test carefully in a flooded
cell. With a cadmium electrode, it-'s difficult to
distinguish the change in thi.s mid-voltage.

KUNIGAHALLIJ I think why I asked this, you may be
aware of the recent paper of Craig Moore and Bernard, et al.

They have studied the nickel-hydroxide electrode, and
after a large number of cycles it has shown a voltage drop
in the plateau.

And .I was wondering whether you did observe any
such plateau during the discharge of these-

VYAS=. Yes, every now and.then since we have a
cutoff at point 4 you'.11 see a secondary discharge plateau
at about ..B, .7, depending on the rate of discharge. Those
results are similar to bernard's.work, and it's quite
possible that the changes occurring may be similar, although
not the same, during cycling and storage.

This work not only deals with the immediate
problem of how to store cells but may -lead to a better
understanding of what-'s happening in this mysterious nickel
electrode. But there is no contradiction between the two
works.

.KUNIGAHALLIj Thank you.
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REICHMAN..(ECD) s I would like to know the charge
that you measure under the voltogram? Is it the same charge
that you measure during the discharge and charge experiment?

VYASs The voltggram samples were smaller. they
were 2'centimeters by 2--1/2'ccntimeters since my
potentiostat would only give off one amp. But a quick
calculation of measuring the area-under the curve is of the
same order. But they have not done E charge/discharge on
the same electrode as such l and these experiments are still
continuing.

At the end we hope to match that with a chemical
analysis--

REICHMANs And what was the scan rate that you
were--

VYAS= .05 millivolts per Second.

REICHMAN= Thank you.

SCHULMAN .(JPL)s Nould your work have any
implications as far as deep reconditioning is concerned? Do
you have any thoughts on that matter?

VYASs I nd Just like to abstain from answering
that. It-'s a touchy businesso and.the work is still in
progress. I' guess I'll Just .wait until it f s complete and I
understand everythin g about it.

But yes, absolutely, it does have important
implications.

HENDEE (Telesat. Canada)s I em sure I missed itt
but the state of .charge of your open circuit cells was what?

VYASs State of charge?

HENDEE 9 100 percent. 0 percent?

VYASs They were discharged--- All the electrodes
were dischargedg and we-have a diode cutoff at .4 9 and the
electrodes do . show a sharp knee, so that ,'s the condition.

HENDEE$ Okay. So your open circuit Is
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effectively discharged then for the storege.

VYAS : Yes.

HENDEE: Thank you.

VYAS: If you're trying to imply, the material
probably does have Some capacity in there.

HENDEE : Yes.

GASTON (RCA)= I think you are aware that most of
our experience has been somewhat different. For the last
decade or so we stored them discharged and shorted.

My question is how come I haven't seen any
capacity loss on my cells? And I think a lot of other
people might not have seen a capacity loss either by storing
them shorted. In other words I'm not quite convinced by
your work. Now whether it-'s.unique or something special,
Vm not convinced that I will see the capacity loss in my
cells because I haven't seen it.

-VYAS : As I said, I think 1 tried to'emphasize
that temperature plays a very important role in this, room
temperature. If you'll look at the shorted and the open
circuit, the difference in about a month of storage is of
the order of only 4 percent.

So if you are at the lower temperature as far as a
practical application is concerned, you may not see a loss,
but the results do seem to suggest that there is a
difference when you go through a whole random matrix.

We have s.een losses in cells which are shipped to
us. Others have done that, and.they are mostly shipped
shorted. So there is a loss.

There is also a loss if you store them in open
circuit fora very long time. I think there was a paper in
the late -'70s suggesting that, too. So there is a loss.
But temperature is a very important factor.

GASTON: Well, it's pretty well standard procedure
at Aerospace to store them at 0 degrees C, so that's the
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range where you store them.

Now are your results based on cylindrica.l cells,,
prismatic cells.? Are they commercial type cells?

VYAS= Prismatic Aerospace.

GASTON: Your results are somewhat .unique and also
different from what NASA had observed several years ago.

VYAS= We have a program now to try to study this
on real cells. That-'s why I pointed out we have to be
careful in translating the electrode work to a cell. But I
feel quite reasonably confident that you-1 11 s.ee similar
stuff if a systematic kind of work is done.

I s m not aware of a systematic work on the cell
where they tried to really study it. If there is any I--*d
like to know.

GASTON= I just wanted to caution people somewhat
on the recommendation not to switch over immediatly. This
may be just--

VYAS= I absolutely agree, and that-I s why it was
underlined out there.
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SINTERED PLAQUE CHARACTERISTICS

H. Vaidyanathan

COMSAT

The positive electrode degrades in performance
with cycling in a nickel-hydrogen battery, and this limits
the battery cycle life. This degradation can be traced to
several structural and operat.ing parameters in the battery,
and, most importantly, the quality of the sintered plaque.
Therefore, COMSAT Laboratories have initiated a positive
electrode R&D program which encompasses all aspects of
fabrication and characterization.

As
plaque. Our
procedure in
process para
characterize
compared.

a first step, we are focusing
objective here is to identify
which we can have the maximum
meters. We are also exploring
the sintered plaque so that fi

on the sintered
a manufacturing
control of the
several ways to
nprovements can be

By way of background, the structural
transformations occurring during sintering is illustrated in
the first slide.

(Figure 31-1)

Now, as you know, the starting material is the
Inco nickel powder. And there are two kinds of powders: the
type 255 and the type .28.7. The Inco nickel powder has a
very characteristic spikey structure, and it has an
irregular crystal structure, too. And these powders have a
size, in terms of diameter, of about 2-1/2 micrometers and a
density that ranges from half a gram per cubic centimeter to
one gram per cubic centimeter.

When this nickel powder is roasted under a
reducing atmosphere, at about 600 to 800 degrees C. the
rounding of the particles by surface diffusion takes place.
The second step is consolidation of these rounded particles,
which occurs at 800 to 900 dearees C.

If the sintering is continued and the temperature
is raised, these rounded particles form clusters. If a
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properly sintered plaque is viewed under a scanning electron
microscope it.will present the appearance of clusters of
spherical particles.

Now, if the sintered plaque is oversintered, and
then it is cooled, then there is some plastic flow, and this
plastic flow results in a shrinkage. Not only that, the
plastic .flow creates some necks in the sintered matrix. It
has been shown in the literature that the necks are very
brittle. So predominant necking in a sintered plaque is an
indication that the plaque has lower strength.

There are some empirical relations regarding the
parameters during sintering, and they are illustrated in the
next slide.

(Figure 31-2)

These empirical relationships should be considered
in addition to what has been published by Falk and Salkind
in their battery review.

The important parameter we have considered is.the
density of the compacted powder before sintering. _There is a
relationship in the sense that the retio of the volume of
the pores after sintering to the volume of the pores before
sintering is a constant. And it is a constant for a certain
range of values for the density of the compacted powder.

Now the second relationship is, there is a
deviation from this constancy, and that begins with increase
in closed porosity.

The third is that, if the censity of the compact
is increased, then the strength of the sintered plaque
increases. And as the density increases, the porosity
decreases.

In addition to all this, if you introduce
additives to the nickel powder, as you do in the slurry
process, such as carboxy—methyl—cellulose or polyor, then
that.disrupts the normal densificaticn. Or, in other words,
it disrupts the shrinkage during sintering.

Now, if you consider the other parameters like
temperature and time, increasing the sintering temperature
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increases densification, or it decreases porosity.

Now, expansion of the pores occurs if the
isothermal sintering time is increased. This normally
doesn-'t happen in the battery plaque, because the sintering
time is about twenty minutes., And you can actually observe
expansion only if the time exceeds one hour.

Now, in order to illustrate the first point, I
will show you a graphical relationship.

(Figure 31-3)

Here is a literature plot of the ratio of the pore
after sintering to before sintering, plotted against the
density of the compact. The dependence of the porosity and
strength on temperature and time also is dependent on where
we are looking at in this curve. Most of the relationships
apply only if you are in this plateau region.

Now, I should say that these empirical
relationships will help in selecting a set of process
parameters to produce the sintered plaque. However, there
is no physical theory to explain the phenomena of
densification.

On the basis of these relationships, we evolved a
procedure to make the sintered plaque, and, as you know, we
had a choice between the loose powder procedure and the
slurry procedure. We selected the loose powder procedure for
reasons which will be obvious during the course of my
presentation.

The loose powder procedure consists of using a
sintering furnace, which has zonal heating. And this is a
conveyor-type furnace, which we acquired.

(Figure 31-4)

This slide shows the scanning electron microgram
of the 255 powder at a magnification of 15,000. As I
mentioned, this nickel , powder has a characteristic spikey
surface. The driving force for the sintering is the excess
surface energy of this powder.
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First .we produced
the effect of temperature on
characteristics.

an experimental plaque to see
the microstructural

(Figure 31-5)

This is a sintered plaque produced by the loose
powder procedure in which we purposely reduced the
temperature to 800 :degr.ees C. And, as I said, a properly
sintered plaque exhibits rounded particles, whereas this
sintered plaque still retains some of the angular features
particles. And this an example of incomplete sintering.

(Figure 31-6)

This is the scanning electron microscope picture
of an optimized sintered plaque, which was produced by the
Comsat procedure. And this consists of rounded particles,
several of them. And the particle diameter when measured is
about 3 micrometers. And sometimes some of the particles
,loin together. And, even here, the diameter does not exceed
more than 7 micrometers.

This micrograph does not show any long necks, and
it does not have tha so—called "clumping" which you observe
in an improperly sintered plaque.

(Figure 31-7)

We compared the microstr.uctural characteristics of
the Comsat sinter with those we purchased from a vendor. And
this plaque is produced by the slurry procedure. As you can
see, this shows predominant necking. There are several
necks in the sintered plaque, and we have observed such kind
of necking in all the plaques produced by the slurry
procedure.

Now, as I said before, necking is a source of
weaker strength in the plaque. In order to prove our point,
we studied.the fracture mechanics of a sintered plaque., For
this, we examined the slurry process plaque, and then we
fractured it by pulling it in a direction perpendicular to
the surface. And we modified our scanning electron
microscopic procedure and used.the stereo scan in the SEM.
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(Figure 31-8)

Now,.when you use the stereo scan, you necessarily
take a stereo pair. And that stereo pair is examined, which
gives a three-d.imensional view of the fracture. This is
one of the pairs in . that stereo pair. And here is the
fracture. And this is part of the neck. And this particle
is actually below this one. And here, also, the neck broke.

Now this proves that necking decreases the
strength in a sintered plaque.

Now another microstructural characteristic we
considered was the occurrence of macro voids in the sintered
plaque.

When the sintered plaque is examined, or
the cross section of it is examined under an optical
microscope, sometimes you observe large voids.

(Figure 31-9)

This is the cross section of a slurry-produced
sintered plaque. We took a sample of the slurry plaque, and
then mounted it, potted, ground, polished, and viewed it under
a microscope. And this at a magnification of about 60.

Now you can see several large voids in this. And
the largest dimension of some of these voids actually
exceeds a tenth of the thickness of the sample. And there
are several of them. And, in addition to that', the slurry
process plaques have got clumping; the particles are
agglomerated, which gives a non--uniform porosity.

Now, this.can be compared to the loose powder
plaque.

(Figure 31-10)

This is the cross section of the Comsat loose
powder sinter. There are no large voids, and the porosity
is uniform. This is actually the substrate, which is 20 X 20
mesh.

Now another structural characteristic of the
sintered plaque is the compaction at the eages. Sometimes
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when the slurry plaque is examined .under a microscope you
will see some compaction.

(Figure 31 —.1 1 )

This is the microscope picture of a slurry process
plaque which is showing compaction at the edges. Both the
edges show compaction.. Compaction is not desirable, since
during electrochemical impregnation the active materials do
not penetrate fully if there is compaction.

(Figure 31-12)

This slide shows the cross section of the loose
powder plaque. There is no compaction, and the distribution
of the particles is uniform.

Now, our objective in this detailed
microstructural characterization is to relate the
microstructural characteristic to the mechanical strength of
the sintered plaque, which, in turn, can be correlated to
other failure mechanism on the positive electrode, such as
blistering and swelling.

The next characteristic-we examined was the
microgeometrical characteristic, and a geometrical analysis
of the sintered plaque can be made using a mercury
porosimeter.

(Slide, not available)

The mercury porosimeter gibes a relationship
between the volume of the mercury in cc^s per gram with
respect to absolute pressure.

(Figure 31-13)

This is the graphical result of the mercury
porosimeter experiment. And here the penetration volume is
plotted against, actually, the absolute pressure, from which
we calculate the pore diameter.

This is the conventional wey of describing the
pore size distribution in a sintered plaque. However, if
you view-it--- this is actually an integral curve, and the
analysis of the data can be simplified further by taking the
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derivative of the penetration volume with respect to
logarithm of the pressure. Now, such a plot is shown in the
next slide.

(Figure 31-14)

This curve shows the distribution of the pores, or
the population of the pores in a given range of diameters.
Or we can also view the derivative as the volume
distribution function and the figure becomes pore spectrum.
In the Comasat sinter, most of the pores have size which is
9 micrometers.

Now the height of the peak is proportional to the
population of the pores with that diameter. In actuzl
practice the median volume pore diameter is slightly
different from the pore diameter at which most of the pores
occur.

Now, even here the analysis of the data is
incomplete, since we really don-I t know what is happening in
this range of pore diameter, at the higher and the lower
end.

therefore we replotted the first curve in the
following manner=

(Figure 31-15)

This shows the percentage Fore volume with respect
to pore diameter, and.from which you can calculate several
data, and those are shown in this fi gure. And this shows
that, for example, the 90 percent volume pore diameter and
the 10 percent volume pore diameter, as well as the median
volume pore diameter and porosity.

These data can be compared to the data obtained
when you use a slurry process plaque.

(Figure 31-16)

Here is the porosimeter first curve.which gives
the relationship between penetration volume and pore
diameter.
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.(Figure 31-17)

This gives the derivative curve. Here we can see
the difference between the loose powoer procedure and the
slurry procedure. Here the peak is not only truncated, but
has a wider range. The distribution of the pores is
inferior in the slurry process plaque.

(Fi gure 31-1,8)

Here I have compared the percent volume per
diameter, the 10 percent/90 percent median, and porosity.

The next slide summarizes all the data.

(Figure 31-19)

Here is a slurry plaque, which has a porosity of
70.6, and we get a median volume pore diameter of 11.7. Ten
percent of the pores had a diameter in excess of 17.5. And
90 percent of the pores had volume in excess of 4.5.

The next characteristic we examined was the
mechanical strength of the sintered plaque.

(Slide, not available)

For this, we used a pull test procedure to determine
the tensile strength. And in this procedure the sintered
plaque is pulled in a direction perpendicular to the
surface. The sample is pulled in an Instront machine,
and the deflection versus load is recorded.

(F.igur.e 31 —20)

This slide shows the results of the tensile
strength data. •"Commercial-" stands for slurry process
plaques. They had a lower strength than the loose powder
plaque.

The last characteristic we examined was the
corrosion of the sintered''plaque. As you know, the sintered
plaque is normally passivated before it is impregnated in
the electrochemical procedure. The passivation is done
to reduce corrosion during impregnation.
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Sometimes the plaques do.not passivate easily.
And this has been attributed to the impurities in the
sintered plaque, particularly those produced using the
slurry process.

(Figure 31-21)

We determined the corrosion of the passivated
plaque using a procedure evolved at Bell Laboratories. The
procedure consists of immersin g the passivated plaque in
cadmium nitrate solution, and if the plaque has a weight
gain'it shows that it is corroding. And if there is no
weight gain it is not corroding.

We didn't have any problem with the loose powder
plaque. As I told you, this is actu elly related to the ease
with which you can passivate the sintered plaque. Where as
the slurry process plaque gives a wine spectrum of results.
If you do not clean the plaque, they corrode. And sometimes
it corrodes more. And if the plaque is washed thoroughly
the corrosion is practically-nothing,

Now to conclude.

.(Figure 31-22)

We have obtained some experimental results that
show that the loose powder plaque has.properties somewhat
superior to that produced by the slurry process. And this
slight edge over the slurry process is not in our
fabrication procedure, but it is'actually inherent in the
loose powder technique itself.

So I have summarized the advantages of the loose
powder technique, in the sense that the densification is
normal or the shrinkage mechanism is normal, and it is a
function of only three variabless time, temperature and
density of the compact. Now, since we are going to deal
only with three variables, it is very .easy to evolve
sintering parameters to suit a particular application. We
can produce a sintered plaque with a lower strength and
higher porosity or a higher stren gth and lower porosity.
The properties of the plaque, such as porosity and
strength, are predictable.

Thank you.
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DISCUSSION

SCHULMAN .(JPL)s What sort of powder'did you use
on these experiments?

VAIDYANATHAN s 255.

SCHULMAN: Just the Carbone.l-nickel?

VAIDYANATHANs Yes.

. SCHULMAN= Did you try any of the reduce nickel
powders et all?

VAIDYANATHAN s No.

LACKNE-? ,(Defense Research, Canada): On your
porosity analysis you'used a mercury porosimeter. Did you
try any correlation with a gas analysis, like a BET, which
is perhaps a little bit more sensitive?

VA-IDYANATHAN: BET-will provide you the overall
surface. area. But .what we are looking for is the porosity
and the distribution of the pores.

LACKNERs Well, we've sort of found that the
mercury is a little bit.of a sledge-hammer approach= it
could break up the pores, and it either gives a reading or
it doesn't give a reading. The slope you have there is very
sharp. It doesn't show any spread of porosity.

VAIDYANATHAN= That is the advantage of our
procedure. With the loose powder technique one can produce
a plaque with a pore.distribution which is very uniform.

LACKNERs Well, even on the slurry which you
showed in your electron microscope that had clumping and
voids 4 the mercury porosimeter still did have a fairly
sharp--

.VAIDYANATHAN= Yes, , .it has, if you consider the
.first curves which merely shows the relationship between the
penetration volume.and the diameter of the pores.

Most of the curves ..look the same. That is why we
went and took the derivative of this penetration volume and
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replotted it. There you can see some difference.

PUGLISI (Yardney)s You mentioned that.you were
using screen.; is that correct?

VAID.YANATHAN= Yes,

PUGLISIs A1so.I .noti.ce in a cross-section of the
plaque you-*re producing, that the screen is off to .one side.

VAIDYANATHANs Yes, it is.

PUGLISIs Do you fores.ee any problems in the
impregnation as .far as uniformity across the cross-s.ecti.on.?

VAIDYANATHAN= No, .we donut.

PUGLISI= And do you foresee any problems with
potential warpage of the plaque because of the grid being
off to one side, when you start getting to larger
electrodes?

VAIDYANATHAN= You mean when the thickness exceeds
a certain value? We may see that.

PUGLISI s Well, what thickness do you anticipate?

VAIDYANATHANs We're talking about 30 mills.

PUGLISI s I suspect that you^re going to start
seeing some warpage of plates, especially if you stay with
the grid off to one side. I know the loose powder tends to
kind of force you to that sort of geometry.

DUNLOP (Comsat) : The screen was purposely put on
one-sided. It can be put in the middle.
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1.

VS/VP

0

SINTERING MECHANISM OF NICKEL POWDER

	

600 - 800°C	 ROUNDING OF PARTICLES BY SURFACE DIFFUSION

	

800 - 900°C	 CONSOLIDATION OF ROUNDED PARTICLES

900 - 1000°C FORMATION AND GROWTH OF CLUSTERS

1000 - 1100°C PLASTIC FLOW DURING SHRINKAGE WHICH RESULTS

IN NECKS

Figure 31-1

EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS

1. THE RATIO OF THE VOLUME OF THE PORES AFTER SINTERING (VS) TO THE VOLUME OF

THE PORES BEFORE SINTERING (Vp) IS A CONSTANT FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF THE

DENSITY (Dp) OF THE COMPACTED POWDER.

2. THE DEVIATION FROM VS/Vp ° CONSTANT BEGINS WITH AN INCREASE OF CLOSED

POROSITY.

3. STRENGTH OF THE PLAQUE INCREASES AND POROSITY DECREASES WITH AN INCREASE

IN Dp.

4. ADDITION OF PORE FORMERS DISRUPTS THE NORMAL DENSIFICATION.

S. INCREASE IN SINTERING TEMPERATURE INCREASES DENSIFICATION.

6. EXPANSION OF THE PORES OCCURS IF THE ISOTHERMAL SINTERING TIME IS INCREASED.

Figure 31-2

Dp DENSITY OF THE COMPACT

VARIATION OF VS/Vp WHEN THE DENSIFICATION

IS NORMAL.

Figure 31-3
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Figure 31-4

Figure 31-6

Figure 31-8

AP

T^

Figure 31-5

r

SEM of Sintered plaque at a magnification
of 5000X. Sample	 Lot 9/10 sintering
procedure = slurry coating.

Figure 31-7
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Cross section of a slurry prepared
sintered plaque which shows macrovoids.

Figure 31-9

Figure 31-11

Figure 31-10

Figure 31-12
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TABLE 3

TYPICAL TENSILE STRENGTH OF SINTERED PLA%E

SAMPL E 	 I.D. TEN S ILE STRENGTH

PSl
COMMERCIAL ' A 5111

COMMERCIAL ' 9/10 261

COMMERCIAL - 59-S-4 583

COMSAT - 58-8 636

COMSAT - 59 726

AF 286

TALE I

TYPICAL MICROGEOMETRICAL DATA

MEDI1AN

I

XOL.YORE ^0% VOL. sox VOL.
III

SAMPLE I& SINTERING PROS.fillVRE
—	 ! UUI AMMTER D IAuMTERAVMTER

A SLURRY 700.60 11.7 1715 4.5

59- 2 SLURRY 74.8 9.9 16.8 4.4

SPIRAL 1 SLURRY 76.4	 . 7.1 13.0 2.3

COMSAT r,8.8 LOOSE POWDER 76.7 810 11.3 4.7

Figure 31-19

Figure 31-20

CORROSION OF PASSIVATED PLAGUE ADVANTAGES OF LOOSE POWDER TECHNIQUE

SAMPLEE I.D. % WEIGHT GAIN
1, THE DENSIFICATION IS NORMAL AND IT IS A FUNCTION OF ONLY THREE VARIABLES:

TEMPERATURE, TIME, AND DENSITY OF THE COMPACT.
A 14

2. EASY TO EVOLVE SINTERING PARAMETERS TO SUIT A PARTICULAR APPLICATION,

B 19.9

3. PROPERTIES OF THE PLAQUE SUCH AS POROSITY AND STRENGTH ARE PREDICTABLE.

59-S-7 0

COMSAT 59 0

Figure 31-22
Figure 31-21
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NSWC COMPOSITE ELECTRODE

W. Ferrando

NS WC

_B.ef.or.e I start .I- d like to credit not only Dr.
Sutula and Dr. Lee but also .U.S.N. Ensign Fred Flight and
Anne Lee, a .coop chemical engineering student, who are also
working with us.

There have been a number of attempts in recent,
years to improve the..nickel hydroxide electrode, with
respect to what we call the three L's; longevity,
light-weight, low cost. And this is the continuing story of
our attempt to do so.

The objective of this talk is to characterize the
physical parameters and life cycle data on the nickel
composite electrodes, which we e ve abbreviated as Ni.C.E.
electrodes.

(Figure 32-1)

This is a picture of one of our sintered composite
electrodes fabricated from a pitch-mat carbon fiber. the
nominal uncoated fiber diameter range is 7 to 17 microns.
It's a highly graphitized pyrolytic graphite. About .6 to
.8 micron coating of nickel is deposited on the fibers using
an electrolysis process. The mats are . then pressed between
two plates and sintered in hydrogen atmosphere for two
hours, which may be an overkill.

Concerning the pore size, we haven't done too much
work on this as far as distribution, shape, etc, but we have
estimated the pore size to be on the order of the fiber
diameter, 7 to 17 microns. This, of course, depends on the
compaction.

As far as the modeling of the pore shape profile,
there could be one completely open pore through the whole -
plaque, or it could be a bunch of tetrahedral or trapazoidal
shapes with maybe cycloidal walls. But this remains to be
seen in the future.

(Figure 32-2)
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The next slide shows how we actually make the
plaque and subsequently the plate itself. The graphite mat
fiber is coated with nickel and then pressed around a grid
and sintered, producing the plate in the fourth quadrant.
Shown is the rough comparison of weight.

We've gone over to an expanded metal, pure nickel
metal grid. It's .easier to fabricate than the homemade one.

After these plaques are .characterized, they are
impregnated by the Pickett method. We've been using ten
percent -cobalt and closely following .his method in
"Fabrication and Investigation of Nickel-Alkaline Cells",
AFAPL-TR-75-34 (1975). The composite electrodes are put
into test cells versus commercial cadmium negatives. We
put enough negatives around them to make sure the cells
are positive-limiting. The plate size is six inches by
two and three-quarters.

We've been testing the single plate cells. I'll
say a little.bit about multi-plate cells at the end, but
we'r.e still in the single plate test phase. Cells are
cycled in the flooded condition, 31 percent KOH, no
additives to the KOH, no compression on the cell stack. So
the electrodes are essentially fne.e-standing. We have a
bubble around it to prevent the contamination from the air,
carbon, etc.

(Figure 32-3)

I'm going to present about four sets of data,
cycles versus utilization. There are Important parameters
indicated.

First a word about cycling. The cycling machine
we used is continuous cycling, constant charge followed by
about a ten minute rest, then discharge continuously to .05V
cutoff. The dropped points there are the cycler malfunction.
So that's a problem with the cycler. We have since corrected
that in the rest of the data.

Using the new cyclers, we Estimate fluctuation
error at abo.ut plus or minus two percent, to three percent.
So the fluctuations in capacity noted as cycling progresses
are real.
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A .couple of features on this= You P .11 notice the
long time, the long number of cycles to getup to the
plateau utilization. This is a thin electrode, relatively
thin, 24 mils. This first cell was discharged at two C
to the 0.5 cutoff, about a 95 percent DOD.

For about 80 cycles or so it's rising up and then
it reaches about 100 percent utilization. This is a
fairly lightly loaded plate. By our standard it's moderately
loaded. The amp-hours per kilogram Ere given on the right
side, so it goes up to about 125.

(Figure 32-4)

This is-another thin plate, 20 mils. What
we did on this one to try to get maximum information is to
vary the rate, the cycling rate. the charge rate was set
at C, 125 percent charge. Out to 400 cycles the discharge
rate was C/2. Then we began to cycle it with the same
charge. We ran the cycle at the C rate to essentially
the failure to see how far the thing would go.

So again it went up for abcut 100 cycles up to a
plateau at 100 percent.

Now, on the thin plates we achieved around 100
percent utilization. At 400 cycles, the C rate discharge
was employed out to about 750 cycles; I dropped it back to
C/2 and cycled it at 800 cycles. A partial recovery was
notec during the latter 50 cycles.

Here I drew two curves through the data, a rough
chart of electrode life at those two different rates. In
other words, approximating the respective electrode lifetime
profiles. I realize this is.not completely valid, but we.-'re
trying to get the maximum information to put on the shortest
time.

I have two more sets of data.

(Figure 32-5)

these two are of thicker plates (40 mil). You can
see the capacity there, 4.9 amp-hours. The cell was charged
at C/2 rate, 120 percent. Two rates of discharge were
employed on this cell : C/2 (dark points) and C/5 (open points).
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You can see this is a higher loaded plate (1.98
g/cc void. And you can see the utilization is between
about 70 and, say, 85, 87 percent. At the C/5 discharge
rate-it reached 175 amp-hours per kilogram. And it stayed
pretty much of a plateau out to 500 cycles.

(Figure 32-6)

It's another electrode, 40 mils, C rate. And this
one I alterated. I alterated between three different rates.
The C/5 points are around 200 cycles (the diamond) and then
there-'s one C/5 at 750 cycles. It rises up to more or less
flat (200-500 cycles) then begins to tail off at a larger
number of cycles. Similarly for C/2 (dark) and C (open)
points. You can see the amp-hours per kilogram bare
electrode energy densities= 165 or so for the.0/5, and then
the C/2 around 160, and.then the C r&te about 130.

We learned from this that it takes 100 cycles or
so to reach maximum utilization, then it goes along, then it
starts to tail off.

(Figure 32-7)

This is some of Dr. Lee's data on our thick and
thin electrodes and a recently obtained commercial one. This
versus the mercuric oxide counterelectrode shows the effects
of the cadmium are eliminated in this case. We're just
looking at the potential of the nickel.

This is very preliminary data. This is at the 2C
rate on these. On discharge, the potential is lower than
the commercial; but on the thin one, the potential remains
quite good, as a matter of fact. The thin one is ten mils
and the thick one is 40 mils.

At first we thought we might be able to explain
this by some morphology changes in the active material or
structural changes, but possibly it's due to the differences
here as a proton diffusion limitation. And we-re going to
do more work on this. But you can see, though, that we do
get'the range as far as performance. We can vary the range
around the commercial electrode.
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(Figure 32-8)

These are the physical characteristics of a group
of electrodes, including the ones that I showed. fable I
gives the thickness. And these are thicknesses after
impregnation. Here are the loadings and the grams per cc
void and then the amp-hours per kilogram and amp-hours per
pound loading, and then there's the emp-hours per cubic
inch, and the C rating and porosities.

The porosity of these plaques can be varied
anywhere from 55 to over 90 percent with good integrity,
I mean a plaque that's usable, because of the fibrous nature
of the structure. It's an interesting system. We can get a
very wide range of porosities. We haven't really tapped all
of these yet.

The commercial electrode has a thickness 33 mils.

I want to point out number 97. That's not a fluke,
amp-hours per kilogram loadings of 2OQ without exceeding 2
grams per cc void are readily achievable. The reason is the
very light weight of the plaque. You.can really load to very
high levels. To reach a 200 amp-hour per kilogram loading,
the final plaque weight must be 3.25 times the initial
weight. This is virtually impossible with a conventional
plaque.

Now the high loadings, of course, aren't the whole
story. You've got to be able to get it out, and that has to
do with the utilization. And were vorking on that now
(Table II)..

(Figure 32-9)

this is the actual, performance, again a whole set
of electrodes at the different rates around the given cycle
numbers. This is the utilization to .9 volt. The first one
is to .5 volt; I wanted to record it both ways.

You can see that the Ni.C.E. electrode does very well
in the category of amp-hours per kilogram versus the
commercial, which was tested along side the rest of them
under the same conditions. We didn-'t put as many cycles on
the commercial one though. Its capacity was slowly
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decreasing.

In the case of the commercial one I couldn-'t get
the porosity from the..last table. This is nominal capacity,
the capacity given on the cell divided by the number of
plates.

You can see that the Ni.C.E. electrodes are very good
on the .amp—hours per kilogram and still pretty good on the
amp,—hours per cubic centimeter versus the commercial in most
of the cases. And, of course, the lcadings .were given in
Table I. Number 97 has a very high loading.

Some conclusions on the Ni.C.E. electrodes: they
exhibit good cycle life characteristics, 500 to 600 cycles
at C rate, greater than 1000 cycles at C/5 rate at 95
percent DOD, and usable energy densities under these
conditions of 120 to 170 amp—hours per kilogram.

The swelling is minimal for carefully made
electrodes. After about 150 cycles of the well performing
ones, swelling from zero to about six percent was observed.
More careful studies must be done here, however.

The utilizations are around 100 percent for
lightly loaded plates. What we mean by lightly loaded in
our case is less than 1.5 grams per cc void. About 70 to 90
percent, with.the heavier loadings : 1.5 to 2.0 grams per cc
void. An initial region of 150 cycles of increasing
utilization is followed-by slow decay after 600 cycles.

The initial.increasing region might be due to a
change in morphology in the active material, sort of a long
formation period or redistribution in the pores so that
smaller pores become useful in the plaque. This is just
speculation. The slow decay may be conversion to a
non— active form of.active material, or probably more likely
due to loss of contact with the grid.

We observe no detectable electrolyte contamination
due to the presence of graphite. We did do a chemical
analysis on this and found after 200 or 300 hard cycles,
includin g even reversals, no detectable carbonate. So that's
encouraging.
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Our f.inal conclusion is thet the Ni.C.E.
approach would seem to present real possibilities for the
future as a method of making electrodes durable and
li ghtweight and low cost.

I might make one comment about the multiplate
cell. We'll be reporting on these in the future. We have
done very preliminary work on an eight plate cell.
Indications are that we're getting an improvement of about
38 to 40 percent over the commercial cell under the same
conditions. And that-*s just with our composite plate in
place of the nickel hydroxide plate against commercial
negative. So if we assume the same improvement in the
negative plate, we produce our negative plate this way, we
possibly could get a 75 to 80 percent improvement. But, as
say, were just beginning to work on this now.

Thank you.

DlCUSSION

RITTERMAN (TRN)s A few comments.

One= the theoretical utilization of nickle
hydroxide is about 289 grams per kilogram, and usually in
the flooded state you get more than 100 percent because of
the two electron change, or what have you. So we're talking
about 300 ampere —hours per kilogram.

The best number that you had was I think about
204. I guess that was a measured number.

Now back a few years ago TRW had a lightweight
cell program and we got comparable numbers using sintered
nickle plaque, about 83, 84 percent porous, and loaded to
about 1.8, 1.9 grams per centimeter cube void. So I don't
understand your comparison to the standard. I don't think
the standard is that far off from our lightweight. The
standard would be about 50 percent of the weight of the
standard sintered plaque is,active m<<terial with a
utilization of better than 100 percent in flooded
conditions.

And, two -- this is a completely different
comment. Two is that you say you found no CO2 in your
electrolyte. but you also stated that you were bubbling gas
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through the electrolyte, I believe, to protect it against
CO2 formation from the air.

FERRANDO: From the air, yes. 	 11

R ITTERMAN: Okay.

I don't quite understand your system. Isn't it
possible the very fact that you bubble gas through caused
any formation of CO2 to also be dissipated?

FERRANDO: What we did was we just .allowed the gas
products to come off through a bubbler. It was like a
one —way valve, so that the air wouldn't ao back into the
electrolyte. That's what I meant by bubbler. 'We're not
bubbling any gas through the cell.

RI ZTERMAN: I see.

FERRANDO: It's just on char ge. It's just to
prevent -- it-I s like a one—way valve, essentially.

RITTERMAN: Okay.

Because you will be forminc CO2. Obviously I
would think you would be when you ao to an overcharge
situation and you're putting back 125 percent of what you
put out. So you are gassing oxygen off that graphite
electrode.

RAMPEL (General Electric): I think all your
characterizations and utilizations were based on C/2 charge?

FERRAND0 2 Same C rate charge and some C/2.

RAMPED Okay.

FERRANDO: Most C/2.

RAMPED What would it look like at ten hour rate
charging, C/10?

FERRANDO: The lowest I*ve ever charged it at is
C/5. Usually I understand that these types of cells don't
co very well at C/10. I think there's an optimum charge
rate on these. I don't know what it is exactly.
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RAMPEL: Okay. Thank you.

THIERFELDER (General Electric) : You listed 120
ampere-hours per kilogram. I was wondering how you arrived
at that number. Did that include hardware and you just
projected that, or how did you arrive at 120 ampere-hours

per kilogram?

FERRANDO : Okay. That--s the bare plate with just
its own tab, and based on dry weights, based on initial dry
weights, excluding any kind of shedding or anything. He saw
on the well performing electrodes very little shedding, I'll
say half a gram, maybe half a gram.

KUNICAHALLI (Bowie State Cc.11ege) : I.have one
comment to make.

In our experience of analyzing design variable
cells made by GE nearly after one year of cycling about 5.800
cycles we haven-t seen any swellin g in the positive plate.
So I would say it is too early to speculate that there is no
swelling just after 100 cycles.

FERRANDO: I agree.

KUNIGAHALLI : The second observation is that
carbonate contamination also, it-'s too early to say because
we have only tried at about 100 cycles -- or 800 cycles, I
mean.	 So the temperature and rate of charge also could
contribute.

FERRANDO : Your cycles were 95 percent DOD and at
the C rate or .--

KUNIGAHALLI= No.

FERRANDO: -- or at C/2?

Yes, because it makes a difference.
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(Z' "Ni. C. E:' PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

LOADING LOADING
THICKNESS LOADING A.h/KB• Ah/a C RATING POROSITY

ELECTRODE MILS 0/cc VOID A.h/LB Ah/IN3 Ah %

64 24.0 1.48 168,3 4132 1.65 71

69 18.7 1.68 160.3 5.719 1.9 75

81 19.0 1.82 139
0 5 825 1,9 71

83 42.4 1.49 189,3 36.27 3.9 89

85 42.0 1.66 187,0 6.88 4.3 85

87 43.5 1.98 293.0 6.72 4.9 82

101 44.0 1.88 176.6 8.156 4.8 71

COMMERCIAL
MANUFACTURED 33.0 - 7

8.7 6.346 2'846 -
8/81 38.1

Figure 32-8

(► 	 "Ni. C. E." CYCLING PERFORMANCE

ELECTRODE DISCHARGE CYCLE UTILIZATION Ah/Kp. Ah/ccRATE NUMBER %

54 2C 235 97 120.2 ,244
BOA 107.0 .218

57 3C 100 94 112A ,199
64 76.5 .135

C/2 400 80.4 15218 0.308
71.8 136.3 0.275

83 C/5 190 89.0 168.9 0.341
86.6 164A 0.332

C 840 67.8 128.7 0.260
43.0 81.6 0.165

C/5 450 82 170.0 0.340
97 78 155.5 0.312

C/2 470 75.5 154.5 0,310
57.9 118.5 0.237

C/2 785 73.8 124.4 0.277
80.9 112.8 0.251

C/5 750 081.5 137,4 0.306101 77.4 ;	 130.6 0.290

C 300 76.0 • 128.1 0.285
60.0 101.2 0.225

C/2 17 89,7 75.1 0.292
COMMERCIAL 87.8 73.5 0.286

MANUFACTURED
8/81 C 5 g0,g 76.0 0.296

77,8 65.1 0.254

Figure 32-9
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CORROSION IN NiCd CELLS

C. Badcock and J. Galligan

Aerospace Corp.

The first thing I want to point out is this really
should be corrosion in the terminals of nickel-cadmium
cells; that-O s what I sm going to talk about.

Prof. Jim Galligan from the University of
Connecticut was working at.Aerospace this summer, and 1
asked him to examine the terminals in the cells. My
understanding is wh--n we had problems in the past with
terminals it was in the -*60s and this problem was corrected.
Now we're doing fine for missions up to seven years or so.
But our time scale for using nickel-cadmium cells is going
out to ten years.

The question is are we going to have a problem,
with corrosion associated with the longer lives or longer
application times for present day nickel-cadmium cells. To
that end we examined two cells.

(Figure 33-1)

Ne took a GE cell. This .cell was approximately
eight years old. It had about 500 cycles on it. We
examined the welded areas and the brazed areas on the
terminals. I pictured here the areas that .I .-*11 be talking
about.

(Figure 33-2)

Then, not .wanting to .be prejudiced in any
way, we .looked at an Eagle-Picker cell also. And we-Ire
looking in this area.

(Indicating)

In the welds, we saw no problem at all. There was no
corrosion evident in any way. So what I'_11 be talking about
areJust the brazed.areas associated with the terminals.

(Figure 33-3)
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What we observed-when we expanded this area, as
you'll see, is corrosion down in the crevice or along the
line of the braze. This is on the inside of the cell,
it's not on'the outside. And in the GE cell you can see
that we're having corrosion forming here and here, the
little black line.

(Indicating.)

You-'11' notice it has a long way to go.

(Figure 33-4)

This is the Eagle-Picher cell. The Eagle-Picher
cell , had an unknown number of cycles on it, but it was
approximately five years old. And accordingly it shows
somewhat less, but still the same type of corrosion, crevice
type corrosion at the interface.between the stainless steel
material, the nickel material and the braze.

So we conclude that there is some corrosion taking
place in these areas'. The next thin g we tried to do is
we looked at a higher,magnification.

(Figure 33-5)

You'll notice here we have some pits and voids,
indicating some pit corrosion, again not extensive but it-*s
occurring in the range of five to seNen years.

(Figure 33-6)

What we really concluded from this work is that
with the welds, there's.absolutely no problem. They were
clean, no interaction at all. There was corrosion of
crevice type in the brazed.areas and some pitting was
evident between the braze and the base material.

Finally I guess the most important thing is I
don't think we see any problem that.this .is  going to give us
up to ten years or more in a nickel-cadmium cell. The
corrosion is going too slow.

But I guess the other thine I would like to point
out and suggest is let'.s not forget about the problem.
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Thank you.

DISCUSSION

VYAS (Bell Labs) $ Do you see a difference between
the rate of corrosion or the amount of discoloration between
the positive and the negative terminals?

BADCOCK , We looked at this, obviously we had some
other pictures too. No, we really didn't see much of
anything that would suggest that. It's 'just corroding at
that interface. The strongest correlation was that the
Eagle—Picher cell was not as old as the GE cell; nothing
else.

STOCKEL (COMSAT): Chuck, was the braze nickel
gold'i

BADCOCK: You know, I thoucht so because I'knew
the specs on these cells and it called out nickel braze.
But when we did ion microprobe on these -- I should mention
we did ion microprobe on the interface too, mostly we wanted
to see if there were any contaminants. And other than a
trace of magnesium which got into bne of them we saw
nothing, except that I aidn't see a peak for gold either.
Yvhat I saw was silver and palladium. I'm not so sure I
understand this. I expected to see nickel gold braze
because they were built, you know, -73 and on and I thought we
were using only nickel gold braze at that time.

Maybe Guy Rampel could comment on that. Is that
what we are using?

(Laughter.)'

I was sure surprised when I looked there and I
didn't see a gold peak in the ion microprobe, but I saw a
lot of palladium and silver.

RAMPEL (General Electric): We.'re using nickel
gold. We had used other brazes, maybe at the time of the cell
you were examining, I'm not sure. But we've been using
nickel gold now for quite some time.

BADCOCK: Yes.
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I went running down to look at the color of the
braze right after this that we had on some brand new cells
that we got, and the color looks the same. The braze is
gold colored. But I didn^t see a gold peak, so that's why I
didn't mention what I thought the gold from the braze was.

RAMPELs We-re getting charged for gold.

(Laughter.)

BADCOCK s The corrosion is there but it--'s not very
fast.

DYER (Bell Labs)s One of your micrographs seemed
to show a two—phase system in the braze. Is there some
galvanic attack involved here perhaps?

BADCOCKs I really can't answer your question. I
aont t know. I would suggest that there is a slight amount
of it.
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Pitting Attack in Braze: EP
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Figure 33-4
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Figure 33-5

Conclusions

• WELDED JOINTS SHOW NO CORROSION

• CREVICE TYPE CORROSION WAS FOUND AT BRAZED JOINT AREAS

• SOME PITTING WAS EVIDENT BETWEEN BRAZE AND BASE MATERIAL

• CORROSION IS VERY SLOW AND APPEARS UNIMPORTANT BELOW

20°C FOR CURRENT MISSION DURATIONS

Figure 33-6
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TRIBUTE TO LOU BELOVE

I. Schulman

JPL

This will be really unrehearsed. There are no
vugraphs. And this is certainly nontechnical.

I would like to ask this forum to join with me in
paying our respects to one of the gients of the industry,
Lou Belove, who died since the last Battery Conference. Lou
holds a unique, a very special position in this industry,
and I felt that it is only correct to have this recorded in
the proceedings.

Many of us, Harvey Seiger, Ritterman, Frank
Alliegro, Guy.Rampel, who certainly have worked very closely
with Lou, know of his contributions. But there-are many,
many new faces, and I always feel thet.they may know him
only as possibly some reference that they saw way, way back
in the mid- 1 50s when he did publish many of his papers. But
he was more than that. And for their benefit let me just
review to a certain extent some of his accomplishments.

Lou developed the sealed nickel
in itself is a tremendous accomplishment.
Lou wouldn't listen to people who said it
He didn't understand that statement, that
Lou would try anything. And so the first
cylindrical sealed cell he rolled up on a

-cadmium cell. That
He did it because
couldn-'t be done.
it can-'t be done.

pencil.

He developed the first cylindri.cal cell that flew,
and 1'd say probably the next four or five types of
cylindrical cells that flew.

He worked on the first commercial sealed cell
which was made on a Sears-Roebuck lathe in Port Chester, New
York.

He also worked on the first rectangular sealed
cell. He was the innovator. He's the man who started it
all. He recognized the importance of the seal. He was the
first one to use a ceramic-to-metal seal. They leaked like
taps, but he started it; he started the whole thing.
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He defined the first s.epar.ator to be used, which
worked. And, by the way, the first separator was Wattman's
#40 filter paper. ?hat's what it was.

. I might add that he made what we used to ca-11 the
one by one cell,.which was one inch diameter, one inch high,
using Wattman-*s #40 filter paper, and that ce_11 was cycled
at the signal core in a vacuum desiccator because they were
afraid that it would go the way that many of them did at
that time, and so they protected it-with a vacuum
desiccator. The cell was cycled at about a 20 percent DOD
and. it went for five years in a LEO cycle. It went over
25 9 000 cycles, and these people couldn't kill it.

So Lou contributed so much. He started the
industry which we-re talking about today. And I felt that
this man who was a mentor to .so many of us, who treated us
as his colleague all the time, and certainly was a friend to
all people, should be remembered at this time because we
have lost a very fine human bein g . And I think it's proper
that .we should acknowledge it at this forum.

I thank you.
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A METHOD FOR BATTERY ACTIVATION

G. Halp.ert and M. Tesevol'i

GSFC

My paper this morning .wi-11 describe something that
we assumed to be fact for.a long time. It is the matter of
activating a battery after it has been stored for long
periods of time.

The technique that everyone has used has come down
through the ages; I-Im not exactly,sure who to give credit to
for that, but it has worked up until now. The method
involves .removal of the short, let it come to room
temperature, and charge it at .C/20 rate for 48 hours. It-'s
a time-consuming process, and it involves some heating.
Until now, we really haven-'t had too much of a problem
dealing with that particular technique.

As a matter of fact, when it came to the Solar Max
Mission program, the approach was to use the flight
batteries in the thermal vacuum test for the two =week period
only, remove them, put back on the test batteries, short the
flight batteries, send the flight batteries to the Cape with
the spacecraft,,ins'call them in the spacecraft at the Cape
and activate them (Pm calling this technique activation,
some people call it conditioning) in the usual way, C/20
rate for 48 hours.

This procedure does involve a bit of heat, and
with the heat in the spacecraft there-'s a problem of getting
rid of same. So we had to blow some cold air in. If you
consider that we're running a 22-cell battery, roughly 30
volts, and 20-ampere-hour cells which we were using at 1
amp, we have roughly 90 watts being generated by the three
batteries running at the same time. Getting rid of the 90
watts isn-t really a terribly difficult problem.

In the next mission for the multi-mission modular
spacecraft, the Landsat-D mission, w.e had planned to do the
same thing; except now we-I re dealing with 50 amp--hour
batteries, three of them. In this case we have 2 1/2 times
as much heat (225 watts) to try and dissipate in the
spacecraft which cannot be done. So it was incumbent..upon
us to come up with a new procedure for. activating the
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batteries and getting them into the proper condition,
without going through this long time-consuming, costly, high
temperature, or high heating overcharge.

A techique was conceived and Mike Tasevoli from
our office took two 5-cell packs and ran them through their
paces. This different scheme works for this particular
mission and for this particular sequence. And I'd like to
tell you about it now.

(Figure 35-1)

First, I'll show you a figure of a typical profile
of C/20 charge for 4.8 hours. You see voltage goes up to the
oxygen gassing and continues for a while, and you see the
pressure continue to increase until it levels off. And the
turning point here, with the pressure and the temperature
increasing, is about 36 hours. The remaining twelve hours
between 36 hours and..the 4.8-hour charge is really just heat
generation and overcharge; .which, as I say, was causing us
the problem.

(Figure 35-2)

We felt that we could use our NASA standard
voltage limits to be able to help in this regard. You've
seen these.before, and .Vm just putting them in for the
record. These are the typical temperature-compensated
voltage levels that are in the MMS spacecraft in the modular
power subsystem built by McDonnell Douglas. We felt we
could use these voltage limits in a similar way for this
activation procedure.

(Figure 35-3)

One of the techniques we thought we could try was
first starting off at a low rate to remove some of the
impedance problems, a C/20 rate for roughly eight hours.
Again, this is not a very scientific test, and we just chose
some parameters and went through the test procedure.

We then raised the current level to C/10 for six
hours. And then we put it on a constant voltage charge at
our voltage level 6 shown on the previous slide, until the
current droppea off, to the C/20 rate.
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(Figure 35-4)

When you do that, you can see the.difference. The
voltage rises to the voltage limit, which we of course
maintain. You don't see the current listed here, but the
current did drop off until we hit the C/20 rate. We see the
signal electrode picking up to show that we have some oxygen
in the cell indicating that the pressure was picking up a
little bit. The temperature is fairly minimal at this
particular point.

(Figure 35-5)

Now the technique was to take two packs and first
make sure that they were similar. And this data shows the
similarity between the packs : the normal standard
conditioning charge, C/20 for 48 hours, and.the capacity.
These are 50 amp-hour cells. We follow that with a one-ohm
letdown, and then what we call a capacity--- and what most
people call capacity -- charge, C/10 for 24 hours. Again,
the same type of a charge, where you get a get a lot of heat
at the end. But normally we measure only
capacity. The capacity is listedi , 58 and 60.9 amperes.

We did the letdown and open circuit recovery, and
then ran a voltage .level charge to C/20 taper current, which
would be consistent with what we would try and do for
putting a battery in a full state of charge. And you can
see that we put in a lot less energy and a lot less
ampere-hours, and we have still the capacity maintained. So
the two packs were very consistent.

Then we went through the procedure of trying the
different ways of "activation s'. One pack we "activated" in
the same way each time, with C/20 ano 48 hours. And with
the other pack we tried various methods of ,"activation'1.
First the C/20 for eight hours, followed by C/10 for twelve,
then the C/20 for eight hours, C/10 for eight hours, then
C/5 to voltage limit. Then C/20 for eight hours, C/10 for
six, and then C/5 to a voltage limit 6.

In all three cases you can see the capacity
delivered, 60.6, 60.2 and 60.2 ampere-hours using those
particular techniques. So we were able to get out the full
charge.
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Just to make sure we hadn't done anythin g to the
cells, we put it back'on the standard-reconditioning .charge
again, (C/20 for 48 hours) and again we cot the 60
ampere-hours. So it seems we're at least going to get the
capacity out.

Now, what does it do in terms of the voltage on
the discharge?

(Figure 35-6)

Here's the voltage on discharge for the different
sequences that we tried. This one happens to be one that I
had not listed, but it's C/5. You can see that the capacity
is down. These were discharged at the C/2 rate, and
therefore two hours is the normal capacity.

The charge to the voltage limit 5 gave us too low
a capacity. The other ones were voltage level 6. You can
see that they all maintained a fairly good volta ge level.

But I wanted to compare the one that is a plus,
which is on the lower level here, with the one that's the
circle, the circle that's on the upper level. And you can
actually see a significant voltage improvement; indicating,
without a lot of proof, that the battery, or the cells are
being not only activated to get their capacity up but their
voltages actually increased when compared with the C/20,
48-hour charae.

(Figure 35-7)

Another example. This is a comparison of both
packs, the control pack and the test pack, both done at the
48-hour C/20 rate. And we get the voltage at the bottom.
M,ihen done in the manner I suggested: C/20 for eight hours,
C/10 for eight hours, and then charge at C/5 to the voltage
limit 6 9 and then drop off. The discharge gives us the
higher voltage.

(Figure 35-8)

Just to show you a comparison with the actual
control pack, we did the standard reconditioning of the
control pack and repeated the same activation techni que with
that control pack that had had the some ordinary activation
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procedure. And, again,.you see the voltage level is higher
for the hew method.

So-what we} ve seen previously is a technique that
has been used for many years, and I'm not sure who knows why
it .was started in the first place. But certainly a method
has been described that does three things= it shortens the
time, especially at the Cape .where we.need the time, and it
is very .costly time; it eliminates the temperature rise in
the batteries, which we're very concerned about in terms of
heating the equipment,.and it turns out that the voltage on
discharge is .better. than .when we ran the 'C/20 for 48 hours.

Thank you very much.

DISCUSSION

LURIE XTRW)s Gerry, I believe that most, perhaps
a large ..fraction of sealed nickel —cadmium cells .can be
reactivated after storage, at rates considerably greater
than
C/20.

I think hist.orica.11y the reason that C/20 was
chosen is that virtually all of them can be reactived safely
at C/20. What happens, you can take a bunch of cells,
reactivate them at C/10 9 and occasionally some will show
anomalous voltage and pressure characteristics. I'm not
sure anyone really understands it. Lut I believe that's the
genesis of the C/20 for 48 hours; Just uncertainty.

HALPERP Thank you.

OLBERT (Bell Aerospace)t Vill you elaborate on
the one short curve, the C/5 9 that you observed?

HALPERTx The charge was to the voltage limit 5
and not voltage limit 6. If youggo back to our standard
voltage curves, there's about a 20--millivolt difference in
the curves. We're running at 20 degrees.

vclta ge level 6
have the right
en we did it to voltage

When we charge it to the
we're able to get everything in and
capacity and the right voltage. Wh
level 5 we didn't get the capacity.
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THIERFELDER ,(.GE.) s Gerry, I .gust want to ask about
the resistor letdown. You say one ohm, and it says
one—tenth ohm.

My other question is' Do you do it for a fixed
time period, or do you let down with the _resistors to a
given cell voltage or battery voltage.?

HALPERTs We do it for a fixed periods I think
it-'s overnight, sixteen hours.

THIERFELDERs And is it one ohm or one —tenth ohm.?

HALPERTs Mike.Tasevoli, is it one ohm or
one—tenth ohm?

TASEVOLI (Goddard): We did it both. We did a .1
ohm letdown.and a 1 ohm letdown. "Ihe difference between the
two letdowns is insignificant as far as open circuit voltage
recovery in any additional tests that we did.

We did let the packs down, resistive letdown, for
a minimum of 16 hours, after which time the packs were
shorted for a period of one week prior to any additional
testing.

HALPERTs There was a week in between each one of
these tests, in the direct shorted condition.

RAMPEL (GE)s. I agree with your reasons to avoid
heat at the Cape, and elsewhere perhaps. But I would urge
other people to stick with C/20 reconditioning, so that some
older cells do not develop voltages over 1.50 at room
temperature and hydrogen evolution. So I would continue
that practice.

I feel that the charge cutoff could be less than
4.8 hours, or even 40. But I recommend that you stick with
C/20 in the field. C/5 can be dangerous on some old cells:
you-I ll definitely go over 1.50 on some cells and some
batteries.

HALPERTs As you know, Guy, we did have a voltage
limit control on this, so we couldn-t go to 1.50V. And that
voltage limit was very low.
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These .cells did have a significant amount of'
-electrolyte. We're on the higher side on the electrolyte,
as we've suggested in the past.

GASTON (RCA): Were those negative electrodes
leflonated?

HALPERT: Yes, they were. NASA Goddard uses only
Teflonated negatives.

FORD (Goddard): I'd like to make a comment to
Rampel's comment.

Pm glad you qualified that statement to ''all
cells," because I'm under the impression we don't have
hydrogen generation in NiCd cells any more, based on the
technology.

The second point : I think it may be overlooked
here, and I think.Garry alluded to it.o but I think there is
such a thing as activation energy, that nickel electrode
that we may be looking at, that you're getting by going to
a hi gher rate and a higher voltage tc enhance the discharge
voltage on the cell.

Now, you know, one of the thin gs were concerned
with, with loner life, is maintaining a good discharge
voltage. And it's probably the subject we know least about
in the NiCd. And this is a case where P ve seen where the
actual charge regime actually shows Wome improvement in the
discharge voltage prior to launch. Now the question we
don't know, and I think it's .worth looking into 4 is: will
this enhance the discharge voltage performance with the life
of the battery: I don't know that.

8ETZ (NRL): On occasions v.hen we-ve taken
non— flight batteries out of storage, Vve started them
almost as high as C/2. I bring the,voltage up first to get
the initial peak off, and run them at C/2 for 100 percent,
and then cut back, dust to prevent the voltage from goin g up
in overcharge. I haven't really caused a problem, but
they haven't been flight batteries, either.

RITTERMAN (TRW): I want to comment on Floyd-*s
comment on Guy's comment. Guy beat me to it, he asked the
question I originally intended to ask.
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But I still think you should be leery in today's
cells as well, because what happens when a cell stands
around for a long time, there is a redistribution of
electrolyte. And at low temperature especially, if you
charge above C/20 9 you're going to have a possible dry spot
at the negative electrode and you have hydrogen gassing and
aispersed voltages.

BETZ 2 If you are monitoring cell voltage would
you observe that?

HALPERT= Yes. You'd be up at 1.5 volts at a very
low state of charge.

BAER: So as long as you're monitoring cell
voltage you can avoid hydrogen evolution?

FORD= Just one response to that. Yes, I know
what you-I re talking about in terms of the initial peak and
voltage on charge, and the electrolyte problem, yes. But
with a li ghter load plates, more electrolyte, that problem
should have gone away about five years ago.
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RESULTS OF ALTERNATE CONDITIONING
CHARGE SCHEMES

BASELINE TESTS
PACK 1	 PACK 2

PACK 1 PACK 2 STD COND CHARGE 120	 C120 8 MRS, CI10 12 MRS 80.6
(CONTROL) (TEST) DISCH ' 62.3	 DISCH 62.3

VL6 CHRG 72.0	 VL6 CHRG 70.1
STD COND CHRG	 119.3 119.2 DISCH 60.3	 DISCH 60.6
Cl2 COND DISCHRG	 60.5 61.7 STD COND CHARGE 119	 C120 8 MRS, C110 8 MRS, CIS TO VL6 72.9

0.19 LETDOWN DISCH 61.6	 DISCH 61.9
VL6 CHRG 71.6	 VL6 CHRG 69.1

DISCH 59.7	 DISCH 60.2
CI10 RECHARGE	 88.6 93.6 STD COND CHARGE 121.3	 C@0 8 MRS, C110 6 MRS, C16 TO VL6 72.2Cl2 DISCHARGE	 58.3 60.9 DISCH 62	 DISCH 61.2

0.19 LETDOWN VL6 CHRG 70	 VL6 CHRG 69.1
DISCH 58.6	 DISCH 60.2

OCV RECOVERY
STD COND CHRG 119

DISCH 62.8
VL6 CHRG Cl20 EOCI 	 71.7 72.1 VL6 CHRG 70.8
Cl2 DISCHARGE	 60,3 60.2 DISCH 60.3

0.19 LETDOWN

Figure 35-4 Figure 35-5
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COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENI PLATE TREATMENT AND DESIGNS:

AN UPDATE

D. Baer

GSFC

This presentation is an update of previous
presentations I-1 ve given at the workshop, and it's on the
continuation of testina of cells with different plate
treatments and different-plate designs.

The first vugraph is a little reminder of what the
variables are.

(Figure 36-1)

The group number one cells are the control, and
the basic design is positive treatment is PQ, which is
cadmium in the positive plate, and nc negative treatment.
The plate loadin g level was the IUE. The separator was
pellon. And we used the present ECT precharge processes
present as of 1978. I don-*t know if they have made any
changes since then. And the cell was decarbed.

These boxes show the variables for the other
groups, such as; teflon for group twc, silver for croup
three and so on. 'If you're interested in any more details
of the design, it was presented in the 1978 workshop by
myself, and also in a paper presented by Floyd and
coauthored by myself and presented it the fall 1978
electrochemical society meeting, in Pittsburgh.

I-'Il put this over on the cther vugraph machine so
you can refer to it, if you so desire, during the rest of my
presentation.

The test regime for these cells was a 90 minute
cycle with 40 percent depth of dische^rge and a temperature of
20 de grees C. The charge rate was 9.6 amps to a voltage
limit, and we tried to keep 110 to .115 percent return, -'eturn ,
although that wasn't always possible all throu gh the
testing. The discharge rate was 9.6 amps.

(Figure 36-2)
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The next vugraph you-ve all seen the data last
year, although it might be a little easier to understand
now since it.was professionally done rather than my
hen-scratching. Item s the 20 degrees C capacity tests, at six
month intervals, to 1 volt.

The Y axis is a percent of initial capacity. The
first capacity check was done until the first cell reached 0.75
volts. Now at that point either cell number one was
limitina or it was very near depletion, except for
the 1968 plate old processes. And that's probably the
reason why the capacity increases in that pack and
the rest are going down, at least part of the reason.

cell that was
ty test. Now if
there are two points in
number two. That's
analysis, which Dr.

the numbers listed are the
discharged for that six month capaci
you'll notice, at the one year point
most cases, cell number one and cell
where cell number one was pulled for
Vasandt will address later.

As I said, part of this was shown last year. The
trends seem to be the same, except now pack 3H seems to be
the high capacity cells to this 1.0 Nolt point. Also, the
ED plate pack there seems to have had a slight increase or a
little recovery. I might add that they were rather low in
capacity to start with. It was one of GE-*s earlier attempts
at the electrochemical process, althcugh they still are
doing quite well.

If you'll notice, we're down around 30 percent of
initial capacity for several of these packs. So if the
depth of discharge is based on rated, they'd be about
finished.

(Figure 36-3)

The next vugraph is similar, except these are the
capacities-to 0.75 volts. Here most of the packs are doing
quite a bit better except the 196.£3 plate with the present
processes and the polypropylene pack are rather low. Here
again pack 3H, which is the pack with no PO treatment, is
the highest capacity. The control pack capacity is also
pretty-good, and so is the ED plate pack. And the rest of
the group's capacities have degraded further.
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(Figure 36-4)

The next vugraph shows the discharge voltage
profile during the two year capacity check. It's an average
of .four cells to get each curve. I just selected four packs
to give you an idea of the profile. I.picked the high
capacity group and one that was about the lowest -- capacity
packs, and then a couple in the middle ,just for comparison.
I think one of the important things is that the cell .without
the PQ treatment has a higher discharge plateau, especially
when you get down to the second plateau, and that-s the
primary reason for having a better capacity to one volt,
although it does have a better capacity to depletion.

These others pretty well follow the same trend.
It em s just a matter of how much total capacity you have in
the cells.

(Figure 36-5)

This vugraph is to show you a little bit about
what kind of divergence we're gettin g at the end of charge
and the end of discharge. Most of them are around 14,000
cycles except for the FD plate, which is around 11,000. That
pack got started a little later than the other ones.

If you look at the. first four groups on charge
there is very little difference in the charge voltage as far
as divergence. There's four cells in the packs now.

Group five has a little bit of divergence.

Group six, which is the poly, has quite a bit of
divergence.

Group seven again has only a little bit.

Group eight has very little.; however that ,'s only
two cells, there are only two cells left in that pack.

And. group nine has a lot of divergence and there's
only three cells left in that pack.

At this point most of the packs are starting to
look a little ragged and we^r.e starting to get some failures
which I*11 address on the next vugraph.
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In the discharge we either have quite a bit of
divergence or else the voltages are very low, except for
group five where the divergence isn't too bad and the
voltages are holding up good as they are on your group
seven. You have divergence there but the voltages are still
up above 1.1 volts.

The last column is percent return during the
particular cycle that I pulled the end points off. And it-s
because of some of the voltage divergence that we-re having
trouble with the percent return on some of these packs.

(f= igure 36-6)

The last vugraph shows cells that have been
removed or failed. In group seven, which is a 1968 plate
with the old process, the cell was removed very early at
cycle 248`because of high voltage. Likewise, in group eight
two cells were removed relatively early because of high
voltage.

This one in group seven, it was so early in the
cycling life I just replaced it with another cell. The high
voltage cell, I think, we probablv should have picked up in
the screening but we didn-*•t.

He have to remember, though, that these are the
old style, old design plate, and very little ratio, only
about 1.25 to 1 and very little overcharge protection. The
group eight in particular, where we used present precharge
procedures and criteria. So I feel these cells are necative
limited on charge, and that's why we're having so much
trouble with this pack in particular.

Now at cycle , 10,200 another cell in group 8 failed
with low end of discharge voltage. Vie didn't remove it, and
it eventually shorted on cycle 10,266.

I might add that before we remove a cell we try to
increase the percent return to see if we can't get the cell
to recover. And this one didn't and eventually shorted.

Group nine, which is the ED plate, one cell was
removed for low end of discharge voltage. It went negative.
1 might add here, though, when we removed this cell it
didn-'t really appear shorted. So we recharged it and ran a
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seven day open circuit stand test. At that point, at the
end of the seven days, the voltage was 1.304 and we got
almost nine and a half ampere-hours cut to three-quarters of
a volt. So the cell was not shorted or if it had a
parasitic short someplace along the line it obviously
cleared itself.

The last cell that failed but wasn-'t removed yet
was In group two, at 14,517 cycles the cell hit the Crane
failure criteria of .75 volt. We didn-t.remove it, we let
it continue to cycle, and it appeared to recover somewhat
and it's now around .9 volt.

Since this vugraph was made pack 3I also has had a
cell that hit the .75 volt limit, but we-re letting that
cycle since it's probably not hurtin g anything . We-ve also
had some trouble with that pack as fir as.hi gh pressures,
where pressures have gone as high as 100 psia with only 1.11
percent .return.

So I guess to kind of sum it up, the thing to do
is pick what I consider as the cell that's giving the best
performance, and it looks like it's the group five, although
the .control pack isn't doing too bad. but the group five
seems to be the best pack of this program at this point.

That's all. Thank you.
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Q.E. 12Ah CELLS — COMPARISON OF PLATE

DESIGNS AND TREATMENTS

PLATE
DESIGN/ ECTI

CRANE POS,	 NEG. LOADING PRECHO. DECARB
GROUP# PACK# TREATMENT TREATMENT LEVEL SEPARATOR PROCESSES PROCESS

1 30 PO	 NONE A/E FELLON PRESENT YES

9 3E PO	 TEFLON AIE PELLON PRESENT YES

3 3F PO	 SILVER IUE PELLON PRESENT YES

4 30 Po	 NONE LIGHT PELLON PRESENT YES

S 3H NONE	 NONE IVE PELLON PRESENT YES

9 31 PO	 NONE WE OAF POLY• PRESENT YES
PROPYLENE

7 3J NONE	 NONE 1998 PELLON 1905 NO

S 3K NONE	 NONE 1999 PELLON PRESENT YES

9 SL NONE	 NONE E.D. PELLON PRESENT YES

NOTE: BOXES SIGNIFY VARIATIONS FROM GROUP 11 DESIGN

Figure 36-1

Comparison of Plate Designs and Treatments
20 G C Capacity Tests at
9.6 AMP Discharge to 1.0 Volt
Initial Discharge Until 1st Cell 0.75 Volt

• 3D Control
O 3E Teflon,
C1 3F Silver

110	 G 30 Light Loading
• 3H No PO

81	 v 31 Polypropylene
♦ 3.1 1968 Plate Old Process

100	 n 3K 1968 Plate Present Process
X E.D. Plate

90

a 80a

a 70
H

aU

Z	 .l

of All
Cells
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O 60
0

50

40

30 -	 12
MONTHS

Figure 36-2
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CRANE EOC VOLTAGE EOD VOLTAGE %
GROUP# PACK# VARIABLE CYCLE# HIGH LOW HIGH LOW RECHARGE

1 3D CONTROL 14286 1.475 1.474 1.096 1.066 109.0

2 3E TEFLON 14252 1,452 1.440 1,086 0.965 111.5

3 3F SILVER 14247 1.475 1.471 1.055 1.011 112.2

4 3G LIGHT 14322 1.474 1.472 .965 .954 110.7
LOADING

5 3H NO PQ 14152 1,473 1.455 1.153 1.145 107.2

6 31 POLY 14169 1.471 1.425 1,012 .975 108.5

7 3J 1968 PLATE 14172 1.459 1.448 1.166 1.115 108.6
OLD

PROCESS

8 3K 1968 PLATE 13788 1.443 1.440 1.049 1.012 103.4
PRESENT
PROCESS

9 3L E.D. PLATE 11365 1.489 1.419 1.11 1.088 102.1

Figure 36-5

CELL FAILUREIREMOVAL

CYCLE#
CRANE FAILED/

GROUP# PACK# REMOVED FAILURE MODE/REASON FOR REMOVAL.

7 3J 248 CELL REMOVED -- HIGH EOC VOLTAGE
(1.525V) TYP (1.434V)

8 3K 2008 REMOVED BECAUSE OF HIGH EOC VOLTAGE
2459 - 1,52V

10200 FAILED LOW EOD VOLTAGE 4. 0.75V; CELL
SHORTED CYCLE 10268

9 3L, 902 REMOVED FOR LOW EOD VOLTAGE (-0.17)

2 3E 14,517 CELL HIT 0.75V EOD, NOT REMOVED

Figure 36-6
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COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT PLATE TREATMENTS AND DESIGNS:

ANALYSIS

V. Kunigahalli

Bowie State College

For the sake of completeness I would like to give
some background information about the cells that we have
analyzed. All the cells have completed acceptance testing
by the manufacturer, GE, and some cells underwent cycling at
the NWSC Crane, Indiana.

The results of the acceptance tests have been
discussed by Ford and David Baer in a paper which appeared
in the ECS meeting in Pittsburgh in 1978.

52 cells were sent to NWSC for evaluation of the
various design variables incorporated in these GE cells on a
near-earth orbit test regime. The test procedure and the
results of the evaluation have been given by Jim Harkness in
the report WOEC/C 79-114 in December 1979. It was
recommended that these cells be placed on a near-earth orbit
life test regime.

(Figure 37-1)

In February 1979 eight five-cell packs, pack 3D
through pack 3K, corresponding to group one to eight, as you
can see on that vugraph, began life test in 1.48 hour orbit
regime, one hour charge with a volta ge limit control at 20
degrees C, and a depth of discharge of 40 percent.

Group nine cells, pack 3L, began life test in
August 1979 with the same test regime.

Test parameters= temperature 20 degrees C, cycle
period 90 minutes, DOD 40 percent, discharge rate 9.6 amps',
charge rate 9.6 amps to voltage limit. the voltage limit
was set at 1.453 per cell to maintain a percent recharge of
110 to ,115.

After one year of cycling one cell from each pack
was removed and the initial evaluation tests were repeated.
An update of the results of the evaluation test and the
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performance .of these cells was presented by David Baer in
the 1980 Battery Workshop, and you have ,just now heard the
latest update about these cells.

It was shown that among these cells, the cells
without the PQ treatment performed the best •— ,just now you
heard that --- ,losing about 5.6 percent of the capacity in
one year. The ce.11s .with the greatest decrease in percent
capacity in one year were those containing polypropylene
separators. These ce.11s,had.the highest internal
resistance, about 4.2 milliohms after one hour of discharge.
The other cells ranged from 3 to 3.7 milliohms.

(Figure 37-2)

The objective of this test program and analysis is
to understand.the influence of the design and process
changes on cell performance .and life, and thereby help to
evaluate the merit or the demerit of each design by
performing physical, chemical, and electrochemical analysis
of these cells.

(Figure 37-3)

The experimental techniques that have been
followed are visual Inspection, physical measurements,
chemical analysis, and, finally, electrochemical analysis.

A teardown analysis of each cell was carried out
according to the analysis procedure given in the X document,
X-7.11-74-279, Revision A. Visual inspection; there were no
leaks as found by the phenolphthalein test, and the external
appearance of all the cells was found good.

On opening the cell it was found that the cell
pack was moist with the electrolyte, the extent varying from
one cell to another.

The cell components, the positives, the negatives
and the separators, could be separated easily from a cell
pack of an uncycled cell. The separators from the uncycled
cell were clean and white; in the case of cycled cells the
separators were stuck to the surface of the negative plates.

During the removal of these separators from the
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negative plates invariably a thin layer of the separator
material was strongly adhering to the surface of the
negative plates and could not be removed as easily as in the
case of the uncycled cells.

The Separators had dark patches due to cadmium
migration.

Physical measurements=

(Figure 37-4)

The thickness and the weight of each negative
plate and positive plate was recorded after carrying out the
electrolyte extraction and further drying it in an oven at
45 degrees C. overnight. These are the results recorded in
Table One.

These thickness results agree very well with the
thickness results given in Table I on the other vugraph,
which are the results of the acceptance test. This first
column is the positive plate thickness and the second column
contains negative plate thickness. The first value is for
the uncycled cell and the second one for the cycled cell of
group one, two and three and so on.

So you can see the positive plate thickness is
almost the same compared to the positive thickness given
there, .069 and .072 cm. Very little swelling is there,
about which I am going to discuss.

There is a very small increase, of about 1.5 mil,
in the thickness of the positive plate and the gain in
weight of the positive plate is in the range of .15 to .349
for a cycled ce.11. The weights are given in these two
columns. You can see from the uncycled cell to the cycled
cell there .is a slight increase in weight in the case of the
positive plate.

McDermott observed a gain in weight of about .352
grams per positive plate in the accelerated test program of
six ampere-hour cells. And he has explained this weight
increase in terms of corrosion model, meaning that the
nickel from the sinter is turned into nickel hydroxide, thus
accounting for the increase in weight.
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There seems to be negligible change in the
thickness of the negative plate, if you-'11 compare these
numbers with the acceptance test results for the negative
plate. In some cases you will find the thickness is
slightly more than the results given in the other vuoraph.
1hat-'s because after one year of cycling when'we removed the
cells there was invariably a thin layer of the separator
material sticking to the negative plate. So the slight
increase in thickness is due to the separator material.

In some cases of cycled cells sli ghtly higher
values of thickness is recorded, maybe because the negative
plates had a thin layer of the separator material sticking
onto the surface. there is, however, a definite decrease in
the weight of the negative plate. The last column indicates
the negative plate weight from the uncycled cell to the
cycled cell in each group. The range is about .5 to one
gram per plate, and this weight varies from one group to
another for the cycled cell.

(Figure 37-5)

Summarizing, we can say with reaard to physicnl
changes only, due to cycling that the positive plate weiaht
Increased and the range is from ,15 to .34 grams, and the
plate thickness increased from 1 to 1.5 mils.

For the negative plate, there-'s a decrease in the
plate wei ght in the range of .5 to one gram, and there is no
change in the plate thickness.

(Figure 37-6)

Electrolyte analysis. The electrolyte analysis
and the chemical analysis of the negative plate and the
positive plates were carried out according to the paragraphs
five, seven and eight of the earlier mentioned X document.
the results of the electrolyte analysis for the cycled and
uncycled cells of these different groups are given here in
lable 2.

First column is'the weight of the electrolyte
associated with the negative plate, second column the weight
of the electrolyte associated with the positive plate, third
column the same with reference to the separator, and fourth
column gives the total grams of electrolyte in the cell.
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The first line refers to the uncycled cell and the second
line values refer to the cycled cell which has undergone
5833 cycles.

The next column indicates the percentage of KOH,
the percentage of potassium carbonate, and the last two
columns indicate the milliliter of KLH found after one year
cycling and the milliliter of KOH which was added at the
time of manufacture. You can see that these numbers appear
even on the other vugraph indicating the milliliter of KOH
that went in.

Well, within permissible error of handling and
analysis the amount of electrolyte determined agreed with
that emount which went into the cell at the time of
manufacture. This supports the observation made that there
were no leaks in any of these design variable cells.

In most of the cases the cerbonate content
increased for the cycled cells. However there are some
exceptions, group one and group four. You'll find the
carbonate even in the uncycled cell is slightly higher
compared to the cycled cell. It's difficult to generalize
based on these exceptions.

Cells from group seven and group ei ght contain
larg e quantities of potassium carbonate. You can see
compared to the other numbers these numbers are higher. The
reason is the cells of group seven used the design of the
middle '60s wherein the plates were not decarbonated. That
could be the reason why they have higher carbonate content.
However, the cells of Group eiaht'contain the same plate lot
as group seven but were processed using the present day
Aerospace cell process which includes decarbonization.

In addition, both of these groups of cells, seven
and eight, have positive plates which were thicker compared
to the rest of the groups.

From the weight of the electrolyte, we can see
that the amount of potassium hydroxice varies from one group
to another. This was done to maximize the amount of KOH in
each cell group and still maintain a reasonable overcharge
pressure. The design goal was to have all the cells in a
pressure range of 30 to 75 psia during overcharge.
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Talking of electrolyte distribution, 1 remember
year before last in the battery Workshop there was a doubt
expressed re garding how the electrolyte is distributeds is
it more toward the negative or the positive or the
separator: Last year we did analyze a couple of six
ampere-hour cells and eight ampere-hcur cells, and I
pesented a paper on the electrolyte distribution wherein the
order of distribution was that the negative contains most of
the electrolyte, and next comes the positive, and the least
amount of electrolyte is associated with the separator.

(Figure 37-7)

Some of the conclusions we can draw from the
earlier table of electrolyte analysis are: carbonate content
increases due to cycling, which we all know, and cells of
groups seven and eight contain the largest content of
carbonate. And the possible reasons could be group seven
cells were not decarbonated and group eight cells -- I mean
cells of group eight have thicker positives. I do not know
whether with this limited data we can say that thicker the
plates larger the carbonate. With this limited data it,*s
very difficult to generalize.

Finally, the electrolyte distribution follows the
general order. That is, negative has the largest quantity
and the separator has the least quantity of electrolyte
associated with them.

(Figure 37-8)

The chemical and electrochemical capacities for
negatives and positives for each group of cells along with
the percent utilization is given in this table. Following
are some of the observations that can be.made.

Number one, the electrochemical capacity for both
the negatives and the positives is g enerally lower than the
corresponding chemical capacity. that you can see here. The
base line capacity is what we refer to as the
electrochemical,capacity, and this is the chemical capacity.
In each case the chemical capacity is larger than the
electrochemical capacity, both in the positive and in the
negative, irrespective of the design group. This is not
unusual since some part of the active material in'the
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negative and the positive plate might have become inactive,
possibly due to cycling, and hence do not contribute to the
electrochemical capacity.

The second point that we can see is within the
design variable group going from the uncycled cell to the
cycled cell both the chemical and the electrochemical
capacity of the negative plate decreases. You can see that
the chemical capacity decreases from 34 to 30 for group I.
And here the electrochemical capacity of the ne gative also
decreases from 25 to 18. And the trend is similar in all
the cases generally.

This should be due to the loss of active material,
as I said, from the negative plates due to cycling, which is
often deposited as loose particles on the separator
material,.which is commonly referred to as cadmium
migration. In fact we did verify these in these cycled
cells; when we opened the cells there were a lot of dark
patches on the separator material which we observed.

Similar behavior, in fact, has been observed by
McDermott. He pointed out that the loss in weight of
negative plate and loss.in the total negative capacity has
been recorded in the analysis of six ampere—hour
nickel—cadmium cells that underwent an accelerated test
program.

(Figures 37-9 and 37-10)

One other point that I wanted to bring about, this
table contains the results of the percentage of cadmium
hydroxide in the positive plate. In each group we analyzed,
for example, the first one, the control group; has about
10.74 in the uncycled cell and it increases to 12.17 in the
cycled cell.

Similarly if you come the no PQ treatment group,
group five,.although according to the statement no PQ
treatment should not contain any cadmium in the positive
plate, it still has 6.46% in the uncycled and it increases
to 7.3%.

Similarly you see the AK plate old process and the
AK plate new process, group seven and group eight, also do
not have PQ treatment but still contain a small quantity of
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cadmium, 2.75 in this case and 4.71 respectively, which
increases on cycling. So this indicet,es clearly that on
cycling cadmium is going out of the negative plate due to
cadmium miaration. And when we opened the cell some of the
cadmium was deposited along the positive.

(Figure 37-11)

Well, this is a summary of the last-but-one table
about the capacity. Negative chemical capacity decreases
and.the range is from 2.01 to 5.51, End the minimum decrease
-- this is with reference to group five cells, which,
incidentally, as Dave Baer pointed out, are the cells which
have no PQ treatment. And the maximum change is for group
two cells in this case. Those are with the teflonated
negatives.

Positive chemical capacity increases slightly, .84
to 2.2 ampere-hours. Negatives from the cells without PQ
treatment have the highest utilization, about 73 percent.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

RITTERMAN (T[?N): What ,*s interesting about your
data is not that the CO3 content decreases. In some cases
it - would seem strange, but in the non-exceptional cases the
CO3 content increases to such a small extent.' And I wonder
if you-would comment on how you did the DPA.

Did you take the individual positive, negative and
separator and leach out the electrolyte?

KUNIGAHALLI: Exactly.

RITTERMAN= How many samples of each did you take
per cell?

KUNI-GAHALLI: When we opened the cells we
collected all the positives together, all the negatives
together and the separator, so these three packs were
extracted separately in different Soxhlet extractors.

R ITTERMAN: Okay.
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Could you comment on what the relative carbonate
formation was in the separator, the positive and the
negative, or don--*t you have that figure?

KUNtGAHALLI , I have got it in analysis summary.

RITTERMAN: Oh, you have.

KUNIGAHALLI : but I don-'t have it right now here.

RITTERMAN : Okay. Fine.

THIERFELDER (General Electric): You gave the
expansion of the positive plates, 1 to 1.5 mils. And over
the last several years there-'s been e lot of discussion
about the expansion of the positive plates.

Have you compared this? Is this compared to other
reports on expansion; 1 to 1.5, is that normal?

KUNIGAHALLI: It-'s very small, compared to --- In
fact, that's what I referred to as McDermott-I s work. In six
ampere—hour cells it has been shown to have more weight
increase and swelling.

THIERFELDER: All of these at about 5000 cycles?

KUNIGAHALLI: Yes 4 roughly about 5b00 cycles.

*lHIERFELDER : So this is a comparatively low
expansion.

KUNIGAHALLI: Very low, I agree with you.

HELLrRITZSCH: I have a outstion about how many
cells there were in each group. The only thing I heard is
that in groups seven and eight there were two cells in one
and three cells in she other.

KUNIGAHALLI: I think Dave Baer should answer
that.

HELLFRIT'Z5CH: 1-low many were there in the other
Croups?

BAER : There were six cells purchased from each
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group and we set one aside and we ,just ran it,through some
initial evaluation tests of Crane. the started.the cycling
with five cells in each group.

At the one year point we removed one cell for
analysis, so that left four. And-then several were removed,
if you remember from my last slide, where cells were removed
from group eight; two were removed at 2000—some—odd cycles,
and then one, I think it was around 10,000, where it
shorted. And group nine had one cell removed around 9000
cycles because of what we thought was a short.

HELLFRITZSCH : The reason I ask, on the second
paper I noticed these were serial numbers of the cells, cell
number one and cell number four. So I assumed that the data
from that line was based on that one cell.

Now when you compare then the weight of one cell
to that of a different cell before and after, because these
are destructive tests -- and that-s of course what you have
to do -- you really need to know how uniform were the
weights of all cells initially.

Do you see what l-I m gettinc at.?

BAER= We have that information. I mean, I
don-*t have it ri ght here.

HELLFRITZSCH; If these differences'in gain or
loss are large compared to how uniform the cells initially
were it-'s significant. If it-s of the same order of
magnitude, of course, it doesn't mean anything.

I looked through some of them. In a case like
this often you look down the line for the different groups
and you gust do a plus or a minus. if they're all
consistently hi gher or consistently lower.then it can mean
something. But they ,dump back and forth. Of course they
were different desi gns, so it coula be the design. but I
just wanted to caution because the sample size was
as small as it could be, a single specimen each time. And
of course there 0 s a lot of work in this. I know that. But
we have to be cautious in interpreting whether these are
real differences or not.

BAER: Right. Well, I think that's one of the
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problems with why you-see them jump back and forth in some
cases such as the carbonate. And these were control
manufactured, the best,that-'s being done today.

HELLFRITZSCH : Especially if we report the data
for significant figures.

HALPERT (Goddard):. In reference to Helm-'s
question, Dave, weren-t these using the IUE type loading on
the first groups of cells, and so the loading was lighter
than what we've seen in the past.?

BAERs Yes, .it-, s probably e little lighter than
what they were generally making at that point. GE has since
lightehed•up on their loading a little bit. but I don-'t
think it's quite as light as what the IUE is. The loading
number was given in grams per decimeter cube.

KUNIGAHALLIs In the last vugraph we have the
loading. Here is the loading.

(Indicating.)

BAERs Helm, it would be probably about 12.5 grams
per decimeter squared -- That's a number you-,I re used to
hearing-- for the positives.

RAMPEL (General Electric)s I'd like to clarify
the cadmium content in the positive electroaes for so called
uncycled cells. I take it that they-re uncycled at Crane
but you have to keep in mind they were cycled at GE, and
that's enough to introduce the cadmium into those positive
plates that have had no PQ treatment per se.

BAER: That's right, Guy. And they also went
through initial evaluation tests at Crane, which are
essentially acceptance tests. But they did have some cycles
on them, that-'s right.
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Figure 37-1

OBJECTIVE

TO EXAMINE THE INFLUENCE OF
DESIGN VARIABLES

ON
CELL PERFORMANCE AND LIFE

BY
PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL

ANALYSIS

Figure 37-2

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES:

1. VISUAL INSPECTION

2. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

3. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

4. ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 37-3
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Table 1.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DESIGN
VARIABLE CELLS

GROUP S.N. PACK NO. OF PLATE THICKNESS (cm) PLATE WEIGHT WITH TAB (Gms),
# OF CELL # CYCLES POSITIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE NEGATIVE

1 04 UNCYCL 0.072 0.079 13.69 15.46
1 01 3D 5833 0.074 0.080 13.97 14.83

2 04 UNCYCL 0.072 0.080 13.85 15.87
2 01 3E 5841 0.074 0.079 14.00 14.87

3 01 3F 5844 0.074 0.083 14.03 14.82

4 01 UNCYCL 0.068 0.079 13.02 14.71
4 02 3G 5844 0.072 0.079 13.31 13.83

5 01 UNCYCL 0.074 0.079 13.32 15.43
5 02 3H 5840 0.077 0.080 13.65 14.92

6 02 UNCYCL 0.072 0.079 13.65 15.59
6 01 31 5833 0.074 0.083 13.88 15.38

7 05 UNCYCL 0.091 0.074 15.34 14.13
7 06 3J 5834 0.094 0.073 15.68 13.68

8 02 UNCYCL 0.090 0.071 15.35 14.02
8 06 3K 2008 0.093 0.072 15.56 13.66
8 05 3K 2459 0.094 0.073 15.57 13.62

Figure 37-4

PHYSICAL CHANGES DUE TO CYCLING

PLATE WEIGHT
	

PLATE THICKNESS

POS	 INCREASE
	

INCREASE
0.15 - 0.34 g	 1.0-1.5MILS

NEG	 DECREASE
	

NO CHANGE
0.5 - 1.0 g

Figure 37-5
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Table 2.

RESULTS OF ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS OF
DESIGN VARIABLE CELLS

GROUP NO. OF GMS OF ELECTROLYTE % % ML KOH
# CYCLES NEG POS SEP TOTAL KOH K2CO3 FOUND ADDED

1 - 22.55 15.69 13.56 51.80 21.64 9.21 39.15 40140
5833 29.32 16.14 9.09 54.55 23.94 6.76 41.42

2 - 20.91 15.99 24.63 61.53 26.82 6.49 46.75 48149
5841 26.68 16.16 22.42 65.26 25.26 6.91 49.54

3 5844 31.03 15.86 9.95 56.84 25.69 6.87 43.15 43144

4 - 24.14 16.49 18.17 58.80 25.25 6.45 44.58 45/46
5844 31.51 16.36 14.70 62.57 19.65 4.71 47.70

5 - 23.38 17.77 9.84 50.99 25.40 8.97 40.86 40.3141.5
5840 28.15 18.12 4.64 50.91 23.53 10.45 38.39

6 - 21.8 15.41 8.16 45.37 29.41 7.36 34.41 39140
5833 29.84 16.73 3.42 49.99 26.20 9.63 37.75

7 - 22.78 20.11 7.63 50.52 22.01 13.35 37.87 38139
5834 25.54 21.47 3.70 50.71 20.47 16.08 37.82

8 - 21.42 20.10 9.25 50.77 22.50 14.94 37.95 29140
2008 27.92 15.47 6.46 49.85 23.43 15.47 37.22
2459 22.69 20.58 7.40 50.67 22.15 16.08 37.79

Figure 37-6

CONCLUSIONS FROM ELECTROLYTE
ANALYSIS

• CO 3 INCREASES DUE TO CYCLING

• CELLS OF GROUPS 7 AND 8 CONTAIN THE LARGEST
CONTENT OF CO 3

- GROUP 7 CELLS NOT DECARBONATED

- GROUP 8 CELLS HAVE THICKER POSITIVES

• THICKER THE PLATES LARGER THE CO 3
• ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWS THE GENERAL

ORDER NEG > POS > SEP
Figure 37-7
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Table 3.

COMPARISON OF CAPACITIES FOR DESIGN
VARIABLE CELLS

S.N. OF NO. OF CHEM. CAPACITY BASELINE CAPACITY
NAME GROUP # CELL PACK k CYCLES (AH ON CELL BASIS) % UTILIZATION

POS NEG POS NEG POS NEG
CONTROL 1 04 UNCYCL 22.64 34.02 15.54 25.60 68.87 75.25

1 01 3D 5833 21.22 30.30 14.63 18.52 58.92 61.30

TEFLON 2 04 UNCYCL 21.74 36.28 16.39 25.56 75.39 70.45
2 01 3E 5841 22.90 30.77 15.99 18.67 69.82 60.69

SILVER 3 01 3F 5844 20.86 32.80 15.55 20.14 77.63 61.05

LIGHT LOADING 4 01 UNCYCL 20.02 30.48 14.43 23.83 72.07 78.17
4 02 3G 5844 21.44 26.17 13.98 14.47 65.21 55.30

NO PQ 5 01 UNCYCL 22.69 34.65 16.91 28.11 74.55 81.11
5 02 3H 5840 22.44 32.11 17.02 23.54 75.85 73.31

POLYPROPYLENE 6 02 UNCYCL 22.36 36.62 15.89 28.14 71.06 76.83
SEPARATOR 6 01 31 5833 23.20 31.35 16.66 19.07 71.81 60.83

A.K. PLATE 7 05 UNCYCL 25.23 32.54 19.61 24.99 77.70 76.81
OLD PROCESS 7 06 3J 5834 26.85 28.83 18.85 23.0 70.20 79.78

A.K. PLATE 8 02 UNCYCL 25.63 32.93 16.52 24.86 64.46 75.52
NEW PROCESS 8 06 3K 2008 26.97 31.69 19.02 23.47 70.50 74.06

8 05 3K 2459 27.90 30.92 18.78 22.96 67.30 74.26

Figure 37-8

Table 4.

S.N. OF NO. OF % Cd (OH12 AH CHARGED
NAME GROUP CELL PACK CYCLES IN POS Cd IN NEG

a
CONTROL 1 04 UNCYCL 10.74 0.59

1 01 3D 5833 12.17 0.75

TEFLON 2 04 UNCYCL 9.49 1.17
2 01 3F 5841 11.48 1.20

SILVER 3 01 3F 5844 12.38 1.84

LIGHT LOADING 4 01 UNCYCL 11.52 0.71
4 02 3G 5844 13.27 0.35

NO PQ TREATMENT 5 01 UNCYCL 6.46 0.71
5 02 3H 5840 7.31 1.16

POLYPROPYLENE 6 02 UNCYCL 8.39 1.12
SEPARATOR 6 01 31 5833 9.63 0.03

AK PLATE 7 05 UNCYCL 2.75 0.87
OLD PROCESS 7 06 3J 5834 4.92 0.65
NO DECARB

AK PLATE 8 02 UNCYCL 4.71 0.91
NEW PROCESS 8 06 3K 2008 5.36 0.89

8 05 3K 2459 4.55 0.78

Figure 37-9
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RESULTS OF ALTERNATE CONDITIONING
CHARGE SCHEMES

PACK 1
	

PACK 2

STD COND CHARGE 120 C120 8 HRS, C110 12 HRS 80.6
DISCH 62.3 DISCH 62.3

VI-6 CHRG 72.0 VL6 CHRG 70.1
DISCH 60.3 DISCH 60.6

STD COND CHARGE 119 C120 8 HRS, C110 8 HRS, C15 TO VI-6 72.9
DISCH 61.6 DISCH 61.9

VI-6 CHRG 71.6 VI-6 CHRG 69.1
DISCH 59.7 DISCH 60.2

STD COND CHARGE 121.3 Cl20 8 HRS, C110 6 HRS, C16 TO VI-6 72.2
DISCH 62 DISCH 61.2

VI-6 CHRG 70 VI-6 CHRG 69.1
DISCH 58.6 DISCH 60.2

STD COND CHRG 119
DISCH 62.8

VI-6 CHRG 70.8
DISCH 60.3

Figure 37-10

EFFECTS OF CYCLING ON CAPACITY

2.01 TO 5.51 AHo NEGATIVE CHEM. CAPACITY I)ECREASES

— MINIMUM CHANGE FOR GROUP 5 CELLS

— MAXIMUM CHANGE FOR GROUP 2 CELLS

o POSITIVE CHEM. CAPACITY INCREASES

o NEGATIVES WITHOUT PQ-TREATMENT
HAVE HIGH UTILIZATION

Figure 37-11

0.84 TO 2.2AH

73%
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CHARGEABILITY OF NICKEL ELECTRODES STUDIED

BY OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

C. Dyer

Bell Labs

Just a change of system here to
This is an attempt to explain some of the
characteristics of some nickel-hydrogen c
received at Bell Labs and put on cycling,
strange capacity excursions with cycling.
is shown on this Vugraph.

nickel hydrogen.
operational
slls that we
and saw some
A summary of that

(Figure 38-1)

You will see there is a dropoff in capacity over
the first few cycles. Actually to this point there's a
rapid decrease and then a further drep while the cells were
shipped to us in a shorted state. And I represent that by
no change in the cycle number. For both of the two cells
shown here, the numbers just refer to the serial numbers of
the cell.

I haven't got much time so I just want to draw
your attention to the main characteristics of this recovery.

You'll see that basically on continued cycling
there is a slow but gradual increase in capacity back up to
theoretical values which are shown by the broken lines up
there, calculated on the basis of wei ght gain of the
positive electrode on electrochemical impregnation. The
positivie plates were electrochemically impregnated by the
Bell aqueous system. I think that's the important point
here, that these were electrochemically impregnated plates.

(Figure 38-2)

Now the companion Vugraph to this is this one
which shows the state of charge, and some pressures. Let's
look at the pressures first here.

This is with cycling as shown on the previous
Vugraph. You observe an.increase in the end-of-charge
pressure with cycling up to 400 cycles. It increases from
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about a hundred and something up to 490.

The other characteristic which is very useful in
the case of the nickel-hydrogen cell is that you can also
follow the end of discharge pressure. And you know really
what the state of charge of the negative electrode is of
course since you-*re always monitorin g it by the pressure.
You'll see that the end-of-discharge pressure also.rises but
at a slower rate so we have both rising end-of-charge and
end-of-discharge pressure.

Incidentally you'll notice that this represents

that capacity loss.. It-I s about 65 percent of what you would
expect. This represents the starting point at the bottom of
the trough in this capacity cycle in curves shown

previously.

So these are the facts of what is going on here.

You heard this morning that nickel-cadmium cells
also seem to lose capacity on standing open and shorted.
Brij Vyas from our lab gave you a discussion of this, so it
doesn't seem to be isolated to the nickel-hydrogen case.

Now if you take a positive electrode and fill it
with epoxy resin and then section it across the electrode we
then have a micros.ection, which is what I did, essentially,
which I then oxidized in this way.

(Figure 38-3)

Essentially this is a very simplified model of the
experimental concept.

This represents the nickel substrate, of .course.
This represents the.nickel sinter connected. And on the
outside of the nickel is electrodeposited the active
material in a profile something like this. (Indicating.) I
haven't drawn it in, but there will be a space over here
where the electrolyte comes in.

So there-s a path through here in the normal
electrode now which then goes through the active material to
the nickel.

Now this is a different geometry. We filled up
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all the porosity in the electrode and we're simply looking
at the electrochemistry in an orthogonal sense. In other
words if you put a drop of KOH on top of this combination of
nickel and nickel hydroxide and then oxidize it, you see
some strange and wonderful things happening when you look
under a microscope, and let me go quickly to that.

(Figure 38-4)

You can't.see too much here except really the
bright spots which are the polished sections of nickel (F-4a).
Somewhere in here in this gray area is the active material
which you can't see ,very well. Also, there is epoxy in here
which is between the active material deposits, and actually
there also is epoxy here.

Now when you oxidize it with a drop of KOH on the
surface you get a rather nice contrast effect (4b) and you can
see the demarcation now very clearly between the epoxy
resins in the same Meld, except that this is oxidized,
anodized, and this is not. You can now see very clearly the
boundary between the epoxy resin here and the active
material here, and the nickel particles of sinter here. So
you have three rather nicely resolves components of the
electrode.

Now let's have a look to see how this process of
oxidation progresses.

I should ,just say that this is quite a normal
physical phenomenon. That is, as you increase the
conductivity of the active material which occurs when you
form the oxy-hydroxide, not only do you get absorption of
the transmitted light but you get an increase in
reflectivity. And the calculations tell us that this
increase in reflectance of the active material is entirely
in agreement .with the optical parameters due to two parts of
the optical refractive index, the real and the imaginary
part .which both increase as . you oxidize.

(Figure 38-5)

This shows the progress now of oxidation of a
section. Keep your eyes on the central grain here, which is
this one here, and you'll see that there-I s a . particle of
nickel right there, and you'll see a brightening here (F--5a).
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Now in this region here, the first oxidation step
has bri ghtened quite a lar a area of this active material.
It has not managed to completely oxidize the whole of that
grain there, and you'll notice that it's quite a thick
grain. There-'s quite a large distance between the nickel
and the edge of that material there which, incidentally, is
separated from this one, insulated from that one by epoxy
resin, so you wouldn't expect the oxidation to proceed from
that part of your nickel.

This shows the progress as you put on more charge.
You see that the grain gradually fills up and becomes
totally oxidized (F-5b, 5c). At the bottom left there you
can see it when it's fully charged.

You then dischar ge it, and you look at this under
a microscope. The magnification is ebout 600 times.' A
reduction step reduces the contrast quite significantly from
the lower left, but you never quite cet rid of it.(F-5d)

In fact the picture on the top right there is
after two pulses of reduction, quite heavy reduction, even
to cas evolution.

If you leave the thing standin g overnight you lose
the contrast completely.

Here we are. We're back tc that first picture I
showed where you really can't determine the difference
between the epoxy and the active material. I'm going to
refer to this particular picture later on as an attempt to
explain some of the strange phenomena we've been seeing.

(Slide not available)

Here's a chemical electrode. It's a little hard
to see exactly what's Going on here, but let me explain it.
'This is not an electrochemical, this is a chemically
impregnated electrode, with very thick films now. It's
fully loaded. I don't know how much voidage. I couldn't
see any voidage at all in this material before I filled it
with epoxy.
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And indeed, this area here is all active material.

Now a series of pulses reduces the size of this
nickel-hydroxide as the reaction front towards
nickel-oxy-hydroxide progresses away from the electron
sinks here which are the nickel particles, but you are still
left with a region which does not want to charge up.

Now this was heavily overcharged, I should point
out, several pulses, and a few minutes later, after this
third oxidation, some rather horrifying things took place.

You can see this change in contrast. It becomes
cracked. And if you look at it under the scanning electron
microscope, what has happened is that the heavily
cvercharged region has started to spell. It has cracked and
pieces have come off, and that's the origin of this rather
strange reflectance here. It's ,just a broken up surface.

So.there's a caution= don't overcharge these
surfaces too much, particularly the chemical plates, because
they seem to disintegrate.

(Figure 38-6)

I'm Just going to show this very simple reaction
here. What seems to be going on here is that the positive
electrode which is largely comprised initially of
nickel-hydroxide is initially a poor conductor, and as you
form the better conducting nickel-oxy-hydroxide you get an
improvement in the chargeability.

Now the reaction progresses interestingl y from the
metal particle away from it.

(Figure 38-3)

I ,jus't want to make this point. This Vugraph here
shows the direction of the reaction. The reaction
progresses. The region of light contrast, that is, the high'
conducting nickel-oxy-hydroxide, the reaction moves away
from the nickel.

Now this says something important about the
reaction kinetics that it's not controlled by the proton but
by the electron mobility. Because of course the proton path
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length is the same all the way across here, and it's a nice
visual display of the importance of the conductivity of the
nickel-hydroxide.

Now what are the implications of this for
operational characteristics? Nell, let's go back and see if
we can now explain some of the thin gs we've been seeing. I
think this is the most useful one to look at.

(Figure 38-2)

Looking at this and ,just for a minute pretending
we don't know anything about that model. At 400 cycles, the
measurements indicate that we have a cyclable capacity shown
here by the cross-hatched area of approximately 22.7
ampere-hours. Now that's pretty close to theoretical, and
you might rest your case there and say Okay, the cell is
working near theoretical, why should we bother to think any
more about it, it's fine.

But we have a residual pressure here. Now the
only way you can have a residual pressure at the end of
charge is if charged active material remains undischarged.
This incidentally is discharged to one volt at the C/2
rate. The only reason you can have en end-of-discharge
pressure is if you have some active material that is already
charged and-the corresponding amount of hydrogen remains and
will remain until you can discharge that portion of the
active material which has been charged.

In other words, this pressure really corresponds
to uncyclable capacity already built into the active
material which subsequently is unable to be discharged.

. I Now have we got any evidence that indeed there
were regions in this electrode which are still charged to
account for these measurements? Are there regions fully
char ged but still remaining in the electrode?

(Figure 38-7)

This electrode here has been cycled about 3,000
times and this has not been oxidized in the method I showed
before. This is simply a sectioned electrode, and this is
as received, sectioned., after filling with epoxy. It has
not been charged.
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If you look up here you'll see ghost regions up in
this region here which do not appear on an uncharged or
uncycled electrode. Normally they are all totally dray, but
you can see patches of light contrast regions, in other
words, regions of high conductivity, because that's what
the difference in contrast means in optical terms, regions
of higher contrast separated from the nickel electron sinks
by a region of low contrast, which again in optical terms
means low conductivity. In other words it's electrical
isolation that we're looking at here. This electrode has
been totally discharged after 3,000 cycles and shorted, and
yet there is still residual capacity in there.

That's the last of the Vugraphs.

Let's ao back to the some of the models here.

(Figure 38-2)

So yes indeed, we do have residual capacity which
you can see by this optical microscopy techni que to explain
that. All right, what's the next thing?

How do we explain the rising capacity, both rising
capacities and the rising E0D and the EOC pressures?

What-it says is that each time you cycle the
electrode you charge a little more of the available
capacity, but when you discharge it you don't get all of
that additional delta of capacity back. You leave a .little
bit of it behind, so you're topping up the reservoir of
uncyclable material but you're also adding to the reservoir
of cyclable material.

That would seem to explain some of that.

Now can we explain some of the other observations
we've made, that is, of the declinin g capacity on open
circuit or, indeed, after shorting, ghat caused this drop
here?

(Figure 38-1)

I've seen this not only with these particular
cells but with another set of cells made by a different
contractor, again with electrochemical positives in them, so
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it's not unique to these two cells. It seems to be a
general phenomenon.

And gust discussing nickel hydrogen now, it's
possible that this is also a conductivity effect. Don't
forget these cells have been shorted, and you can imagine on
shorting that indeed the conductivity will be continuously
grained as the nickel—oxy—hydroxide is completely reduced.

Now the question remains, v%hy do we see this with
chemical plates and not with electrochemical plates? And-
the only reason I can think of why there should be a
difference is that in the electrochemical plates, you have a
eery high surface —to—volume ratio. there's a lot of
electrolyte inside. You have much thinner films generally
because of the lighter loading levels.

Obviously this will help with the discharge
process but it will also help even on open circuit. The
self —discharge of the nickel—oxy—hydroxide will r_,,eneraily be
faster than on more fully loaded electrodes, and this may
explain why one does not see the samE effect on the chemical
plates.

I have never seen the same kinds of problems on
those plates; that is, I have never seen regions of hungup
charge after long periods on open circuit. They don't seem
to show that. They seem to be self —discharging in that way.

That self—discharge reaction, according to
comments earlier, is quite a fast reaction. Apparently it
can take place in nickel—cadmium cells very rapidly, so that
you can lose a hundred percent of the charge in six months,
but it's very much more rapid to begin with.

but these are qualitative ideas. More experiments
will need to be done. It does seem to form a general
picture.

There are some.other things I should add.

The effects of shorting may be exacerbated by
electro—wetting effects. Recently scme people at Bell Labs,
Beni and Hackwood, were trying to develop a new type of
opto—display device, and the method by which that works is
by an electro—wetting type mechnism. It's like an electric
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capillary but you have metallic capillaries, and by applying
a potential you can change the surface energy so much that
you actually get a movement of electrolyte down the capillary.

Now it turns out that if ycu take a positive
electrode and polarize it to near the shorting potential,
that is, the negative potential, there is a net loss of
electrolyte out of that electrode. V,e've done these
measurements and we can show that. ::,o this may also
contribute to the capacity loss which is worse-in the
shorted case than in the unshorted cEse.

I'm sure there will be a lot of questions about
why one gets the low voltage plateaus. below one volt
there are several plateaus, and these again tend to be
highly polarizable plateaus, as shown by Bernard, and this
is g enerally known that they are rate —dependent. they're
not thermodynamic potentials. They are sensitive to the
rate at which you discharge them. They are not really
thermodynamic arrests. find so again that would support the
model of isolation and conductivity within the active
material.

ROGERS (Hughes Aircraft) : On this undischargeable
capacity, we've done experiments, not on these particular
cells but on other cells where we've shown that if you leave

cell shorted, say, after it builds up this pressure, say
for a month or two, you can pick up all that capacity and
measure it as current on a shorted cell, or measure the
current through the short. You will pick up a capacity
roughly corresponding to the pressure drop.

DYER : That's more or less what I'm sayin g except
that you can recover it at very low rates. If you try to
take that capacity out at a very high rate you are not going
to get it out because it's polarized.

ROGERS: that's true. AftEr you test the cell
after all that, the capacity at normal rates hasn't really
changed but the pressure is down.
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POSITIVE ELECTRODE PROCESSING FOR HUGHES NiH2 CELLS

C. Qleser

Hughes Aircraft

Positive electrodes manufactured at Eagle-Picher,
Colorado Springs, have been used by Hughes in conjunction
with the Air Force for flight program cells and advanced
development program cells. They-'ve also been used by NASA
Lewis in technology programs, and by Hughes for an internal
development program.

(Figure 39-1)

The .basic .procedures were developed. for the Air
Force under , a contract for themanufacture of nickel -cadmium
batteries. An electrochemical impre gnation in an aqueous
ethanol solution is used in this process.

Several additional controls were instituted by
Hughes for production of flight electrodes, including a
Hughes controlled MCD, a solution reserved exclusively for
the impregnation of Hughes positive electrodes; a system of
complete traceability for individual electrodes; an
electrical characterization test to provide information on
weight and capacity at the plaque level, and a stress test
to provide data on capacity, weight end physical parameters
at the electrode level. There^s also a 100 percent inspection
for dimensional conformance and physical appearance.

(Figure 39-2)

The flow chart shows the major steps in the
manufacturing process. There are twenty-four steps
indicated there, and Hughes approval is required in eleven
of those twenty-four .steps.

(Figure '39-3)

The raw plaque is made using the dry sinter
process. We use Inco powder Type 281 of a selected density;
thickness, .029 plus or minus .002. The porosity is 82 to
87 percent excluding the grid, and 78 to 82 percent with the
grid included. The bend strength is .550 plus or minus 50
psi, and the plaque are given a 100 percent inspection for
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visible flaws.

(Figure 39-4)

The impregnation solution is 1.6 to 1.6 molar
nickel nitrate, .12 to -.18 molar cobalt nitrate, 45 plus or
minus 2 percent alcohol. The pH is controlled between 2.8
and 3.2. Temperature, 70 to 80 degrees C. The current used
Is ..35 amps per square inch. And the loading level desired'
is 1.45 to 1.75 grams per cubic centimeter void volume,
Including the cobalt hydroxide.

The solution is analyzed just prior to eac.h
impregnation run. The cobalt and nickel are determined by
atomic absorption analysis and also by EDTA titration. The
alcohol percentage is determined by distillation. pH,
temperature and current are 	 controlled at the impregnation
area.

(Figure 39-5)

This is a typical graph of the voltage change with
time during an impregnation run.

(Figure 39-6)

Formation is done .in 20 percent potassium
hydroxide. It is a 3-1/2 cycle process, beginning and
ending with discharge. There-'s an error, in that the
average is per square inch, not square centimeter.

Each cycla is 40 minutes long. Ihe'first 2 cycles
at .45 amps per square inch. At Cycle 3 the current is
reduced to .1 amps per square inch, and at the last,the current
is again reduced to .07 amps per square inch. The formation
is cone at room temperature= I forgot to mention that.

(Figure 39-7)

This graph shows the volta ges that we see during
the formation procedure.

(Figure 39-8)

This is a photograph of the positive impregnation
area. The impregnation tanks are on the left, and the
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formation tanks are on the right.

(F.igure 39-9)

This shows the formation tanks, which are now.on
the left, the two rinse tanks, which are in the center, and
the control panels, which are in the.foreground of the
picture. The two control panels on the left control the
impregnation process, and the panel on the right controls
the formation process.

pH is monitored there in the batch tank which
houses the solution, and also in each of the impregnation
tanks. Temperature is also monitored at the batch tank and
In each of the three impregnation tanks. Current and
voltage are on digital read-outs in the center panel.

The pH and the temperature are controlled in the
batch itself,. and not in the impregnation tanks. That
information, on pH, temperature, voltage and current, is
taken every ten minutes during an impregnation.

The formation panel also has digital current and
voltage displays. The panel is set up to automatically step
through the 3-1/2 formation cycles. Information is recorded
every twenty minutes.

Ne also get formation and EC.T information from the
Fluke data logger which is in another room.

(Figure 39-10)

After formation, plaque are scrubbed, rinsed,
dried and weighed. Then they go back to the formation tanks
for an electrical characterization test. The test has
20 cycles of a 72-minute charge at C rate, followed by a C
rate discharge to minus .2 volts. The plaque are then
charged for sixteen hours at a C/10 rate, and discharged at
C/2 rate to minus .2 volts. The meesured capacity at this
point-must be the equivalent of 1.25 ampere--hours per
electrode.

The plaque are again scrubbed, rinsed and dried,
and ECT weight loss is determined.

(Figure 39-11)
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This graph shows the increase in capacity s-een
during that 20-cycle test.

(F.igure 39-12)

This is some weight loss data from the 1200 series
electrodes. You can see that there is a low of minus .6
grams, up to a high of minus 3.8 grams lost during that
test.

(Slide not available)

This is .a photograph of a plaque that has gone
through ECT. I was hoping you could s.ee how'clean the
surface of the plaque was. The ECT cycling seems to do a
lot for cleaning the surface of the plaque.

(Figure 39-13)

A one percent random sample of electrodes is
subjected to stress testing. The first part of that
procedure is a hot formation in 20 percent potassium
hydroxide at 70 degrees C. The formation procedure is an
1.8-minute charge, followed by an 18-minute discharge, both
at the 5 C rate.

The electrodes are scrubbed, rinsed and dried.
They are weighed and measured for thickness at three
designated points. The.test is conducted in'31 percent
potassium hydroxide, and begins with an initial capacity
which consists of a 12-minute charge at the 5 C rate,
followed by a 1-hour charge at C/2 rate: discharge is a C
rate to minus 1 volt. The C rate is designated as 1.4
ampere-hours.

The stress test itself is 200 cycles, consisting
of a 12-minute charge and an .8-minute discharge, both at the
10 C rate. After 200 cycles there are five more capacity
cycles, exactly the same as the initial capacity.

The electrodes here must also have a minimum
capacity of 1.25 ampere-hours based on the average of the
fourth and fifth capacities of the stress test.

The electrodes are again scrubbed, rinsed, dried,
weighed and measured at the same there points, as they were
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before the test. They-are inspected for blisters, cracks
and other visible defects.

(Figure 39-14)

Here-'s some information from the 1000 series
stress test, showing the initial wei ght, capacity, the
capacities after the stress, final weight, and the weight
loss for those electrodes.

(Figure 39-15)

This is the picture of an electrode that .has b.een
through stress testing. Item s not as clear as I would likes
you can't see too well; but the electrode looks pretty good
for the cycling it has been through.

(Figure 39-16)

We are beginning to work on a technology program
with Hughes and NASA Lewis to make positive electrodes with
the variables shown on this chart. the electrodes we now
produce generally fit in the center category, in bend
strength, pore size and loading. And now we-I re going to be
able to try and make electrodes on .either side of what we
now make, and compare those to the current electrodes.

(Figure 39-17)

Eagle-Picher, Colorado Springs, has demonstrated
the capability for the production of flight quality
nickel-hydrogen electrodes. We-'ve built over 12,000
electrodes to this point. These electrodes pass severe
acceptance tests without loss in capacity and without
physical deterioration. Quality and performance are further
being upgraded by both government-funded program and Hughes
internally funded technology programs.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

dAURER (Bell Labs): Would you say a word about
thickness increase on the stress test, and.the blister count
requirements?
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ELESER= I don't have any data with me right now.
We do see some swelling. We have a swelling requirement.

PICKETT (Hughes Aircraft)= Let me answer the
question.

Our restriction is no more then.3 percent of the
total area will contain blisters, and its usually much
lower than that. The last lot we processed was the 1200
series,. which she showed you some data on. It had less than
1 percent blisters. And.the thickness increase requirement
is 2 mills maximum, and it 0 s usually wel.l below a mi11.

STOCKEL (Comsat)= Dave, looking at that stress
test with the C rate you had listed there, it looked like
you-1 0 get an overdischarge for about two minutes.

PICKETT= In formation we do, yes. But during the
stress test the electrodes are not overdischarged beyond
minus 1.9 volts. There are two diodes protecting each cell,
so they 'aon't go further into reversal.

TASEVOLI (Goddard)$ What are the advantages of
the aqueous alcohol impregnation when compared to the Bell
process? Are any of those advantages increased cycle life?

PICKETT $ Well, we haven't made a one-to-one
comparison with this process run here. The process
originally formulated, the alcohol was to lower the boiling
point, or lower the temperature of the process, is what it
initially intended for.

I think it has some other advantages, like
decreasing the amount of hydration of the hydroxide as it
toes into the pores. And the soluticn can be buffered to
some extent by the alcohol, because the ionization constant
is decreased quite substantially by the alcohol.
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USAF POSITIVE ELECTRODE PROCESS

• BASIC PROCEDURE DEVELOPED FOR USAF/WPAFB UNDER
CONTRACT 1`33615-7603407, MANUFACTURING METHODS
FOR NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES

• ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESS UTILIZING AOUEOUS
ETHANOL SOLVENT SYSTEM

• SEVERAL ADDITIONAL CONTROLS INSTITUTED BY HUGHES
FOR FLIGHT ELECTRODES

• HUGHES CONTROLLED MCD
• DEDICATED SOLUTION ANALYZED PRIOR TO EACH RUN
• COMPLETE TRACEABILITY FOR EACH ELECTRODE
• ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION TEST (CAPACITY AND

WEIGHT AT PLAQUE LEVEL)
• STRESS TEST (CAPACITY, WEIGHT, AND APPEARANCE

AT ELECTRODE LEVEL)
• 100% INSPECTION (DIMENSIONS AND APPEARANCE)

Figure 39-1

FLOW CHART FOR EPIMSAF POSITIVE
ELECTRODE PROCESS

SINTERING STARTING PREPARE IMPREGNATING DRY PLAQUES PERFORM
MATERIALS: NISCREEN SOLUTION AND ADJUST STRESS

Ni POWDER PH AND SOLUTION TESTVARIABLES (HUGHES
MEASURE

SOLUTION USED) AND RECORDCLEAN SCREEN WEIGHT PICKUP PERFORM
IF REQUIRED CAPACITY

IMPREGNATE PLAQUE TEST

SINTER SCREEN AND PERFORM
ECT TEST

POWDER TO FORM DETERMINE
PLAQUE RINSE WEIGHT LOSS

SCR U B, WE IG H,
AND SCREEN

DETERMINE WEIGHT, ELECTRODES RECORD FINAL
STRENGTH AND FORMATION OBSEflVATION3

POROSITY OF PLAGUE TREATMENT
CUT AND EDGE

COIN PLAQUE AND RINSE PLAQUE
ELECTRODES

WELD PROCESSING
TABS WELD LEADS AND

DISASSEMBLE WEIGH TEST SAMPLES

ASSEMBLE RACK
IMPREGNATION FORM TEST ELECTRODE

RACK	 PLACE gg AND PER ORMTESTSCAPACITY
IN R NSE YLAQUE

Figure 39-2

PLAQUE PROCESSING

• DRY SINTER PROCESS

• SELECTED DENSITY: [NCO 287 POWDER

• THICKNESS	 0.029 t 0.002 IN.

• SINTER POROSITY 82 <87%, OVERALL POROSITY 78 TO 82%

• BEND STRENGTH 550 ± 50 PSI

• PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Figure 39-3
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Fiqure 39-5

LOT 1211 FORMATION

Fiqure 39-7

ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPREGNATION

• 1.6 TO 1.8 M Ni(NO3)2

• 0.12 TO 0.18 M C o (NO3)2

• 45 . 2% ETHANOL

• pH 2.8 TO 3.2

• 70 TO 8000

• 0.35 AMPAN.2

• LOADING 1.45 TO 1.75 Gm/CM 3 VOID VOLUME, INCLUDES Co (OH)2

Figure 39-4

FORMATION

• 20% KOH

• 31/2 CYCLE

• INITIAL DISCHARGE

CYCLE C/D I, AMP/CM 2 TIME, MIN

1 D 0.45 20

C 0.45 20

2 D 0.45 20

C 0.45 20

3 D 0.10 20

C 0.10 20

4 D 0.07 20

Figure 39-6

LOT 1211 IMPREGNATION
CURRENT TIME BEHAVIOR

4.00

3.90

z
! 3.80

w

3.70

Figure 39-8
	

Figure 39-9
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION TEST
(ECT)

• 20 CYCLES AT C RATE

• 16 HOUR CHARGE C/10

• C/2 DISCHARGE TO -0.2 V VS HG/HGO

0 FINAL CAPACITY MEASURED

• RINSE TO CLEAR PHENOLPHTHALEIN AND DRY

• FINAL WEIGHT

Figure 39-10

ECT CAPACITY INCREASE WITH CYCLING

55

2'	 4	 '6'	 8	 10	 12	 14	 18	 18	 20
'CYCLE NUMBER

Figure 39-11

LOT 1200 ECT WEIGHT LOSS DATA 	 POSITIVE ELECTRODE STRESS TEST

• HOT FORMATION
2 CYCLE
20% KOH
700C
6C RATE

• INITIAL WEIGHT
• INITIAL CAPACITY

12 MIN 6C CHARGE
1 HOUR C/2 CHARGE
C DISCHARGE TO -1.OV

• 200 CYCLES
12 MIN IOC CHARGE
8 MIN 10C DISCHARGE

• 6 CYCLES IDENTICAL TO INITIAL CAPACITY
• CAPACITY
• WEIGHT LOSS

• APPEARANCE

Figure 39-12	 Figure 39-13
LOT 1000 STRESS TEST RESULTS

ELECTRODE INITIAL INITIAL
CAPACITY,

CAPACITIES AFTER STRESS, AH FINAL WEIGHTDESIGNATION WT, GM AH 1	 2	 3	 4 5 WTI GM LOSS, GM

1005 15.045 124 1 A7 1 A7 1.49 1.52 152 14.826 0.219
18-04

1008 14.651 1.24 1.38 1.40 1 A2 1 AS 1 A5 14.424 022718-01

1006 14510 124 1.45 1.45 1 A7 1.49 1.49 14.328 0.15224-03

1008 14558 1.19 128 191 135 138 1.38 14.504 025215-08

1005 14.441 1.19 131 128 191 193 133 14299 0.14215-05

1003 14.657 1.19 1AO 1A2 1A5 1.45 1A5 14.490 0.16712-09

1001 14586 1.31 1.45 IA7 1A9 153 152 14.594 0271
26-03

1002 14A83 126 1A2 1.45 IA7 tA9 IA9 14262 0221
06-04

Figure 39 -14

LOT NUMBER PICK-UP WT, GM WT AFTER ECT, GM AWT, GM

1208 90.9 90.3 -0.6

1209 93.3 895 -3.8

1210 92.6 90.0 -2.6

1211 92A 90.4 -2.4

1212 952 93A -2A

1213 96.8 93.1 -3.7

1214 942 91.9 -2.3

1215 94.7 93.3 •1.4

1216 92.7 912 -15

1217 92.7 92.1 -0.6

1219 932 92A .0s
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POST STRESS TEST APPEARANCE OF
LOT 1200 ELECTRODES

Figure 39-15

NASA-LeRC TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

LEVELS

FACTORS
1  2 3

PLAQUE MECHANICAL
STRENGTH, PSI 350 500 650

PLAQUE PORE SIZE,
µ IN DIAMETER 8 15 25

ACTIVE MATERIAL LOADING
LEVEL GM/CM 3 VOID 3 1.45 1.6

Figure 39-16
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COMSAT LABS LIFE TEST DATA FOR Ni H2 CELLS

J. Stockel

COMSAT

This afternoon I sm going tc give a very short
presentation on the data that we**ve been taking in our lab
over the last six and a half years. This is a nickel
hydrogen battery that was made for Intelsat by TRW back in
1975. It was a ten cell battery and the cells are the NPS-2
type cell. The identical cells are flying in orbit in a
Navy satellite.

It-I s a 35 ampere-hour rated cell that delivers
about 37.5 to 40 measured capacity. The plates are
electrochemically impregnated using slurry plaque. And,
like I said, it-'s been on test now for about six, six and a
half years, and we gust completed or we just went through
two days ago the 14th eclipse season.

(Figure 40-1)

On this axis is plotted the eclipse season, and on
the Y axis is the average end of discharge voltage for the
cells.

Back in '75 we decided we would start the battery
testing simulating the 12 hour NPS-2 type orbit. Then after
the fourth eclipse season we shifted over to the
geosynchronous type orbit.

In between I guess five and seven we did have
daily discharges to 60 percent depth of discharge during the
solstice period. Then we stopped that. On the ninth
eclipse season we did do a zero volt reconditioning of all
the cells. From then on were gust doing zero volt
reconditioning of half the cells.

The cells that .we picked to recondition were the
worst cells in the battery. But the depth of discharge for
the longest eclipse is 60 percent. As you can see,* the rest
of the rather low recharae ratio, only 1.06, 600 milliamns
trickle rate discharged at approximately C/2, which is 11.5,
and we charged at approximately zero to ten, which is 3.5
amps.
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So it's been fairly steady throughout the 14
eclipse seasons, six and a half, seven years of lifetime.
And this is real time, by the way.

(Figure 40-2)

I did take out just a few weeks ago one of the
cell from the battery to analyze, and I'll present for
information purposes the physical and chemical analyses I
did on one plate from the cell that I removed from the
battery.

tive have a thickness of
do the chemical analysis for the
cobalt; vie break out the sinter,
all up, and the difference of th
what the plate weight started at
catch-all term of water.

about .081 centimeters. We
nickel hydroxide, the
the substrate; total them
at weight subtracted from
the beginning, we give the

The loading is 1.37. And v::hat I mean here is
that's just loading considerin g nickel, nickel hydroxide
only, 1.37. But I was interested in nickel plus cobalt and
that's also given, and then this would be the total loading
or the loading that you would be based on if you took the
typical weight gain of a plate durin g impregnation.

I do utilizations at two temperatures. This is
flooded. The utilization is just a ratio of the floodina
capacity to the theoretical capacity'. The flooded capacity,
this is free standing electrolyte, we do a 20 degrees C;
it's 1.33. We qet a vast increase when we r_o down to zero
dearees, we go down to 1.76 on this plate. And the
utilization at room temperature is 1 and 1.32 at the lower
temperature.

This is porosity that of course we'd net from iust
measuring the thickness and the area and.the volume of the
plate. Just for the plaque it's about 82 and for the sinter
it's a little higher. Pla gue, of course, contains the
substrate.

(Figure 40-3)

Just to give a little compErison, what I call new
plate, very limited data. I really had only one plate to
compare that to. This was back five years ago. I went back
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through some of my old archive data and found that we had
about .79 centimeters on one of the plates that we analyzed.
We did do a flooded capacity at room temperature. It was
1.34.

Now this used p late was the one I removed from the
cell after six and a half years. And that, once again, is
only one plate. This is very preliminary and I will get a
better number for these actually When I measure all the
plates. And it was 1.33. but what wes more interesting I
thought, the cell that I' took the plr. te out of, I reached
into the battery, pulled out the cell that had been on
trickle charge for the solstice period, took it back to the
laboratory and discharged it, just as it was. And it was
able to produce 40 ampere-hours out to one volt. If anyone
remembers when I cave my paper in Atlanta at the ICEC, the
capacity we were able to measure in orbit on the 14PS-2
battery was 40 ampere-hours.

(Slide not available)

Also I did a high rate cycling on this plate after
six and a half years. Nhat we do for our high rate cycling
is an 18-minute cycle where we charge at 12 amps for 12
minutes and then discharge at 12 amps for six minutes.
That's with 100 percent overchar ge. There is no
overdischarae.

We did it overnight for about 58 cycles, and we
did not see any blistering on these six and a half year old
plates.

(Slide not available)

I have a picture here of what happens when a
plate blisters. It's very obvious. This is a plate that
went throu gh that high rate cycle test. A lot of times it
will happen in the first or second cycle; this one I believe was
overnight. This is what happened to this plate after 58
cycles.

Thank you.

STAUNICK (Hu ghes Aircraft): What was the
temperature during the orbital averac?e?
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STOCKELs Ten degrees, Steve. In this battery the
cells are captured in sleeves, similar to your design. ItOs
captured in sleeves and the cell actually sits through a
honeycomb base plate. The base plate is bolted to a
temperature control plate, and we maintain that at ten
degrees.

STADNICK= And your capacity tests;were for what
temperature?

STOCKEL: The capacity tests were all done at
ten. The average temperature of the NPS-2 spacecraft in orbit
when it discharged was about 14.5 to 15 degrees.

MILLER (Eagle-Picher): Joe, those,were real good
looking cells there. Who made those, Joe?

(Laughter.)

idea?	
STOCKELt I can't remember, Lee. Have you got any

(Laughter.)

Didn't I say? I thought I did. I slipped up
there.

BETZ .(NRL)= Joe, on the discharge'after six and a
half seasons did you see a second plateau or was it the
same type of curve? Did you see any evidence of second
plateau on that discharge?

STOCKEL: No. At the high rate I didn-'t.
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LIFE TEST OF 50 AH NiH2 BATTERY

D. Warnock

USAF

I have two topics and one time slot, so I have
abbreviated both of the presentations to make them fit.

(Figure 41-1)

I have two Vu-graphs on some life cycle testing
that we have been doing on a battery whose age is very
similar to Joe Stoc.cel f s battery= the cells were built in
1975, they were put into a battery in 1976, flown in 1917 in
low earth orbit. These cells were made by Eagle-Picher.

(Figure 41-2)

I'm ,just going to give you the two most important
charts: The test is bein g run in a rather unusual fashion.
We cycle for a 1000 cycles or so, and then we short it,'let it
sit around the lab at room temperature for several months --
nine months, a year, whatever, cycle it for another 1000
cycles or so, and then let it rest.

One of the things that we l re looking for is to see
if we are getting degradation in performance during the
periods when the battery i-s not being cycled, and comparing
that to degradation of performance that we get when the
battery is being cycled. We have about 6000 cycles on it
now.

For those of you who are familiar with
presentations that Marty Gandel has made on a similar
battery, this is the same kind of battery that Marty has
reported on. Marty eventually got to 13,000 cycles on his.
There were three batteries built for that space experiment,
50 ampere-hour cells, 21-cell batteries, asbestos
separators, slurry process pla gue, Eagle-Picher/Bell process
type electrochemical impregnation.

We had one cell failure when we tried to restart
after 3000 cycles. And although I hove other data and
charts that will not be shown today, I assume those will
appear in the proceedings.
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The most interesting date is when you take the
average cell voltage of the cells that are operating. And,
what we see here is that, well, initially they were cycled —
you can hardly see= there-*s a little point here and a little
point here, and that indicates some cyclin g that was done at
Eagle-Picher under the same conditions in 1976, I believe.

This reprasents the first phase of testing at the
Propulsion Lab. So there ,-'s a gap between here and the start
of this testing of, oh, a couple or three years.,

The axis down here is Cyc1ES, not time.

There O s a gap over here of about nine months, and
a gap over here of, I think on the order of nine months to a
year or so.

We O ve done a least squares linear fit to the data
in each of the cycling phases. And, as you can see, the
slope of that fit is almost exactly parallel for each of
those phases. So it looks like the same process it taking
place at the same rate.

There does not appear-to be any degradation in the
periods when the battery is not.beinc cycled; in fact, it's
rather obvious that there is a recovery of performance.

It could be that there's a component of,
degradation which is being masked by a larger component of
recovery. I really don-*t know the answer to that. but it
certainly appears that on these cells, which are about six
years old, that shelf life is not a problem for thern. There
does not appear to be any degradation of the battery that
can be related to the period of time when it-I s sitting,on
the shelf.

(Figure 41-3)

The only other araph on this topic is to show a
similar plot for the end of charge volta ge. It shows about
the same performance.

The slo pes -of the degradation curves are about the
same, and you can see that the performance at,the end of the
last period is about the same as the performance at the end
of this period (indicating), and about the same as the
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performance bracketed out here by the very early testing
done by Eagle-Picher in 1976.

There will be more about this. This is a
continuing test. And I hope to be able to present more data
on that in the future.

My second topic is that, about once a year I like
to come here and give some indication of where the-Air Force
is and where were going, and why. Eo I have about a half a
dozen charts that will give you some idea of where w.e are
going and why.

(Fi gure 41-4)

Many of you may have seen this chart before. It
covers the.Air Force program since the beginning= the
exploratory development, the advanced development leadin g to
a 3-1./2 inch individual pressure vessel, or IPV, cell. That
has now gone into manufacturing technology. Yardney
Electric has the manufacturing technclogy program. Hughes
has the advanced development pro gram here.

We've taken these components, and, in 1979, we
went into exploratory development of common pressure vessel
modules. That work is being done by EIC Corporation. The
main advantage of common pressure vessels is that it simply
increases your packaging efficiency. It gives you better
weight energy density, better volume energy density. but
basically it's a packaging program.

I think the last time I presented this chart here
I probably indicated that the next step we hoped to take was
to go to a large capacity IPV. That would be a-4-1/2 inch
diameter, which would enable us to go to capacities as high
as 150 ampere-hours. We r.an into approval problems on that,
because that doesn't improve your volume energy density and
it doesn't improve your weight energy density, and the Air
Force wasn't really too happy about that.

The only thing that we could tell them that it
would do was extend cell capacity and reduce cost, and that
wasn't sufficient to get approval for the program.

We were, however, successful in getting approval
to go to a 4-1/2 inch diameter CPV program, and that enables
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us to do an end-run and develop the components we need here,
and, if necessary, come back and do that later on. And
that's what we'll be doing.

(Figure 41-5)

The benefits of the CPV program are the subject of
the next few charts.

What I've plotted here-- It will take a minute to
get oriented to it= it-I s obviously a three-dimensional plot.

We have cell capacity out to 150 ampere-hours versus cell
diameter up to 6-1/2 inches, and the Y axis is cell energy
density ih watt-hours per pound.

So we have a surface -- actually we have two
surfaces. The lower surface is for 1PV cell technology, and
the upper surface is for common pressure vessel technology,
where there are six cells in each mocule.

The advantage of this kind of a graph is not for
picking off data points, obviously, but it does give you a
good idea in a very concise form of what the trends are when
you change various parameters, what it does to you in terms
of weight and volume and energy density.

A couple of points of interest here. It's sort of
hard to see, but at 3-112 inches, this line coming up
through here stops at this point. And what that means is
that the packaging of the leads in the hole that runs down
the middle of the electrode stack sterts to get very
crowded, and in the Air Force desian you cannot go beyond
around 50 to 60 ampere-hours with the 3-1/2 inch diameter
because of the lead crowdina. So this surface ends here.

You go to 4 inches and you can ao out to a larger
capacity. You go to 4-1/2 inches and you can now go all the
way out to 150 ampere-hours, which is our interface with
NASA. The Air Force will be doing cells up to 150
ampere-hours, NASA will be doing above 150 ampere-hours.
4-1/2 inches enables us to get to the limit of the capacity
that the Air Force is interested in.

The red line indicates the present capability;
that is, the 3-1./2 inch diameter cell. running out to 50 to
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60 ampere-hours.

The upper red line indicates the capacity, or,
rather, the energy density that we will get with the 4-1/2
inch 6-cell CPV. And, as you can see, there's a substantial
increase in weight energy density or watt-hours per pound.

Since you can't pick the numbers off this graph
very well, I've done it for you, and put it on another
chart.

(Figure 41-6)

This now shows, in terms of cell capacity out to
150 ampere-hours, the advantage in percent that a 6-cell,
4-1/2 inch CPV has compared to a 3-112 inch IPV, and to a
4-1/2 inch IPV.

You can see that at capacities below around 50
ampere-hours, the advantage of the CPV runs up to a very
high percent, 50 percent or more. Beyond about 50 to 60
ampere-hours, the advanta ge plateaus at about 22 to 23
percent increase in weight energy density. That isn't
dramatic; but it's worthwhile.

(Figure 41-7)

We'll take a quick look at the same thing for
volume energy density. The axes are the same, the lower
surface is IPV and the upper surface is CPV. Now you can
see an even more dramatic improvement in volume enemy
density. Instead of a gain on the order of 20 to 50
percent, we're getting a volume energy density increase
closer to about 100 percent. And when you get that kind of
an increase in volume ener gy density with nickel-hydrogen,
you're getting very close-- not quite to, but you're
getting very close to the energy density, volume-wise, of
nickel-cadmium; not quite, but you're within about 10 or 15
percent.

Again, the lower red line indicates the present
capability, a 50-ampere-hour cell, 3-1/2 inch diameter, out
to about 60 ampere-hours. The upper, the CPV running all
the way out to 150 ampere-hours. Anc, aCain, I've done the
arithmetic for you and put it on another chart so that you
can see directly, or more quantitatively, what the advantage
is.
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(Figure 41-8)

Now we're looking at the percenta ge improvement in
watt-hours per cubic inch of the 6-cell, 4-1/2 inch CPV, in
this case compared to a 3-1J2 inch-IPV. You can see you're
running from 150 percent improvement, 100 percent
improvement, to, oh, about 70 percent improvement here. And
if you were comparing to a 4-1/2 inch IPV, this kind-of
improvement out here (indicating).

beyond the capability of the 3-1/2 inch diameter
cell, the improvement, again, would be a maximum of abort
175 perc-ent down to a minimum of 100 percent improvement in
volume energy density.

So this is what the Air Force is looking for.

.There's one set of charts missing, and maybe one
cay I'll have them. I'd like to be Eble to show the
improvement in cost. I think its acing to be very
substantial. A lot of the cost of our cells is in the
pressure vessel and the labor and the welding. And it
certainly will be less expensive to make one large pressure
vessel than it would be to make, say, five or six small
ones. But in order to come up with those cost numbers, I
need information that we don't have right now. I do expect
a very substantial cost improvement.

Thank you.

DISCUSSION

RAMPEL (General Electric): What was the nature of
that cell failure you mentioned in Tcpic No. 1?

WARNOCK=	 The cell shortec. And we don't know
what happened internally, but it was a short failure. We
did not wire around it. The cell is still wired in, just as
if it were an active cell in the battery. And there is a
voltage drop across the cell, both on charge and discharge.

The data Chat you saw, we took that voltage out so
that when we normalized it to average we would get the true
average of the cells that were operating.
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But it's a short failure. The cell is still wired
into the battery, and it's having a Voltage drop across it.

DYER (Bell Labs)= On the charging after your
period of stand on the low earth orbit cycles, what were,the
conditions on the recharge? Did you use the C rate or
thereabouts, on recharge?

WARNOCK.: I honestly don't know, P11 have to ask
my laboratory engineer. But I think that the first charge
after a rest period is a rather gentle charge over a period
of like 12 hours. And it's done at e current that would
not give us significant overcharge.

So it's that sort of a thing. But within one or
two cycles it goes right back into a regular 90—minute
orbit.

DYER: And what temperature would that have been
at; do you remember?

WARNOCK : Our battery is operating at the
laboratory room temperature; which is nominally 20 degrees
C. And it is stored also at that temperature.

DYER: And it's stored shorted, too, I assume,
during the intervals?

WARNOCK: ' Yes.

DYER: One other question. The common pressure
vessel design. Are we getting close to any of those limits
you showed on those theoretical surfecesi

WARNOCK: Not in the work that has been done so
far, because the exploratory program is usin g only
boilerplate pressure vessels: there have been no lightweight
cells built. Howevar, the surfaces that are shown are not
based on any improvement in technolo gy. In other words,
those are computer generated numbers based on the kind of
technology that we use now in the IPA' cells; the same
strength for the pressure vessel material, the same capacity
for the electrodes, and that sort of thine. There is no
improvement in the technology.	 Those surfaces show purely
changes in packaging factors.
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HARKNESS (Crane)s Along the same lines, on the
reconditioning, you said you .ran a couple of cycles after
the initial char ge. Were those 100 percent DOD cycles? And
did you see a slow buildup in the capacity, or did you have
almost maximum capacity after the first couple of cycles?

WARNOCK= Those are not 100 percent depth. Again,
I^^m not sure about this, but I think that-- The battery has
been stored shorted. He charges it ,up rather slowly for
about a 12-hour period to essentially full charge, then does
a 50 percent depth, back up to full charge, and, if
everything looks good, immediately goes into 90-minute
cycling at 50 percent depth.

OTZINGER (Rockwell) : When you showed your
surfaces there, one , parameter that you didn--t spell out was
the maximum design pressure. And thet pressure, of course,
would influence drastically the results. I think right now
you-'re designed for -- what? -- around 500?

WARNOCK: About 800 is the max operatin g, design.

OTZINGER: So if you went up to, say, 1000 or so,
then it would change your.... Is there F.ny plan to look
into doing that?

WARNOCK= The pressure increase that you get in
doing these various packaging exercises manifests itself in
a thickening of the pressure vessel, which is included in
the calculation, in the computer pro g ram. So the surfaces.
accurately represent what happens to the weight of the
pressure vessel as she pressure chances when you change the
packaging factors. It turns out that at 4-1/2 inch diameter
you will have pressures of around 1500 psi.

One of the reasons that the 3-1/2 inch CPV has a
poor energy density-- If .I may, I'll go back, ,just
momentarily to that Vu-graph.

(Figure 41-8)

On this upper blue surface which represents CPV, I
hope you can see that as you go to lcwer diameters this
surface is starting to curve over here rather dramatically.
And the reason why that surface is turnin g down, and it
actually drops below the IPV surface at ?-1/2 inches, is
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because of the increase in thickness of the pressure vessel
as the pressure gets very high in a -2 -1/2 diameter CPV.
Because you-re really cramming the cell down into the
minimum pressure vessel size that you can get. And the
pressure starts to skyrocket below around 4-1/2 inches.

I have plots -- I don't have them with me, but I
have plots that show what happens to the pressure. And you
have a buildup in pressure coming in this direction, and at
about 4-1/2 inches that pressure starts to shoot up off the
top of the graph. It's shootin g up to like 3000, 4500 psi.
And that's another reason why the CPV optimizes much better
at about 4-1/2 inches than at 3-1/2.

HARKNESS3 At the end of each cycling period I
know you must run a capacity check before you go into your
rest period. Vie can see the voltage degradation. Are you
also getting-a degradation in capacity?

WARNOCK: Again, I don't have the numbers at my
fincertips, but we have not experienced eny significant
de gradation in capacity, other than the fact that the
end-of-discharge volta ge is a little bit lower. The
ca pacity of the battery still is essentially what it was
five or six years aco.
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Figure 41-5
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CYCLING CHARACTERISTICS OF NiH2 CELLS IN STANDARD

AND DAILY ENERGY BALANCE LEO ORBITS

P. Ritterman

TRW

About three years ago Don harnock was kind enough
to arrange for Hughes to lend or give TRW three cells from
their Advanced Development Program. I sm going to talk about
some tests that we ,*v.e done on the first veneration cells of
the Air Force--sponsored Advanced Development Program.

'These results involve a conventional low-earth
orbit and a daily energy balance peak power low earth orbit.

(Figure 42-1)

As most o you know, various spacecraft houses
received three cells from the Air Force via Hughes and the
cells were of the Air Force design. They were 50
ampere-hours rated capacity. The electrodes were the
pineapple-slice shaped electrodes with a recirculating stack
design.

The separator extended beyond the stack to the
cell wall, touching the zirconium oxide-coated cell wall for
electrolyte recapture which was lost through entrainment.

The positive electrodes were made b y an aqueous
solution electrochemically impregnated method, and two cells
had an asbestos separator, one cell had the Zircar
separator.

(Figure 42-2)

First let-'s talk about the conventional low earth
orbit.

Two asbestos-separator cells were used. I have
the same base plate but by selecting the mass of the thermal
jacket I got the one cell to operate from 5 to 10 degrees
C., and the other cell to operate from 10 to 15 degrees C.

The two cells were subjected to a 90-minute orbit.
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50 amps, the C rate was the discharge rate lasting half an
hour, the initial recharge ratio was 1,08.

The data I-*m going to show is a plot of
end-of-charge and end-of-discharge volta ge versus the number
of cycles completed, and end-of-char ge and end-of-discharae
pressure versus cycles completed.

(Figure 42-3)

Let's look at the end of charge initially.

We get a slight rise in voltage, a tapering off,
and then, due to a power failure in the power suppl y that we
ran the tests with, we were forced to do a reconditioning.
1he reconditioning caused a slight drop in the end-of-charge
voltaae.

Let's ao down and see what happens at the end of
discharge at the same time.

At the end of discharge the results of the
reconditioning caused a voltage rise but as you can see from
the end-of-discharge data, the voltage was beginning to
decline before the reconditioning and continued to decline
at a more rapid rate afterwards than prior to the
reconditioning.

In essence if we has not done the 'reconditioning
this would have been a smooth curve descending down to an
end-of-discharge voltage slightly below I.M.

We then did a deliberate reconditionin g . And it
seemed that the two cells just went rlonc on the same
predetermined path, so that if we grew a solid line it would
essentially follow this except for it would not have the
sli ght rise in voltage which was the result of
reconditioning.

We then turned to increasing the recharge ratio to
1.16, and this didn-*t help matters significantly. Perhaps
it helped initially but at the end of 6,000 cycles, both
cells failed due to low voltage and low capacity.

(Figure 42-4)
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During that same time we traced the pressure and
the pressure seemed to indicate •-- and this is a tentative
conclusion -- that the chargeability of the cell was being
reduced; that is to say, the end-of-char g e pressure was
gradually going down. And naturally the end-of-discharge
pressure is goin g to follow that. In fact, the difference
between the end-of-charge pressure and the end-of-discharge
essentially remained a constant throughout.

(Figure 42-5)

Now let's discuss the daily energy balance-peak
power load. That was done with the 71rcar separator cell.
We used 15 different cycles of peak different duration,
repeated on a daily basis, so that every da y was like every
other day but you had 15 different cycles during that day.
Each cycle used two discharge rates.

"Initial peak pulse-" is really an incorrect term
because sometimes that rate is as long es 18 minutes, an
initial peak rate of approximately 1.4 C., and then a basic
rate following that initial rate of about .2 C.

We had the same ampere-hour input for each charge,
and that was about 16.9 ampere-hours, or 17 amps for a
duration of 58 minutes. The daily recharge ratio was 1.05.
That means if you added up all the charges in one day and
all the discharges, you'd have 105 percent of the discharge
equal to the recharge.

And the operating temperature -- this is cell top,
and the previous operating temperatures I was talking about
were also cell top •-- ranged from 10 degrees C. to 20
oegrees C.

(Figure 42-6)

This slide describes in greater detail the 15
different cycles.. For the first three cycles, the peak
Pulse lasted for 18 minutes. Since we had a 36-minute total
discharge time, the low basic rate also lasted for 18 minutes.
And then we go on to slightly different times.

We hit the minimum, the greatest depth of
discharge at the end of the third discharge of the day; that
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is, 18 minutes of peak pulse rate and 18 minutes of gust
basic rate.

(Figure 42-7)

Using the charge and discharge ampere hours
numbers I made a theoretical plot of the state of charge at
the end of charge, the state of char ge being this ordinate
and the depth of discharge at the end of discharge at the
hiah rate and the end of discharg e at the subsequent lower
rate the other ordinate.

What this shows is that we are only fully charged
initially; that is, after the first charge I don-'t indicate
anything above 100 percent. 'Ne-re at 100 percent when we
begin, and we're back to 100 percent when we end, and we are
at 100 percent after the 14th charge.

So that means in the 15 cycles each day, there are
only two cycles where the cell is actually subjected to an
cvercharge.

The depth of the discharge, according to the
calculation, reaches a maximum 66 percent DOD at the high
rate and then when we follow up with 18 minutes of low rate,
we hit a maximum DOD of 74 percent. And we follow this all
the way up and it essentially goes beck to its initial
condition.

I don ,'t show a 15 over here. l should also show a
1 over here, but it does go back to what it did the previous
day, of the first charge and the first discharge.

Let me put this Vu-graph oNer here.

Now let's look at the volta g e, actual measured
voltage during the 100th day, which is the 1500th cycle to
the 1515 cycle.

(Figure 42-8)

As I mentioned before, the voltages indicate that
we are in overcharge only after the first charge, and after
the 15th, you can see the voltage is essentially below 1.5
during all the other end-of-charge points.
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The minimum end-of-dischar ge voltage at the end of
the basic rate is about 1.26 V on the hundredth day; the
minimum end-of-discharge voltage at the end of the 18-minute
high rate discharge is about 1.17 V.

(Figure 42-9)

Now this is the same data at the end of the 700th
aay, or about 9,000 cycles later. Essentially the results
have not changed. There's a slight crop in voltage as we go
from the 100th day to the 700th day, but there's essentially
no change and I would say no si gnificant degradation.

Let's look at the plot a different way.

(Figure 42-10)

Plotting the minimum end of discharge voltage at
the two rates, we see that we now ha%e completed more than
above 10 9 000 cycles. This is a semilog plot. Deterioration
is very slight, relative to the amount of voltage
deterioration we saw on the conventicnal low earth orbit
cycle.

Let's loot; at pressure.

(Figure 42-11)

Pressure is an indicator of nickel-hydrogen state
of charae, and if you look at that Vu-graph over there and
this pressure data here you essentially have the same curve.

So there is a theoretical curve and here is an
actual curve of pressure, so the pressure accurately tracks
the state of charge.

This time I went back to the first cycle after the
15th, and we essentially go back to the same state of charge
that we started with on the first cycle. That's the end of
charge. And the same end-of-dischar ge pressure as we began
initially, so we're returning the cells to the same state of
charge at the end of each day, at the end of each 15-cycle
day.

(Figure 42-12)
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Now here-'s the same data. This was at the end of
1,500 cycles. This is the end of 10 9 500 cycles, 9,000
cycles later, and the cell pressure essentially behaving the
same way. The cell has not increased the state of charge or
has not gained any hydrogen pressure nor has it lost any.

I will superimpose the 100th day pressure data
over the 700th day pressure data.

As you can see, except for minor differences
because we don-'t have absolute contrcl of the current and
there are slight variations, it coincides very well.

(Figure 42-13)

Some tentative conclusions$

Let me say I had other cells on these tests. I'm
not ready to discuss this yet. I 'Just reduced this data
about a week ago in this particular fashion, but the
conclusion I want to discuss now is tentative and based only
on what I described here today.

Based on these results I would have to say that,
under routine, conventional LF.O application, the first
generation Hughes cells indicate a life of Just a little bit
more than one year at temperatures of 5 to 10 degrees and
temperatures of 15 to 20. Howard (Rcgers of Hughes) is
looking at me, but I s m saying based on these results.

The daily energy balance treatment has
significantly prolonged the cell life and has resulted in
signficant improvement in performance.

The daily energy balance-peak power load
application for nickel-hydrogen cells of this type has been
shown feasible for two years and beyond. I have some cells
that have gone as long as four years and are:still running.

DISCUSSION

MILDEN (Aerospace) $ Have you taken the two apart
that have failed?

RITTERMAN$ No, I have not, but I intend to.
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MUELLER (McDonnell —Douglas): I notice that you
don-'t s.ee any pressure buildup whatscever on your daily
energy balance test. Do you feel that O s a function of the
Zircar separator, or is it a function of the charge regime,
or what do you attribute that to?

RITTERMAN : It's probably a function of the charge
regime. I haven-.t shown all the date. I have some asbestos
cells made by another manufacturer that underwent this test
and they behaved essentially the same way.

MUELLER: Thank you.

ROGERS (Hughes Aircraft): For what it may be
worth, we've cycled cells with different positive
electrodes, in this case Air Force process, and Vve seen
pressure build up over many, many cycles at 80 percent depth
of discharge, as many as 6,000 —plus cycles.

RITTERMAN: I don't deny that there is pressure
buildup on your ordinary low —earth—orbit cycling. In fact I've
shown it. Where I say there is no pressure buildup and no
deterioration is on the daily ener gy balance type of cycling
where we limit the number of overcharaes.

DYER (Bell Labs): Could you show us your daily
charging regime, please, again?

(Slide.)

RITTERMAN : This is one. 1 think you're talking
about the little picture.

DYER= Yes. There were 15 cycles I believe.

RITTERMAN= Yes.

DYER: I can't read the currents on the right hand
very well.

RITTERMAN: That's.why I wEnted to show the other
one.

The currents are 69.2 for the pulse rate, 9.2 for
the basic rate, 17.2 amperes for the charge.
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DYER= Okay.

What-'s the sequence? Can you remind .me of the
sequence in which these occur?

RITTERMAN= Okay. Beginning with charging, we
charge the cells .for-- Well, actually we begin with
discharge so we start out with Cycle 1 with a f.u.11y—charged
cell, so we discharge at-69,2 amps for X minutes. Then we
discharge for 9.2 amps for 36 minus X minutes. And then we
charge for 17.2 amperes for 58 minutes. That^s the same-
throughout the entire test.

DYERS Thank you.
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THREE NICKEL HYDROGEN CELLS MANUFACTURED BY HUGHES WERE

FURNISHED TO TRW FOR EVALUATION BY THE U.S. AIR FORCE AS

PART OF THEIR NICKEL HYDROGEN CELL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

• 50 AH RATED CAPACITY

• PINEAPPLE SLICE SHAPED ELECTRODES

v RECIRCULATING STACK DESIGN

s SEPARATOR EXTENDING MOND STACK TO CELL WALL

s AQUEOUS SOLUTION ELECTROCHEMICALLY IMPREGNATED POSITIVES

• 2 CELLS - ASBESTOS SEPARATORi 1 CELL ZIRCAR SEPARATOR

Figure 42-1

r-int. II 	 CONVENTIONAL LOW EARTH ORBIT TEST

TWO ASBESTOS SEPARATOR CELLS

to 5 TO 10'C

to 10 TO 15%

90 MINUTE ORBIT

•• 50 A DISCHARGE RATE

so 502 DOD

•• 1,08 RECHARGE RATIO

DATA

w END OF CHARGE/DISCHARGE VOLTAGE f' VS NUMBER OF CYCLES

so END OF CHARGE/DISCHARGE PRESSURE

Figure 42-2

TRW.	 STANDARD LEO - END OF CHARGE/DISCHARGE VOLTAGE VS CYCLE NUMBER

0	 sm	 1000 1300 2000 2300 7000 >Sao ^000 ^ 7^ 7300 m

cvcu WMeu

Figure 42-3
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Figure 42- 4 	 TRW DAILY ENERGY BALIAICE•PEAK LOAD LEO

TEST CONDITIONS

• IINCAR SEPARATOR CELL

G 15 DIFFERENT CYCLER REPEATING ON A DAILY3ARIR

IS Two DISCHARGE RATER DURING EACH 36 NINUTE DISCHARGE:

•R PULSE RATE - 69.2AIE MC

00 BASIC RATE • 9.2A at 0.19C

0 SAME AM INPUT FOR EACH CHARGE

•R 17.2 FOR SB MINUTES

• 1.05 DAILY RECHARGE RATIO

• 1000 TO 200C - OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE

Figure 42-5

TRW.	 DAILY ENERGY BALANCE LEO

LOAD PROFILE

DAILY LOAD PROFILE
OYCLE 1 2	 1 2 A 1 • Ill 11 81 • 10 11 12 17 IG 1•

PEAK PULSE WIDTH (MINI 1• I is I 1• I 10 1 10 1	 IS I 10 114 1 11 1 14 110 1 • 1	 2 1 • 1 10

1P	

I

NOTE; IF • PEAK DISCHARGE CURRENT -40,2A
S	 1( - •ASE DISCHANQE CURRENT • 0.2 A

LOAD	 1	 IC • CHANGE CURRENT	 • 17.2 A
CU^IRENT (	 y• PEAK PULSEWIOTH	 2T01(MINUTFS

k	 IIF	 2(	 N TIME fool")
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Figure 42-10
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TRW.	 DAILY ENERGY BALANCE LEO - DAY 100

""t II	 PRESSURE VS CYCLE NUMBER
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Figure 42-12

TRW	 CONCLUSIONS

BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE CONVENTIONAL AND DAILY ENERGY BALANCE

WITH THESE THREE AIR FORCE DESIGN CELLS IT MAY BE CONCLUDED THAT:

• THE LIFE OF THE FIRST GENERATION OF HUGHES ADVANCED

DEVELOPMENT CELLS Ill CONVENTIONAL LEO APPLICATION AT

50% DEPTH APPEARS TO BE A LITTLE MORE THAN 1 YEAR.

• DAILY ENERGY BALANCE THREATMENT SIGNIFICANTLY PROLONGS

CELL LIFE AND I.MPROV t.S PERFORMANCE

DAILY ENERGY BALANCE-PEAK POWER LOAD APPLICATION HAS

BEEN SHOWN FEASIBLE FOP, 2 YEARS AND BEYOND

Figure 42-13
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SOME PROPERTIES OF Ni H2 CELLS

H. H. Rogers

Hughes Aircraft

The title is a little misleading. What I'm really
going to be reporting on is a number of different tests on a
flight type cell.

(Figure 43-1)

The cell which .V1l be talking about is .
essentially a 25 ampere-hour lightweight cell, and I ll be
describing it in a little more detail later.

The temperature was measured at the cell flange,
and in this test we charged the cell to rollover at .75 C
rate at 40 degrees Centigrade for the first temperature.
Then it was trickle charged at C/80 for the next-40 minutes.
At that point we took a voltage reading. Then we charged
at .75 C for ten seconds. The ten seconds was simply
arbitrary to get a stable --- momentarily, at least, stable
-- voltage. We recorded the voltage and then went ahead and
did the same thing at 30 degrees, 20 degrees, ten degrees
and zero degrees.

(Figure 43-2.)

This vu-graph shows the plot of the results.

The C/80 work gave an absolutely straight line'
from 40 to zero degrees. And interestingly enough, that
slope -- and I noticed on the vu-graph that was shown
previously, which I think was for nickel-cadmium, gave, if I
remember correctly, -2.33 millivolts per degree C. This one
for nickel hydrogen gives a value that would almost be
within the experimental error.

At a higher rate you get a somewhat different
slope which changes, and .I think what we-*re doing is seeing
the effects of resistance and polarization generally in the
cell.
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(Figure 43-3)

The next thing we did was to look, again with the
same cell, at cell voltage as a'function of charge rate at
full charge. I'm basically defining full charge here as
that charge which is accepted at C/10 at around room
temperature. So to start this work we charged at C/10 until
we get a stable voltage, and.th.en went at C/10 to the next
level, to the next level and to the next level.

The cell flange temperature in this test ranged up
to as high as 28 dearees initially due to the C/10
overcharge. But the voltages which you'll be seeing were
corrected using the previous curve to 22 degrees Centigrade.

(Figure 43-4)

The C/10 plot as you may notice, looks like the
usual- end of a C/10 charge. We then dropped to a
C/20 rate and got the somewhat peculiar looking curve you
see. Then the next one went to C/40.

(Figure 43-5)

In this vu-graph you see the result at C/80. We're
actually able to hold a charge at those trickle charge
rates. But at C/160 we could not maintain a full charge.
Nov; I'm sure that the cell voltage would stabilize at a
lower state of charge, but we didn't continue the charge.

(Figure 43-6)

Next we looked at the recombination of oxygen at a
low temperature where naturally there is a concern in nickel
hydrogen. At a cold temperature you might get an oxygen
builoup that could be a cause for concern. So we did the
actual experiment using the same cell again, charging at C/2
for 15 minutes past voltage rollover. That is what we at
Hughes do as a standard oxygen test to determine the
performance of the cell under high rEte overcharge
conditions.

We found at -25 degrees C en oxygen concentration
of 0.19 percent. Now normally at near room temperature we
get between .10 and .15 percent. But I think all you're
seeing is a small change due to a change in the diffusion
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rate of oxygen probably through an electrolyte layer on the
negative electrode. In any case it's well below any limit
that would give us any kind of concern. So we obviously can
conclude that the hydrogen electrode works extremely well at
temperatures as low as -25'degrees C, and probably lower.

(Figure 43-7)

I will try to be as clear as I can on this one.
It-'s a rather confusing test. The cell, which 1-1 11 describe
now, since it becomes of major significance in this test, is
a flight type cell except it was equipped with a valve and a
gauge because we did have to change the gas in it. The
positives were Eagle —Picher -- Dave Pickett-s Air Force
process. The separator was our usual Zircar(knit type). The
negatives were also our etched nickel-pletinum-teflon
ne gative, originally developed at EIC. The gas screen was
polypropylene. This is a recirculating-design cell using
the plasma-sprayed 2irconia wallwick.

The procedure was to do 16 conditioning cycles at
a 1.1 to 1 in a low earth orbit, and then to do a capacity
test at a C/10 charge. A C-rate discharge was done to one
volt and C/2 rate following that to one volt.

(Figure 43-8)

We then did a series of capacity tests. The first
one was to establish the performance of the cell, in this
case giving 20 ampere-hours. We then put in eight psi of
nitrogen, a little more hydrogen, and.then ran a capacity
test again and found no si gnificant difference. Vie then put
in 50 psi of nitrogen and still no effect.

At that point we charged the cell at C/2 to ten
ampere-hours, evacuated all the gas out of the cell, and
then put in the 65 pounds of nitrogen and no precharge of
hydrogen, just letting the cell discharge the hydrogen
normally. At,that point our capacity dropped to 12.2
ampere-hours, so we were seeing an effect.

(Figure 43-9)

Ne concluded from this test, that a very large
amount of nitrogen is needed to affect the performance, in
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this case 40 percent at C rate. Probably the most important
observation is that if you had a cell which had a leak in
manufacture originally and you filled it completely with air
at one atmosphere you wouldn't see the effect 'in
performance.

(Figure 43-10)

The next thing we looked at was cell reversal
under ne gative-limited conditions, which, of course, is not
the usual way of operating a nickel-hydrogen cell.

We used a boiler plate cell in this case with six
positives, the same type of electrodes as I previously
described. We did a capacity test with a C rate charge, 1.4
C discharge, and ran 12 cycles of what we call a
cycling capacity test at a C/D ratio 1.1 to i,-which will
build up the capacity. A final discharge to one volt
resulted in a capacity of seven ampere-hours.

The initial test was done under positive-limited
conditions. We dischar ged the cell at .73 C for 30 minutes
past Zero volts, to a negative 190 millivolts. And that's
very much the normal performance for a nickel-hydrogen cell.

(Figure 43-11)

Now to get what we refer tc as negative-limited
reversal, we charge the cell to rollover, bleed off 30
percent of the hydrogen in the cell and then discharge at
the same rate for five minutes past reversal, 'an end of
discharge voltage of a -.36 volt.

We-then refilled the cell with hydrogen, did the
cycling capacity test and got 7.3 ampere-hours.

Vie then repeated the same sequence with 60 percent
of the hydrogen removed, and again came out with a very
similar result with no effect whatsoever on capacity.

On disassembly of the cell we found no observable
aamace to the components.

One comment on that voltages P;hat you-I re seeina
here in these cases is basically an oxygen cell as opposed
to the hydrogen cell in normal reversal.
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Thank you.

RITTERMAN (TRW): It's much, much easier to ask
questions than to answer them.

I don't think you are seeing an oxygen-oxygen
cell. What you're seeing is an oxygen evolution off your
hydrogen electrode and you're seeing discharge of nickel
hydroxide,.whereas if you have a normal reversal you get a
hydrogen-hydrogen cell.

ROGERS: Let's see. That will be hard to see,
Paul, because I believe that potential is about the same.

RITTERMAN: Yes. The thine is you have stated
that you bled off some hydrogen. You made the cell
negative-limited. So therefore you have some positive
capacity left when you"re gassin gg, oxygen off the hydrogen
electrode.

ROGERS : y ou're right. All I'm sayina is if you
didn't have that situation where you-I re generating oxygen it
should be about the same, if it-I s catalytic.

R ITTERMAN: :-tight.

GASTON (RCA): Howard, you mentioned a lightweight
25 amp-hour cell. Mat makes it lightweight and how does it
differ from the standard 25 amp-hour cell?

ROGERS: Nell, our standart boiler plate weighs 22
pounds, roughly. And this one is -- actually it's an
lnconel 718 case, normal construction for the lightweight
cell as opposed to a boiler plate design. The only thing
different was we put a valve and a pressure gauge on it so
that we could tell what was going on, and.then we're capable
of refilling with gas if we wanted to. Otherwise it was
exactly the same as our normal fli ght cell.

DYER (Bell Labs): When you introduced nitrogen
into a cell and you saw low capecitiEs, what was happening
in fact? Were you getting a softening of the knee? Was it,
in other words, indicating some kind of diffusion
limitation? Is that what gave you the low capacity? Can
you remember the voltage time charge on discharge when you
had a lot of nitrogen there.?
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ROGERS2 I really don't.

Do you, Steve?

STADNICK (Hughes)= It was very steep at high
rates, as you would expect, and as you became rate-limited
you just couldn't find enough hydrogen to discharge.

DYERS You ,just ran out of hydrogen? Is that what
it was? I thought I saw an end of discharge pressure of
hydrogen there.

ROGERS: You did. But what we probably did -- I
would say Steve is undoubtedly correct in what he said -- it
was that probably we ran out of hydrogen in the vicinity of
the electrode because some other experiments which I didn't
show indicated that there was a time factor. If you let the
cell stand you can pick up I think as much 	 if I remember
right	 as much as a half to an ampere-hour, which would
indicate a diffusion mechanism.

DYER: One other question.

You seem to indicate I think that state of charae
could be indicated by the potential of the cell. You showed
C/b0 maintaining the state of charge while C/160 did not.
VSere you trying to imply that by stabilization of the
voltage you can maintain full capacity?

ROGERS: I want to make sure I understand the
question. I think we-I re maintaining full capacity of the
cell at those trickle charge rates. I don't mean that you
can use the voltage to determine the state of charge.

DYER : Okay. But you'r.e net changing the state of
charge; you're saying if you don't have any change in the
potential of the cell it's....

ROGERS: Yes. And while I didn't show it, the
pressure gauc7e said the same thing.

DYER: Jh. Okay. The pressure gauge was steady.

ROME S: I should have mentioned that.
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DYER: Okay. That •'s important.

RITTERMAN (TRW)2 Just to clear up a few loose
ends on that oxygen, nickel-oxygen-hydro gen situation, you
start out with a nickel-oxygen cell. Now when the nickel
electrode fails you-I ve got an oxygen-hydrogen cell. So that
at .36 you must have a nickel-oxygen cell. You've never
going to have an oxygen-oxygen cell. You're discharging
-- when the nickel electrode discharges it gasses hydrogen
when it's completely discharged. When it's completely charged
it gasses oxygen.

ROGERS: Yes.

RITTERMANs So that you.would get -1.4 after the
nickel electrode exhausted. So when you're at -.36 you've
cot to have a nickel-oxygen in the system going.

ROGERS: That sounds correct. I haven-I t really
thou ght about it that much, but that sounds right.

MAURER (Bell Labs): Two things:

On the nickel-oxygen question, if you really had a
nickel-oxygen cell you would see a pressure rise due to the
oxyg en increase. Did you see that:

ROGERS: I don I t recall.

MAURERs The other thing is that you showed that
in a negative-limited cell you got no damage to the
components. But that'was negative-limiting because the
hydrogen pressure had cone away by some means or another.
1ou could have negative-limiting by other methods and still
maintain hydrogen pressure in the cell; for example, the
negative gets flooded or the electrode connection gets
oisturbed and then you could have a dangerous situation.

ROGERS: Let-'s see, could you have a dangerous
situations

MAURER: Now you could build up oxygen in the cell
ana in the presence of hydrogen which wasn't being
recombined.
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ROGERS: If you had a negative electrode that
didn't recombine oxygen, yes, you could tend to build up
oxygen.

MAURER : If it was flooded, for example, so that it
couldn't recombine.

ROGERS: No, more than if it was flooded. If all
the negatives were flooded and almost completely, because it
doesn't take, I think as you noticed, a lot of negative
electrode surface to recombine oxygen. And you have free
diffusion of oxygen through a cell, especially with a zircar
separator where there's gust nothing stoppin g it. So that
it would imply you had to have negative electrodes with no
real amount of surface activity, and that's a little
difficult to imagine because you can get to the negative
from both directions. You'd have to flood not ;dust the
backing but also the active side of the electrode, and
that's a hard thing to imagine short of somebody pouring a
box of Tide in them.

DUNLOP (COMSAT): Two comments:

back on that business about the trickle charge
rate, if I took what you now said, or -- what I think you
said is that at C/SO you were able to maintain the cell in
the fully charged condition, and at C/120 you were not.

ROGERS: 160.

DUNLOP : C/160.

The other thing that has been discussed here a
little bit in a slightly different way : we did have some
cells on test a long time ago that were running on a
continuous cycle basis, and I believe that one of the cells
leaked over a Three-day weekend gradually. We had a
transducer on there that was recording pressure as well as
currents and so forth. And we did tend to get into that
situation where the hydrogen leaked Gown, so that it became
negative-limited. So it went down, you consumed the
hydrogen, and you made oxygen, pressure went back up. When
you generated oxygen the limit went back down and you
consumed the oxygen first and then you generated hydrogen,
and it cycled back and forth in that mode for about ••- we
%ere running a three-hour cycle, and I think over that
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weekend we put on 40 or 50 cycles that way.

ROGERS: It ,*s an interesting test. I don't know
if I would want to plan one like that.

DUNLOP= we didn't plan it either.
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25 A-HR LIGHTWEIGHT NICKEL-HYDROGEN CELL

TEMPERATURE AT CELL FLANGE

CHARGE TO ROLLOVER AT 0.75 C RATE AT 400C

TRICKLE CHARGE C/80 FOR 40 MIN

CHARGE 0.75 C FOR 10 SEC; RECORD VOLTAGE

REPEAT PROCEDURE AT 30 0, 200, 100, AND 00C

Figure 43-1

Figure 43-2

STEADY STATE CHARGE VOLTAGE 	 HucHES

25 A-HR LIGHTWEIGHT CELL

CELL VOLTAGE AS A FUNCTION OF CHARGE RATE AT FULL CHARGE

CHARGE C/10 UNTIL VOLTAGE STABILIZES

REPEAT AT C/40, C/80, AND C/160

CELL FLANGE TEMPERATURE RANGE FROM 220 TO 280C (AT C/10)

ALL VOLTAGES CORRECTED TO 22 0C (COEFFICIENT - 2.44 mV/°C)

Figure 43-3

ELAPSED TIME, HOURS AT EACH CHARGE RATE

Figure 43-4
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Figure 43-5

STANDARD OXYGEN RECOMBINATION TEST

25 A-HR LIGHTWEIGHT CELL

CHARGE C/2 15 MIN PAST VOLTAGE ROLLOVER

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 0.19% AT -250C

0.10 TO 0.15% AT 200C

ABILITY OF 02 ELECTRODE TO RECOMBINE OXYGEN
UNIMPAIRED AT —250C

Figure 43-6

TOLERANCE OF A NICKEL-HYDROGEN	 I HUGHES
CELL TO INERT GAS

CELL
• FLIGHT TYPE WITH VALVE AND GAGE
• POSITIVES — EAGLE-PICHER — AF PROCESS
• SEPARATOR — 21RCAR ZYK-15
• NEGATIVES— HUGHES ETCHED Ni +Pt/TFE
• GASSCREEN —POLYPROPYLENE
• RECIRCULATING DESIGN WITH ZIRCONIA WALL WICK

PROCEDURE
• 16 CONDITIONING CYCLES C/D - 1.1:1, 18 A-HR DISCHARGE LEO
• CAPACITY TEST

• C/10 CHARGE
• C/1 TO 1.0 VOLT
• C/2 TO 1.0 VOLT

Figure 43-7

CAPACITY TEST DATA	 I . ................. I

HUGHES

TEST EOCP C/1 EODP C/2 EODP
PRECHARGE

H2 N2
NO. PSIA A-HR A-HR A-MR PSIA PSIA PSIA

1 435 20.2 190 0.78 185 65 0

2 465 19.6 205 0.42 185 75 8

3 475 19.7 215 0.46 210 65 50

CHARGE C/2 - 10 A-HR AND EVACUATE GAS

4 295 12.2 165 1.35 115 0 65

Figure 43-8
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS	 I HUGHES

ONLY LARGE AMOUNT OF N 2 AFFECTS PERFORMANCE

40% N2 REQUIRED AT "C" RATE

NO OBSERVABLE EFFECT AT 23% N 21 EQUIVALENT TO
AIR PRECHARGE AT 1 ATM

Figure 43-9

CELL REVERSAL UNDER
NEGATIVE-LIMITED CONDITIONS	

HUG HES

DETERMINE EFFECTS OF OXYGEN GENERATION AT HYDROGEN
ELECTRODE ON STACK COMPONENTS

BOILERPLATE CELL, 6 POSITIVES

CAPACITY, "C" RATE CHARGE, 1.4 C DISCHARGE, 12 CYCLES,
1.10:1 RATIO, FINAL DISCHARGE TO 1.0 VOLTS, 7.00 A-HR

INITIAL TEST UNDER POSITIVE-LIMITED CONDITIONS

CHARGE "C" RATE TO ROLLOVER

DISCHARGE 0.73 C FOR 30 MINUTES PAST REVERSAL,
EODV - 0.19 VOLTS

Figure 43-10

NEGATIVE-LIMITED REVERSAL 	 :HUGHES:

CHARGE "C" RATE TO ROLLOVER

BLEED OFF 30% OF HYDROGEN

DISCHARGE 0.73 C FOR 5 MINUTES PAST REVERSAL.
EODV - -0.36 VOLTS

CYCLING CAPACITY TEST, 7.27 A-HR

REPEAT, 60% OF HYDROGEN REMOVED

EODV - -0.33 VOLTS, CAPACITY 7.33 A-HR

DISASSEMBLY - NO OBSERVABLE DAMAGE TO COMPONENTS

Figure 43-11
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NICKEL-HYDROGEN FLIGH1 kELA^

AND CELL SHORTING TES]

S. Stadnick

Hughes Aircraft

(Figure 44-1)

Basically what I s m going to talk about is the
relay that we used on a standard flight configuration of
Hughes' nickel-hydrogen cells. This relay is used in the
event of an open circuit cell.

Now we-1 ve hypothesized but never seen that you .can
have a nickel-hydrogen cell which, in the flight
configuration of . a spacecraft, will develop a leak in the
case. The cell would evaporate its electrolyte. The
hydrogen would disappear and the cell would become
open-circuited. At that point we would close the relay, and
short-circuit around the cell.

He designed very carefully our electronic
activation system, and tested our relays so that under no
possible circumstances could the relay close on a
fully-charged cell.

The immediate question that everyone asks is,
l Viell, what if it did, ' even though we have designed it so
that it cannot possibly happen.-"

We ran the test, and basically took a fully
charged nickel-hydrogen cell, put in our flight
configuration wiring , our flight configuration relay, and
then closed the relay. We measured cell voltage, current,
pressure, and recorded all of the data.

We also had four thermocouples on the terminal
where we have a screw type attachment threaded onto
silver-plated copper lugs. We put a thermocouple on the
dome of the cell, another thermocouple on the thermal
flange.

(Figure 44-2)
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Just discussing the test conditions, we basically
use three sets of contacts on the relay and wire them in
parallel. Each set of contacts is rEted at 25.amps. And we
used wiring which approximated our flight wiring. We
measured the current with a DC amp meter.

Immediately prior to the test we measured the
capacity of the cell since we also wanted to find out what
happened to the cell, not only to the wiring and the relays.
We did a standard capacity test for the nickel-hydrogen
cell.

Immediately prior to the short test we charged the
cell with a 25 amp-hour charge to full charge, and turned on
the relay.

(Figure 44-3)

I'm not going to tell you what happened yet
because we have one more'Vu-graph which shows us our relay
contact resistance as we measured it prior to the test,
including the wire resistance. This is typical intercell
wiring through the relay, and our total current path
resistance is as it exists on the spacecraft.

(Figure 44-4)

Now here are the results.

basically it-'s a little hard to see on here, but
the important point, ana the first one that everyone asks is
what happens to the pressure in the nickel--hydrogen cell
when you are discharging it at an 8 C. rate, which is what
happened? The pressure decreased linearly as we would have
expected. There was no maintenance or increase in pressure
whatsoever. The cell terminal volta ge remained
approximately constant at a little more than one volt, which
was fairly phenomenal for an d C. discharge.

Our current maintained itsElf at approximately a 7
to .b C rate until we had exhausted some 80 percent of the
total capacity within the cell. And then the voltage
cropped down to complete the dischar ge. We discharged the
cell all the way to zero volts.
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(Figure 44-5)

In terms of the temperatures that were reached in
the various components, the relay case temperature as you
can see .went up to 160 or so degrees Centigrade. The cell
delivered approximately three times es much current through
it as it-was rated for.

(Figure 44-6)

We did a capacity test on the nickel-hydrogen cell
and it had.the same capacity after the test as before the
test, and apparently suffered no ill effects whatsoever from
Its high rate discharge.

DISCUSSION

KUNIGAHALLI (Bowie State Ccllece)s In the
discharge curve.I see a plateau. Could you please put on
that Vu-graph?

(Figure 44-4)

On the right-hand side you see the voltage, and
the discharge curve is not-- Ther.e t s a knee and a plateau.
Can you account for that?

STADNICKs Usually we account for that by calling
it trapped or chemi-absorbed oxygen. The sharpness of this
knee in here is artistic license from our graphics
department. The real curve didn't look sharp like that.

KUNIGAHALLI: You mean to say the oxygen absorbed
on the positive electrode?

STADNICK s It absorbed on the positive electrode.
At a cell voltage below 1 volt, somewhere around .8 9 .7
volts it will be recombined and will be usable but
inefficient capacity. And you-1 11 see that on any
nickel-hydrogen cell discharged through the approximate .8
volt range.

KUNIGAHALLI= Thank you.

STEINHAUER (Hughes)s I assume that wasn't a GEO 5
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relay. Are you .really proposing the use of relays for
flight as opposed to diodes, and could you comment?

.STADNICK= We are using relays for flight as
opposed to diodes. The diode has a temperature delta which
typically has been high. Just due to its resistive loss it
generates too much heat in one particular area of our
spacecraft. In the event that we would have to run current
through it, we chose to use a relay instead of a diode.

MAURER (Bell Labs): Would you expect temperatures
to be any different if you had done this in a vacuum?

STADNICK= Not very greatly different. There
might be some minor differences but the thermal sinking that
we aid, we tried to make it as close as could be to normal
spacecraft conditions, and the convection and conduction to
the air I feel is fairly small durin g the five—minute
discharge. I don--t think it would be.much different.

DYER (Bell Labs) : Clearly the secondary plateau
there is because your current is not constant during this
discharge. You show indeed a plateau in the current as
well. Isn't that simply reflecting the discharge rate, the
plateau on the cell terminal voltage:

STADNICK= I think it ,'s the other way around. The
current is reflecting the drop in the voltage of the cell.
This is through a constant approximate resistance.

RO GERS (Hughes) : Perhaps maybe I can explain that
a little more.

This is not, as is typical with most of the test
work in nickel —hydrogen or nickel —cadmium for that matter, a
constant current discharge. We're discharging into a
gradually increasing resistance because of temperature
effects increasing the temperature coefficient of copper.

So it's a .little difficult to kind of define. If
you start to try to analyze the curve it-'s a little
difficult because the conditions are not as we normally s.ee
them.

BETZ .(Naval Research Lab): A couple of questions.
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If a .relay were to go like that in orbit would you
be able to unlatch it the other way?

STADNICK.= The relay would not do this in orbit,
shorting across a fully charged cell.

BETZ: Thank you.

STADNICK: The relays are commendable either in
the open or closed conditions at our request.

BETZ: The other question is have you considered
the possibility of fusing, rather than taking that kind of
risk, dust fusing the relay? Wouldn-t you rather lose the
protection circuitry due to an inadvertent relay latch that
could conceivably happen, like an act of God maybe?

STADNICK= We did a tradeoff, debating .whether
that was likely or not, and of course if you had a fused
cell and that cell did indeed become inoperative, you now
have an open circuit.

BEZZ : If you fuse the relay?

STADNICK: If you fuse the relay and your cell
became an open circuit, you would halve an inoperative
circuit.

BETZ : Okay.

Could you mention what kind of relay that .was? Do
you remember what that was by any chance?

I^11 ask you later.
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TEST CONDITIONS

Figure 44-1
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RELAY SHORTING TEST SCHEMATIC 	 ' ` HUGHES

LIGHTWEIGHT 25 A-HR NICKEL-HYDROGEN CELL
MAGNETIC LATCH TYPE RELAY

• 3 CONTACTS, 25 AMP AT 28 VDC EACH, CONTINUOUS
WIRING -NO. 16 TFE, 7 INCH PER LENGTH
CLIP ON DC AMMETER

• MODEL CG100A, F.W. BELL CO.
CALIBRATION WITH SHUNT - NOT USED FOR TEST
CAPACITY TEST

• 2.5 AMP CHARGE - 16 HOURS
• 12.5 AMP DISCHARGE TO 1.0 VOLTS
• AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

SHORT TEST
• 25 AMP CHARGE TO ROLLOVER
0 TURN ON RELAY

Figure 44-2
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ELECTRICAL TEST RESULTS
	

HUGHES

RELAY CONTACT RESISTANCE 2.9 x 10' 3 OHMS EACH

WIRE RESISTANCE — EACH LENGTH 2.5 x 10' 3 OHMS

TOTAL CURRENT PATH RESISTANCE 2.6 x 10"3 OHMS
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Figure 44-3
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RELAY SHORTING TEST TEMPERATURE
DATA
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HUGHES
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Figure 44-5

TEST RESULTS I : HUGHES

SOLDER ON RELAY TERMINALS FUSED

TFE INSULATION ON POSITIVE LEADS DECOMPOSED AFTER
30 SECONDS

RELAY STILL FUNCTIONAL AFTER TEST

NO EVIDENCE OF ANY CELL DAMAGE

NO LOSS IN CAPACITY

Figure 44-6
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NiH2 CELL TEST UPDATE

V. MUELLER

McDonnell Douglas

As the title implies, this is an update of some
material I presente.i last year, where we talked about our
testing through approximately 3000 cycles. We-*re now at
about 9500 cycles on one cell, 7500 on the second c.e.11; the
third cell has failed.

These are the three cells that we have. They are
three that were in a group provided to us by Don Warnock of
the Air Force and were contained in the test. We intend to
continue until we either run out of money - or the cells fail,
whichever occurs first.

(Fi gure 45-1)

Our testing is done in simulated low earth orbit,
90-minute cycles, 35 minutes of discharge, 55 minutes of
char ge. And ours is a conventional monotonous discharge
characteristic, not with a programmed system.

The cells are mounted on a fixture which, in turn,
is cooled by a temperature controlled coolant pad, which
removes the heat from the cells.

As I said, one cell failed,.

eve had two cells with Zircar separators, one with
asbestoes. One of the cells with the Zircar separator
failed after 2500 cycles, roughly. And we have done a
failure analysis on that cell.

We had a second problem where we-developed a leak
in our external plu-robing. These cells were provided with AN
fittings and valves, and we had those .connected into
pressure transducers. We developed a leak in the external
manifolding, and lost pressure on a second cell.	 We have
since repressurized that, and we have returned it to
cycling.

(Figure 45-2)
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This is simply a plan diagram showing the three
cells in the test fixture. The baseplate is 1-inch
aluminum, and we circulate coolant around that baseplate.
The standoffs are 60 mi.11s thick aluminum alloy. And.the
numbers refer to thermocouples. We have thermocouples
mounted on the three cells, coolant inlet at the top end and
outlet at the bottom.

I might mention, also, those cells are wrapped
with fiberglass insulation, so we have no convective
cooling.

(Figure 45-3)

One of our interests was to see if we could charge
these cells in the same manner-that we now use in the Modular
Power Subsystem for a nickel-cadmium cell. And so we have
reconstructed here Levels 5 through E of the standard power
regulator unit in the MPS. Because you need slightly
higher charge voltages for a nickel-hydrogen cell, we have
constructed three more levels: they-*re simply our own
invention, and they-re ,just offset from the three lower
levels at 20 millivolt separation between levels.

These VT levels are set manually by the test
engineer; in other words, he reads the temperature and sets
the voltage accordingly.

(Figure 45-4)

Now this is a typical performance cycle on our
Cell No. 1. This has been cycled practically since the
beginning, at 50 percent DOD. We did do 500 cycles at 25
percent DOD. And this is a typical cycle after we have done
the repressurization. We did have a pressure buildup prior
to the pressure loss, and after we repressurized we returned
to the initial pressure, roughly. As you can see, at 50
percent DOD we char ge at roughly 50 ampere constant current
until we hit the voltage limit, and then we go into a taper
charce.

(Figure 45-5)

This is the same type of information for Cell
No. 3. This is the one with a Zircar separator. And on
this one we have seen a pressure creep-up. We-re now over
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1000 psi. I believe we started around 750 or 800. We're
currently operating at 50 percent depth of discharges that's
.what this cycle is. And the initial charge here is 60
amperes to voltage limit, and then taper off.

(Figure 45-6)

I've plotted.the end-of-discharge voltage versus
the cyclic history for Cell No. 1, and we're currently at
7500 cycles, and my last data point is at about 7000
cycles. I didn't present any data below 2000 cycles. You
can refer to our presentation last year.

All of these cycles are done at a nominal
temperature of 23 degrees Centigrade.

We started with Level 8, 50
discharge. That seemed to be a little
voltage problems, and we went to Level
cycles. Our return factor, the ratic
ampere-hours.out, was rather high, and
that off somewhat. So we lowered it t
artificial 8-1/2. And at a later time
our return factors .levels had dropper
back to Level 9, and we're continuinc

percent depth of
too low, due to
9 9 then, to 3000
of ampere-hours in to
we wanted to back

o Level 8-1/2 9 an
we found, again, that
to 1.04, so we went
at that level.

(Figure 45-7)

This is a plot of the ampere-hour return factor
corresponding to the previous plot. And, as you can see,
we're now operating at around 1.04.

(Figure 45-8)

The same information for Cell No. 3. Cell No. 3
we operated initially at 80 percent eepth of discharge
based on 50 ampere-hours. And we hac two cells in series,
to begin with. One of the cells has failed. And we had a
problem with the second cell reaching one volt cutoff
voltage during cycling. We had to beck off on the depth of
discharge. We had backed off to 70 percent depth of
discharge right around 2000 cycles, and we had to back off
further to 60 in order to keep Cell 2 from dropping out at
the low voltage.

After the one cell failed, we didn't change the
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aepth of discharge, but we did later= at slightly over 3000
cycles we went back to 70 percent depth of discharge. We
continued that way for a while, and we got into a problem
again with voltage level, end-of-discharge voltage, and we
went to 60 percent. And we're now at 50 percent depth of
discharge.

Our cycling system has an automatic cutoff : if you
get below one volt during discharge, it will turn itself
off.

(Figure 45-9)

Here is the ampere-hour return factor as a
function of cycles. Were now running around 1.06. We were
trying to get around 1.08 to 1.12, which seemed to be about
the best level.

(Figure 45-10)

Here I've just plotted the capecity for all three
cells since wea ve started. Cell No. ?_, the cell that
failed, is represented by the little squares, and at Cycle
2470 it failed. this was the last capacity check before
failure.

The cell performed normally during our capacity
discharge, but when we tried to rechar ge after we had
completed that cycle it would not accept a charge, and it
was shorted, exhibited a shorting characteristic.

Cell No. I t which is the one with the asbestoes
separator, held the capacity rather %ell at the beginning.
Then we had a rather severe dropoff : I don't really know
,v,,hy: and , at Cycle 6200 is where we had .the loss of
pressure. And'we did two intermediate capacity discharges
between Cycles 6000 and 7000, and I didn't plot them because
they did appear to be anomalous, but I'll talk about those
later when we .talk about the loss of pressure.

Cell No. 3,'which is the Zircar separator, seems
to fairly monotonously decrease. he have a capacity now of
rou ghly 30 ampere-hours.

(Figure 45-11)
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I'm talking here about the failure analysis we did
on Cell SIN 133, or Ce.11 No. 2. As I said, it failed after
2473 cycles, we were doing capacity discharge, everything
seemed fine until we tried to recharge, and it was shorted
at that time.

This has a single-layer Zircar separator. When we
took it apart, it looked very wells there was no obvious
evidence of mechanical short by looking externally at the
stack, and we did some voltage measurements. The short
disappeared as soon as we loosened the nut which compresses
the stack. So it was not a very hard short at all.

When we took the stack apart, we did find two
areas that seemed to be shorted. Vie found a little mound of
positive material, and we think that caused the short.

We understand that Hughes has done some tests,
where they have looked at positive material, and it appears
to be non-conductive for at least 1500 cycles. So were
postulating that possibly this anomaly formed early and in
the process of cyclin g was reduced to nickel.

A third area showed some damage, , but it didn't
appear to be shorted. And we saw .evidence of the rapid
recombination of oxygen. 'Vie found pits and burn holes in
the gas screens and negatives.

(Figure 45-12)

This is Just a diagram showing one of the areas,
and I guess this is the most severely damaged area. There
was a hole burned completely throu gh the gas screen, the
negative and the separator. The mound shown on the
positive plate appeared to extend from the positive to the
negative. And there was a small amount of positive material
deposited on the Positive No. 13. And, as I said, a hole
completely through the gas screen, the negative and the
separator.

(Figure 45-13)

This is another area where there was a mound on
the positive, and there did appear to be shorting, a
complete bridge between the Positive No. 19 to the Negative
No. 20, with a hole burned in the gas screen.
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(Figure 45-14)

This is a third area that showed some evidence of
damage. However, there didn't appear to be a complete
bridge here; evidently some heat. There's a hole in the
separator and in one of the positives.

(Figure 45-15)

As I mentioned earlier, we lost pressure in one of
the cells due to a leak in the external plumbing. It
developed rather quickly: I don't really understand why. We
looked at the pressure-versus-time plot for this particular

icycle, and we completely lost pressure n a space of about
thirty minutes. And on the next cycle it caused an
undervoltage shutdown when we discharged.

We left the cell in the test set--up with the
internal pressure near zero for about ten weeks. Initially
it was open circuited, and then we shorted it for another
thrre weeks. And I guess after this short we tried an
initial attempt at repressurization by pressurizing to 50
psi. The pressure dropped very rapidly. When we put in 50
psi it almost immediately fell to . zero. And the cell
appeased hot to the touch. Vie didn't really know what was
happening. We looked around for a hydrogen leak, but we
aidn't fino any. We did some additional leakage tests to
confirm that we did have gas integrity in the cell and in the
external plumbing. Over a period of a number of weeks;
in fact we went from early.July to about the end of August;
periodically putting in 50 psi of hydrogen, and watching it
bleed off, until finally we reached roughly a steady
condition.

At that time we recharged the cell by charging-at
5 amps for 24 hours. Immediately after that recharge we did
a capacity check at C/2 to 1 volt per cell, and we measured
57-1/2 ampere-hoursi which was considerably more than we had
ever seen. And we can't account for that.

We then thought we would work a little easier for
at least the first portion of cycling, so we went to 20
percent depth, and we did 93 cycles at 20 percent depth,
after which vie measured the capacity again. At that time we
measured 38 ampere-hours. At that time we went to our
normal 50 percent depth of discharge cycling in low earth.
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orbit, and after we had completed an additional 681 cycles,
or at 7000 cycles, we measured 29 ampere—hours.

As .I mentioned, we intend to keep on cycling these
cells, and we're now at about 9500 cycles on one of the
cells and 7500 cycles on the second.

Thank you very much.

DISCUSSION

ROGERS (Hughes Aircraft): I'.11 answer the most
obvious point that you gust made about that cell that-had
hydrogen bugs in it that ate it, apparently. If all you had
was a shorted cell with a fully—charged, or somewhere near
fully—charged positive, without any hydrogen in it there was
no way to discharge. As soon as you put the hydrogen in
it's like a shorted .cell. You know, with hydrogen it is
almost like that experiment that Ste%e talked about.

And s'o of course it got hot, and by adding it
incrementally it prevented overheating and got the positive
electrode discharge.

MUELLER: I don't quite understand, Dr. Rogers.
The cell was shorted, you say?

ROGERS : .I'm only ,fudging from what I saw.
Apparently you had a shorted cell, at least at that time. By
putting hydrogen into a cell which had no hydrogen in it but
had a positive electrode which was char ged, you immediately
discharge it through that short.

MUELLER : I see.

ROGERS : So that would continue until you had.the
positives completely discharged.

In other words, you had to add the normal amount
of hydrogen back in, in effect. That's what it appears from
what data I see there.

MUELLER: It seems to be cycling normally now.

PICKETT (Hughes.Aircraft): Did you do an analysis
of the material between the plates which apparently caused
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the short?

MUELLER= No, we did not.

STOCKEL (COMSAT) $ Did you analyze the electrolyte
in the cell?

MUELLER= No. It was strictly a mechanical
dissection and visual examination.
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NI H2 CELL CYCLIC TEST PROGRAM

o THREE CELLS AUTOMATICALLY CYCLED IN SIMULATED LOW EARTH ORBIT

(35 MINUTE DISCHARGE, 55 MINUTE CHARGE)

o CHARGING IN VOLTAGE-LIMITED, TEMPERATURE-COMPENSATED MODE

o TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED COOLANT BATH REMOVES HEAT FROM CELL MOUNTING

FIXTURE

o ONE CELL WITH ZIRCAR SEPARATOR FAILED (SHORTED),AFTER 2473 CYCLES

o FAILURE ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON SHORTED CELL

o LEAK IN EXTERNAL PLUMBING CAUSED SHUT DOWN OF SECOND CELL AT CYCLE 6229

o CELL REPRESSURIZED AND RETURNED TO CYCLING

o TWO CELLS (ONE WITH ZIRCAR AND ONE WITH ASBESTOS SEPARATOR) CONTINUE

TO CYCLE

Figure 45-1
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA - CELL 1
	

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA - CELL 3
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Figure 45-5
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FAILURE ANALYSIS OF NICKEL-HYDROGEN CELL S/N 133

BACKGROUND:

o CELL FAILED AFTER 2473. 90-MINUTE CHARGE/DISCHARGE CYCLES

o PRIOR TO FAILURE, CELL EXHIBITED LOW END-OF-DISCHARGE VOLTAGE AND

SIGNIFICANT CAPACITY LOSS

o DEVELOPED INTERNAL SHORT FOLLOWING OTHERWISE NORMAL CAPACITY CHECK

o SINGLE-LAYER ZIRCAR SEPARATOR

OBSERVATIONS:

o NO OBVIOUS EVIDENCE OF MECHANICAL SHORTS FROM EXAMINATION OF STACK

ASSEMBLY

o SHORT DISAPPEARED WHEN STACK COMPRESSION WAS RELIEVED

o DISASSEMBLY OF STACK REVEALED TWO AREAS WHICH MAY HAVE SHORTED IF

MOUND OF POSITIVE MATERIAL FOUND 1S CONDUCTIVE

o A THIRD AREA SHOWED SOME DAMAGE, BUT DID NOT APPEAR TO BE SHORTED

o GAS SCREENS AND NEGATIVES SHOW TINY BURN HOLES FROM RAPID OXYGEN

RECOMBINATION

o TINY PITS SEEN ON BOTH SIDES OF SOME POSITIVES

Figure 45-11

FAILURE ANALYSIS

Separator fragnwnt
With positive
material from P13.

e0

P14

SIGNIFICANT ANOMALY - CELL 2

SET 13-14

	

Mound	 rHole	 Hole

I

	

O	 o	 •'O 	 O

	

P13	 G14	 N14	 S14

NOTES: 1. STACK ELEMENTS NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY BEGINNING AT WELD RING END.

2. P-POSITIVE ELECTRODE, G-GAS SCREEN. N-NEGATIVE ELECTRODE,

S-SEPARATOR,

3. P13 DENOTES POSITIVE ELECTRODE NO, 13.

SIGNIFICANT ANOMALY — CELL 2 FAILURE ANALYSIS

SET 19-20

Mounds	 Hole

	

Debris^

0	 0	 :.0 .
4

P19	 G20	 N20

Figure 45-13

Figure 45-12 	
SIGNIFICANT ANOMALY — CELL 2 FAILURE ANALYSIS

SET 38-39

Separator	 Positive

Debris-	 Hole-	 Hole	 Material

N38	 S38	 P38	 G39

NOTE: POSITIVE MATERIAL DID NOT APPEAR TO EXTEND TO NEGATIVE

ELECTRODE.

Figure 45-14
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CELL PRESSURE LOSS AND RETURN TO CYCLING

o LEAK OCCURRED IN EXTERNAL PLUMBING DURING CYCLE 6229 WHICH SUBSEQUENTLY

CAUSED UNDERVOLTAGE SHUTDOWN

o CELL LEFT IN TEST SETUP WITH INTERNAL PRESSURE NEAR ZERO FOR APPROXIMATELY

10 WEEKS; OPEN CIRCUITED INITIALLY, SHORTED FINAL 3 WEEKS

o DURING INITIAL ATTEMPT AT REPRESSURIZATION, PRESSURE DROPPED RAPIDLY

AND CELL WAS HOT TO TOUCH

o ADDITIONAL LEAKAGE TESTS PERFORMED TO CONFIRM CELL AND EXTERNAL PLUMBING

INTEGRITY

o SUBSEQUENTLY INTRODUCED HYDROGEN INCREMENTALLY UNTIL STABLE PRESSURE

RESULTED

o REMOVED SHORT AND RECHARGED AT 5 AMPERES FOR 24 HOURS

o CAPACITY CHECK RESULTED IN ABNORMALLY HIGH CAPACITY OF 57,5 AMPERE-HOURS

o PERFORMED 93, 90-MINUTE CYCLES AT 20% DEPTH OF DISCHARGE

o CAPACITY THEN MEASURED 38,7 AMPERE-HOURS

o RETURNED TO CYCLING AT •50% DEPTH OF DISCHARGE

o AFTER 681 ADDED CYCLES (7003 TOTAL), CAPACITY MEASURED 28,8 AMPERE-HOURS

Figure 45-15
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NICKEL SYSTEM MANUFACTURING UPDATE

L. Mi.11e.r

Eagle Picher

I called.Gerry Halpert several .weeks ago and I
said,-"Gerry, I want to speak at the upcoming B Workshop."

And he said, "Okay, .but under two conditions.
First," he said, ".I.want you to tell us something, not try
to sell us something. And second, I want you to be very
brief.-"

Well, we're going to have a brief presentation.

(Laughter.)

To b.e consistent with a number of other papers
that have been presented here this afternoon, the title of
my paper also has little to .do with what I'm going to talk
about.

(Laughter.)

I'd like to show you some trend data as it relates
to electrochem-impregnated positive electrodes used in
various battery systems. What I-d like to get back from
this is for someone else to say, "Yes, we see this," or "No,
we have not seen this.J'

To give you a litt.le background, we've been using
the electrochem positive electrode in nickel-hydrogen
probably for six or seven years with very good. results,
primarily because of the dimensional stability and the high
electrical utilization of the active material.

It. would seem reasonable that you could take the
same electrode, put them in nickel,-cad and achieve the same
advantages. Let me show what we've seen when we've done
this.

(Figure 46-1)

Again this is just basic trend data. We haven't
been into the nickel-cad portion of it .long enough to really
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be definitive. But what we see is that in the
nickel-hydrogen you get very good utilization in the final
sealed state versus nickel-cadmium.

I probably need to.clarify this point. When we
design a LEO .cell, we put more electrolyte .int.o it than a
GEO cell design. The utili.zation of the electrode is going
down as you go into these lower electrolyte systems.

I could have drawn another curve on there. If you
run flooded electric capacity tests for all three of these
cells, you would have a curve that would start right here
.(nickel-hydrogen data point) and come flat across like this.

So apparently what we're looking at is an
electrolyte sensitivity associated with this electrode.

The X axis is not really correct. It's correct
with .respect to the GEO and the LEO.ni-cad cell but then when
you get up to the.nickel-hydrogen (in terms of absolute
volume of electrolyte in the .cell), it's not correct. It
actually reverses direction.

But what I think it-'s saying is we should really
be interested in the true distribution of. electrolyte in the
cell.

There, definitely seems to be a correlation bet.w.een
electrolyte, electrical utilization end the system.

Like I said, I'm trying to be very brief, so thank
you*
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